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High-pressure multi-hole nozzles, carrying a Diesel-derived technology, are believed 
to be promising Fuel Injection Equipment (FIE) for Direct-Injection (DI) Spark-
Ignition (SI) gasoline engines. Having explored thoroughly swirl pressure atomisers 
and their spray behaviour, multi-hole nozzles represent the second-generation 
injectors. Thus, complete investigation of multi-hole nozzle flow, spray characteristics 
and their engine performance is a vital part of development of future DI gasoline 
engines. The internal nozzle flow of an enlarged transparent multi-hole injector was 
investigated for different flow rates and needle lifts under steady state flow 
conditions. High-resolution CCD camera and high speed digital video systems were 
employed to visualize the nozzle flow patterns and cavitation development. The 
images identified the onset of cavitation in multi-hole gasoline nozzles and revealed 
the transition from pre-film to film stage cavitation. Cavitation strings were also 
visualized inside the injection hole that could extend to the needle face. However, 
these structures are highly unstable and directly affected by needle lift and cavitation 
number, although it appeared to be independent of the Re, in a behaviour similar to 
that of multi-hole diesel injectors. The sprays from various high-pressure multi-hole 
nozzle designs injected into a high-pressure/temperature constant-volume chamber 
have been visualised and quantified in terms of droplet velocity and diameter with a 
two-component phase-Doppler Anemometry (PDA) system at injection pressures up 
to 200bar and chamber pressures varying from atmospheric to 12bar. The overall 
spray angles relative to the axis of the injector were found to be almost independent of 
injection and chamber pressure, a significant advantage relative to swirl pressure 
atomisers. Within the measured range, the effect of injection pressure on droplet size 
was rather small while the increase in chamber pressure from atmospheric to 12bar 
resulted in much smaller droplet velocities, by up to fourfold, and larger droplet sizes 
by up to 40%. The effect of chamber temperature on multi-hole sprays confirmed the 
expected trends that dictate smaller droplet size distributions as temperature rises 
from 50 to 90 and 120°C. Additionally, multiple-injection proved to have similar 
dependencies to the single injection with certain operating limits. Laser-induced 
fluorescence has been mainly used to characterise the two-dimensional fuel vapour 
concentration inside the cylinder of a multi-valve twin-spark ignition engine equipped 
with high-pressure multi-hole injectors. The effects of injection timing, in-cylinder 
charge motion and injector tip layout have been quantified. The flexibility in nozzle 
design of the multi-hole injectors has proven to be a powerful tool in terms of 
matching overall spray cone angle and number of holes to specific engine 
configurations. Injection timing was found to control spray impingement on the piston 
and cylinder wall, thus contributing to quick and efficient fuel evaporation. Multiple-
injection performed well under certain operating conditions and proved to be a 
powerful tool in the hands of engine manufacturers. It was confirmed that in-cylinder 
charge motion plays a major role in engine's stable operation by assisting in the 
transportation of the air-fuel mixture towards the ignition locations (i.e. spark-plugs) 
in the way of a uniformly distributed charge or by preserving stratification of the 
charge depending on operating mode of the engine. 
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Introduction 
Internal combustion engines have been the dominant powerplant for automobiles for 
over a century. Since the early 20th century, compression and spark ignition engines 
using oil-based fuels have seen tremendous technological advances. Advantages and 
disadvantages of both combustion concepts have set the operating field of diesel and 
gasoline engines. Currently, the continuously increasing number of newly registered, 
fuel-powered, automobiles has triggered the public concern for environmental 
pollution. Diesel-powered vehicles have been continuously characterised as 
environmental friendly solutions, due to their lower exhaust gas emissions compared 
to their gasoline-fuelled counterparts. As a result, diesel market share rises 
continuously as it starts occupying a traditionally gasoline engine dominant field; 
vehicles for personal use. Engine manufacturers worldwide have already started 
exploring ways of reducing exhaust gas emissions of gasoline engines. This has lead 
to the re-examination of the spark ignition engine as a trustworthy solution for 
personal use vehicles. 
1.1 HISTORY OF THE SPARK IGNITION ENGINE 
Paris, 1867: Against all odds, the prototype engine of Nicolaus August Otto and 
Eugen Langen is awarded the gold metal in the Paris World's Fair, as the first and 
most efficient gas engine ever produced (Figure 1.1). Nevertheless, the first serious 
attempt, as far as the invention of the internal combustion engine is concerned, is 
dated back to 1858 by the Belgian-born engineer Jean Joseph Etienne Lenoir, who 
invented and patented (1860) a double-acting electric spark-ignition internal 
combustion engine fuelled by coal gas. In 1863 Lenoir improved his design by using 
petroleum and a primitive carburettor. In the meantime, specifically in 1862, a French 
civil engineer named Alphonse Beau de Rochas patented, but never built, a four-
stroke engine! It was these inventions that inspired a German salesman, Nicolaus 
August Otto, to start experiments for the invention of a gas engine; he and his 
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Figure 1.1: Award winning atmospheric gas engine (about 1866/7) 
counterpart, Eugen Langen, a Gennan industrialist, patented a two-stroke engine that 
run on gas in 1861. After further improving this engine (Figure 1.1), they won the 
gold metal in Paris World Fair in 1867. However, they had a strong competitor, 
Etienne Lenoir, whose design completely overshadowed the Otto-Langen engine. 
After tirelessly running tests though, the Gennan duo was awarded the gold metal for 
the most efficient gas engine ever produced. Following their success, Otto continued 
working for the development of his prototype. His efforts were finally rewarded when 
in May 1876 he built, and later patented, the first four-stroke piston cycle internal 
combustion engine. This was the first practical alternative to the steam engine and 
since then it is called the "Otto Cycle Engine" (Figure 1.2). 
a 
Figure 1.2: Nicolaus August Otto with a. his first four-stroke cycle engine (1876), and b. the Otto 
working diagram (9 th ｉ｜ｴｉ｡ｾ Ｇ Ｌ＠ 1876). 
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Otto continued to develop his four-stroke engine after 1876 and he considered his 
work finished after his invention of the first magneto-ignition system for low voltage 
ignition in 1884. In the ten following years more than 30,000 engines of this type 
were sold. He died in January 1891, but his contribution to society was especially 
important because it was his four-stroke design that was universally adopted for liquid 
fuelled automobiles. Although Otto never thought of placing his engine in a vehicle 
featuring more than two wheels, two other German inventors of his time, Karl Benz 
and Gottlieb Daimler, shared Otto's vision and, by taking one step further the Otto 
cycle engine, have conceived the start of the automobile industry as it is known today. 
In 1885, Gottlieb Daimler and Wilhelm Maybach improved Otto's design and they 
patented what is generally recognised as the precursor of the modem gas engine. It 
was a small, lightweight engine featuring a vertical cylinder and the first ever 
gasoline-injected carburettor. Despite this record-breaking patent, it was a competitor 
of Gottlieb Daimler, Karl Benz, who patented the first three-wheeler gas-fuelled car in 
early 1886. Karl Benz, therefore, was the first inventor to integrate an internal 
combustion engine with a chassis, designing both together. A few months later, in 
March of the same year, Daimler converted a stagecoach in a way to hold his engine 
as an answer to Benz's progress. Daimler's conversion entitles him to be considered 
the father of the world's first four-wheeled automobile. A few years later, in 1889, 
Gottlieb Daimler and his design engineer, Wilhelm Maybach, were the first to build a 
four-wheel automobile from scratch, without adapting other purpose vehicles. Twelve 
years later, in 1901, Maybach designed the first Mercedes automobile for the Daimler 
Automobile Company (Daimler Motoren Gesellschaft), which remains more than 100 
years later one of the most prestigious automakers worldwide. 
Since the early days of the twentieth century, and the first Mercedes automobile, the 
Otto cycle engine has seen record-braking technological improvements due mainly to 
the continuously increasing public interest in this specific method of transport. 
Starting from the first V-shaped engine of Daimler-Maybach, more cylinders were 
added later to the vertical single-cylinder engine. Having four cylinders in a row as 
the classic in-line approach, oversized engines featuring 6 and 8 cylinders appeared in 
a quest for more power output. Sharing the same drive, numerous manufacturers 
improved the idea of the first gasoline-injected carburettor by introducing 
sophisticated mechanical innovations for monitoring the engine's airflow and 
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increasing the cross-sectional flow area using double, or even more, throttle valves for 
the same engine. The appearance of the small-sized turbochargers and their coupling 
with internal combustion engines in the late 70's and early 80's, introduced the need 
for more accurate fuel/air monitoring and metering devices. These devices were 
supplied by the electronics sector and they simply moved the fully mechanically-
controlled engine, one step further towards the higher-accuracy electronic control 
mechanisms. This new technology allowed the introduction of the first fuel injection 
systems, replacing the old-fashioned carburettor with accurate and fast acting fuel 
injectors. 
Throughout all these years, the main concern of engine manufacturers has been how 
to increase the power output of a vehicle's powerplant. This trend lasted almost a 
century. In the late years of the twentieth century the majority of the automobile 
industry shifted its direction and started considering ways to improve the relatively 
low efficiency of gasoline engines, compared to Diesel engines. In many cases some 
of the known advantages of the gasoline engine had to be sacrificed for the sake of 
lower fuel consumption and exhaust emissions. The reason for this change in 
philosophy lies in the perceived uncontrollable use of technological developments, 
which directly affect the environment that we live in. In other words, the 
consequences of the industrial revolution and the advances that it brought to the 
service of people have poisoned the earth's atmosphere to a degree that IS now 
directly compromising human health and threatens earth's ecobalance. 
1.2 CLIMATE CHANGE AND ENGINES 
1.2.1 Air pollution 
An internal combustion engme converts fuel's chemical energy in to mechanical 
energy, according to the Diesel or Otto operating cycle, through combustion of an 
air/fuel mix-lure. Based on the principles of the Otto cycle, conventional port-injected, 
spark-ignited (SI), gasoline-fuelled engines require extensive throttling and a certain 
air/fuel ratio (AFR) in order to achieve stable and efficient combustion of the air/fuel 
mixture. The current development status of these types of engine can offer a 
maximum fuel efficiency of 40%. The incomplete and inefficient combustion directly 
leads to undesirable by-products. Exhaust gases of imperfect combustion of gasoline, 
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such as carbon monoxide (CO), oxides of nitrogen (NOx) and unburned hydrocarbons 
(uRC), are classified as pollutants. These gaseous pollutants reduce the air quality and 
exhibit negative links to human health. In particular, carbon monoxide (CO) reduces 
the blood's oxygen carrying capacity, which in tum reduces the availability of oxygen 
to key organs of the human body. Therefore, extreme levels of exposure could be 
fatal. At lower concentrations CO may pose a health risk, especially to those suffering 
from heart diseases. The second pollutant, nitrogen oxides (NOx), represents the sum 
of nitrogen monoxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (N02). The first component is the 
dominant between the two in the exhaust gases. Once released, it reacts in the 
atmosphere to form additional nitrogen dioxide (N02), which can have adverse effects 
on health, particularly among people with respiratory illness. Righ levels of exposure 
have been linked to hospital admissions due to respiratory problems, while long-term 
exposure may affect lung functions and increase the response to allergens in sensitive 
people. NOx also contributes to smog formation, and acid rain, while it can damage 
vegetation and contributes to ground level ozone formation. Unburned hydrocarbons 
(uRC) also participate in the ozone formation mechanism at ground levels and can 
increase the risk of damaging the human respiratory system. Additionally, some uRC 
with aromatic content are carcinogenic. 
In an attempt to improve the European air quality, members of the European Union 
have developed measures and certain actions that lead to reduced emissions from the 
above pollutants. The first decisive step happened in the late 1980' s in the form of the 
EURO legislation imposed by the European Union to all its member states. In 
particular, the European Environment Agency established a way of controlling the 
emissions of newly produced vehicles, by setting the maximum legal values of the 
three gaseous pollutants as they are produced from the car's gasoline engine when it 
follows a well-defined driving test cycle (Figure 1.3). The maximum acceptable 
values are expressed in g/km, and are given in Table 1-1. 
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Figure 1.3: European Driving Cycle pattern for emission tests. 
No. of Fuel Limit Values (g/km) Implementation 
seats CO HC NOx HC+NOx Date 
Euro I up to 9 petrol 2.72 - - 0.97 1993 
Euro II up to 9 petrol 2.2 - - 0.7 1996 
Euro III up to 9 petrol 2.3 0.2 0.15 - 2000 
Euro IV up to 9 petrol I 0.1 0.08 - 2005 
Table 1-1: European Union emission standards for newly registered vehicles. 
The intention of the EU legislation can be clearly seen in the above table . From Euro I 
standard through Euro IV the aim is to reduce gradually the production of all three 
major pollutants emitted from gasoline engines. The automotive industry responded to 
this challenge by introducing new technologies in internal combustion engine control. 
Based on fundamental chemistry principles, the composition of combustion products 
of an air/gasoline mixture strongly depends on the amount of air present in the 
combustion chamber, relative to the fuel quantity (equivalence ratio). However, the 
Otto operating cycle dictates throttled engine operation, therefore there is not excess 
air present in the engine's combustion chamber. On the contrary, it requires precise 
control of the inducted air for combustion to be as close to complete as possible; 
stoichiometric engine combustion thus ensures misfire-free operation. Under 
homogeneous mixture conditions, pollutants emissions vary according to Figure lAa. 
For this reason, the automotive industry developed control mechanisms to monitor 
and maintain the air/fuel ratio (AFR) during engine operation at the desired value that 
provides exhaust gases of known composition. This task has successfully been carried 
out since the 70 's by an oxygen sensor installed in the exhaust manifold (Figure lAb). 
At the same time, an exhaust after-treatment system was installed downstream of the 
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oxygen sensor, in the exhaust pipe. This was a ceramic monolith soaked in catalytic 
substances that enhanced further chemical reactions of the three major pollutants and 
ensured their successful transformation into carbon dioxide (C02), water (H20) and 
nitrogen (N2). This device is known as a Three-Way Catalytic converter (TWC) and it 
first appeared in production vehicles in the early years of 1990. The results of these 
technological improvements in exhaust-gas after-treatment are extremely satisfying 
and all production cars have been equipped with the above-mentioned "clean" system 
ever smce. 
FueUAir Equivalence Ratio 
a b 
Figure 1.4: (a). CO, uHC and NOx concentrations' dependence on air/fuel mixture quality for 
fuel gasoline and (b). Cut-out of an oxygen sensor (lamda sensor). 
1.2.2 Cars and carbon dioxide (C02) 
Following this successful reduction in pollutants emissions from internal combustion 
engines, and combustion processes in general, air quality is believed to be better than 
a decade ago and healthier for humans. Despite this fact, in the past hundred years , the 
sea level has risen, at least partially as a result of the warming of seawater and the 
melting of glaciers. The coverage of the earth's surface with ice and snow has shrunk 
and precipitation patterns have changed. Recently, central and northern Europe 
received more rain than in the past. In contrast, south and southeastern Europe has 
become drier. All these facts are closely linked to the observed increase in mean earth 
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temperature. Globally, the temperature increase over the past hundred years was about 
1°C. Mean temperature is likely to increase by 1.4-5.8°C between 1990 and 2100 [1]. 
This phenomenon is called "climate change", often referred to as "global warming", 
and it is considered to be one of the greatest environmental threats facing the world 
today. Climate change impacts could be catastrophic for human life and for our 
planet's future. The principle behind this environmental threat is very similar to the 
greenhouse operation; there is a gaseous layer in the atmosphere, which blocks the 
sun's radiation of escaping back to the stratosphere after being reflected from the 
earth's surface. As a result, it stays trapped in the planet's inner atmosphere and 
"contributes" to this rise in mean global temperature. These gases that impede the 
sun's radiation from escaping, are called greenhouse gases (GHGs). Human activities 
have increased the concentration of these gases in the atmosphere and there is new 
stronger evidence that most of the observed warming over the past fifty years is 
attributed to emissions of GHGs from these activities, in particular to emissions of 
carbon dioxide (C02). This is by far the most important greenhouse gas. It is the 
direct product of combustion and of the highly industrialised European economic 
system, as well as the economies of other industrialised countries, as our industrial 
activities rely on a carbon-intensive energy system. Substantial amounts of fossil fuels 
are burned, both in power and heat production and in sectors using energy, therefore 
"contributing" to CO2 production. Other important direct anthropogenic GHGs 
include methane (CH4) from agriculture and waste management, nitrous oxide (N20) 
from agriculture and industry and industrial halogenated gases. Tropospheric ozone is 
also a greenhouse gas; it is formed in the atmosphere from carbon monoxide, nitrogen 
oxides and non-methane volatile organic compounds emitted by human activity 
(industry, road transport, households, energy industries). As a first step towards the 
ultimate objective of stabilising greenhouse gases concentrations, all major 
industrialised nations attended a World conference held in Kyoto, Japan in 1997. 
Most of the participants agreed and signed the Kyoto Protocol, which obliges the 
joining parties in adopting binding targets for emissions of six GHGs, including 
carbon dioxide (C02), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N20), hydrofluorcarbons 
(HFCs), perfluorcarbons (PFCs) and sulphur hexafluoride. The Kyoto Protocol was 
formally in acted on 16th of February 2005. 
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Figure 1.5: (a). Carbon dioxide (C02) emissions in the EU-I5 (Source, EEA 2000). (b). Energy 
related CO2 emissions in the EU-25, projected in Mt till the year of 2030 (Source, 
EEA 2005). 
2030 
Figure 1.5a shows the current status of CO2 emISSIOns III fifteen EU member 
countries. It is clear that the major sources of CO2 are combustion installations. Figure 
1.5b projects only the energy related CO2 emissions in the EU of 25 member states for 
the next 25 years. In this graph, carbon dioxide emissions from transport appear to be 
the second biggest source, of the complete energy related emissions, after electricity 
and steam production. Based on the data collected from the European Environment 
Agency, carbon dioxide from passenger cars accounts for half of all CO2 emissions in 
the transport sector, and almost 12% of total CO2 emissions in the EU-25. According 
to the Kyoto Protocol, a global reduction of 8% in the emissions of CO2 has been 
agreed to, relative to 1990 levels by 2008-2012 the latest. Following this directive, the 
European Union plans to adopt a Low-Carbon energy system in its territory that will 
be followed from all its member states. This will inevitably affect internal combustion 
engines and cars ' power units in general. As an example, the average CO2 emissions 
from current passenger car fleets in Europe are 186g/km (amount of CO2 emitted 
during the New European Driving Cycle, Figure l.3). The European Union 's target is 
to reduce this value to 120g/km by 2008-2010 the latest. Furthennore, the EU in 
conjunction with ACEA (Association des Constructeurs Europeens d ' Automobiles -
European Automobile Manufacturers) has set the target of 140g/km CO2 by 2008; a 
number that will be reached by the automotive industry using technological 
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developments, being the intermediate milestone towards the 2010 (a two year delay is 
possible) objective of 120g/km CO2. 
ACEA CO2 (glkm) Change 
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 95-02 (%) 
Gasoline 188 186 183 182 180 177 172 171 -9% 
Diesel 176 174 172 167 161 159 153 152 -13.6% 
All fuels 185 183 180 178 174 169 165 163 -12.1 % 
. Table 1-2: Average specIfic CO2 emissions of new passenger cars per fuel type for ACEA and the 
European Union (Source ACEA, EU). 
ACEA Percentage of newly registered cars (%) Change 
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 95-02 (%) 
Gasoline 73.4 72.9 73.1 70.3 65.8 60.9 52.8 56.3 -17.1 
Diesel 24.0 24.3 24.3 27.0 3l.0 35.8 39.4 43.6 19.6 
Table 1-3: Trends in compositIOn of new cars registered on the market for ACEA and the EU 
(Source ACEA,EU). 
A quick overview of Tables 1-2 and 1-3 illustrates immediately the trend in internal 
combustion engines, and fuel preferences, in general, in the EU. For vehicles 
manufactured by the European automotive companies (ACEA), the emitted CO2 has 
decreased since 1995, a decrease of 12.1 % until 2002. A very interesting trend is also 
observed throughout these years, specifically since 1995, and it concerns the market 
share of diesel-powered vehicles versus their gasoline counterparts. There is a 
significant increase of 19.6% as far as newly registered diesel-powered vehicles are 
concerned. In the year 2002 gasoline-fuelled engines usage has decreased to 56.3%, 
vis-a-vis the rise of 43.6% of the diesel engines. The reason behind this trend lies in 
the continuously developing diesel engine technology, which has transformed the 
already robust diesel-powered vehicle into a cleaner and more competitive means of 
transport. For the European automotive industry it is a great challenge to manage and 
produce engines for passenger cars featuring low CO2 emissions. As mentioned 
before, the traditional operating cycle of a gasoline engine requires a very strict and 
accurate control of the air/fuel ratio of the mixture to be burnt. This fact limits the 
bottom-line of C02 emissions unless there is a sudden change in combustion 
technology. Automotive industries are not alone in this race in reducing carbon 
dioxide emissions. There is relative legislation imposing changes in fuel quality. All 
petroleum companies are forced to improve fuel quality and therefore contribute to 
the increased expenses required for a low-carbon energy system. 
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Analysis of the European Environment Agency has shown that the transport sector 
will be one of the most difficult areas in which to reduce C02 emissions in the short to 
medium term. This is because of the rapid increase in passenger and freight demand 
projected over the next 25 years and the difficulty in replacing oil as the fuel on which 
the transport sector is almost totally dependent. The impact of these two factors is that 
the transport sector is the only one showing continuously growing CO2 emissions over 
the next 25 years. However, in the medium to long term, there are a number of engine 
technologies and fuels that could substantially reduce carbon emissions from road 
transport. These include for engines: 
• Improvements to internal combustion engmes, including advanced fuel 
injection systems and downsizing; 
• Hybrid vehicles, which have an internal combustion engme used m 
combination with an electric motor; 
• Fuel cell vehicles, which have a dedicated electric motor; 
and for fuels: 
• Hydrogen for fuel cells from one of a wide range of possible sources; 
• Biofuels, including alcohols made out of starch crops and diesel made from 
oilseeds as well as advanced fuels based on the gasification of biomass. 
These new technologies and fuel alternatives feature certain advantages and 
disadvantages in regard to vehicle's emissions, speed and driveability, refuelling 
infrastructure and to the cost of motoring. Starting from the most radical ones, 
alternative fuels like hydrogen and biofuels would be the first to evaluate. Hydrogen-
fueled vehicles promise reduced or eliminated tailpipe emissions. However, fuel-cycle 
emissions vary greatly according to production method. Speed and drivability of 
hydrogen-powered vehicles is mainly dependant on the engine capabilities and 
design. On the other hand, existing refuelling infrastructure does not fulfil the 
requirements for hydrogen storage. Therefore major new infrastructure is needed, and 
coupled with the probability of increased motoring costs of these vehicles, the 
timescale for widespread deployment is rather long and placed post the year 2030! 
The second alternative fuel examined is biofuels, which promises reduced tailpipe 
emissions. Its fuel-cycle shows reduced CO2 emissions, but a probable increase in 
N20 and PM emissions. These engines do not show increased speed and driveability, 
compared to today's gasoline-fuelled ones, and may require increased motoring costs. 
Finally, the need for significant new refuelling infrastructure makes this solution seem 
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slightly better than hydrogen with a short to medium (2006-2030) adoption timescale. 
As far as engine technology is concerned, fuel cell cars seem very promising mainly 
because of virtually eliminated tailpipe emissions and improved driveability. 
However, the probability of major new refuelling infrastructure and the uncertain 
motoring costs, shift their introduction to the market for later than 2030. The last two, 
most attractive solutions, come from existing know-how in internal combustion 
engines and electronics. By using gasoline as the main fuel, refuelling infrastructure 
costs are immediately eliminated and changes in speed and driveability will not be 
radically different to how vehicles behave today. Additionally, technologically 
advanced internal combustion engines and hybrids promise reduced CO2 and 
regulated pollutants emissions and lower fuel consumption, a fact that equalises the 
slight increase in motoring costs, and a short to immediate timescale for widespread 
deployment. In more detail, a hybrid vehicle features a dual-fuel power plant; it is 
equipped with a conventional port-fuel-injected (PFI) gasoline engine, which is 
mechanically linked to a second electric engine (motor), powered by a battery rack. 
Effectively, it is a bi-fuel vehicle, using mainly electric power stored in its batteries 
and gasoline when engine-loading conditions are increased. As a result, the overall 
fuel consumption is reduced significantly. Its gasoline-only counterparts are vehicles 
equipped with internal combustion engines featuring technologically advanced and 
highly sophisticated fuel-injection systems. Such engines are called "direct-injection 
(DI) gasoline engines" or "direct-injection spark-ignition (DISI) engines" and they 
could potentially demonstrate a reduction in fuel consumption of 20%, relative to 
conventional PFI engines. 
1.3 DIRECT-INJECTION GASOLINE ENGINES 
In order to understand what the term "technologically advanced" internal combustion 
engine means, one must closely examine the target of this new technology that has 
always reduced fuel consumption with obvious benefits on the objective of reduced 
carbon dioxide (C02) emissions. It is known, in the scientific community, that the fuel 
economy of the compression-ignition direct-injection (CIDI) diesel engine is superior 
to that of the port-fuel-injected (PFI) spark-ignition engine, mainly due to the use of a 
significantly higher compression ratio, coupled with unthrottled operation. 
Nevertheless the spark-ignited (SI) internal combustion engine still represents the 
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most flexible and cost effective solution for a mass-produced power train. Over the 
past two decades attempts have been made to develop an internal combustion engine 
for automotive applications that combines the best features of the SI and the diesel 
engines. The objective has been to combine the specific power of the gasoline engine 
with the efficiency of the diesel engine at part-load. Based on the diesel operating 
cycle, research has indicated that a promising candidate achieving this goal is a direct-
injection, four-stroke, spark-ignition engine that does not throttle the inlet mixture to 
control the load. In this engine, a fuel spray plume is injected directly into the 
cylinder, generating a fueVair mixture with an ignitable composition at the spark-gap 
at the time of ignition. In a similar manner to that of the diesel engine, the power 
output is controlled by varying the amount of fuel injected into the cylinder. The 
induction air is not significantly throttled, thus minimising the pumping loses of the 
cycle. 
From a historical perspective, interest in these significant benefits has promoted a 
number of important investigations of the potential of direct-injection, spark-ignition 
(DISI) gasoline engines. Several detailed combustion strategies were proposed and 
implemented, including the Texaco Controlled Combustion System (TCCS), MAN-
FM of Maschinenfabrik Auguburg-Nurnberg and the Ford programmed combustion 
system (PROCO). All these fuel economy oriented systems never reached series 
production, not because of their performance, but mainly due to technological 
problems in injection system design at those times. However, the first ever-produced 
car that featured a direct-injection gasoline engine is dated back to the mid-fifties 
(Figure 1.6). This car took advantage of the already developed direct-injection 
technology by BOSCH and BMW for aircraft engines in the 1930's. Using a 
mechanical fuel pump and BOSCH fuel-injectors placed on the engine block, the 
creator, clearly, did not look for fuel efficiency; on the contrary it was the fastest 
sports car of its times. 
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Figure 1.6: Mercedes 300SL. The first vehicle equipped with a direct-injection gasoline engine. 
Featuring a six cylinder engine, it produced 2ISPS enabling the vehicle to reach a top-
speed of 260kmlh. As stated before, the objective of this engine was high power 
output, therefore its increased fuel consumption figures of I2-I9ltr/ I00km was the 
main reason that led the officials to stop its production, three years after its fist 
introduction in the market. 
1.3.1 Direct-injection concepts 
In an attempt to evaluate the key potential benefits that direct-injection technology 
could offer and the major differences, relative to conventional PFI technology, should 
be pointed out. As illustrated schematically in Figure 1.7, the major difference is the 
mixture preparation strategy. In the PFI approach, fuel is injected into the intake port 
of each cylinder and the majority of current automotive PFI engines utilises a closed-
valve injection, a technique that enhances vaporisation of the injected fuel while the 
intake valve is closed. Although better atomisation results can be achieved, relative to 
open-valve injection, there is a time lag between the injection event and the final 
induction of the formed air/fuel mixture into the cylinder. The unavoidable fuel film 
that is created in the intake port walls causes a fuel delivery delay and introduces a 
certain metering error of the amount of fuel actually used in the next engine cycle. 
Under these conditions, light fuel enrichment is needed in order to ensure that the 
desired air/fuel ratio (AFR) is maintained throughout any operating conditions. All the 
aforementioned facts result in increased fuel consumption and subsequently in 
increased CO2 emissions. Another obstacle to more fuel-efficient PFI engines is the 
throttling requirement for basic engine ' s load control. Thermodynamic loses 
associated to throttling are such, that the thelmal effi ciency degradation at low levels 
of the engine load will always limit final fuel consumption fi gures. 
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Figure 1.7: (a). Conventional port-fuel-injection system and (b). direct-injection fuel system. 
On the other hand, direct-injection technology (Figure 1. 7b) features injection of well-
atomised fuel directly into the cylinder, resulting in a very accurate way of controlling 
the amount of fuel actually used in each engine cylinder, during any operating 
conditions. The basic concept is the formation of a stable, ignitable air/fuel mixture 
cloud around the vicinity of the spark plug. The size of the stoichiometric mixture 
cloud increases with increasing load, thus fuel consuming engine throttling is not 
necessary to control the load. In order to make full use of the potential for fuel 
economy improvement, a stratified operation of the engine should be possible at part 
engine loads. This is translated to high overall air/fuel ratios (AFR> 30), which means 
less than half the amount of fuel required for stoichiometric operation Ｈａｆｒ ｾ＠ 15) 
should be injected in the cylinder. The vaporised fuel should then form a stable and 
ignitable mixture cloud around the spark-plug vicinity, which means local AFR could 
be around 15, or slightly richer in fuel (1 3>AFR> 1 6), while the rest of the cylinder is 
occupied by air. As engine load increases, engine operation tends to become more 
homogeneous, as the mixture cloud occupies more volume in the cylinder, because of 
the increased fuel quantity injected. Ultimately, at full engine load, operation mode 
switches to stoichiometric homogeneous , where the appropriate amount of fuel for an 
ａｆｒ ｾ＠ 15 is injected and the best possible air/fuel mixing is required for a 
homogeneous charge to cover the entire cylinder volume. 
The most important theoretical advantage of the DI engme, based on previously 
presented operating modes, relative to its PFI counterpart, is improved fuel economy, 
which could potentially reach figures of 25 %. This is also due to the improved 
volumetric efficiency that these engines exhibit. Inj ection of fuel into the cylinder 
while the intake valve is opened (early injection - inj ection during induction), results 
in lower charge temperatures, which effectively means lower in-cylinder pressures 
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and therefore more fresh air is dragged in, to charge the whole cylinder volume. 
Additionally, DI engines feature improved transient response, mainly due to more 
precise air/fuel ratio control, and extended exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) tolerance 
limit. Despite all these advantages, DI engine technology is not trouble-free. Certain 
advances of port-fuel-injected engines that are imposed by their operating principles 
should now be investigated and re-established for the case of direct-injection spark-
ignition engines. Fuel atomisation times are too long due to the "absence" of warm 
intake port walls that injection into the cylinder commands. Fuel should be very well 
atomised, so that full vaporisation of the fuel is ensured, during the limited time 
between injection and ignition. Additionally, liquid fuel film found on cylinder walls 
increases liner wear considerably. The previously mentioned problems of a DI 
gasoline engine lead to a challenging attempt of creating a fuel injection system which 
is able of preparing and stabilising the mixture cloud by means of precisely controlled 
fuel injection and in-cylinder air motion. Developing such an injection system is a 
rather complicated task mainly because of its desired potential to create 
homogeneous, as well as, stratified mixture using the same components. In detail, 
homogeneity is achieved by early injection of the fuel during the induction stroke. 
The time given to the injected fuel to be fully atomised is adequate and in conjunction 
with an intake generated large-scale turbulence, complete homogenisation of the 
mixture can be accomplished. On the other hand, stratification is achieved by late 
injection of the fuel during compression stroke and just before ignition timing. 
Compared to stoichiometric and homogeneous engine operation, stratified mode 
requires complete injection and atomisation of the fuel within milliseconds. High 
injection pressures and accurate electronic control of the injector solenoid is more 
likely to seC"..lre this behaviour. 
a. Wall-guided b. Air-guided c. Spray-guided 
Figure 1.8: Direct-injection combustion systems. 
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Over the past years, numerous feasible design configurations for spark-ignition 
gasoline direct-injection engines have been developed. The distinction among the 
different concepts is the method used to guide the mixture cloud towards the spark-
plug; thus, they are classified as wall-, air- or spray-guided combustion systems 
(Figure 1.8), employing central or side fuel injection depending on the charge motion 
used to stabilise the mixture plume created by the high-pressure injector [2, 3]. The 
first production DI engine of our times entered the market in 1990. It came from 
Mitsubishi Motors, the Japanese automobile company. The engine featured a wall-
guided approach (Figure 1.8a) having the injector installed in the periphery of the 
cylinder, at a certain distance from the spark plug that was centrally located (wide-
spacing concept) [4, 5]. In such systems the fuel spray is directed towards a specially 
designed piston-bowl cavity, which is responsible of transferring the fuel plume 
towards the spark-plug gap. The injector is commonly placed underneath the intake 
port and between the intake valves; position, which provides improved entrainment of 
intake air into the fuel spray and sufficient injector-tip cooling. By principal, systems 
using spray impingement on solid surfaces exhibit reduced sensitivity to spray-shape 
variations. On the other hand, fuel impingement forms a liquid fuel film, mainly on 
the piston crown, which potentially results in pool-burning, main source of unburned 
hydrocarbons (uRC). In an attempt to eliminate the undesirable effects of wall 
impingement, engine researchers presented the air-guided system (Figure 1.8b), a 
variation of the wide-spacing approach. This system utilises the in-cylinder charge 
motion to direct the fuel plume towards the spark-plug gap, eliminating any 
intentional fuel-wall interaction. In this way, all the aforementioned advantages of the 
wall-guided system are retained combined with improved uRC emissions, due to 
reduced wall wetting. On the contrary, strong airflow (swirl or tumble) requirements 
necessitate special combustion chamber designs and the introduction of port-airflow 
control mechanisms for swirl and tumble flow generation. Over the last five years, a 
new trend in DI combustion concepts has appeared. In order to minimise the use of 
complex piston cavity designs and intake flow control mechanisms, researchers 
started experimenting on closed-spacing approaches [6]. In Figure 1.8c, a schematic 
representation of the spray-guided system shows that positioning of the fuel injector 
very close to the spark plug almost eliminates wall wetting and complex in-cylinder 
flow requirements. More specifically, the spark plug is located at the outer edge of 
spray periphery and the fuel plume is close to the ignition source regardless of flow 
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conditions and combustion chamber geometry. The need for piston cavities and good 
airflow control is diminished, therefore, making the system more attractive due to 
reduced modifications relative to existing port-fuel-injected engine design. The 
quality of final mixture preparation relies mainly on the spray characteristics, such as 
atomisation level and velocity profiles. Additionally, there are increased requirements 
in spray structural stability, as unpredicted spatial variations of the spray structure 
could result in ignition fouling from impingement of fuel on the spark-plug 
electrodes. Another challenge facing the scientific community today is the rate of 
formation of injector deposits, which becomes a large-scale problem when the injector 
is placed very close to the ignition source. Finally, in modem engine design, the 
close-spacing approach could introduce packaging problems due to increased valve 
sizes in pent-roof shaped combustion chamber designs. 
Since the first vehicle equipped with a direct-injection gasoline engine entered the 
market, many European and Japanese automotive manufacturers have adopted the 
wall-guided concept. However, the industry is now expecting the development of the 
air- and spray-guided systems or a combination of the two, as these systems show 
increased adoptability to existing, conventional engine designs using flat pistons. 
Lately, the previously well-defined boundaries, among the different combustion 
concepts in DI engine technology, have faded out. Systems like spray/wall-guided 
have appeared [7], featuring flat piston designs, central injection and twin-spark 
technologies, which look promising mainly due to minimum modification 
requirements. However, the major component of a fuel injection system that is 
responsible for preparing an ignitable fuel/air mixture cloud is the high-pressure 
injector. The progress in direct-injection gasoline engines depends entirely on new 
injector technologies and the appropriate exploitation of the in-cylinder airflow. The 
latter is of great importance and is effectively reflected on the selected injection 
timing for achieving homogeneous, as well as, stratified engine operation. In other 
words, the development of a successful combustion system depends upon the 
optimised design of the fuel injection system, the proper matching of the system 
components and the carefull development of injection timing maps, for the best 
possible exploitation of the in-cylinder airflow and the advantages it offers towards 
effective transportation of the desired fuel vapour clouds to the spark-plug positions. 
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1.3.2 Fuel injection equipment (FIE) 
In recent years significant progress has been made in the development of advanced 
computer controlled fuel injection systems that have enabled the expansion of 
research and development of the direct-injection, spark-ignition (DISI) engine. The 
vital components of a DISI fuel system layout can be seen in Figure 1.9. In detail , a 
low-pressure fuel pump is responsible for delivering fuel to the high-pressure pump, 
which in tum, provides pressurised fuel up to 200bar to the common rail. A pressure 
sensor and regulator are installed on the common rail and regulate the fuel injection 
pressure, according to any operating condition. Injection pressure and duration are 
controlled electronically from the electronic control unit (ECU), which is the main 
signal processor of an engine management system. Signals related to engine ' s 
operation, such as, intake air mass and temperature, throttle valve position, manifold 
pressure and oxygen (02) concentration in the exhaust gases are all directed to the 
ECU. Following certain evaluation of these data, the ECU then drives various 
actuators, and controls fuel injection pressure and duration, exhaust gas recirculation 
(EGR) rate and spark plug ignition energy. 
EGR ...aNt 
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Figure 1.9: Typical direct-injection, spark-ignition engine system layout [8]. 
The task of the injection system is to provide a suitable mixture preparation for both, 
homogeneous and stratified, operating modes of a DI engine. In general, for efficient 
mixture preparation, the objective is a well-homogenised fine fuel spray with a fuel-
jet geometry adapted to fast mixing of the spray with the required amount of air. A 
high-pressure injection system should provide the potential for late inj ection within 
the engine cycle with combustion chamber pressures up to 20bar or even more, in the 
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case of a turbocharged DISI engine, in order to enable unthrottled operation in the 
entire load range. Immediately it becomes obvious that a high-pressure injector should 
be able to provide a compact and repeatable spray structure. Additionally, injection 
pressures in excess of 50bar should be considered as a lower limit to Fuel Injection 
Equipment (FIE) candidates, in order to meet the requirements for stratified engine 
operation by late fuel injection during the compression stroke. The above-mentioned 
fact introduces the problem of spray-tip penetration velocity, which should be of the 
same value than the in-cylinder flow velocity, to enable a certain convective transport 
of mixture [9,10]. In addition to that, a single high-pressure injector should be able to 
generate a well-atomised spray for stratification at engine part-load and a wide spread 
spray, to ensure good homogeneity at full engine loads. On the other hand, correct 
positioning of the high-pressure injector in the combustion chamber is critical for its 
thermal stability and efficiency. Also, good dynamic control of the injector is required 
for avoiding unwanted secondary fuel injection. The latter has main implications on 
an engine's stable operation and exhaust gas emissions. Immediately, it becomes 
obvious that there are certain critical requirements that a high-pressure gasoline 
injector should meet, in contrast to PFI applications specific equipment. Specifically, 
significantly enhanced atomisation levels are required for efficient mixing. Emphasis 
on spray penetration control is critical for avoiding fuel/wall interaction. There should 
also be careful internal nozzle design so that secondary fuel injections, created by 
needle bouncing, are avoided, and sufficient combustion sealing is provided. 
Additionally, such an injector should perform according to its standards under 
increased body and tip temperatures and it should present increased resistance to 
deposit formations. Ultimately, nozzle tip design should provide the flexibility in 
producing off-axis sprays in various inclined axes to meet different combustion 
system requirements. 
The first FIE for DI engines derived from Diesel technology. Since then, important 
development steps and the evaluation of the aforementioned requirements have led to 
more gasoline-specific injection strategies. Currently, there is a wide range of injector 
types producing sprays with different spatial and temporal characteristics. They are 
classified into single- and dual-fluid (air-assisted) injectors, according to the media 
they inject, and to inward and outward opening, according to the opening direction of 
their pintle. Well-known inward opening, single-fluid injectors are the swirl pressure 
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atomiser, the multi-hole (BOSCH) and the close cap slit injector (DENSO-
TOYOTA). As outward opening nozzles , one could find the relatively new piezo 
injector of SIEMENS and all the dual-fluid injectors (air-assisted) , as the one of 
Orbital. The latter type of injector is a system very close to conventional port-fuel-
injection requirements. It comprises of a fuel metering injector, very similar to low-
pressure PFI injectors , and an air injector that delivers metered air/fuel mixture into 
the combustion chamber (Figure l.10a). A pressurised air-stream is utilised to atomise 
the injected fuel, which is injected at relatively low pressures of 8-10bar, through 
shear action. Effectively, the difference of this system, compared to single-fluid 
injectors, is the separation of the fuel metering event and the direct injection event 
(Figure 1.1 Ob). Fuel is injected first and after the pressurised air is introduced into the 
small injection chamber, the mixture is injected directly into the cylinder. 
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Figure 1.10: (a). Schematic of the air-assisted, outward opening injector. (b). Separation of fuel 
metering and direct injection events (Injection Sequencing) and (c). Premixed 
charge spray under atmospheric conditions. [11) 
This mechanism allows the direct injection event to be tailored to the combustion 
characteristics rather than being limited from high-pressure injection systems 
requirements. Atomisation principals of air-assisted injection make this system ideal 
for spray-guided combustion concepts due to reduced spray penetration length (Figure 
1.1 Oc) , reduced fuel concentration gradients under stratified operation and wider 
ignitable windows [11-13]. On the other hand, the poor pressure diffe rential 
introduces limitations in injection timings, as the air pressure has to be higher than 
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that of the cylinder for injection to occur. 
Single-fluid injectors , featuring an outward opening pintle, as the air-assisted injection 
system, have appeared recently in the market. Siemens Automotive has been strong 
supporter of this technology, and they have also released an outward opening injector 
(Figure 1.11), known as piezo injector, because of the high-class electromagnetic 
actuator (PIEZO) operating the pintle and promising extremely small needle opening 
and closing delays. These types of injectors produce hollow-cone sprays with the 
cone-angle mainly being controlled through the needle-seat angle (Figure 1.11 b,c) . 
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Figure 1.11: (a). Model of an outward opening nozzle injector. (b), (c). Side and bottom images of 
t ite hollow cone spray under atmospheric chamber pressure produced by an 
outward opening nozzle. 
The immediate advantage of this design is the prevention of the initial sac-spray 
generated by the fuel liquid trapped into the sac volume (in-nozzle volume between 
the needle-seat and the nozzle exit) of most inwardly opening DrSr inj ectors. 
Additionally, initial liquid sheet thickness is directly controlled by the pintle stroke 
rather than injection pressure and in-nozzle swirling flow patterns present in inwardly 
opening injectors. Thus, outward opening injectors offer design flexibili ty, structural 
stability in a way that ambient pressure affects only the spray penetration length, good 
atomisation and enhanced robustness against carbon depositi on. Nevertheless , a 
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problem that remains to be solved is the pulse-to-pulse repeatability in spray shape 
[14-17]. A problem that becomes larger when this injector is to be used in spray-
guided concepts, as it has been developed. 
The inward opemng single-fluid injectors represent the majority III present fuel-
injection equipment. A well-known and thoroughly investigated type is the swirl 
pressure atomiser (Figure 1.12). Pressurised liquid fuel enters a conical swirl chamber 
through one or more tangential slots of a cylindrical or rectangular cross-section. The 
fluid emerges a single discharge hole of relatively large diameter (O.5-0.9mm) as an 
annular cylindrical sheet that spreads radially outwards to form a hollow-cone spray, 
due to the fluid's high tangential velocity, an air-core, coincident to the injector 
centreline, is formed soon after the first fluid emerges at the nozzle exit. 
a 
SWIRLING 
FLOW 
b 
c 
Figure 1.12: (a). Swirl pressure atomiser nozzle cut-out. (b). Spray generated under atmospheric 
ambient pressure and (c). under 12bar chamber pressure. 
The development of the spray of the swirl pressure atomiser can be divided into 
discrete stages [18-25]. The first is the initial atomisation process that occurs at or 
near the injector exit. This is mainly dependent on the injector design factors such as 
nozzle geometry, needle opening characteristics and fuel pressure. The second stage 
of spray development is the atomisation that occurs during the spray penetration 
process, which is dominated by the interaction of the fuel droplets with the 
surrounding air flow-field. A known disadvantage of swirl pressure atomisers is the 
pre-spray, as the first fuel to exit the nozzle is fuel trapped in the sac volume and exits 
the hole with very low injection pressure. This results in very poor atomisation and a 
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significant amount of fuel enters the cylinder as large liquid droplets . During the 
second stage of spray development, the spray cone-angle is an important parameter, 
governing the fuel-air interaction, and is nominally determined by the injector design; 
however, in the actual application the spray cone-angle of a swirl injector varies with 
the in-cylinder air-density (in-cylinder pressure). This spray structure dependency on 
chamber ambient conditions and its cyc1e-to-cyc1e repeatability proved unable to 
satisfy the requirements of steady combustion for a spray-guided layout during 
stratified engine operation. However, the majority of wall-guided combustion systems 
in production are equipped with swirl pressure atomisers due to reduced sensitivity of 
these concepts to spray shape variations. 
a b 
Figure 1.13: (a). Schematic and (b). spray image of the slit injector generated fan spray. 
As spray-guided combustion systems evolve and look more promising, compared to 
their wall-lair-guided counterparts, automotive companies started developing new 
injectors that would satisfy these requirements. The Toyota Motor Corporation has 
specifically developed a slit injector, which is a single-hole atomiser featuring a thin 
slit of O.1-0.2mm producing a two-dimensional triangular fan shaped spray structure 
(Figure 1.13) [26-32]. It combines high penetration rates of small-angled sprays with 
adequate air utilisation of dispersed wide-angle sprays. Thus, good stratification in 
wide-spacing concepts and satisfactory spray stability for spray-guided systems can 
be achieved. Another major automotive supplier, BOSCH, has chosen a well-known 
nozzle design (Figure 1.14a) that has been the main FIE for diesel engines. Multi-hole 
nozzles have been used and developed for many years in DI diesel engines and 
therefore extensive design and manufacturing know-how exists . These injectors offer 
increased flexibility in nozzle design (Figure 1.14b) and spray shape requirements . 
Discharge holes can be placed almost anywhere on the nozzle, allowing designers to 
flexibly vary the number of individual jets (hole number) , the direction of each jet and 
the individual jet and overall spray cone angle . Multi-hole injectors with fi ve (5) up to 
twelve (12) holes can be found . Holes are commonly placed on a peri phery of a circle, 
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providing also the extra possibility of including centrally located holes in every 
design. Typical diameters are in the range of 0.07 -0.14mm. Certain studies have 
shown that the ratio of hole-length over hole-diameter (LID) affect, to a large degree, 
the characteristics of generated sprays [7, 9, 33-40]. Individual fuel jet plumes could 
have a cone angle of 5-140 , value that undoubtedly affects air entrainment, 
atomisation quality and penetration length. Furthermore, the remarkable global spray 
+ lcentral 
+ lcentral b + lcentral 
c d 
Figure 1.14: (a). Multi-hole nozzle cut-out. (b). Possible nozzle configurations. (c). Spray of a 6-
hole injector and (d). Hole blockage from carbon deposits. 
stability of multi-hole injectors can tum them into priority candidates for future spray-
guided combustion layouts. Ambient in-cylinder conditions do not seem to affect the 
spray shape, but the penetration length. However, there are certain remaining issues 
that injector manufacturing companies should solve in conjunction to their automotive 
counterparts. Increased injection pressure that enhances atomisation generally leads to 
over-penetrating individual fuel sprays which, in tum, lead to extensive wall wetting. 
Additionally, multi-hole injectors present the highest risk of all nozzles in terms of 
contamination. This is due to increased tip temperatures that enhance cockingl and, as 
a result, holes could end up being partially blocked with carbon (Figure 1.14d). It is 
I Inside the cylinder of a direct-injection spark-ignition engine there are high temperatures (higher than 
the ones encountered normally in conventional port-fuelled engines) during combustion due to the 
stratified combustion. As a result, the injector nozzle is heated considerably and acts as a secondary 
ignition source causing imperfect combustion of the fuel surrounding it. The latter results in soot 
formati on that remains on the nozzle and most of the times it blocks the injecti on holes. 
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therefore essential that the injector position in the combustion chamber is optimised 
not only for mixture preparation but also to limit the average injector tip temperature. 
1.4 THESIS OUTLINE 
The present thesis consists of seven chapters including the introductory Chapter 1, 
where the basic principles of direct-injection spark-ignition gasoline engine is 
outlined and a brief history of the development of the spark-ignition engine is given. 
Moreover, a brief introduction to the problem of global warming is given and the 
reasons that triggered the ongoing research towards environmental friendly engines 
are described followed by a summarised description of the various fuel injection 
equipment candidates for direct-injection gasoline engines. Chapter 2 reviews relevant 
publications in the area of measurement techniques, experimental internal injector 
nozzle flow, spray characterisation and engine investigations along with 
miscellaneous publications dealing with miscellaneous investigations on direct-
injection spark-ignition engine emissions and combustion stability. Chapter 3 through 
Chapter 5 present the main investigation phases of this work. More specifically, 
Chapter 3 presents the experimental techniques, the equipment used and the major 
findings in terms of the fluid flow through enlarged transparent multi-hole nozzles. 
Chapter 4 presents the spray characteristics for different high-pressure gasoline multi-
hole nozzle designs. Furthermore, the techniques used are analysed along with the 
experimental setup for each investigation. Finally, Chapter 5 presents the potential of 
gasoline multi-hole injectors in creating homogeneous as well as stratified lean 
mixture distributions inside a single-cylinder direct-injection twin-spark gasoline 
engine. The technique used to quantify the 2-D mixture distributions and the engine 
setup are also analysed. Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with the summary of the major 
findings, whereby Chapter 3 through Chapter 5 have their own brief summaries. 
Recommendations for further work in the area of experimental research in multi-hole 
gasoline injectors are also given in Chapter 6. A list of the relevant publications, 
which were reviewed and referenced in this thesis, is given in the bibliography in 
Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
The following literature survey provides an overview of research and a summary of 
the most important findings relevant to the present investigation. The overview 
focuses on a number of areas: large scale nozzle investigations, characterisation of 
direct injection sprays, interaction of spray structure with in-cylinder flow, mixture 
formation, and distribution. A tabular format has been used within which the major 
findings are listed in addition to the experimental configuration and the applied 
techniques. This is followed by a discussion of the state of development in Drsr 
engines and identification of relevant gaps, which led to the experimental programme 
described in Chapters 3-5. The selected format which intends to summarise the main 
publications on the subject of this thesis, allows easier scanning and classification of 
the relevant research programmes as well as preparation for a more critical analysis of 
the research performed on internal nozzle flow in high-pressure injectors, in-cylinder 
flow-fuel spray interaction, mixture preparation and distribution in Drsr gasoline 
engmes. 
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2.2 INTERNAL NOZZLE FLOW (LARGE-SCALE/REAL-SIZE) 
Authors Experimental Techniques Major Findings Set-up 
Roth, H., Diesel common • Computa- • With increasing chamber pressure the start 
Giannadakis, rail injection test tional Fluid of cavitation is retarded. Additionally, 
E., Gavaises, rig with real-size Dynamics swirling cavitation patterns are more 
M., multi-hole analysis of confined and remaining post-injection 
Arcoumanis, injector fitted in-hole vapour bubbles collapse much faster. 
C., featuring a cavitation • Increase of injection pressure forces 
Yanagihara, transparent hole. development cavitation to accelerate with slightly 
H. Sakata, 1. Single and • Backlit CCD pronounced swirling motion. (2005) [41] multiple Imaging of • At low chamber pressures the existence of 
injections into cavitation pilot injection advances the cavitation 
liquid by structures inception of the main injection. With 
employment of a increasing interval time between pilot and 
small transparent main injections such influence fades out due 
chamber filled to the collapse of the remaining bubbles in 
with liquid and that time, before main injection is triggered. 
attached to the 
• Both, pilot and main injections, exhibited the 
nozzle. same stages of cavitation development. 
• At higher chamber pressures no cavitation 
can be seen in pilot injection for small 
injection quantities. Moreover it seems to 
enhance the collapse of remaining cavitation 
bubbles after pilot injection has ended. 
• Injection duration and pressure do not playa 
great role in the dynamic formation of the 
varying cavitation patterns. Injection 
pressure only seems to accelerate the already 
developed cavitation structures. 
• Cavitation inside the nozzle exhibited a 
strong swirling motion around the hole axis. 
This motion was accompanied by 
development of string cavitation structures. 
Nouri, J.M., Steady state flow • Imaging of • Four jet-like flows were identified internally 
Abo-Serie, E., test rig with large internal and upstream the valve seat due to the 
Marchi, A., scale model nozzle flow design configuration of the needle. 
Mitroglou, N. injector (outward patterns and • In the mixing chamber of the four jet-like 
Arcoumanis, opening gasoline cavitation flows just upstream the valve seat, four pairs 
C. (2005) [14] direct injector) structures of counter-rotating vortices were identified 
with CCD with highly unstable patterns 
and high- • The aforementioned instability can be seen 
speed video downstream the valve seat on the spray itself 
cameras 
• Existence of cavitation confirmed; it is 
• Laser initiated on the valve seat. 
Doppler 
Velocimetry 
Table 2-1: Literature relative to internal nozzle flow of hIgh-pressure mJectors. 
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Scholz, 1., Steady state flow • Particle • The development of turbulent boundary Roetmann, K. test rig with large Image layers stabilises the liquid film, as long as 
Beushausen, scale model Velocimetry the turbulence intensity is not too strong. 
V. (2003) [42] injector (slit of in-nozzle • Energy transfer or/and velocity equalisation 
nozzle injector - flow patterns between core flow and liquid film surface at 
3 different design 
• Double the nozzle exit plays an important role in the 
configurations) pulsed promotion of liquid film disturbances, which 
backlit lead to rough liquid film surface and 
photography detachment of big droplets. 
of free liquid 
films near 
the nozzle 
exit 
Roth, H., Steady-state and • Refractive • Vortex flow inside nozzle tip volume is 
Gavaises, M. quasi transient Index prerequisite for string cavitation 
Arcoumanis, flow test rig with Matching • Cavitation strings in the nozzle tip volume 
C. (2002) [43] large-scale model • Laser can induce hole cavitation 
injector Doppler • Strong helical flow and 'needle strings' (transparent 6- Velocimetry inside injection hole ofVCO nozzle 
hole conical measure- identified 
mini-sac and ments in • Cavitation initiation at side corners of hole 
VCOtype mini-sac inlet possible 
nozzle) nozzle 
• Higher needle lift results in more stable 
• Imaging of cavitation flow structures for both nozzle 
cavitation types 
structures in 
• No appreciable liquid movement identified 
both nozzle in lower nozzle tip volume 
types with 
• Non-cavitating flow conditions result in 
high-speed reduced recirculation zones close to the 
digital video injection hole entrance for higher needle lifts 
• Turbulence levels increase in lower part of 
injection hole with increasing cavitation 
numbers at moderate flow rates 
• At moderate as well as increased flow rates 
the normalised RMS are higher at low 
needle lifts compared to those at high needle 
lifts due to bottleneck effect 
• Increasing cavitation and Reynolds numbers 
result in higher turbulent kinetic energy in 
the injection hole bulk flow although this 
increase is less apparent further downstream 
• Close to the hole exit the averaged TKE 
decreases asymptotically to the turbulence 
level of the non-cavitating flow due to 
cavitation bubble break-up 
. . Table 2-1: Literature relative to IDternal nozzle flow of high-pressure IDJectors (contlDued) . 
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Arcoumanis, Closed loop • Imaging of • Higher cavitation numbers are required to 
c., Gavaises, common-rail cavitation initiate hole cavitation in the real-size nozzle 
M., Flora, H. injection test rig structures relative to the enlarged nozzle 
Roth, H. with optical inside real- • Thickness of cavitation film does not seem (2001) [44] accessible real- SIze to scale with hole size 
size mini-sac injection • Cavitating two-phase flow extends to hole injection nozzle; hole with exit for sufficient high cavitation and 
large-scale high Reynolds numbers 
steady-flow test magnifica-
• String cavitation more apparent at higher 
rig with mini-sac tion CCD needle lifts inside real-size nozzle 
model nozzle camera 
• Strings interact with hole cavitation and 
• Imaging of create cavitation bubble clouds in both real-
cavitation in size and enlarged nozzle holes 
sac and 
injection 
hole of 
large-scale 
nozzle with 
CCD 
camera 
Soteriou, C., Steady-state flow • Refractive • Flow through throttled model orifices and 
Andrews, R., test rig with Index emerging jets/sprays are significantly 
Smith, M., transparent 20x Matching different compared to those produced by 
Torres, N. scaled up models • Laser light conventional sac or VCO type nozzles 
Sankhalpara, of plain orifices sheet • Fan-shaped jets, horseshoe-shaped jets and 
S. (2000) [45] employing either illumination quasi-normal sprays were observed for 
variable and still decreasing degrees of exit throttling; 
throttling of the imaging of cavitation is suppressed for most of the 
injection hole non- investigated conditions 
exit or the hole cavitating • In the case of hole entry throttling, hollow 
inlet; injection flow (seeded non-circular, non-circular, two-jet and 
into atmosphere with hollow rotated non-circular sprays were identified 
glass with progressive opening of the hole; 
spheres) cavitation occurred at reduced levels 
• Laser compared to normal nozzles and produced 
Doppler bushy opaque sprays in some cases 
Velocimetry • Overall, inlet throttling causes spray angles 
measure- to be significantly wider than with normal 
ments close orifices, but not as large as with exit 
to hole exit throttling 
• Spray • Entry throttling causes the flow velocity to 
visualisation drop appreciable inside the orifice, while 
and determi- exit throttling seems to have a smaller effect 
nation of on the velocity; thus, for the same degree of 
spray angle throttling, partially open entry throttled holes 
produce lower spray velocities than partially 
open exit throttled holes 
. . Table 2-1: Literature relative to internal nozzle flow of high-pressure mJectors (contmued) . 
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Afzal, H., Steady-state flow • Refractive • Initiation and development of cavitation 
Arcoumanis, test rig with Index structures inside the injection holes and 
C., Gavaises, enlarged model Matching nozzle volumes were visualised and this 
M. Kampanis, injector 
• Flow rate revealed different patterns in terms of spatial 
N. (1999) [46] (transparent 6- and pressure and temporal development of the cavitation 
hole conical measure- bubbles as a function of needle lift and 
mini-sac and ments needle eccentricity 
VCO type 
• Imaging of • Discharge coefficient decreases 
nozzle) cavitation asymptotically to its minimum value for 
structures increasing cavitation numbers 
• CFD • Over a wide range of nozzle operating 
calculations conditions significant transient pressure 
for non- variations (5-10% ofthe mean) have been 
cavitating recorded for the difference between 
conditions upstream and downstream pressure 
• From the various images obtained, 
comprehensive sketches were drawn 
summarising the most important 
observations of the cavitating flow structures 
in the two nozzles 
• CFD calculations of velocity flow field, 
pressure and turbulent kinetic energy 
distribution for varying needle lift and 
nozzle geometries 
Arcoumanis, Steady-state flow • Refractive • Flow rate shows asymptotic behaviour for 
C., Gavaises, test rig with Index needle lifts higher than a value that is still 
M., Nouri, enlarged model Matching "far" below full lift 
lM., Abdul- injector • Laser • Even for symmetric nozzle conditions the 
Wahab, E. (transparent 6- Doppler individual hole flow rates can vary 
Horrocks, hole conical Velocimetry noticeably due to small differences in hole 
R.W. (1998) mini-sac type 
• Flow rate size, wall roughness and hole inlet shape [47] nozzle) measure- • CFD calculations of velocity flow field, 
ments pressure and turbulent kinetic energy 
• Imaging of distribution for varying needle lift and 
cavitation nozzle geometries as a parametric study 
structures • CFD calculations confirmed that 
with CCD manufacturing tolerances in the geometry of 
and high- the nozzle from its nominal geometric 
speed characteristics result in unequal flow 
cameras distribution between the injection holes 
• CFD • LDV results from measurements of local 
calculations mean velocities and RMS values were used 
for non- to validate CFD calculations; predictions are 
cavitating generally in good agreement with 
conditions experimental values, but do not capture well 
the recirculation zone at the hole inlet 
• Initiation and development of cavitation 
structures inside the injection hole were 
visualised and this revealed different 
patterns in terms of spatial and temporal 
development of the cavitation bubbles as a 
function of needle lift and needle 
eccentricity 
. . Table 2-1: Literature relative to internal nozzle flow of hIgh-pressure mjectors (contmued) . 
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Yule, AJ., Large-scale • High-speed • Interesting aspects of internal flow 
Dalli, A.M. axisymmetric video development occurred during first third of 
Yeong, K.B. models ofVCO imaging of injection duration 
(1998) [48] nozzle orifice developing • Recirculation zone at the orifice inlet (sharp and orifice flow contains cavitation bubbles above a certain 
rounded orifice • Valve pressure drop 
inlet edge) under opening rate • Movement of the pulsing recirculation zone 
transient flow determin- near the orifice wall towards the orifice exit 
conditions due to ation from is believed to cause hydraulic flip above a 
fast valve image data certain Reynolds number even without 
(needle) 
• Pressure occurrence of cavitation 
movement; measure- • Atomisation occurred more rapidly for the 
various working ments and orifice with sharp inlet edge compared to the 
fluids were calculation rounded one under the same pressure 
utilised of discharge conditions 
coefficient 
Arcoumanis, Review of • • The experimental results of the reviewed 
C. Gavaises, experimental and literature demonstrate the complexity of the 
M. (1998) [49] computational problem, but also give valuable information 
work on Diesel about aspects of the phenomenon of 
injector cavitation 
cavitation • Concerning the computational efforts it was 
evident that numerous attempts have been 
made to simulate the flow inside the nozzle 
holes of Diesel injectors, but it is still 
necessary to develop a method which can 
accurately predict most of the characteristics 
of cavitation 
Soteriou, Steady-state flow • Still • Investigation of large-scale nozzle flow and 
C.C.E., Smith, rig with large- imaging of spray characteristics considered to be a 
M. Andrews, scale model cavitation in valuable tool when cavitation and Reynolds 
RJ. (1993) nozzles transparent number are matched simultaneously to those 
[50] transient large-scale found in real-size flows 
injection test rig and • Overall, results from investigations in large-
with various real- simplified scale and real-size nozzles in good 
size nozzles; real-size agreement 
injection into nozzles • Cavitation in injection holes to be found the 
liquid and into • Still predominant mechanism causing spray 
gas imaging of atomisation 
spray from • Cavitation encourages separation in the 
real-size boundary layer of the nozzle hole flow 
and model 
• Higher turbulence levels in nozzle flow can 
nozzles prevent occurrence of hydraulic flip 
• Detailed phenomenon 
pressure • Hydraulic flip is believed to cause unequal 
measure- sprays from VCO nozzles 
ments and 
• VCO nozzles with eccentric needle produce 
calculation hollow cone sprays 
of nozzle 
• Discharge coefficient only depends on discharge cavitation number and not on Reynolds 
coefficients number 
• Cavitation characteristics do not change 
beyond a specific cavitation or Reynolds 
number and above a certain pressure 
. Table 2-1: Literature relative to mternal nozzle flow of high-pressure mJectors (contmued) . 
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Arcoumanis, Steady-state flow • Refractive • Simulating Diesel fuel with a mixture of 
c., Nouri, 1.M. test rig with Index hydrocarbons having the same refractive 
Andrews, RJ. enlarged model Matching index as the acrylic model nozzle proved to 
(1992) [51] injector • Laser be a useful tool in characterising the internal 
(transparent Doppler flow in Diesel injectors 
single-hole Velocimetry • Three-dimensional components of mean 
nozzle) velocities and RMS values measured for Re 
= 18800 
• The measured flow field provided insight 
into the dependence of the injector flow on 
nozzle geometry, needle lift and injection 
pressure 
• The results are useful for validating multi-
dimensional CFD models 
Table 2-1: Literature relative to internal nozzle flow of high-pressure injectors (continued). 
2.3 HIGH-PRESSURE FUEL SPRAY CHARACTERISATION 
ｉｉＺｩＧｨＱ｜［［ａｵｴｨｯｾｾ＠ ... Experimental Techniques Major Findings 1';;.,. i,. Set-up ｾｾｾＳｕ＠
Mitroglou, N., High pressure • Mie imaging • The overall angle of each spray from the 
Nouri,1.M. gasoline fuel • Phase injector axis was found to be 40° and almost 
Arcoumanis, injection test rig Doppler independent of the injection pressure (120, 
C. (2006) [38] fitted on a Anemometry 200bar). 
constant volume • The effect of chamber pressure was to 
chamber - six reduce the spray tip penetration of each of 
hole multi-hole the six spray plumes due to increased drag. 
injector 
• Temporal velocity profiles revealed that 
droplet velocities increased sharply at the 
start of injection to a maximum value, then 
remained unchanged during the main part of 
injection, before decreasing rapidly towards 
the end of injection. 
• The spatial velocity profiles were jet-like at 
all axial locations with the maximum values 
on the spray axis. 
• The Sauter mean diameters in the main 
spray at 10mm distance form the nozzle exit 
were of the order of 19 and 141lm at 
injection pressure of 120 and 200bar 
respectively under atmospheric chamber 
pressure. 
• The effect of injection pressure on the 
droplet size was small while the increase in 
chamber pressure resulted in smaller droplet 
velocities by up to fourfold and larger 
droplet sizes by ｵｾ＠ to 40% 
. . Table 2-2: ｌｨｾｲ｡ｴｵｲ･＠ relative to spray characterisation of high-pressure Injectors . 
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Yan, Y., Single cylinder • Planar Laser • Quantification of in-cylinder airflow by Gashi, S., direct injection Induced LDV measurements showed one order of 
Nouri, J.M., engme- Fluorescence magnitude difference between induction and 
Lockett, R.D. (transparent 
• Mie imaging compression strokes. At the spark-plug 
Arcoumanis, quartz liner and 
• Laser position an RMS value of 7Vp during C. (2005) [15] piston window - Doppler induction became 0.7Vp at the same position 
outward opening Velocimetry during compression stroke. 
piezo activated 
• Spray fuel droplets presented a maximum 
hollow cone value of 73m1s at 16mm below the injector 
high-pressure tip when injecting late during compression 
injector) stroke. 
• Hollow cone spray tends to bend inwards at 
elevated chamber pressures. 
Pontoppidan, Virtual high • Computa- • In an attempt to reduce the spray momentum 
M, Gaviani, pressure gasoline tional fluid of a high-pressure gasoline injector, 
G., Rotondi, fuel injection test dynamics simulation tools pointed out an optimised 
R. DeMaio, A. rig - Real engine • Basic engine nozzle design that combines characteristics (2005) [10] test bed operational of multi-hole nozzles and principles from the 
parameters colliding flow theory. The colliding jets 
acquisition injector is a multi-hole injector having its 
jets very closely spaced that eventually a 
few millimetres downstream the hole exit 
they collide, enhancing in this way 
atomisation and reducing spray momentum. 
• The penetration depth decrease capability is 
proportional to the jet collision angle. 
Angles greater than 25° show a substantial 
decrease in penetration length. 
• In a direct comparison of the colliding jet 
injector with the standard multi-hole injector 
a penetration reduction of35% at 100bar 
injection pressure and 49% at 220bar 
injection pressure can be observed for the 
CJ-injector. Moreover, the same injector 
shows a diameter decrease (D32) of 19% at 
100bar inj ection pressure at an axial location 
of 45mm below hole exit relative to its 
multi-hole counterpart. 
Moon, S., High pressure • Mie and • Increasing injector body temperature results 
Choi, J., Abo- gasoline fuel shadow- in a decrease in spray penetration. At the 
Serie, E. Bae, injection test rig graphy same time the spray width of the slit type 
C. (2005) [29] - heated injector imaging injector increases and a reduction in both 
body holder - • Phase AMD and SMD values is evident. 
injection inside a Doppler • The above-mentioned characteristic of the 
wind tunnel - Anemometry slit injector is responsible for achieving fast 
single cylinder combustion when in homogeneous mode 
optical engine with increasing injector body temperature. 
test bed - swirl • On the other hand, in stratified mode 
and slit type operation there is an optimum injector 
injectors temperature at which the best operating 
behaviour is evident. 
Table 2-2: Literature relative to spray characterISatIOn of high-pressure mjectors (contmued). 
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Nauwerck, A, High pressure • Spray • Frictional effects predominate the initial 
Pfeil, 1., Velji, gasoline fuel Imagmg stages of the spray, so both spray width and 
A, Spicher, U. injection test rig 
• Particle length are reduced. 
Richter, B. with high Image • At later stages during the injection event (2005) [52] pressure/ Velocimetry inertia of the fuel mass caused a widening of 
temperature 
• Phase the jet, while its length remained nearly 
constant volume Doppler constant. This effect increases with 
chamber- Anemometry increasing injection pressure as more fuel 
multihole mass is injected. 
injector (l2holes, 
• Dependencies of injection pressure and 
90° cone angle) ambient pressure on the extension of the 
entrainment flow and air velocities have 
been determined. An increase of maximal 
velocities in the entrainment flow with 
higher injection pressure was detected. 
• High velocity gradients were detected inside 
the spray, as spray droplet velocities do not 
increase in the same dimension as injection 
pressure does. The smallest droplet 
diameters were detected with the highest 
fuel pressure and presented the highest 
measured velocities. 
Pontoppidan, Constant volume • Spray • The main objective of the particular study 
M., Gaviani, high pressure imaging was to isolate the fundamental injector 
G., Bella, G. chamber - Firing • Particle atomizer parameters to optimise within the 
De Maio, A engme image frame of physical phenomenon of mixture 
(2004) [53] velocimetry preparation in a high-speed spray guided 
• Phase wide spacing racing engine operating at 
Doppler homogeneous stoichiometric mode. 
anemometry • The data collected form visualisation 
• Computa- measurements, PIV and PDA on various 
tional fluid sprays produced by a swirl, a closed cap slit, 
dynamics a multi-hole, and a colliding jet multi-hole 
• Basic injector were used as inputs to the CFD 
engine data optimisation code. 
acquisition • A 4 hole multi-hole injector with the holes 
located in a linear array with a maximum 
angular separation of the outer jet axis of 
80° was found to give the best results which 
were also validated during the firing engine 
tests. 
• Although the colliding multi-hole injector 
had the potential to give the best 
performance results, as it promotes a 
secondary break up, it did not give any 
improvement compared to the multi-hole 
injector due to the very limited free path 
space available in the racing engine around 
the intake TDe. 
• The work done showed that it is possible to 
obtain a potential 2% high-end performance 
gain with DI-technology compared to PFI-
technology. 
. . . Table 2-2: Literature relative to spray characterISatIOn of high-pressure Injectors (contInued) . 
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Abe,M, High pressure • Mie imaging • Two new nozzles with new spray pattern 
Okamoto, Y, gasoline fuel were developed for meeting the needs of the 
Kadomukai, injection test rig wide spacing and the close spacing spray 
Y., Tanabe, Y. with constant guided DISI configurations. 
Ishikawa, T. volume chamber 
• An L-cut orifice nozzle that produces a (2004) [54] horseshoe spray pattern was used to create a 
rich and lean concentration region. The 
spray shape and the fuel distribution was 
found to be controllable by configuring the 
L-cut step walls. 
• The rich portion within the horseshoe spray 
fuel distribution is created from the vertical 
side edge of the L-step while the lean 
portion is crated by the obstruction of the L-
step wall 
Wigley, G., Constant volume • Laser • Simultaneous application of three 
Goodwin, M., chamber - swirl Doppler measurement techniques proved to be very 
Pitcher, G. pressure atomiser Anemometry helpful in essential quantification of spatial 
Blondel, D. 
• Phase and temporal development of the injected (2004) [55] Doppler liquid sheet and its break-up, as well as 
Anemometry quantification of the velocity of sheet 
• Imaging of disintegration products and velocity and size 
near-nozzle of the droplet field. 
spray 
Choi, J., Lee, High pressure • Mie imaging • High-pressure swirl injection characteristics 
S. Bae, C. gasoline fuel • Shadow- of a GDI injector in a cross-flow up to 15m1s 
(2004) [56] injection test rig graphy were investigated to study the interaction 
fitted on a wind 
• Phase between flow field and spray. 
tunnel for testing Doppler • The sac spray penetration (pre spray) depth 
various in- Anemometry varied with injection pressure but the main 
cylinder flow spray penetration depth and pray width were 
conditions not affected by injection pressure or cross-
employing a flow velocity. 
swirl pressure 
• Fuel vaporisation rate was found to be 
atomiser proportional to cross-flow velocity. 
• Liquid and vapour fuel were distinguished 
by Mie scattered images and shadowgraphy. 
• The PDA velocity measurements showed the 
existence of vortices with different motion at 
various cross-flow velocities. 
• Acceleration of the fuel droplet vaporisation 
by increasing cross-flow velocity was 
confirmed by PDA. 
Seibel, c., High pressure • Particle • Spray induced air flow strongly influences 
Gartung, K., gasoline injection Image the spray propagation. 
Arndt, S. test rig- Velocimetry • The amount of entrained air into the spray 
Weigand, B. Constant volume • Tomo- region essentially affects the vaporisation 
(2003) [16] chamber with graphic rate. 
max pressure/ imaging • The variation of injection timing showed the 
temperature approach effects of spray surface, relative velocity and 
capabilities of 
• Computa- air density on air entrainment. 
20b/400°C tional fluid • Late injection timings, as simulated by 
respectively - dynamics ambient conditions simulation in the CVC, 
annular orifice presented the highest air entrainment of all 
injector conditions tested. 
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Abo-Serie, E., High pressure/ • Mie imaging • Spray images for both a free spray and an 
Gavaises, M. temperature 
• Phase impinging spay on a hot surface showed that 
Arcoumanis, constant volume Doppler the spray from a multi-hole injector 
C. (2003) [57] chamber Anemometry maintains a constant angle independent of 
accommodating a injection (70, 100bar) or chamber pressure 
heated plate in an (l,3,7bar). 
attempt to 
• PDA results for the free spray revealed that 
simulate the the mean velocity of the droplets across the 
piston surface - spray exhibits a maximum value at the spray 
Six hole multi- centreline where the droplet diameter is 
hole injector .. mmlmum. 
• The droplet mean diameter after the 
impingement was found to be strongly 
dependent on the plate inclination angle. 
• Increasing the surface temperature of the 
plate resulted to a slight increase in the 
droplet mean velocity after the impingement 
and a decrease in their Sauter mean 
diameter. 
Duewel, I., Ethanol pressure • Dropsize • LIF lMie dropsizing is well studied in non-
Kunzelmann, atomiser coupled imaging evaporating sprays but systematic errors 
T., Schorr, J., with an air co based on the occur due to tracer enrichment and depletion 
Schulz, C. flow produce a ratio of laser of tracers during evaporation. By 
Wolfrum, J. spray flame. - induced comparison of results obtained with tracers 
(2003) [58] monodisperse fluorescence with different volatilities these systematic 
droplet generator andMie errors were specified in an ethanol spray 
scattering flame with maximum SMD of 15Of.1m. 
• Tracers with negligible vapour pressure give 
LIF signals that represent the initial liquid 
volume. They allow to asses the spray 
evaporation with a simple evaporation 
model. 
• It was found that the evaporation is slow 
compared with the transport inside of the 
droplet, which allows complete tracer 
enrichment. 
Wigley, G., High pressure • Laser • All measurements were done in a max 
Goodwin, M., gasoline injection Doppler distance of 5mm from the nozzle exit where 
Pitcher, G. fuel test rig - Anemometry the spray is optically dense and partially 
Blondell, D. swirl pressure • Phase atomised 
(2003) [25] atomiser Doppler • Big droplets can be found in the axis of the 
Anemometry hollow cone swirl spray, where low pressure 
• Spray region exists 
Imaging • Full agreement ofLDAlPDA measured 
velocities can be found at the fully 
developed spray core and the recirculation 
zone created at the low pressure region 
• Droplet dynamics at the spray periphery are 
determined by a strong velocity-size 
correlation, in a way that large droplets 
maintain their velocity, while smaller ones 
are influenced by air entrainment 
· 
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Ineichen, B. High pressure/ • 2D laser- • Speckles light reflection, refraction and (2003) [59] temperature speckles scattering behaviour of droplets can be used 
combustion cell- based to characterise sprays micro- and 
single-hole diesel Imagmg macroscopically. 
injector technique • The developed technique leads to two-
• Particle dimensional temporal and spatial detection 
Image of droplet size, shape and velocity. 
Velocimetry • Technique showed very good repeatability. 
Goodwin, M. High pressure • High • In the case of the swirl pressure atomiser 
Wigley, G. gasoline fuel magnifi- four separate regions were identified at an 
(2003) [60] injection test rig cation spray injection pressure of lObar: 
- swirl pressure Imagmg );- Continuous sheet 
atomiser and ｾ＠ Perforated sheet 
rotary slit valve ｾ＠ Filaments 
);- Droplets 
These regions reduce in size and retreat 
towards the nozzle as injection pressure 
increases whilst the surface structure 
increased in complexity. 
• The rotary valve nozzle was configured to 
produce a straight flat liquid sheet of 
30xO.15rnm. Short injection durations did 
not allow full sheet development at low 
pressures, therefore liquid sheet breakup 
lengths were observed at pressures 
exceeding 20bar. The results showed clear 
evidence that aerodynamic forces dominate 
the breakup process at pressures higher than 
20bar. 
Hung, D.L.S., High pressure • Spray • The apparent spray characteristics are 
Chmiel, D.M. gasoline fuel Imaging for largely dependent on the measurement 
Markle, L.E. atmospheric determining technique used to evaluate them. Whether 
(2003) [61] inj ection test rig cycle-to- intrusive or in-situ, or based on diffraction, 
- Single cylinder cycle interferometry, or imaging the reported 
optically variations spray is a function of how it is measured! 
accessed engine • Mie-scattering images can be particularly 
- swirl pressure deceiving as the small particles in sprays 
atomiser have similar diameters to the wavelength of 
light source used, so they scatter light 
disproportionately to their diameter or mass. 
• The demonstrated image analysis technique 
enhances visualisation of the variation of 
multiple spray characteristics 
simultaneously; therefore it creates a useful 
tool for injector design and application 
development. 
· 
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Stegemann, 1., High pressure • Ultra high • Results indicate a significant influence 
Seebode, 1., diesel fuel piezo- speed spray throttle effects at the needle seat on the spray 
Baltes, 1., electrically Imagmg characteristics. 
Baumgarten, controlled • Accurate • Effects generated by pressure drop at the C. Merker, common rail control of all needle seat have a much bigger influence 
G.P. (2002) injection test rig injector than a variation of injection pressure. [62] - Rapid operating Throttle effects at the needle seat show a 
compressIOn parameters distinct influence on the spray angle. 
machine ensures (needle lift, • Pressure drop due to partial needle lifts 
engine like needle generate cavitation phenomena that move 
chamber speed) into the sac hole and influence the flow 
conditions - inside the injection holes. As a result spray 
multi-hole diesel breakup and dispersion are influenced. 
injector 
Pontoppidan, High pressure • Phase • Constant volume chamber 
M., Gaviani, gasoline fuel Doppler ｾ＠ As fuel rail pressure increases, both, 
G., Bella, G. injection test rig Anemometry swirl and fan sprays, show a reduction 
De Maio, A. - constant • Particle in their overall spray cone angle of (2002) [28] volume chamber Image 30% 
- firing engine Velocimetry ｾ＠ Fan sprays presented more repeatable 
test bed - swirl 
• High speed! spray patterns than swirl hollow cone 
pressure atomiser laser sheet sprays. 
and fan spray imaging ｾ＠ Both nozzles showed a reduction in 
injectors 
• Computa- AMD by a factor of 9-10 when rail featuring piezo- tional fluid pressure increased. This increase also 
activation dynamics resulted in an increase in penetration 
electronics tested lengths of 2.5 
• Firing engine 
ｾ＠ For cylinder bores smaller than 60mm 
liner wetting is increased and it is an 
issue. On the contrary, things are 
better for two-stroke engines due to 
high in-cylinder turbulence. 
ｾ＠ Increasing injection pressure at 300bar 
a torque stability improvement was 
noticed. 
ｾ＠ Overall, firing engine results 
confirmed the aforementioned 
constant volume chamber findings. 
Nouri,1.M High pressure • Mie imaging • The photographic investigation of a 
Whitelaw, 1.H gasoline fuel • Phase prototype swirl injector indicated delay 
(2001) [22] injection test rig Doppler times of 0.225 and 0.2ms due to the opening 
fitted on a Anemometry and closing of the needle of the injector. 
constant volume • The shape of the sprays was nearly 
chamber using a independent of injection pressure at all 
swirl pressure chamber pressures. 
atomiser • The effect of chamber pressure was 
considerable with large reduction in droplet 
mean velocity by up to 50%, spray cone 
angle by 35%, suppression of the droplet 
velocity fluctuations by 40% , and an 
increase in the droplet arithmetic Sauter 
mean diameters by up to 20% with an 
increase in the chamber pressure from 1 to 
12 bars. 
. . 
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Arndt, S., 
Gartung, K. 
Brueggemann, 
D. (2001) [33] 
Wigley, G., 
Heath, J., 
Pitcher, G. 
Whybrew, A. 
(2001) [63] 
Arndt, S., 
Gartung, K., 
Pauer, T., 
Staudt, M. 
Renz, U. 
(2000) [64] 
High pressure 
gasoline fuel 
injection test rig 
fitted on a 
constant volume 
chamber to 
evaluate sprays 
from swirl 
atomisers, multi-
hole and annular 
orifice injectors 
Atmospheric fuel 
injection test rig 
-mono-
dispersed droplet 
generator 
High-pressure/ 
temperature 
constant volume 
chamber - Diesel 
and gasoline 
sprays tested 
• Particle 
Image 
Velocimetry 
• High speed 
imaging 
• Strain gage 
sensor 
• Laser 
Doppler 
Anemometry 
• Phase 
Doppler 
Anemometry 
• Backlit 
Imaging 
• Laser 
Doppler 
Anemometry 
• Phase 
Doppler 
Anemometry 
• Compo Fluid 
Dynamics to 
simulate the 
fuel spray 
development 
Literature Review 
• Recirculating air flow is a characteristic of 
high pressure injection and it is caused by 
local pressure gradients and air displacement 
that is present in all high pressure fuel jets. 
• This spray induced air flow is essential for 
the vapour phase. It affects air entrainment, 
rate of evaporation and spatial distribution of 
fuel vapour. 
• Basic characteristics of the three types of 
injectors used are as follows: 
ｾ＠ Swirl pressure atomiser. 
It IS characterised by strong aIr 
entrainment, good atomisation but its 
spray structure is very sensitive to 
chamber pressure changes. 
ｾ＠ Mutli-hole injector 
Its strong advantage is the robust spray 
pattern under any chamber pressure 
conditions and its robust spatial 
vapour distribution. 
ｾ＠ Annular orifice injector 
This new generation injector features a 
hollow cone structured spray 
regardless any chamber pressure 
changes. It also characterised by a 
recirculating air flow inside the cone 
region. 
• In partially atomised sprays when measuring 
in the periphery of the spray there is poor 
agreement between LDA and PDA. The 
reason is the existence of large liquid 
elements of irregular shape, which PDA will 
reject while LDA will validate. 
• In poly-dispersed sprays there is much better 
agreement with some disagreement in the 
initial and final transient states of opening 
and closing of the needle, where fuel 
ligaments can be found. 
• Overall, the systematic approach of 
establishing an LDAIPDA measurement 
technique that allows measurements to be 
made over a wide dropsize range has proved 
to be robust and confident. 
• Simultaneously applied backlit imaging 
techniques are required for correct 
interpretation of the data collected. 
• Combination of liquid and vapour phase 
measurements concluded that high pressure 
spray evolution is characterised by small 
scale turbulence. 
• Momentum exchange between spray and 
surrounding air directly influences fuel 
evaporation, in both Diesel and gasoline 
high-pressure sprays. 
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Arndt, S., High-pressure/ • Laser • Fuel vapour phase follows the path of fuel Gartung, K., temperature Induced liquid phase, using nearly the same volume 
Pauer, T., Zeh, constant volume Exciplex • High ambient pressure and temperature D., chamber - Diesel Fluorescence improve evaporation. 
Brueggemann, and gasoline 
• Raman • High injection pressures also improve D., Egermann, sprays tested Spectro- vaporisation by effective air-entrainment in 
J., Ipp, W., scopy the spray boundaries. 
Wagner, V. 
• Computa-Leipertz, A. tional Fluid 
(2000) [65] Dynamics on 
fuel 
evaporation 
Boyaval, S. High-pressure • Light • Spray produced during the opening stage of 
Dumouchel, gasoline injection forward- the needle could be improved by increasing 
C. (2000) [66] fuel test rig - diffraction injection pressure. 
F our pressure technique • Reduction of injector shape parameters 
swirl atomisers (internal nozzle geometry) is found to 
with different improve atomisation and enhance the 
design production of small droplets. Furthermore, it 
considerations was found to reduce liquid spray penetration 
lengths. 
• Reduction of injector shape parameters is 
found also to increase pre-spray droplet sizes 
and transient stage duration. 
• Development of high-pressure swirl 
atomisers can be seen as a compromise 
between atomisation quality and pre-spray 
properties. 
Allen, J. High pressure • Particle • Quantification of fluid flow velocities and 
Hargrave, G. gasoline injection Image structures inside real sized nozzles is 
(2000) [67] test rig Velocimetry valuable in developing future injectors 
incorporating • Laser • In the near nozzle exit area velocities in 
optically Doppler excess of 260m/s were measured, at 
accessed 3D Anemometry injection pressure of 90bar, due to reduction 
nozzles of swirl of available flow area because of cavitation 
atomisers development 
• Processing of PIV images and their 
conversion to velocity maps proved to be 
time consuming. Since knowledge of these 
values are important in the development of 
GDI injectors, alternative techniques for 
quantifying fluid velocities need to be 
established. 
Lee, C.H. Liquid drop • High • Drop-breakup mechanism depends on the 
Reitz, R.D. generator and a magnifica- value of Weber number in each breakup 
(2000) [68] gas nozzle tion ultra- regIme. 
arranged in a short • Three breakup regimes appear as Weber 
cross-flow duration number increases: 
pattern inside a pulsed ｾ＠ Bag breakup 
constant volume imaging ｾ＠ Stretching/thinning breakup 
chamber ｾ＠ Catastrophic breakup 
• Breakup of drops in all breakup regimes 
does not depend on Reynolds number. 
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Jeong, K.S, High pressure • Laser Sheet • The developed exciplex system Jermy, M.C gasoline fuel Dropsizing demonstrated its potential in the LSD 
Greenhalgh, injection test rig 
• Laser technique when applied to both, cold and hot 
D.A (2000) fitted on a Induced high pressure gasoline fuel sprays. 
[69] constant volume Exciplex 
chamber using a Fluorescence 
swirl pressure 
atomiser 
Araneo, L., High pressure/ • Mie imaging • Increase of the nozzle temperature and 
Coghe, A., temperature 
• Laser consequently fuel temperature caused an 
Brunello, G. constant volume Doppler increase of the spray tip penetration velocity 
Donde, R. chamber with a Velocimetry and a decrease of the Mean Droplet 
(2000) [70] heated injector 
• Phase Diameter (AMD) - effect is mostly 
body assembly Doppler important at low ambient pressures. 
and a piston Anemometry • A strong enlargement of the spray angle at 
accumulator high the nozzle exit was noticed when fuel 
pressure injection temperature is above the boiling point at 
system chamber pressure conditions. At certain 
employing a distance from nozzle exit, a contraction of 
swirl injector the spray cone occurs and the hollow cone 
structure disappears. 
• The same effect of elevated fuel temperature 
was noticed even at higher chamber 
pressures. 
Nouri, J.M., High pressure • Spray • Qualitative and quantitative measurements 
Brehm, C. gasoline fuel Imaging were performed in a prototype swirl injector. 
Whitelaw, J.H. injection test rig • Phase It was found that the shape of the spray is 
(1999) [23] - swirl pressure Doppler almost independent of the injection pressure 
atomiser - Anemometry (30,70 and 100bars). Although spray 
variable injection penetration was found to increase by 
pressure (30- increasing injection pressure. 
lOObar) and • The maximum droplet velocities were found 
duration (3-9ms) to increase from SOmis to 70mls by 
increasing the injection pressure from 30 to 
70bar respectively while the arithmetic as 
well as the Sauter mean diameters (30 and 
60flm respectively) were found to be nearly 
independent of the injection pressure. 
Abo-Serie, E., High pressure • Spray • The spray development generated by a high 
Arcoumanis, gasoline fuel Imaging pressure swirl injector was analysed and four 
C., Gavaises, injection test rig stages were identified. The first two 
M., with a constant correspond to the period prior to the liquid 
Argueyrolles, volume chamber film formation, in the nozzle hole, while the 
B. Galzin, F. - swirl pressure other two to the period of film development. 
(1999) [20] atomiser ｾ＠ A very early asymmetric purely 
atomised bulk of liquid located at the 
centre of the injection hole 
ｾ＠ An asymmetric non-hollow spray 
ｾ＠ A swirl developing hollow-cone 
spray with a multi layer structure 
ｾ＠ A fully developed and well-atomised 
hollow cone spray with cone angle 
nearly independent of injection press. 
• High magn/tion images revealed 2 modes of 
droplet formation, through ligaments in the 
direction of injection and through wave crest 
stripping in the radial direction. 
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Ipp, W., High pressure • Mie imaging • There is strong influence of the ambient 
Wagner, Y., gasoline fuel 
• Laser conditions and of the fuel rail pressure on 
Kraemer, H., injection test rig Induced the spray formation (cone angle, tip 
Wensing, M., with constant Exciplex penetration, radial and angular distribution 
Leipertz, A., volume chamber Fluorescence curves). 
Arndt, S. Jain, - swirl pressure 
• The fuel vapour phase follows the fuel liquid 
A.K. (1999) atomisers phase throughout the injection process and 
[21 ] even more than 2ms after end of injection. 
• Higher injector body and fuel temperature 
caused a more compact distribution of both 
liquid and vapour fuel accompanied by a 
visible reduction of large droplets. 
Wigley, G., High pressure • Planar • A new generation of LDAIPDA transmitter 
Hargrave, gasoline fuel Imagmg systems has been designed and constructed. 
G.K. Heath, J. injection test rig • Laser Simultaneous 2D LDA and PDA (1998) [19] - air assisted and Doppler measurements have been presented to 
swirl pressure Anemometry characterise the atomisation of gasoline by 
atomisers tested 
• Phase high pressure automotive fuel injectors. 
by injecting into Doppler • In the near nozzle area where atomisation is 
a plenum Anemometry incomplete it is found that 2D PDA 
measurements underestimate the fluid flow 
velocity and that laser light sheet imaging 
could lead to false impression of the 
atomisation processes. 
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Authors Experimental Techniques Major Findings 
"",:;:, ,: ",:,,' ,j"! ' Set-up 
Fansler, T. Optical research • Mie • This paper has reviewed a suite of 
Drake, M. DI engine with high speed optical diagnostic techniques that are 
(2005) [71] double video designed to address specific issues in 
configuration: • Spark developing stratified charge spark ignition 
spray-guided emISSIOn direct injection gasoline engines. 
with central spectroscopy • The average airlfuel ratio at the spark 
injection and • High gap must be rich in order to avoid misfires 
wall-guided speed and partial bums associated with the large 
employing spectrally cycle-to-cycle variations in AFR. 
central spark resolved • Pool fires supported by thin liquid 
plug - machined imaging films on the piston are the dominant source 
to accommodate 
• High of soot emissions from the wall guided 
endoscope speed engine under warmed-up, part load 
probes refractive conditions. 
index • In the early development stages of the 
matching wall guided concept it was thought that the 
imaging optimum fuel lair ratio at the spark plug 
would be stoichiometric or slightly lean to 
minimise rich combustion that was the 
primary source of soot formation and that 
fuel films on the piston were a major if not 
dominant source of hydrocarbon emissions. 
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Mitroglou, N., Single cylinder • Laser • Laser induced fluorescence was employed to Arcoumanis, optical DI engine Induced reveal fuel concentration and local air/fuel 
c., Mori, K. 
- multi-valve, Fluorescence ratio measurements in a fully optical single 
Motoyama, Y. central inj ected, cylinder DI engine with central injection, (2005) [7] twin-spark twin spark-plug and variable in-cylinder 
configuration - swirl levels, along a central plane of the 
variable swirl cylinder with a 6.5mm offset relative to the 
control valve spark-plugs plane. 
installed - multi-
• The twin-spark combustion concept is 
hole nozzles offering advantages in HC and ｳｾｯｫ･＠
(6hole emissions relative to its side-injection, wall-
asymmetric, guided counterpart. Additionally, the 
12hole resulted reduced injector tip temperature 
symmetric, both minimises the problem of cocking in multi-
90° cone angle) hole injectors. 
• Multi-hole sprays are characterised by 
increased spray tip penetration, relative to 
swirl or hollow cone sprays. This feature 
presents some fuel impingement on the 
piston. On the other hand, increased 
penetration momentum makes the spray 
insensitive to in-cylinder airflow leading to 
simpler engine management systems. 
• Injection timing controls wall impingement 
resulting in quick and efficient evaporation 
for homogeneous operation. It also helps in 
creating stratification by correct timing of 
piston impingement. 
• In-cylinder swirl improves homogeneity 
significantly, but it has proved to be an 
obstacle in any attempt in creating 
stratification. 
Fajardo, C.M., Optical single • Particle • A brief overview was given on some 
Smith, J.D. cy linder research image imaging techniques that are useful for 
Sick, V. engine - 8-hole velocimetry studies of in-cylinder mixing, ignition and 
(2005) [72] multi-hole • Planar laser combustion. 
injector induced • Particle image velocimetry was implemented 
fluorescence to measure velocity fields around the spark-
• Chemilumi- plug in a firing engine. 
nescence • The combination of imaging of LIF of 
imaging toluene, plasma emission and OH* 
chemiluminescence with a single camera 
provides a useful tool for studies of cause 
and effect of cyclic variability on engine's 
performance, such us power fluctuation or 
ignition instabilities. 
Wiles, M.A., Optical research • Planar Laser • The effect of in-cylinder vaporisation on 
Probst, D.M. engine test bed - Induced mixing was found to be relatively small 
Ghandhi, J.B centrally located Fluorescence under normal engine operation 
(2005) [73] spark-plug, wall- • Under valve deactivated operation the effect 
guided of vaporisation was found to be more 
configuration significant due to the decrease in bulk gas 
with swirl and temperature 
air-assisted • Bulk in-cylinder flow field has a controlling 
injectors - valve effect on the mixing of gasoline direct 
deactivation injection spray jets 
system 
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Wang, Y-J., Constant volume • Mie imaging • Double injection strategy tested for Wang, J-X., chamber- 2-
• Computa- improved fueVair mixing and brake specific Shuai, S-1., cylinder DI tional Fluid fuel consumption optimisation 
Lei, X -H. An, engine - swirl Dynamics • There is found to be an optimum first X-L. (2005) pressure atomiser injection timing which gives maximum [74] BMEP and low HC and CO emissions (early 
injection leads to piston impingement and late 
to cylinder wall impingement) 
• There is an optimum timing for the second 
injection pulse as well. It was found to be 
around 230°CA. 
• Fuel quantity ratio between 15t and 2nd 
injection has a significant effect on mixture 
formation. 
• Overall, 15-24% lower fuel consumption 
was achieved relative to PFI engines. 
Skogsberg, Constant • Direct • Fuel vapour is only found in the presence of 
M., Dahlander, pressure spray Imagmg liquid fuel throughout the injection process 
P., Lindgren, chamber- • Laser • At 20mm from the nozzle exit there is an 
R. Denbratt, I. optical DI engine Induced outwards rolling vortex which separates 
(2005) [9] - multi-hole Exciplex compustible vapour from liquid fuel. 
6hole injector Fluorescence Unfortunately this point is too far from the 
with 50° overall 
• Phase nozzle for positioning the spark-plug, because 
spray angle Doppler at TDC the piston crown is closer than 20mm 
Anemometry to the nozzle exit 
• Computa- • When injection duration is long, high axial 
tional Fluid spray velocities lower the pressure inside the 
Dynamics spray preventing vapour transport away from 
the spray and thus reduce the spray cone 
angle. 
• It is found that the ratio between hole length 
and diameter (Vd) affects spray cone angle 
and size distributions. In detail, reducing Vd 
results in an increase in droplet size. 
McGee, 1., Optical single • Planar laser • Analysis of the PLIF image measurement and 
Alger, T., cylinder research induced correction procedure indicated an 
Blobaum, E. engine with fluorescence accumulated uncertainty of ±15% in the semi-
Wooldridge, central spark quantitative measurements of fuel. Most of 
S. (2004) [75] plug and uneven this was attributed to uncorrected background 
valve lifts for reflections. 
swirl generation. • Further quantification to equivalence ratio 
was found to be possible though inappropriate 
due to excessive additional uncertainties at 
the conditions tested - most notably unknown 
temperatures and residual gas amount. 
• Tracer selection among iso-octane candidates 
was found not to have a significant effect on 
PLIF results. 
• The angle of the rear piston bowl wall was 
important in determining the direction in 
which the fuel cloud emerged from the bowl. 
• The effect of fuel injector change was less evident 
in PLIF images while having a significant impact 
on measured data. The effect of injectors on fuel 
preparation was thought to have occurred primarily 
outside the plane of measurement. 
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Honda, T., Constant volume • Laser • Multi-hole nozzles are more suitable for 
Kawamoto, chamber- Induced spray guided direct injection spark ignition 
M., Katashiba, optical DI engine Exciplex systems because of their strong penetration 
H., Sumida, - multi-hole Fluorescence force, which is less affected by airflow 
M., Fukutomi, injector 
• FID • There is found to be a certain relation 
M. Kawajiri, 
• Computa- between hole length over diameter ratio K. (2004) [35] tional Fluid (LID) and jet angle. Moreover, wider single 
Dynamics jet angles expand the mixture distribution 
• Emission • When running at stable combustion 
monitoring conditions, there were identified regions of 
unstable combustion due to rich in fuel 
air/fuel ratios. To improve this behaviour 
vaporisation characteristics need to be 
improved. 
Frieden, D. Research single • Laser • Two extreme bulk flow conditions, high and 
Sick, V. cylinder DI Induced low swirl, were investigated at 600 and 
(2003) [76] engine featuring Fluorescence 2000rpm. Images of the fuel spray at both 
a variable swirl engine speeds indicate that the fuel was 
intake port vaporized faster under high swirl conditions. 
mechanism • At 2000rpm the high swirl flow severely 
distorts the spray geometry, pulling it to one 
side of the combustion chamber resulting in 
elongated spray cross-sections. Such 
distortion was not found at low swirl test 
cases. 
• The equivalence ratio images at 200 BTDC 
indicated that for both engine speeds the 
high swirl flow produced less homogeneous 
charge at the time of ignition compared to 
the low swirl flow mode. 
• The high swirl condition resulted in lean 
equivalence ratios within the viewable area, 
which suggests the presence of rich fuel 
zones at the periphery of the cylinder where 
optical access is restricted, as the overall 
equivalence ratio had been set to 1. 
• For the high swirl condition at 2000rpm and 
for both swirl conditions at 600rpm 
significant amounts of fuel re-entered the 
viewing plane after the initial pass of the 
flame front. The equivalent ratio values of 
the re-entered fuel were well above 
stoichiometric which further proves that the 
periphery of the cylinder is fuel rich for the 
high swirl cases. 
Stan, c., Pressure pulse • Computa- • Variable valve timing led to an improved 
Stanciu, A., direct injection tional fluid volumetric efficiency, especially at low 
Troeger, R., gasoline system dynamics speeds 
Martorano, L., attached on a • Imaging • Combining supercharger and variable valve 
Tarantino, c., turbo- timing technology with direct injection 
Antonelli, M. / supercharged gasoline engines, a decrease of the specific 
Lensi, R. engine equipped fuel consumption and improved emission 
(2003) [77] with variable behaviour can be reached. 
valve timing • The presented pressure pulse direct injection 
system allows mixture formation control, 
ignition timing and position of ignition 
sources. 
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Samson, E., Vertical wind • Laser sheet • Local and global flame structure and local 
Renou, B. tunnel adapted to tomography equivalence ratio in front of the flame have 
Boukhalfa, A. unsteady 
• Planar laser been simultaneously obtained by coupling (2003) [78] combustion with induced PLIF on acetone and laser sheet tomography 
the fuel/air fluorescence • Initial propagation of flames in a 
mixture heterogeneous mixture with a local mean 
convected into a equivalence ratio close to unity is similar to 
transparent open that of homogeneous flames with a 
combustion stoichiometric premixing. 
chamber 
• During propagation the flame size for 
heterogeneous mixtures increases more 
slowly than for homogeneous cases. The 
local stoichiometric equivalence ratio 
sustains flame propagation into a mean 
leaner mixture. 
• The contribution of heterogeneities to local 
flame structures clearly appears from the 
flame curvature distribution analysis. A 
large-scale smoothing of the flame front can 
be observed due to the presence of 
equivalence ratio scales smaller than 
turbulent scales. 
Moreau, J., Square • Particle • A non-dimensional analysis has been 
Boree, J., compresslOn Image performed in a view to reproduce engine 
Bazile, R. chamber Velocimetry conditions as far as momentum injection is 
Charnay, G. featuring a quasi- concerned. 
(2003) [79] sinusoidal piston • PIV measurements of the induction, 
motion. A gas injection and compression phases have 
injector was used shown that jet modifies tumble 
characteristics during injection. In detail the 
rotation centre location is modified. 
• Compression measurements have shown that 
injection modifies tumble breakdown 
process. The level of fluctuating energy at 
the end of compression is lower after a BOC 
injection than without injection. 
• Injecting directly in a rotating structure 
involves a modification in the energy 
transfer process. Breakdown of tumble 
occurs earlier and turbulence has more time 
to dissipate the kinetic energy of the flow. 
• In case of real gasoline injection, the effect 
should be greater due to the wider area of 
interaction and thus momentum transfer. 
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Alger, T., Optical engine • A fibre optic Early Injection Strategy 
Hall, M. consisted of CLR spark plug • The fueVair mixture homogeneity in the 
Matthews, R. engine block and probe was DISI engine prior to ignition had strong (2002) [80] a modified GM used to dependence on both injection timing and 
twin cam measure the type of bulk flow. 
cylinder head equivalence • In flow fields with significant in-cylinder 
having the ratio at the motion the intracyclic variation (<Dmix) of 
injector in the spark gap mixture prior to ignition at the spark gap 
spark plug hole increased significantly as the SOl was 
and the spark 
retarded from 60° to 120° A TDC, 
plug between the representing a decrease in mixing. 
intake valves. 
• The Co V of equivalence ratio at ignition 
(<Dig) increased as the injection timing was 
retarded. The increase in cyclic variation in 
the equivalence ratio at the spark plug was 
followed by an increase in the Co V of IMEP 
in every flow field except the stock in which 
the Co V IMEP decreased with increasing 
CoY <Dig. 
• The amount of time it takes for the fuel to 
first appear at the spark plug depends on the 
flow field. 
Late Injection Strategy 
• The Co V <Dig increased and <Dig decreased as 
the SOl timing was retarded. The value of 
<Dil.' correlated very well with IMEP. 
Ortmann, R., High pressure • Mie Imaging • Swirl injector spray geometry is found to be 
Arndt, S., gasoline fuel • Lase dependent on the ambient pressure. In 
Raimann, J., injection test rig Induced addition variations of the spray design of the 
Grzeszik, R. attached on a Exciplex swirl injector are limited to angle, 
Wuerfel, G. constant volume Fluorescence inclination and few spray patterns. 
(2001) [3] chamber - Single • For the multi-hole injector spray geometry 
cylinder optical only varies in penetration with varying 
engine with wide ambient pressure. There are many more 
and close spacing spray design variations compared with the 
configuration- swirl injector and the fuel spray is quite 
swirl and multi- stable under cyclic variations of the charge 
hole injectors motion. 
• Fundamental numerical simulation showed a 
complete evaporation of the injected fuel for 
both injectors within 3ms. 
• Measurements of the droplet size at 10MPa 
fuel pressure are comparable fore both 
injectors. 
• In the wall guided combustion system the 
multi-hole injector performed better in terms 
of IMEP, shoot emissions for all injection 
pressures as a result of the higher air 
entrainment in the spray and the decreased 
wall film. 
• In the air guided combustion system 
enhanced air entrainment in the spray of the 
multi-hole injector causes wider ignition 
windows 
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Gold, M., Li, Spray rig- • Mie • Under atmospheric conditions the CFD 
G., Sapsford, Non-firing four scattering spray model was found to accurately predict 
S. Stokes, l stroke single 
• Qualitative the progression of droplets and vortex (2000) [81] cy linder wide laser fonnation within the DIS I engine. 
spacing direct induced • Late stratified injection produced a narrow 
injection Ricardo fluorescence liquid core surrounded by a rich vapour 
optical engine -
• Phase cloud, which was seen to be transported by 
Swirl injector Doppler the reverse tumble out of the piston bowl 
anemometry towards the spark plug. 
• Computa- • For the early injection operation there was 
tional fluid some evidence of linear proportionality 
dynamics between droplet diameter and axial velocity. 
The larger droplets were in the leading edge 
and had either originated from the initial 
liquid sheet break up or fonn some smaller 
faster moving droplets coalescing into larger 
high velocity droplets. 
• The higher temperatures and pressures 
present within the compression stroke with, 
late injection operation resulted in a 
reduction of the injector cone angle together 
with lower velocities and droplet diameters. 
• Injection during the intake stroke presented 
higher spray structure fluctuations, resulting 
from the intake air flow, with evidence of 
piston impingement. 
Lee, S., Tong, Single cylinder • Planar Laser • In cylinder tumble and swirl improve 
K., Quay, optical engine Induced engine's cold-start perfonnance. Best cold-
B.D., Zello, featuring twin Fluorescence start behaviour in tenns of unburned 
lV. spark-plug • Unburned hydrocarbons was recorded with tumble in-
Santavicca, combustion hydro- cylinder flow. 
D.A. (2000) chamber- carbons • Perfonnance test results agree with the 
[82] Modular intake monitoring analysis of the pre-combustion fuel 
system with swirl distribution images in tenns of fuel 
or tumble inserts vaporisation and fuel/air mixing. The higher 
for different in- signal intensity and lower intensity variation 
cylinder flow is achieved by the tumble system. 
generation • Combustion with enhanced swirl andlor 
tumble flows proceeds more rapidly, 
compared to the baseline neutral flow 
system. This allows the ignition timing to be 
retarded, providing more time for fuel 
vaporisation and fuel/air mixing. 
Ekenberg, M. Firing single • Laser • Planar LIF has been applied for measuring 
Johansson, B. cylinder close Induced the in-cylinder mixture distribution. For the 
(2000) [83] spacing optical Fluorescence flat piston arrangement it was hard to 
direct injection • Combustion achieve stratification of the fuel around the 
engine, with heat release spark plug at the time of ignition. 
centrally located analysis • By replacing the flat piston with a bowl 
spark plug and piston better stratification was achieved 
two different around the spark plug at the time of ignition 
piston crown while the lean limit of the engine increased 
designs. - Air from cp = 111.3 to 113. 
assisted injector 
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Alger, T., Firing four • Mie imaging • When injecting early during the induction Hall, M. cy linder engine 
• In-cylinder stroke, intake flow affects the spray 
Matthews, with optical fibre optic development and rules surface wetting. 
R.D. (2000) access - swirl probe for Tumble flow leads to liner wall wetting, [84] pressure atomiser local while swirling in-cylinder flow results in 
equivalence fuel impinging on the piston. 
ratio • Bulk motion exists late in the compression 
measurement stroke due to in-cylinder swirl or tumble 
flow. 
• High tumble flow-fields yield the highest 
equivalence ratio in the spark gap area than 
any other flow for any injection timing 
• Injection timing controls the amount of wall 
wetting and the effect of the bulk flow on 
the spray. 
• The best injection timing for high tumble in-
cylinder flows is located around bottom dead 
centre and not early or late during induction 
or compression strokes respectively. 
• FueVair mixing is mainly independent of 
RPM but depends on vaporisation time and 
injector flow rate 
• At high RPM the increased gas motion 
compensates for the increased pressure to 
increase vaporisation. 
• As a result RPM directly affect equivalence 
ratio. 
Kanda, M., Toyota four • Fuel spray • The fan spray injector can vary its droplet 
Baika, T., cylinder firing Imagmg breakup length according to nozzle slit 
Kato, S., direct injection • Laser design characteristics. Nozzles with short 
Iwamuro, M., engine with a Induced breakup length are required in order to 
Koike, M. shell-shaped Fluorescence optimise the piston bowl shape for stratified 
Saito, A. piston cavity - operation. 
(2000) [31] Intake features a • The side wall shape of the cavity is 
swirl control important in controlling torque fluctuation 
valve and a by accelerating combustion. 
helical port -
• The newly developed combustion system 
newly developed with a fan spray injector enlarges the 
fan-shaped spray stability range of stratified combustion 
relative to existing DI combustion systems. 
• The same system also presents full-load 
torque improvements at most speeds 
compared to standard DI configurations. 
• A 3L, 6 cylinder engine equipped with the 
above system demonstrated a 20% fuel 
economy improvement when tested in the 
Japanese 10-15 mode driving cycle. 
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Pontoppidan, Firing four • Computa- • On a small bore engine none of the mixture 
M., Gaviani, cy I inder engine tional fluid preparation layouts alone represent a 
G., Bella, G., featuring optical dynamics "magical" solution, but each of them needs a 
Schilardi, M. access through a 
• Combustion high degree of flexibility of the components 
Rocco, V. piston window imaging with creating the combustion chamber boundary (2000) [85] and a pressure light conditions in order to produce a high level 
swirl atomiser intensity lean combustion stability over the entire low 
sensor load working area. 
• Variable valve train offers the potential of a 
cylinder-individual continuous airflow 
control without the head loss and back flow 
drawbacks of the mechanical secondary 
throttle solutions. 
• The only disadvantage for the time being is 
that it is still under development and 
therefore not ｣ｯｳｴＭｾｴｩｭｩｳ･､Ｎ＠
Kakuhou, A., Four-valve single • Laser • The combined effect of the swirl motion in 
Urushihara, T., cylinder optical Doppler the cylinder head the cylindrical piston bowl 
Itoh, T. engine with pent- Velocimetry positioned eccentrically to the cylinder 
Takagi, Y. roof type • Particle central axis, forms an upward flow that rises (1999) [86] chamber, piston Image from the piston crown near the cylinder 
crown bowl and Velocimetry centre area to the cylinder head in the latter 
swirl control 
• Laser half of the compression. 
valve. (wide- Induced • The fuel injected directly into the cylinder 
spacing) Fluorescence initially enters the piston bowl and then 
transported to the vicinity of the spark plug 
by the upward flow forming mixture 
stratification. 
• The ideal injection timings are determined 
from the balance between fuel trapping in 
the piston bowl and fuel film formation on 
the piston crown. 
ｾ＠ Too early injection timing results in a 
fuel spray that is not trapped in the 
piston bowl and travels towards the 
exhaust side of the combustion 
chamber, which precludes mixture 
stratification and causes a large 
fluctuation in the mixture 
concentrations in the vicinity of the 
spark plug thus resulting in unstable 
combustion. 
ｾ＠ Too late injection timing results in 
higher mixture concentration in the 
vicinity of the spark plug however 
results in increased liquid film on the 
piston bowl. 
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Choi, K.H., High-pressure • Mie • Swirl injector spray grows in dispersion but 
Park, lH., chamber. scattering is suppressed in penetration with the 
Lee, N.H., Yu, Single cylinder 
• Phase development of a ring vortex produced by 
C.H. Noh, optical engine Doppler strong entrainment of air into spray. 
S.H. (1999) with flat piston Anemometry • Spray under high ambient pressure is [87] window as well 
• Laser changed into compact shape and is not 
as an opaque Doppler developed into a hollow cone shape. 
bowl shaped Velocimetry • SMD from the swirl injector under room 
piston adaptor 
• Particle temperature condition was measured within 
Image 15-30I-.Im. It was also found that as the air is 
Velocimetry strongly induced into the spray the droplet 
size becomes small and uniform very fast. 
• Visualization of the spray distribution after 
impingement on a flat or a bowl piston for 
two different injector positions proved, that 
for the particular engine arrangement the 
intake side injection seems to be most 
favourable for stratified mixture formation 
near the spark plug for the late compression 
injection strategy. 
• By strengthening the counter rotating tumble 
velocity and piston top shape into bowl 
structure was found to conserve the bulk 
motion toward the spark plug in the 
compression stroke. 
Arcoumanis, Single cylinder • Flame • Local injection of a slightly rich mixture of 
C., Gold, research engine Ionisation propane/air at an engine speed of 1000RPM 
M.R., with shrouded Detection led to faster flame growth. Pressure 
Whitelaw, lH. valves for swirl • High-speed measurements indicate that the locally rich 
Xu,H.M. and tumble ratios flame zone enhanced the early flame development. 
(1999) [6] increase and Imagmg • A controlled locally rich mixture is able to 
local direct extend the lean driveability limit to an 
injection of overall equivalence ratio of 0.61. 
propane/air 
• Strong inlet induced bulk flow minimises the 
mixture effect of the local rich zone. 
• At lean overall mixture strengths the 
localised air fuel ratio is very important in 
achieving stable combustion and 
overcoming adverse in-cylinder flow 
conditions. 
Alger, T., Optical engine • Mie imaging • Intake flow configuration has a significant 
Hall, M. consisted of CLR • Fiber optic effect on fuel distribution. With increasing 
Matthews, R. engine block and fuel vapour tumble the cylinder gases severely distort the 
(1998) [88] a modified GM concentra- fuel jet. Bulk motion due to tumble exists 
twin cam tion very late into the compression stroke. 
cylinder head- measurement • Amount of in-cylinder tumble has a 
weak and strong significant effect on the local equivalence 
tumble was ratio at TDC. At all engine speeds tested 
tested increased tumble resulted in an increase in 
the equivalence ratios at TDC from 40-100% 
for both early and late injection timings. 
• Piston wetting has a significant effect on 
equivalence ratio at TDC. Extended piston 
wetting lowers the equivalence ratio at TDC. 
Very early and late injection timings result 
in a low equivalence ratio at TDC because of 
piston wetting, in contrast to BDC injection. 
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Ando, H. Four cylinder • Pressure • Soot and CO emissions were controlled by a (1997)[4] four valve engine analysis two-stage mixing process where soot and 
using an upright • Laser light CO created in the late rich injection cloud 
straight intake extinction (60°-80° BTDC) are oxidized and burned in 
port and a swirl 
• HC, NOx, the lean early injected mixture (280 0 BTDC) 
injector CO2 and CO • Two stage mixing increased the low speed 
emISSIOns torque by 10% and allowed a compression 
• Laser ratio of 12: 1 to be used 
induced • A steeper in-cylinder injection angle was 
fluorescence used to improve the high speed fuel 
• Schlieren consumption with the benefit of higher EGR 
photography tolerance hence lower NOx 
• A two stage combustion approach of 
injection in the expansion stroke reduced the 
catalyst 'light -up' time by the factor of 3 
with improved cold start emissions 
Ohsuga, M, Single cylinder • Laser • Central close spacing direct fuel injection 
Shiraishi, T, four-valve engine Induced with swirl inducting manifold resulted in 
Nogi, T, with a flat top Fluorescence stratification at the cylinder centre. 
Nakayama, Y piston, utilizing a • Pressure • A low spray speed of 22rn1s combined with 
Sukegawa, Y - manifold swirl curve a solid cone geometry while injecting at 
Hitachi Ltd control air jet analysis 240° BTDC improved combustion stability 
(1997) [89] passage. during transient and cold start conditions 
with the lean limit extended to an AIF ratio 
of 40:1 
Ghandhi, J.B Single cylinder • Laser • A large number of cycles, nearly 30%, were 
Bracco, F.V research engine Induced found with an average equivalence ratio near 
(1996) [90] with ported Fluorescence the spark-plug far leaner than the lean limit, 
configuration and • Combustion but these cycles were able to ignite and 
intake swirl analysis combust fully. The expected cause for this 
inserts behaviour is the mixture motion during the 
spark discharge. 
• There was a weak correlation between the 
local average equivalence ratio and the early 
combustion as measured by the pressure 
1 O°CA after spark timing, the rate of 
pressure rise 5° after spark timing or the 
delay time for a 100kPa pressure rise. This 
weak correlation is considered to be the 
result of mixture motion. This results in a 
false measured fuel distribution at the time 
of ignition. 
• Direct injection systems are expected to 
experience these effects because of motions 
induced ｾ＠ the injected fuel jets. 
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Kume, T., Two four valve • Phase • Stable combustion for partial load was 
Iwamoto, Y., engines one with Doppler realized at AlF ratios in excess of 40: 1 by 
Lida, K., an upright port Velocimetr stratification through the use of upright 
Murakami, M., and the other • Hi speed intake ports and a piston cavity to form 
Akishino, K. with a photography reverse tumble (TVR=1.8) combined with 
Ando, H. conventional 
• Pressure compression stroke injection using high (1996) [91] port, with low analysis intensity swirl injector. 
and high 
• Flame • Early intake stroke injection realized a intensity swirl radiation homogeneous mixture distribution used in 
injectors. Imagmg full load operation 
• HC, NOx, • The use of minimal throttling increased part 
smoke and load volumetric efficiency while at full load 
O2 a further increase was gleaned from the 
emISSIOns charge cooling effect of the early injected 
fuel 
• Due to the charge cooling there was a lower 
octane requirement and hence a higher 
compression ratio of 12: 1 could be used with 
subsequent 10% increase in the power 
output 
• EGR was shown to curb the increased NOx 
emissions due to the stratification. 
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Lang, 0., 2.0Litre four • Computa- • Multi-hole nozzles appear to have reduced 
Geiger, 1., cylinder naturally tional fluid wall wetting relative to swirl pressure 
Habermann, aspirated DI dynamics atomisers. 
K. Wittler, M. engine - 1.4 Litre • Simple • For turbocharged direct injection spark 
(2005) [92] four cylinder engine's ignition engine there is larger range of 
turbocharged DI operating camshaft timing adjustment for the exhaust 
engine - swirl parameters than intake at 1000RPM 
and multi-hole acquisition • A fuel consumption reduction of 13-18% 
injectors was noticed compared to the PFI engine due 
to downsizing. 
• The combined use of turbocharger and direct 
injection create a very promising package. 
Direct injection technology with the 
increased compression ratio improves low-
end torque reducing the effect of turbo-lag 
present in all turbocharged PFI engines. 
• Additional advantages in residual gas 
control can be gained from this coupling and 
another 6% fuel consumption reduction can 
be made possible . 
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Szekely, Optical single • Simple • This paper presents a complete overview of 
Gerald A. cylinder research engine data the spray guided concept by testing several 
Alkidas, Alex engine based on acquisition parameters, such us double injection, 
C. (2005) [17] the spray -guided 
• Emissions injector lift altering, dwell time between 
concept with a monitoring injection pulses and intake induced swirl 
pentroof type motion at 2000RPM and part load operation. 
combustion 
• Increasing the injection duration by 
chamber and a decreasing injector's lift, fuel consumption 
high squish was improved and combustion duration was 
piston - Outward shortent, with no significant effect on 
opening 90° emissions. 
injector, centrally 
• At each end of injection timing there is an 
located optimal ignition timing presenting the best 
possible engine operation. This ignition 
window is very narrow though (±3°CA) and 
any other timing causes the engine's 
operation to deteriorate. 
• Air motion was found to have a negative 
effect on the stability of the ignition process 
and initial flame kernel development. 
Increasing swirl caused an increase in the 
CoY ofIMEP. Minimum swirl resulted in 
minimum HC emissions, Co V of IMEP and 
fuel consumption. 
• Multiple injection did not lead to any 
improvements, at least at part load. 
• The more the injection pulses the shorter the 
delay between end of last injection and 
ignition timing. 
• With increasing dwell time between 
injection pulses, fuel consumption showed a 
slight increase as well as HC emissions due 
to longer mixing times, when compared with 
single injection. 
• The best results in fuel consumption for 
multiple injection strategy were seen when 
end of last injection pulse was placed at 
around 45-50 0 BTDC. 
• On the other hand, single injection has a 
wider injection timing range maintaining 
low fuel consumption. 
• Single injection produces the lowest CO of 
all. This means that single injection achieves 
the best mixing, which is followed by faster 
combustion and low smoke emissions. 
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Kawamoto, Optical single • Simple • Both tested configurations, side and centre M., Honda, T., cylinder research combustion injection, achieved spray guided direct 
Katashiba, H., engine equipped data injection spark ignition engine operation. 
Sumida, M., with a quartz acquisition • Centre injection achieved combustion at a Fukutomi, N. liner and 2 multi- continuous range of ignition timings. It also 
Kawajiri, K. hole nozzles yielded a broader stable combustion area (2005) [93] compared to the side injection concept. 
• Centre injection also produced slightly 
higher unburned HC emissions than side 
injection, due to the narrow spacing 
available for mixture formation. 
• Centre injection looks very promising and 
could be the leading concept in direct 
injection engine design with some 
improvements. By improving atomisation of 
the fuel spray and air entrainment the results 
will be faster fuel vaporisation and better 
homogenisation. Given these conditions, the 
centre injection concept combines many 
advantages compared to its side injection 
counterpart. 
Szekely, Research single • Computa- • At the reverse Tumble Wall-Controlled 
Gerald A. Jr., cylinder DI tional fluid combustion system dominant flow is the 
Solomon, engine featuring dynamics tumble plane that contains the axis of the 
Arun S. Tsai, a Reverse • Basic engine spark-plug and injector, therefore sufficient 
P.-H. (2004) Tumble Wall data time and path length should be provided for 
[94] Controlled acquisition effective mixing in this plane. 
combustion 
• Combustion • There is an optimum piston bowl volume, 
system analysis this is 50-60% of the combustion chamber 
volume. If this volume is smaller, then the 
bowl cannot contain the mixture and if 
larger then the resulted overmixing causes 
misfires and increase in HC emissions. 
• The optimum overall spray cone angle is 
found to be around 90°. 
• The optimum combustion chamber 
developed leads to a world class reverse 
tumble wall controlled gasoline direct 
injection engine that was superior to the 
baseline port fuel injection engine as well as 
to all competitive tumble wall controlled 
_gasoline direct injection systems. 
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Lippert, A.M, Constant volume • Computa- • The complex nature of full load operation El Tahry, S.H, chamber-4 tional fluid was investigated during the development 
Huebler, M.S, cylinder DI dynamics and optimisation of the WOT operation of a 
Parrish, S.E., engine with swirl 
• Phase small bore SIDI engine. 
Inoue, H. control valve Doppler • Hot fuel reduces injected droplet sizes and Noyori, T. installed and interfero- overall spray cone angle. (2004) [26] equipped with metry • Lack of mixing limits the air utilisation and fan-spray and hence limits the amount of heat release for 
multi-hole improving vol. efficiency. 
injectors 
• At low to medium engine speed mixing 
process and homogeneity at ignition timing 
are highly dependent on injection timing for 
low in-cylinder flow levels. 
• Mixing behaviour between high and low 
RPM is significantly different. At high RPM 
advanced injection id required because 
injecting late during intake stroke cannot 
overcome the momentum of inducted air. 
• Volumetric efficiency is strongly dependent 
on the amount of wall wetting, due to the 
effective heating effect of vaporisation off 
surfaces rather than intake charge. At high 
RPM, retarding injection increases vol.eff. 
This necessitates a trade off between mixing 
(advanced injection) and volumetric 
efficiency (retarded injection). At low to 
medium RPM is more advantageous to 
achieve sufficient mixing than volumetric 
efficiency. This can be done by either split 
injection or strong in-cylinder flows. 
• Swirl promotes mixing as well and it better 
solution because SCV is only a function of 
RPM and not also load. 
• Near complete mixing can be achieved with 
increased tumble at high RPM 
Lippert, A.M, Constant volume • Computa- • As far as the multi-hole injector is concerned, 
EI Tahry, S.H, chamber- 4 tional fluid two findings should be pointed out: 
Huebler, M.S, cylinder DI dynamics ｾ＠ Large LID ratios suppress the 
Parrish, S.E., engine with swirl • Mie imaging turbulence and create a more 
Inoue, H, control valve • Phase developed flow profile leading to 
Noyori, T, installed and Doppler narrower plumes 
Nakama, K equipped with interfero- ｾ＠ Atomisation is a strong function of 
Abe, T. (2004) fan-spray, multi- metry injection pressure 
[27] hole and swirl 
• Basic engine • Combination of atomisation, penetration, air 
injectors data entrainment and momentum distribution are 
acquisition critical for successful injector selection 
• In the case of multi-hole injector, unequal 
penetration of the separate jets could cause 
impingement that is responsible for smoke 
emissions 
• Increased fuel jet penetration does not 
necessarily mean wall wetting; key element 
to achieve this is the amount of air 
entrainment. 
• At part- and lower loads/speeds, optimisation 
of engine operation requires containment of 
the fuel in the piston bowl. Multi-hole's 
individual jets are instrumental in reducing 
the penetration towards the head and spark 
plug. 
• The role of swirl for part-load operation is 
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related to bulk transport of fuel/air mixture 
and not to enhance mixing. 
• Piston design is also very critical. Shallow 
piston bowls increase smoke emissions and 
the increase is even steeper when coupled 
with retarded injection timings. 
Landenfeld, Real engine test • Basic engine • Optimisation of combustion in an engine 
T., Kufferath, bed. - swirl data using multi-hole injectors can lead to a 
A. Gerhardt, J pressure atomiser acquisition reduction in HC emissions by 10% 
(2004) [34] and multi-hole • Emissions • Homogeneous split injection strategy is an 
injectors monitoring effective way to achieve fast catalyst heating 
by efficient heat production in the exhaust 
while maintaining low HC emission levels. 
• Dominating effect during engine's starting 
phase is not the type of spray generation but 
the size and momentum of fuel droplets. 
• For short injection durations, needed when 
running in stratified mode and AFR>35, the 
multi-hole injector can build up a stable 
spray quicker than the swirl pressure 
atomiser and therefore better 
homogenisation can be achieved. 
• At high loads and 4000RPM slightly lower 
fuel consumption was recorded with the 
multi-hole injector; this is probably due to 
stable spray pattern with increasing chamber 
pressure. 
Lake, T., Real engine • Basic engine • Low CO2 gasoline engines are needed as an 
Stokes, J., equipped with data essential part of any profitable powertrain 
Murphy, R., the Ricardo Lean acquisition portfolio. 
Osborne, R. Boost Direct • A good method of achieving low CO2 is by 
Schamel, A. Injection system raising the specific torque levels of the 
(2004) [95] gasoline engine; this allows a volumetrically 
smaller engine to replace a large one - so 
called "downsizing" 
• Downsizing approaches that are applied well 
not only reduce pumping losses and friction, 
but deliver improved indicated efficiency 
benefits which in tum deliver improvements 
over a wide range of operating conditions 
with a direct impact to the vehicle owner. 
• This paper has considered various 
technologies to raise the specific torque 
levels of the gasoline engine and has shown 
that the best fuel economy is obtained with 
the Lean Boost Direct Injection approach 
• A substantial fuel economy benefit of more 
than 20% has been measured compared to 
the base naturally aspirated engine whilst 
being capable of meeting half EuroIY 
emissions over the NEDC cycle. 
Table 2-4: Literature of miscellaneous engme experIments (continued). 
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Solomon, Real engine • Basic engine • Combustion efficiency was determined to be 
Arun S. modified with a data the single largest influential parameter in 
Szekely, reverse-tumble acquisition stratified charge combustion 
Gerald A. Jr. wall-controlled • Emissions • Improving combustion efficiency (2003) [96] direct-injection monitoring simultaneous improvements in thermal 
combustion 
• Combustion efficiency, HC and NOx emissions and 
system - Spark- analysis combustion stability can be had 
plug centrally 
• There is an optimum End of Injection timing located and wide- determined by combustion efficiency: 
spacing config. ｾ＠ Retarding EOI, combustion efficiency 
having the 90° drops due to impingement of fuel on 
swirl injector at the piston, which causes the engine to 
the intake side. operate in high smoke levels. 
ｾ＠ Advancing EOI, combustion 
efficiency drops again due to much 
time available for over-mixing and 
spray arriving too early for proper wall 
guidance from the piston; this causes 
combustion instability. 
• The reverse-tumble wall-controlled DI 
combustion system proved to be much more 
tolerant to EGR dilution than a conventional 
PFI engine, probably due to higher burning 
rate. 
Eichlseder, H., Real four • Basic data • Today the full fuel saving potential of a 
Baumann, E., cylinder engine acquisition direct injection engine cannot be achieved 
Mueller, P. equipped with over the under US and European boundary conditions 
Rubbert, S. exhaust after- NEDC • For both, lean and stoichiometric concepts, (2000) [97] treatment • Combustion the combustion system is the core element 
systems - NOx analysis for low emissions and good fuel economy 
trap 
• In the tension area of low emissions and low 
fuel consumption different DI concepts have 
specific strengths and weaknesses 
• Split injection creates a new flexibility 
during start- and warm-up phases helping to 
improve emissions behaviour until light-off 
• Stratified lean operation gives the highest 
fuel economy potential but it requires a new 
exhaust after-treatment technology and 
special fuel quality. 
Table 2-4: Literature of miscellaneous engine expenments (contmued). 
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Koike, M., Engine and • Spray- • A new combustion system that produces a Saito, A., constant volume mixture stratified mixture by a fan-spray and shell-
Tomoda, T. chamber test rigs characterisa- shaped piston cavity has been developed. It 
Yamamoto, Y. for the tion does not require special charge motion like (2000) [30] development of a 
• Engine tumble or swirl. 
new combustion operating • Characteristics of the fan-spray are: 
concept behaviour ", Large penetration compared to 
hollow-cone spray 
ｾ＠ Uniform fuel distribution inside the 
spray 
", Stable and robust spray pattern, 
insensitive to ambient condition 
changes 
• The new combustion system produces 
under-mixing of fuel, confirmed by LIF 
measurements. 
• The developed system improves fuel 
consumption as well as smoke, CO and HC 
emissions at middle load and engine speed 
• Thermodynamic analysis showed that this 
new system makes the burning velocity fast, 
especially at the end of combustion process. 
This causes increased heat release near TDC 
• HC emissions at low load are lower than that 
of conventional DI combustion systems, 
even at high EGR rates condition. 
Fry, M., King, Single cylinder • Full load and • Both the R TGDI and the AAGDI systems 
J. White, C. engine was used part load were successfully implemented into an 
(1999) [98] to assess two performance engine and both run into stratified and 
alternative DISI testing homogeneous modes 
systems reverse • Full load and • AAGDI was more flexible in its operation at 
tumble charge part load part load tolerating greater ranges of 
motion with high emISSIOns injection timing and AFRJEGR, whilst 
pressure swirl- HC,CO, maintaining stable combustion 
type fuel injector NOx • Both systems gave improvements to the VE (RTGDI) and 
• CFD at full load. The AAGDI gave improved full 
low pressure air-
• Engine load performance while the RTGDI did not 
assist direct simulation deliver the expected improvement in engine 
injection GTPower torque. 
(AAGDI). An 
• CFD is a key analytical tool in the 
MPI version of development of DISI combustion systems 
the same engine for assessing different port/chamber/piston 
was tested as a geometries. 
baseline 
• Cycle simulation provides a great deal of 
information that is difficult to obtain 
experimentally an example being in-cylinder 
residual fraction. 
Table 2-4: Literature of miscellaneous engme experiments (contmued) 
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Geiger, 1., Firing D I engine • Computa- • The new charge motion controlled Grigo, M., equipped with tional fluid combustion system for gasoline engines with 
Lang, 0., the Charge dynamics direct fuel injection shows an excellent fuel 
Wolters, P. Motion 
• Combustion economy potential compared to other DI 
Hupperich, P. Controlled analysis concepts. 
(1999) [2] Combustion 
• Emissions • It realises a stable operation all over the 
System monitoring entire speed/load regime. 
• The influence of injection timing and spark 
advance on emissions and ignition stability 
is low, compared to other investigated 
concepts. 
• High EGR tolerance allows a significant 
reduction of the engine out NOx emissions. 
• The compact and centrally located 
combustion chamber enables 
thermodynamically optimal and knock-free 
combustion. 
• The combination of firing engine tests and 
optical investigations with CFD calculations 
enables an efficient process optimisation. 
Pontoppidan, Real four • Computa- • The very high sensitivity of the small bore 
M., Gaviani, cy linder small tional fluid engine to fuel spray mean penetration 
G., Bella, G., displacement dynamics velocity and spray angle is confirmed 
DeMaio, A. engine - swirl • Basic engine • The choice of a mixed (air and solid shape 
Rocco, V. pressure and data guided) mixture preparation concept seems 
(1999) [99] closed cap acuisition to be the optimal design direction for the 
atomisers tested 
• Combustion combustion chamber geometry 
analysis • The two-stage injection strategy enables a 
lean stratified operation mode, but the ratio 
of intake stroke to compression stroke 
injected fuel, as well as the phase of the late 
injection, remain critical parameters. 
• A potential increase in cycle-to-cycle 
combustion instability is observed in the 
mid-load lean mode as well as in the 
transition area between lean stratified and 
homogeneous stoichiometric mixture. 
• Off-axis deviated spray geometries can be an 
important feature for the optimisation for the 
small bore concept. However with this 
approach, particular efforts must be made in 
the atomiser design to ensure that the spray 
angles as well as mean penetration velocity 
are kept low. 
Table 2-4: Literature of miscellaneous engme experiments (contmued). 
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Whitaker, F our combustion • Pressure • A variety of direct injection systems are P.A., Stokes, systems: analysis capable of stable stratified and homogeneous 
J. Lake, T .H. (a) Ricardo side 
• HCandNOx operation (1998) [100] port, central emISSIOns • Combustion systems that provide injector and satisfactory stratified performance may not 
central plug necessarily demonstrate the expected 
engine with benefits when operated at homogeneous 
central piston mode 
bowl optimised 
• The side port, side injector swirling 
for wall guided configuration provided the best unthrottled 
operation stratified results by using high swirl ratios as (b) Ricardo side well as variable swirl control for achieving 
port central acceptable full load performance 
injector and plug 
• The central injector central spark plug 
with exhaust side configuration with standard tumbling intake 
piston bowl ports provides the best homogeneous results 
designed for air while promising results were obtained in the 
guided operation development of the stratified operation (c) Ricardo top 
• Top entry systems has demonstrated 
entry port engine 
excellent all around capability. It provides 
with inlet side low emissions and excellent stability with 
piston bowl lean AFRs and high EGR rates under (d) Toyota D4 stratified operation. Competitive 
engine ( side homogeneous results were achieved with 
port, inlet side low levels of air motion 
injector and 
• Side port HC emissions reduce with up to piston bowl, 20% EGR after when they increase. To the 
swirling) adapted tolerance limit an 86% NOx reduction 
to run as a Hydra 
carries a 9% HC penalty 
single cylinder 
• For the top entry engine HC emissions 
eng me 
continue to decrease with increasing EGR 
rate up to the tolerance limit inn which an 
80% NOx and a 42% HC reduction is 
achieved 
Harada, J., Four cylinder • Fuel spray • Fuel economy improvements of 22% and 
Tomita, T., four valve having and flame AIF ratios greater than 30: 1 were realized 
Mizuno, H., an involute imaging with the new design 
Mashiki, Z. piston cavity • In-cylinder • Three injection strategies were employed 
Ito, Y. (1997) with a helical and gas using 'drive by wire' control of the throttle, 
[101] straight port sampling injection and swirl valve to achieve stratified 
using a swirl 
• Heat release ultra lean stoichiometric and two stage 
control valve and pressure injection strategy (for smooth transient 
analysis operation) 
• HC,NOx • The injection strategies together with a 
and CO storage-reduction catalyst avoided smoke 
emissions emissions and combined with EGR 
produced low NOx, HC and CO emissions. 
• The partial load combustion of the DI engine 
at an AIF ratio of 27: 1 was more stable and 
faster than the conventional stoichiometric 
engme. 
• Some throttle control was still required to 
maintain the necessary exhaust temperature 
for the catalyst and a vacuum for the braking 
system 
Table 2-4: Literature of miscellaneous engme expenments (continued). 
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2.6 SUMMARY OF LITERATURE REVIEW 
An extensive body of literature has been reviewed in this chapter in order to provide 
the foundation for the understanding and analysis of the subsequent results. In what 
follows, an attempt was made to provide a critical analysis, albeit brief, of the 
approach followed by the different investigators in resolving the internal flow and 
spray characteristics of high-pressure gasoline engine injectors, and the fuel/air 
mixing and performance in direct-injection spark-ignition engines. 
Initially, knowledge of the internal nozzle flow in high-pressure injectors represents 
the first step in understanding the emerging spray structure. The experimental 
approach followed in the characterisation of the internal nozzle flow is by using 
enlarged transparent nozzles to obtain indirect information about the real-size nozzles 
used in gasoline DI engines. This technique, although able to identify both geometric 
and dynamic cavitation patterns, is unable to represent the flow velocities and 
Reynolds numbers present in nozzles under engine operating conditions. Taking into 
account the above issues, the approach used in this thesis has been to employ scaled-
up transparent model nozzles under equivalent cavitating conditions to real-size 
injectors, assuming cavitation number (CN) similarity (refer to Chapter 3 for 
definition). This systematic approach allowed, for the first time, to identify the 
various cavitation patterns from inception to fully cavitating flow. In addition, by 
coupling the results with the emerging spray structure observations, it was confirmed 
that cavitation can improve the spray characteristics by enhancing the primary break-
up and the subsequent atomisation of the liquid fuel, findings on which most of the 
reviewed papers in the open literature have concluded. Another general conclusion 
has been that the development of the different cavitation patterns inside the nozzle has 
been typically connected with decreasing nozzle discharge coefficients and increasing 
velocities in the non-cavitating flow regions. 
Following the in-nozzle investigations, knowledge of the fuel spray characteristics is 
essential in understanding the atomisation mechanisms and their dependency on 
Injection pressure and thermodynamic conditions. The majority of scientific 
publications in this field underline the dependency of atomisation on injection 
pressure. High injection pressures are able to reduce droplets SMD (Sauter Mean 
Diameter) to minimum levels of ＱＲＭＱＵｾｭＬ＠ contributing in this way to efficient and 
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quick vaporisation of the fuel. On the other hand, the increased droplet velocities 
resulting from elevated fuel pressures tend to increase the liquid fuel penetration 
lengths, leading to impingement of liquid fuel on surfaces which generally reduces its 
vaporisation potential and contributes to exhaust emissions increase. In this study the 
aforementioned findings have been confirmed by several experiments where injection 
and chamber pressures were varied along with ambient temperature. In an attempt to 
reduce spray tip penetration without compromising the atomisation quality, multiple 
injections have been employed. This resulted in reduced duration of multiple injection 
events. The general conclusion has been the positive effect of reduced injection 
durations on atomisation quality and penetration lengths. 
At last, but not least, the performance of the above characteristics under engme 
operating conditions remains the most important factor on injector type selection and 
engine design trends. The scientific community has thoroughly investigated several 
types of high-pressure injectors as well as several engine design configurations. The 
major conclusion has been that in-cylinder air flow and fuel impingement control the 
formed mixture quality and distribution. The contribution of this relevant 
experimental work presented in this thesis has been the extensive testing of the 
multiple injection strategy in a 5-valve, twin-spark engine under variable intake swirl 
conditions. A general conclusion that can be drawn is that multiple injection strategy 
offers certain advantages which, when coupled with appropriate intake flow 
conditions and combustion chamber design, present a promising candidate for future 
developments in gasoline direct injection engines. 
Finally, it can be argued that the review of the literature on different gasoline direct 
injection concepts has revealed that there is adequate experimental information, 
including the results presented in subsequent chapters, to allow further development 
and eventually establishment of a "clean" internal combustion gasoline engine. 
Whether this engine will be overshadowed by technologically advanced fuel cell 
concepts or the rapidly growing hybrid systems remains to be seen. 
Chapter 3 Internal Nozzle Flow 
Chapter 3 
Internal Nozzle Flow 
3.1 INVESTIGATED LARGE-SCALE TRANSPARENT NOZZLE 
As mentioned above, it is essential to examine the flow through scaled up injectors 
where, particularly, three-dimensional model nozzles can represent the exact 
geometry of real-size production or research injectors. The present thesis focuses 
exclusively on the newly arrived, diesel-technology derived, multi-hole nozzle 
injector and its various nozzle configurations. 
Multi-hole nozzles are made up of several holes positioned in the nozzle's tip "dead" 
volume, according to the desired spray shape. Design flexibility in spray pattern 
configuration and hole positioning is one of the main advantages of the multi-hole 
nozzle concept. Among the various multi-hole nozzle designs, which include 
symmetric and non-symmetric sprays emerging from 6 or 12 holes, the simplest 6-
hole nozzle design was chosen for the investigation of the internal nozzle flow for the 
purpose of the present study. As previously mentioned, six holes are symmetrically 
positioned in the nozzle tip "dead" volume, each one of them at an angle of 45° to the 
injector axis, as can be seen in Figure 3.1, forming an overall spray cone angle of 90°. 
All the dimensions of this prototype real-size multi-hole nozzle were enhanced by a 
factor of 29 and the transparent large-scale model (Figure 3.2) was manufactured 
from an acrylic material with a refractive index matching of 1.49. Three-dimensional 
views of the transparent model are presented in Figure 3.2. 
The diameter of the cylindrical injection holes with filleted edges is 140llm featuring 
a 0.2mm fillet radius and an overall length of 0.3mm in the real-size injector nozzle. 
These values correspond to a nominal hole diameter and length of 4.1mm and 8.7mm 
respectively for the large-scale model. The resulted length over diameter (LID) ratio is 
of the order of2.12. 
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Figure 3.1: Geometry of the 6-hole fully symmetric injection nozzle. 
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Figure 3.2: Three-dimensional models of the large-scale 6-hole nozzle. (a). Isometric view of 
Perspex nozzle. (b). Prospective cut-out. (c), (d). Front and side view, respectively and 
(e). Bottom view. 
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The enlarged nozzle is designed in a closed flow circuit configuration and thus has 
expanding flow holes downstream of the injection holes to minimise back flow and 
pressure drop. These back flow holes, which are larger in diameter than the injection 
holes, collect the emerging liquid and direct it into the tubes leading to the suction 
pump (see Section 3.2). This design makes it possible to shape the nozzle body as a 
block with flat outer surfaces, which has obvious advantages for imaging and laser 
measurement purposes. 
It is not only necessary to model the geometry of the actual injection nozzle, but also 
the geometry of the flow passages inside the injector upstream of the nozzle for the 
sake of dynamic flow similarity (Figure 3.3); the latter is mainly achieved in terms of 
matching the Reynolds number (Re) of the enlarged model to that of the real-size 
nozzle. This task was accomplished by enlarging the real-size geometry from the 
volume around the needle shoulder downstream to the nozzle, except that the length 
of the flow passage along the needle was shortened slightly, due to overall size 
limitations. 
... Micrometer 
Flow 
Duct 
Perspex Nozzle 
Body 
-----
Injection 
Hole ＭＮＭＭＡＭＭＭｾｷ＠
Figure 3.3: From real-size to large-scale injector. 
In order to make the enlarged nozzle easily changeable it is fixed with a clamping 
mechanism under the flow duct, which represents the lower needle annulus. An 0-
ring between the metal flange and the Perspex nozzle body provides sufficient 
sealing. The model Perspex / acrylic needle has a large male thread at its upper end 
and thus can be fixed into the lower end of the enlarged metal needle par1 through a 
corresponding female thread (Figure 3.4) 
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Figure 3.4: Enlarged transparent and metal needle parts. 
3.2 ENLARGED INJECTOR TEST-RIG 
Initially, the motivation for building an enlarged transparent model of a nozzle has 
been the utilisation of the refractive index matching principle. This technique, which 
has been extensively used among our research group 's activities [43 , 44,51 , 102], 
makes possible the application of imaging and laser measurement techniques to fluid 
flows through complicated geometries, which are usually not optically accessible. 
When the refractive index of the working fluid is identical to that of the material from 
which the flow geometry was manufactured, optical access without any distortion of 
light at the liquid-solid interfaces can be obtained satisfactorily. Given the material of 
the transparent three-dimensional nozzle model, its refractive index is 1.49, as 
mentioned above. The only liquid that matches this property of the acrylic nozzle is a 
mixture of 32% by volume of Tetraline (1 ,2,3,4-Tetrahydronaphthalene) and 68% by 
volume of oil of Turpentine, which, at 25°C, has a refractive index of 1.49. 
Unfortunately, this mixture has an unpleasant smell, which discourages long exposure 
times. According to data sheets that describe the properties of the two compounds, 
inhaling fumes of the above mixture and skin contact could cause several irritations 
that affect human health. Based on health and safety considerations and the fact that 
detailed flow analysis using laser techniques was beyond the purposes of this study, it 
was decided to use water as the working fluid. Water has a refractive index of 1.33 , a 
value considerably smaller than that of the acrylic material of the transparent nozzle . 
Although light distortion at the liquid-solid interfaces was expected, it was discerned 
that this distortion would not considerably affect the results as the main experimental 
technique would be imaging with the use of constant light source and not laser 
measurement techniques that require accurate positioning of a relatively small control 
volume. 
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Figure 3.5: Schematic of the large-scale injector test rig. 
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A schematic overview of the experimental setup with incorporated large-scale model 
injector is shown in Figure 3.5. The illustrated system has been designed by members 
of our research group [41 ,43, 44, 46, 47] and has actually been built by the author 
and Dr. Hartwig Roth [102]. The existence of the delivery and suction pumps, 
combined with the fact that it is a closed loop flow circuit, results in a working fluid 
temperature rise. To compensate for this heat up of the working liquid, due to pump-
generated thermal energy, a closed loop cooling serpentine is installed in the 90ltr 
storage tank. A temperature controller, responsible for the flow control of the cooling 
fluid, ensured that the working liquid temperature was kept almost constant at around 
25°C. A stirrer, installed in the storage tank, was used to extinguish any steep 
temperature gradient fields present in the working liquid. In this manner the 
temperature sensitive properties of the system fluid , like density, kinematic viscos ity, 
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vapour pressure and surface tension, were maintained constant at all times. The flow 
rate of the large-scale injector is primarily controlled by the variable speed pumps, 
over a wide range of values. Further fine adjustment of the flow rate is achieved by 
means of the various flow and bypass valves installed. Accurate measurement of the 
overall flow rate is provided by an ultrasonic flow meter that is installed upstream in 
the large-scale injector in a fixed length feed pipe. The three-dimensional nozzle 
model provides the individual pressure measurement locations for accurate 
monitoring of the inlet, needle seat and outlet pressure values. Inlet and outlet 
pressures are of great interest in such experiments and they can be adjusted 
independently by restricting the inflow and/or outflow of the injector. The pressure 
difference between inlet and outelet, as well as, the difference between the outlet and 
vapour pressure of the working liquid represent a characteristic number of injector 
nozzle flow, the cavitation number (CN), which is defined as follows 
ｾｮｪ＠ - Pback eN = ---=------
P, -p back vapour 
Where Pin} is the inlet (injection) pressure, Pback is the outlet (back-) pressure and 
Pvapour is the vapour pressure of the working liquid (in the present study: 
ｐｶ｡ｰｯｵｲＬｷ｡ｴ･ｲ］ｾｏＮＰＴ｢｡ｲ＠ @ 25±3°C). Cavitation number is a non-dimensional parameter 
that is used to clasify operating conditions of injector nozzle flows and it is directly 
connected to the appearance of cavitation structures in the above flow fields. More 
specifically, the larger the CN the more possible it is for cavitation to develop inside 
the injector nozzle holes. In order to reach sub-atmospheric outlet pressures and, 
therefore, simulate cavitation numbers of interest, a variable speed suction pump was 
installed in addition to the main feed pump. This made flow conditions at higher 
cavitation and Reynolds numbers possible. To prevent the liquid from unnecessary 
contact with air, the spray development at the injection hole exit was avoided by 
collecting the emerging liquid streams through the expanding back flow holes and 
tubes, and, subsequently, directing the fluid via the suction pump into the tank in 
order to close the flow loop. 
The aforementioned experimental setup is effectively a steady state flow test rig for 
in-nozzle flow visualisation purposes. In other words, the dynamic phenomena 
introduced due to the needle opening and closing events are absent. There is no 
dynamic needle movement; the needle is fixed to a certain lift simulating the desired 
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real-size needle lift conditions. Its position is fixed manually from the "needle lift 
mechanism" (Figure 3.5) and a micrometer is responsible for providing the exact 
position of the enlarged needle. The actual lift in the model is also scaled-up 
according to the enlargement factor of the injector nozzle. 
The liquid flow through the injector multi-hole nozzle, and especially through its exit 
holes, is believed to be highly turbulent [36, 41, 43, 44, 47, 49, 67, 102-104]. 
Although the experiment is run at steady state conditions, all flow features, and 
particularly cavitation phenomena at injection holes, are expected to behave 
transiently and to have short time scales. This behaviour is virtually impossible to 
capture with conventional imaging (CCD camera) techniques. Since it is important to 
gain knowledge about the dynamics of cavitation inception and formation processes 
for various flow conditions, high-speed digital video technique was the primary 
method used for this study. 
3.3 HIGH-SPEED DIGITAL VIDEO TECHNIQUE 
3.3.1 Experimental Setup 
To capture the development of the cavitating injector flow inside the enlarged model 
nozzle, a high-speed digital video system (Photron Ultima APX) was set up in 
conjunction with the enlarged injector test rig. A schematic set-up of the 1 Obit video 
system is illustrated in Figure 3.6. The "mega-pixel Photron ultima APX" system is 
able to take between 60 and 2,000 frames per second with full resolution of 1 ,028 x 
1 ,028 pixels. Higher frame rates of 3,000 up to 120,000 frames per second were 
possible at progressively reduced resolution. A strong halogen floodlight together 
with some halogen spotlights provided sufficient light for the non-intensified CCD 
imaging chip even at the highest used frames rates. The camera was operated by its 
control unit, which in turn was controlled by special software installed on the image 
collection computer. The software was responsible for programming critical operating 
parameters, such as desired frame rate, exposure time and triggering signals, to the 
camera's control unit. Unlike other high-speed digital video systems, this system 
allowed the operator to set the shutter speed independently of the desired frame rate. 
All obtained images were saved at the image buffer, located in the camera's control 
unit, and downloaded onto a computer via a high-speed cable connection. 
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As illustrated in Figure 3.6, two high-speed cameras were used for this experiment. 
This system allows for the synchronisation of more than one camera. By 
interconnecting the control units of the two cameras, synchronisation is achieved, and 
images can be obtained at exactly the same time. This important feature allows for the 
simultaneous imaging of the area of interest from two different viewpoints, providing 
a better understanding of the three-dimensional flow patterns present at the large-scale 
nozzle. 
HSDV Camera 1 
Transparent Model 
Nozzle 
High-Power 
Continuous 
Light Source 
HSDV Camera 2 
System Control, 
Image Buffer 
and Data Processor 
Image Collection and 
Animation Processing 
Figure 3.6: Schematic of HSDV imaging in large-scale 3-D model nozzle. 
The first camera (HSDV Camera 1 in Figure 3.6) was set in a side view of the model, 
while the second camera (HSDV Camera 2 in Figure 3.6) was installed below the 
large-scale nozzle and imaged the bottom view of the three-dimensional model. In 
Figure 3.7, a schematic of the side camera imaging areas and viewpoints is presented. 
As is illustrated, three different viewpoints were selected, in an attempt to fully 
characterise the flow patterns. The first viewpoint (r-h-s top in Figure 3.7) included all 
injection holes visible from the front view of the model (see Figure 3.2c), 4 holes in 
total , sac anllUlus and the volume around the needle tip. Although light di stortion is 
evident, due to the use of water as working fluid and the mismatch in refractive 
indices, this view was selected with the purpose of demonstrating simple flow 
streamlines by seeding the flow through the nozzle with air bubbles. 
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The second and most important view-port focuses in one of the holes. It can be seen 
in r-h-s bottom of Figure 3.7 . As flow from the sac annulus enters the injection hole, it 
accelerates and the resulting in-hole fluid velocities are high enough for a common 
camera to capture. Therefore, an increased frame rate is required in order to fully 
capture the cavitation development. As mentioned above, the main working principal 
of high-speed digital video systems is that the higher the frame-rate is, the smaller the 
image resolution. In an attempt to use as high frame rate as possible for efficient 
cavitation imaging, the image resolution had to be greatly reduced. This meant that it 
could not accommodate the area of interest. To maximise the imaging area, the 
camera had to be aligned to the orientation of the injection hole, which forms a 45° 
angle to the injector axis. Therefore, the camera was rotated almost 45° and the 
resulting image presents the injection hole horizontally. This camera viewpoint was 
selected for synchronisation with the second, bottom camera, which was also set to 
image the same injection hole. 
1024x512p 
or 
5x2.5mm 
Figure 3.7: Schematic of imaging areas and viewpoints for the side camera (HSDY Camera 1). 
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The third view-port visible in Figure 3.7 focuses on cavitation structures present in the 
injection hole. Using a high-magnification lense setup, an area of 5 x 2.5mm was 
visualised. Cavitation patterns in injection holes are highly dependent on the 
cavitation number of the nozzle. By varying this parameter, the transition from 
smooth to rough cavitation surface was captured. 
The second HSDV camera provides two different bottom views of the nozzle model. 
Based on previous similar work in diesel multi-hole injection nozzles [41 , 43] 
cavitation appears to be in the form of string structures. This type of cavitation exists 
mainly in the injector's sac volume, interconnecting two or more holes, or stretching 
from one hole to the needle face. These structures are easily identified in the bottom 
view images. Therefore, the l-h-s image in Figure 3.8 focuses on half the sac volume 
including 3 injection holes while the r-h-s image in Figure 3.8 focuses exclusively on 
the same injection hole as the previously described side camera; these are the two 
synchronised images. 
512x256p 
20.5x5mm 
Figure 3.8: Schematic of the imaging areas as viewed from the bottom camera (HSDV 
Camera 2). 
3.3.2 Image Processing 
As previously mentioned, the camera 's software was responsible for the control of the 
high-speed digital video system and the acquisition of images. Unlike other high-
speed imaging systems, it conveniently adjusted the acquisition frame rate separately 
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than the camera shutter speed or, in photographic terms, the exposure time. In this 
experiment the main frame-rate was set approximately to 15,000 frames per second, 
and varied according to the velocity field of each imaged area. Higher frame rates 
were not selected due to limitations in image resolution At the same time, due to 
sufficient lighting provided, exposure times were kept as minimum as possible. 
Typical exposure times of 1I50000s, or 20IlS, provided sufficiently sharp images, 
since the transient imaged phenomena were of medium speed rate. Finally, the 
software used provided several choices with regard to the output image format. The 
majority of data images were saved in RAW Bayer format. The selection of the image 
format was made based on the actual supported colour depth of 10-bit. 
The selected image format required certain post-processing for obtaining adequate 
image quality and easily comparable images. At first, due to the nature of the 
experiment, the lighting configuration used to capture images had to have a certain 
arrangement, like distance and orientation, with regard to the three-dimensional 
injector model. The reason for the use of this specific lighting arrangement is due to 
the sensitivity of the acrylic material to the elevated temperatures caused by the heat 
generated by the high-power lighting device. Moreover, the mismatch in refractive 
indices amongst the nozzle material, the working fluid and the air bubbles generated 
by cavitation phenomena inside the nozzle, resulted in random light refraction. The 
area of interest is then imaged at low light conditions. Colour-based information is not 
lost but a conversion in the greyscale is needed, from linear to logarithmic, for the 
dark areas to be shifted towards higher intensity values while the already light areas 
remain almost untouched. Effectively, the conversion of a linear greyscale to 
logarithmic alters the gamma (y) value of the colormap. This is the safest way of 
adjusting the brightness of an image without neglecting critical information hidden in 
the pixel intensity values. Following the colormap correction, the data images had to 
be masked for covering background light reflections that severely affect the contrast; 
higher contrast is translated into a sharper and more detailed image. All the image 
processing was done through the development of an in-house custom-made software 
using the Matlab platform. 
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3.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Investigations of cavitation inside large-scale three-dimensional model nozzles of 
gasoline high-pressure injectors can provide useful information for improving the 
physical understanding of the cavitation phenomenon and its dependency on various 
parameters, such as nozzle geometry and flow conditions. Representative images of 
in-nozzle flow patterns and the various forms of cavitation are presented here. The 
steady-state flow conditions examined in terms of flow rates and pressures covered 
the range from low to full load of real-size production injectors, while the needle lift 
positions corresponded to that of full lift. Simultaneous matching of the Reynolds and 
cavitation numbers has allowed direct comparison between the cavitation regimes 
present in real-size and enlarged model nozzles. As illustrated in previous studies 
investigating nozzle cavitation in diesel injectors [43, 102], this phenomenon has its 
origin in areas of low local pressure. Usually, these areas are found in the core of the 
recirculation zones formed in the upper comer of the injection hole inlet. 
3.4.1 Internal nozzle flow patterns 
A first step towards better understanding of the phenomena that take place inside the 
nozzle of high-pressure gasoline injectors is a simple flow mapping for effective 
visualisation of the dominant flow patterns. There are various ways of achieving high-
quality visualisation and ultimately extracting flow streamlines derived from images. 
Most of the techniques used are based on flow seeding using various solid or other 
particles (flakes) of lightweight (almost neutrally buoyant) and flow non-intrusive 
shape. Unfortunately, the nature of the large-scale model test rig prohibits the use of 
metal or special plastic flakes for effective flow seeding. Therefore, it was determined 
that the best solution was the use of air bubbles, which were introduced in the flow 
upstream of the enlarged injector by a small diameter nozzle. 
The selection of the seeding type proved quite efficient but the results may not fully 
represent the expected flow patterns due to the large size of the air bubbles and 
associated buoyancy effects. In the case of multi-hole nozzles, the primary inlet flow 
to the holes comes from the annular flow in the upper half. This was expected, since 
the liquid located just upstream the hole inlet, after passing the needle seat area, 
would seek the "easiest" way-out of the nozzle, i.e. where the pressure is lowest. As it 
can be seen in the sequence of high- speed images presented in Figure 3.9, the air 
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bubble, marked by a red circle in image number 1, is located directly upstream the 
injection hole as it crosses the needle seat area. In the next two images (numbers 2 
and 3) the deformation of the bubble shape is evident, due to the mean flow gradient 
and turbulence associated with the low-pressure area introduced by the hole inlet 
further downstream. The bubble was finally dragged into the injection hole, and in 
image numLer 4 has already disappeared. As previously mentioned, this behaviour 
was expected and well confirmed. 
Figure 3.9: Image sequence demonstrating primary inlet flow to the injection hole. 
There are only SIX injection holes in the investigated nozzle and, based on the 
previously presented finding, it is important to identify the flow patterns around the 
entire flow annulus and sac volume. Since the nozzle design is axis-symmetric, the 
area of interest would then be the region in-between two adjacent injection holes. As 
liquid passes through the needle seat area, there is not an apparent exit on its way, but 
a strong velocity gradient that is initiated from the low-pressure regions at the two 
neighbouring injection holes. The flow is then directed to the closest hole by changing 
its initial direction creating a secondary inlet flow towards the injection holes; it is 
mainly side flow and is complemented by an additional small stream that enters the 
hole from the bottom. Figure 3.10 demonstrates the above described flow behaviour. 
At the middle point of the inter-hole distance, the liquid faces strong shear forces that 
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come from the equal strength pressure gradients. The marked bubble in the image 
sequence presented in Figure 3.10 starts to split as it approaches the injection holes; 
see image number 2. Initially it forms two elongated groups of bubbles but, as it 
maintains its momentum, the bottom part is further detached forming effectively the 
third smaller group of bubbles observed in the fourth image in the sequence. The left 
and right circles, in image number 5, mark the bubbles that tum towards the left- and 
right-injection holes, respectively, forming the side entry flow for these holes. The 
bottom part of the initial bubble is not dragged into any of the two injection holes, 
since it has passed the high-pressure gradient area due to its momentum. As illustrated 
in the last image of the sequence, this latter part of the bubble continues its way 
downstream where it finally reaches the bottom of the nozzle sac volume where it 
interacts with the flows coming down from the other inter-hole spaces. Liquid trapped 
in the sac volume seems to be mainly stagnant, as presented in Figure 3.ll. 
Effectively there is no flow in that nozzle area unless there is newly arrived liquid, 
according to the previously described mechanism that induces certain low-scale flow 
by displacement of the existing stagnant liquid towards the exit holes . 
Figure 3.10: Image sequence demonstrating flow splitting in-between two inj ection holes. 
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The flow of the sac volume to the exit holes (bottom inlet flow) is of very low 
velocity and the contribution to the total inlet flow of the injection holes is 
minimum.Figure 3.11 shows a bottom view of the nozzle model including two 
injection holes where, effectively, only a portion of the nozzle sac volume is 
visualised. In this high-speed image sequence, a fine bubble is marked by the yellow 
circle. As flow passes in-between the two visible injection holes, it is directed towards 
the sac volume, as mentioned previously. Images number 3 and 4 were taken at a time 
interval of 1 ms; this time frame provided sufficiently long time to visualise any 
movement in the highly transient flow-field of an injector nozzle. It is apparent from 
these images that there is not any defined movement of the marked bubble and the 
flow can be considered to be stagnant. 
Figure 3.11: Image sequence demonstrating the low-scale flow at the sac volume. 
3.4.2 Incipient cavitation 
In order to identify and understand the dynamic behaviour of the various cavitation 
structures under different conditions, the enlarged injector test rig with the transparent 
multi-hole model nozzle was operated at different flow conditions and needle lifts, 
while the cavitating flow was visualised with the high-speed digital video camera. All 
experimental test conditions are listed in Table 3-1 through Table 3-2 , where P inj is 
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the absolute static inlet pressure, Pback is the absolute static outlet pressure and Uinj is 
the bulk velocity of the flow through an injection hole. The examined fluid flow and 
pressure conditions aimed to cover the equivalent range of low loads in terms of the 
cavitation numbers and low-to-high loads in terms of the flow rate through the nozzle, 
for a real-size production injector used in modem direct-injection spark-ignition 
engines. Matching cavitation numbers greater than 5, which represents the minimum 
under realistic injector operation in an engine, proved not to be feasible with the 
existing large-scale model test rig. On the contrary, the full operating range in terms 
of the flow rate through the nozzle was covered; the existing setup could operate at a 
range of Reynolds numbers between 30,000 and 72,000. 
Needle Lift = 0.51 mm 
eN Re P inj P back U inj Flow Rate Frame Rate [bar] [bar] [m/s] [IUs] [1/s] 
4.00 52614 3.60 0.75 12.88 1.03 15000 
4.22 6':899 4.75 0.95 15.15 1.20 15000 
4.57 37139 2.00 0.40 9.09 0.75 15000 
4.72 49519 3.20 0.60 12.12 0.97 15000 
5.00 30949 2.55 0.46 7.57 0.65 15000 
5.20 34044 1.62 0.30 8.33 0.67 15000 
Needle Lift = 1.02mm 
eN Re P inj P back U inj Flow Rate 
Frame Rate 
[bar] [bar] [m/s] [IUs] [1 Is] 
2.40 34044 1.43 0.45 8.33 0.69 15000 
3.00 34044 1.43 0.39 8.33 0.69 15000 
3.22 40234 1.75 0.45 9.85 0.80 15000 
3.75 61899 3.78 0.85 15.15 1.15 15000 
Needle Lift = 1.53mm 
Pinj Pback Uinj Flow Rate Frame Rate 
eN Re [bar] [bar] [m/s] [IUs] [1/s] 
1.00 43329 2.00 1.02 10.60 0.82 15000 
1.50 46424 2.34 0.96 11.36 0.90 15000 
1.70 46424 2.34 0.90 11.36 0.90 15000 
2.00 30330 1.42 0.50 7.42 0.60 15000 
2.40 30330 2.25 0.70 7.42 0.60 15000 
3.00 30330 2.25 0.60 7.42 0.60 15000 
3.20 30330 2.15 0.55 7.42 0.60 15000 
3.50 58804 3.20 0.75 14.39 1.14 15000 
Table 3-1: Flow conditions mSlde the large-scale multi-hole nozzle for needle lIfts O.51-1.53mm. 
Table 3-1 shows experimental conditions for three different needle lifts of 0.51, 1.02 
and 1.53mm, although none corresponds to the full lift of the real-size multi-hole 
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nozzle. In particular these values represent a quarter (1;4), half (12) and three quarters 
(%) of the full needle lift of the real-size nozzle, respectively. The full lift, according 
to the FIE manufacturer is 70/-lm which corresponds to 2.04mm in the large-scale 
model. The experimental test conditions at the full needle lift operation are listed in 
Table 3-2. The selection of four different needle lift values is based on an attempt to 
parametrically study in-nozzle cavitation phenomena and their behaviour under the 
widest possible range of flow conditions. Unfortunately, in real engine applications, 
gasoline injectors of similar technology to the multi-hole nozzle are not able to vary 
the needle lift as a function of the engine's fuel requirement. Therefore, although a 
parametric study based on various needle lift positions does not simulate closely any 
realistic engine operation, it is nevertheless very helpful for the investigation of 
cavitation and its dependencies on flow conditions. 
Needle Lift = 2.04mm 
ｾ＠ Pinj Pback Uinj Flow Rate Frame Rate [bar] [bar] [m/s] [Itls] [1 Is] 
0.62 37139 2040 1.50 9.09 0.75 15000 
0.73 37139 2.30 1.35 9.09 0.75 15000 
0.78 37139 2.20 1.25 9.09 0.75 15000 
0.89 37139 2.05 1.10 9.09 0.75 15000 
1.00 58803 3.30 1.63 14.39 1.14 15000 
1.27 58803 3.30 1048 14.39 1.14 15000 
1.50 49519 2.50 1.03 12.12 0.97 15000 
1.50 58803 3.30 1.35 14.39 1.14 15000 
1.70 49519 2.50 0.96 12.12 0.97 15000 
1.70 58803 3.30 1.25 14.39 1.14 15000 
2.00 37139 2.12 0.74 9.09 0.75 15000 
2.00 58803 3.30 1.13 14.39 1.14 15000 
2.40 37139 1.77 0.55 9.09 0.75 15000 
2.40 58803 3.30 0.99 14.39 1.14 15000 
2.70 37139 1.75 0.51 9.09 0.75 15000 
3.00 49519 2.20 0.59 12.12 0.97 15000 
3.00 58803 3.30 0.86 14.39 1.14 15000 
3.00 72731 5.00 1.29 17.80 1040 15000 
3.20 37139 1.52 0040 9.09 0.75 15000 
3.20 58803 3.00 0.75 14.39 1.14 15000 
Table 3-2: Flow conditIOns mSlde the large-scale 3-D multi-hole model nozzle at full needle lIft. 
The results observed in the large-scale multi-hole nozzle have revealed that increasing 
the cavitation number resulted in the formation of different cavitation hole flow 
regimes. All of the investigated conditions confirmed that cavitation behaviour in the 
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nozzle of a gasoline multi-hole injector featuring an overall spray cone angle of 90° is 
highly dynamic and unstable. Initially, and surprisingly enough, "needle strings2" 
were identified prior to any other hole flow cavitation. At very low cavitation 
numbers, of the order of 0.5-0.7, strings originated at the needle surface facing an 
injection hole inlet, which extend downstream into the hole (Figure 3.12). This is 
believed to have its cause in a temporarily strong vortex flow around the hole axis , 
which leads to the above described string formation process due to the low pressure 
region in the core of this vortex. This mechanism becomes dominant as needle lift 
decreases. Thus, at lifts lower than full needle lift, the flow field alteration imposed 
due to the extensive throttling at the needle seat area and the reduced distance 
between the needle surface and the hole inlet result in robust needle string structures 
that are present at all times. With increasing cavitation number, "needle strings" tend 
to disappear mainly due to the flow field alterations imposed by hole cavitation that 
appears around the injection hole inlet. Further increase in the cavitation number 
causes "needle strings" to be replaced by in-hole cavitation strings, as described in 
following sections. 
< Flow direction ｾＭＭ....... ｾ＠ ........ 
Figure 3.12: Top row: Image sequence of "needle string" development. Bottom row: combined 
side and bottom view images of a "needle string" taken simultaneously. 
As mentioned above, at cavitation numbers in the range 0.7-0.9, bubble clouds appear 
in the upper hole corner (Figure 3.l3 top row), while "needle strings" are still visible 
below them. These clouds are unstable and tend to detach off the hole surface quite 
2 A needle string has its origin on the injector needle since it appears to originate at the needle surface 
facing an injection hole inlet and to extend downstream into the hole . It is created by the vortex fl ow 
around the injection hole axis , which extends out of the ho le onto the needl e surface. 
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frequently and collapse further downstream the injection hole. In the image sequence 
presented at the bottom row of Figure 3.13 , the interaction between the persisting 
"needle strings" and the bubble cloud in the upper hole entrance is clearly evident. A 
"needle string" structure could randomly move upwards, and as its low-pressure core 
region approaches the upper hole inner surface, causes further pressure drop which 
leads to a bubble cloud appearing in that region. Overall, these are the two 
mechanisms responsible for the first appearance of cavitation in the hole of a multi-
hole large-scale model nozzle. 
ＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭｾＮｾ＠ Time 
Figure 3.13: Side view cavitation visualisation at CN=O.73. Top row: image sequence of bubble 
cloud at upper hole corner. Bottom row: interaction between needle string and hole 
cavitation. 
Figure 3.14: Demonstration of cavitation regime occupying the hole inlet from upper to side 
entrance walls at CN=O.9 and full valve lift. 
As cavitation number increases to values around 0.9, cavitation develops in three 
different ways. In Figure 3.14 a sequence of images demonstrates how a cloud created 
in the upper hole corner extends to occupy half of the hole entrance following the 
curved shape of the hole. The "needle string", still visible at these cavitation numbers, 
does not seem to interfere with the formation and development of hole fl ow 
cavitation. In the first two images in Figure 3.14, it is clear how a small cloud is 
created at the top of the hole entrance, due to the low pressure region caused by the 
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rapid turning of the liquid as it enters the hole. In images 3 and 4, this cloud has taken 
a triangular shape and, ultimately, in the last two images it is shown to occupy almost 
half the hole entrance by following its curved perimeter. Given the highly transient 
nature of the flow regimes, the aforementioned mechanism is not unique. As Figure 
3.15 demonstrates, there could be cavitation at the sidewalls of the hole entrance 
without the presence or connection to any cavitation regimes at the top entrance of the 
hole. In Figure 3.15, the "needle string" present in the first images disappears and, 
without the presence of a stable cloud at the top of the hole, small bubble clouds 
appear at the sidewalls to form a cavitation film which is highly unstable and quickly 
collapses. Finally, a more stable mechanism appears to form cavitation films that are 
canopy shaped and occupy most of the hole entrance perimeter simultaneously. 
Figure 3.15: Image sequence demonstrating cavitation at the side entrance walls at CN=O.9 and 
full valve lift. 
Figure 3.16: Image sequence of canopy shaped cavitation film development at CN=O.9 and full 
valve lift. 
This is presented in Figure 3.16 in a series of nine consecutive images. The relatively 
thin cavitation film , which is visible in the top right comer of each image in the 
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sequence, occupies simultaneously most of the hole entrance perimeter and maintains 
its shape for longer times compared to the previously described top- or side-generated 
vapour films. The difference in light intensity gives a rough estimation of the vapour 
film thickness, although dark areas at the top of the film are due to the film present at 
the background wall of the hole. 
3.4.3 Developed cavitation 
In general, in the large scale model the nozzle flow transitions from bubbly flow 
through pre-film to film stage cavitation as identified in the high-speed videos with 
increasing cavitation number. For almost all investigated cavitation numbers it seems 
that the cavitation structures are unstable due to the large pressure variations in the 
cavitation zones and the increased flow turbulence that dominates the internal nozzle 
flow. In the high-speed video image sequences it can be seen that the flow entering 
the injection hole from the side, as well as the cavitation strings, playa major role in 
further cavitation inception and development. For cavitation numbers smaller than I, 
it has been discussed in previous sections that "needle strings" and bubble clouds 
represent the incipient cavitation. As cavitation number increases to values equal and 
greater than 1, the bubble clouds become more opaque and it is not possible anymore 
to distinguish between individual bubbles. Moreover, the beginning of the 
coalescence of cavitation bubbles forms larger voids, which lead to local vapour films 
(Figure 3.17a). A further increase of the cavitation number causes the flow to fully 
separate at the upper half of the nozzle hole inlet. This, in tum, induces the formation 
of a vapour film type cavitation (Figure 3.17b) where the relatively thin film follows 
the curved shape of the hole. Although these geometrically induced cavitation patterns 
were found not to depend on the Reynolds number (flow rate), the development of 
these cavitation structures was strongly affected by the cavitation number. Almost 
identical behaviour of cavitation structures and their development has been reported 
in diesel injectors [43, 44, 49, 102]. For both most commonly used diesel nozzle 
configurations (Conical Mini-Sac and Valve Covering Orifice) similar pre-film and 
film stage cavitation structures have been reported. These structures do not depend on 
Reynolds number unlike cavitation number and needle lift that affect the transition 
among the different stages. The similarities in internal nozzle flow between gasoline 
multi-hole and diesel injectors are of great significance since certain flow patterns of 
gasoline multi-hole nozzles can be explained according to the results of the ongoing 
research in diesel nozzles. 
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b. Film stage cavitation 
Figure 3.17: Cavitation regimes inside the 3-D large-scale model nozzle 
Surprisingly enough, string-type cavitation structures were observed to be present in 
the holes but their creation mechanism is radically different than that of the "needle 
strings". Although the geometry of the examined nozzle is axis-symmetric, a vortex 
structure was identified to be present in the volume between needle, needle seat and 
two adjacent holes. The vortex and string formation was attributed to the interaction 
between the high momentum annulus flow and the cross flow, which occurs due to 
the intermittent throttling of individual holes by already existing recirculation zones 
or cavitation at their entry. As a result, the flow conditions at the vortex core lead to 
the formation of a low-pressure region and, subsequently, of cavitation bubbles, 
which coalesce immediately into a continuous vapour string along the core of the 
vortex (Figure 3.18). This string is initiated inside one injection hole by a strong 
vortex around the hole axis. As presented in the image sequence in Figure 3. 19, it 
extends upstream to the hole inlet, where it triggers a bubble creation mechanism at 
the core of the vortex between two adjacent holes. The success ion of bubbles fo rms a 
fine string structure that extends to the neighbouring inj ection hole. These strings 
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seem to develop transiently and intermittently between adjacent holes. The parts of 
the vortex entering the injection hole inlet area seem to diffuse to large conical clouds 
of bubbles, which then mix with the already established hole cavitation structures. 
Figure 3.18: Image sequence with developing cavitation string. 
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Figure 3.19: Image sequence with in-hole cavitation string creation mechanism at CN=1. 
What might prove to have major practical importance is the interaction of these 
cavitation strings inside the hole with the cavitation structures already formed in the 
upper region of the injection hole, which may give rise to turbulence enhancement 
and hole-to-hole variations in the two-phase mixture exiting the hole. Thus, despite 
the axis-symmetric geometry of the vertical multi-hole nozzle, variations in the flow 
pattern between holes are likely to happen due to the complex two-phase flow present 
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in the sac volume and holes after the onset of cavitation. The actual influence of the 
highly transient strings on the in-hole cavitation structures inside multi-hole nozzles at 
cavitation numbers of the order of 1 is presented in a sequence of high-speed video 
images in Figure 3.20. 
Figure 3.20: Interaction between cavitation string and in-hole cavitation structures at CN=1. 
In the first image of the above sequence it is clear that cavitation around the hole inlet 
is unstable and not fully developed. At the same time, cavitation strings can be 
identified that do not extend to the hole inlet. At later images in the sequence, the 
cavitation string has been extended well beyond the hole boundaries . The vapour 
volume induced by the string reduces the effective flow area at the hole inlet and, in 
tum, fluid flow entering the hole is accelerated. A series of events are being triggered 
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and the resulting flow acceleration is responsible for further pressure drop in the 
potentially low-pressure regions. Finally, this behaviour enhances stabilisation of 
cavitation around the hole inlet boundary. As presented in the latter images of the 
above sequence, pre-film stage cavitation is well established and the detachment of 
the flow off the side hole walls is evident. 
In general, pre-film stage cavitation could be identified at high-speed video images 
for cavitation numbers up to 2. The main characteristic of the observed cavitation 
regimes has been the highly unstable structures and their transient behaviour. More 
specifically, as cavitation number increases, film stage cavitation appears although it 
does not seem to be well established unless the cavitation number exceeds 2. 
Therefore, as the image sequence in Figure 3.21 shows, there is continuous alternation 
between pre-film and film stage cavitation. First images at the sequence present a 
bubbly cavitation pre-film, while in the latter ones the tendency for bubbles to 
coalesce and form a film structure is clearly evident. The above-described transient 
behaviour proved to be almost independent of the flow rate through the nozzle 
(Reynolds number), although it is highly dependent on the valve lift. Regarding the 
effect of the needle lift on the cavitation pattern development, it was observed that a 
low needle lift leads to more turbulent flow behaviour and thus bubblier cavitation (r-
h-s of Figure 3.22). Increasing the needle lift gives rise to a more stable flow and the 
cavitation structures inside the injection holes transform into a more or less steady 
cavitation film (l-h-s of Figure 3.22). A direct comparison could be seen in Figure 
3.22, where all images were taken at a cavitation number of 1.5, a Reynolds number 
of 46,500 at full lift and 49,000 at the lower lift for two different needle lifts of 2.04 
and 1.53mm. The difference in the film structure is visible and the turbulent bubbly 
flow induced by the lower needle lift is clearly identified in the right-hand-side 
column of the figure. 
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Figure 3.21: Alternation of pre-film to film stage cavitation at CN=2. 
Needle lift: 2.04mm (Full lift) Needle lift: 1.53mm (% lift) 
Figure 3.22: Effect of needle lift on cavitation structures (CN=1.5, Re-46,500, -49,000). 
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In addition to the previously discussed phenomena, a recirculation zone was identified 
throughout the transitional period from pre-film to film stage cavitation. Given the 
unstable behaviour of both types of cavitation, bubbles that did not manage to 
integrate into the created film maintain their shape and attach to the hole side walls, 
thus allowing a kind of flow-seeding in that region. The flow inside the gaseous 
pocket that the detached cavitation film has created is almost stagnant and subject to 
pressure differences across that region. In some cases, the low-pressure at the hole 
entrance is enough to create a small recirculation zone inside that gaseous pocket. An 
example of such behaviour is presented in Figure 3.23 where a small bubble marked 
by a red circle moves towards the hole entrance. Furthermore, another more frequent 
flow structure inside the gaseous pocket that the cavitation film creates is presented in 
Figure 3.24. In this case, the flow moves upwards, from the bottom hole entrance wall 
towards the top hole wall and it is mainly visible due to the texture of the interaction 
interface between gas and liquid. 
Figure 3.23: Representation of recirculation zone inside the gaseous pocket of film cavitation at 
CN=2.5 and full valve lift. 
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Figure 3.24: Flow structure inside the gaseous pocket of film cavitation at CN=2.5 and full valve 
lift. 
At cavitation numbers higher than 2.5 , film stage cavitation is well stabilised and the 
film thickness is substantially larger than at any lower cavitation number. A 
representative example is presented in Figure 3.25 , where the cavitation number is set 
to 3 and the thickness of the vapour cloud blocks the light from reaching the camera, 
thus appearing darker than in previous conditions. Furthermore, as cavitation number 
increases, cavitation strings appear almost permanently in the injection hole and 
frequently develop into hole interconnecting strings. Neither the film stage cavitation 
patterns nor the in-hole cavitation strings seem to depend on the Reynolds number. 
Keeping the cavitation number and needle lift constant to 3 and full lift, respective ly, 
a variation of the Reynolds number from 49,000 to 73 ,000 did not show any 
significant effect on both types of cavitation struchlre. 
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Figure 3.25: Representative image of film stage cavitation at CN=3 and full valve lift. 
Finally, high-speed video images confirmed that, apart from the cavitation number, 
the needle lift also affects to a significant degree the cavitation development at 
cavitation numbers greater than 3.5 . At full needle lift conditions, the in-hole 
cavitation patterns seemed to stabilise in terms of vapour/liquid interface surface 
quality and volume of gaseous pocket at cavitation numbers greater than 2.5. At lower 
needle lifts, the afore-mentioned critical cavitation number ＨｃｎｾＲＮＵＩ＠ seemed to shift 
towards higher values. As described previously, lower needle lifts cause a highly 
turbulent flow mainly because of the extensive flow throttling through the needle seat 
area. The generated turbulence is transferred to the injection hole and causes a 
breakdown of the film leading to a "bubblier" in-hole flow field , which in tum is 
responsible for shifting the pre-film stage cavitation at higher cavitation numbers. In a 
direct comparison (Figure 3.26) of representative images at full (2.04mm) and half 
needle lift (1.02mm) conditions at a cavitation number of 3.2 the difference in the 
vapour film structure is evident. In the case of half needle lift (bottom row in Figure 
3.26) there is a bubbly pre-film stage cavitation structure. Furthermore, in the right-
hand-side image (bottom view) cavitation is not well developed at the bottom 
entrance of the hole in the case of low needle lift. Structures of film stage cavitation at 
low needle lifts were observed at cavitation numbers as high as 5.2. In Figure 3.27, a 
direct comparison of film cavitation surface quality under different needle lifts is 
attempted and cavitation numbers of 3.2 (top row - 2.04mm) and 5.2 (bottom row -
O.5Imm) are presented. Although film stage cavitation is visible in the bottom row 
image, the differences to the full lift image on the top row are significant. 
Specifically, the main volume of gas can be found almost around the hole axis rather 
than at the top hole wall. This is mainly due to the size of the cavitation string, which 
expands almost to two thirds of the hole cross-sectional area suppressing in this way 
geometric cavitation as at full lift conditions. Dashed yellow lines mark the expansion 
of the cavitation string, shown in the bottom image, while there is no cavitation string 
visible at the top image. 
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Figure 3.26: Effect of needle lift on cavitation structures at CN=3.2. 
Figure 3.27: Top row: Full needle lift (2.04mm) at CN=3.2. Bottom row: One quarter of full neelde 
lift (O.Slmm) at CN=S.2. 
3.5 SUMMARY 
The transparent large-scale nozzle test fIg proved to be extremely helpful in 
understanding the internal nozzle flow patterns in multi-hole injectors especially when 
coupled with the high-speed digital video technique. Internal nozzle flow 
dependencies on injector operating parameters have been visualised and well 
discussed. More specifically, the onset of cavitation in multi-hole injectors is of great 
importance, since such a change in the injection hole flow patterns affects 
considerably the injected spray. For the gasoline multi-hole nozzle that features a 90° 
overall spray cone angle, the onset of cavitation has been identified at flow conditions 
(flow rates and injection pressures) significantly lower than the expected operating 
field of such an injector. The aforementioned fact is adequate to class ify the examined 
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multi-hole nozzle as a cavitating high-pressure nozzle. In addition, the cavitation 
structures and their dependency on Reynolds (flow rate) and cavitation numbers, as 
presented in previous sections, could allow improved understanding of the 
atomisation mechanism of multi-hole injectors and the emerging spray structure. 
Furthermore, in-hole cavitation development and cavitation string structures are 
expected to alter the geometric characteristics of the nozzle, thus resulting in injected 
liquid spray velocities significantly higher than the geometrically calculated ones. It is 
thus important to investigate the spray characteristics of multi-hole nozzles and, in 
particular, the temporal variation of the injected droplet velocities and size 
distribution under a wide range of operating conditions. This is considered to be a 
prerequisite towards a more complete understanding of high-pressure multi-hole 
gasoline injectors which offer promise as FIE systems in second-generation direct-
injection gasoline engines. 
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The fuel injection system is one of the key elements that must be optimised if the 
DISI concept is to achieve its full potential as a viable alternative to the PFI engine in 
the coming years. The restriction of the fixed-location ignition source places great 
importance on mixture preparation in DISI engines where the mixing process is 
controlled primarily by the atomisation and transport of the liquid/vapour fuel towards 
the spark plug at the time of ignition. For injection during the intake stroke aiming at 
homogeneous mixtures, the high-pressure fuel injection system should produce, at the 
correct timing, a spray with tip penetration that chases the moving piston, since fuel 
impingement on the piston could have an adverse effect on hydrocarbon emissions. 
For late injection during the compression stroke aiming at stratified overall lean 
mixtures, the elevated in-cylinder gas pressure reduces spray penetration [7, 17, 34, 
38, 94] producing a more compact spray that can more easily be directed towards the 
spark plug. Although through many years of research on multi-hole diesel sprays a 
comprehensive know-how has been established on direct injection high-pressure 
sprays, there is still a lot to be learned about gasoline sprays due to the different spray 
types, injection/ambient conditions and fuel properties. Therefore, the advent of the 
new generation DI gasoline engines has opened up a new and important research area 
on high pressure sprays. A wide range of experimental techniques have been 
employed with the most important being Phase Doppler Anemometry (PDA), Laser 
Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) [19,25,40,55,63], Mie scattering and LIF [58,72,75, 
78, 81, 88, 105-110] or a combination of the above (laser-sheet droplet-sizing - LSD) 
[69, 72]. These techniques aim at providing single point droplet size and velocity 
information, identifying the atomisation process as well as revealing the spatial and 
temporal characteristics of the liquid / vapour phases of transient sprays for a range of 
nozzle designs. 
Having studied the internal nozzle flow patterns generated in a six-hole injector, the 
next step was to examine the spray characteristics of different multi-hole nozzle 
configurations in terms of number of injection holes and nozzle hole positioning. 
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Therefore, five-, six- and twelve-hole nozzles were examined, incorporating central 
injection holes and fully symmetric or non-symmetric spray patterns. The 
aforementioned multi-hole injector types represent the 2nd generation of DI injectors, 
capable of operating under atmospheric and high-pressure ambient conditions in a 
close spacing configuration. In the present study Mie scattering and Phase Doppler 
Anemometry were employed for characterisation of the sprays, as they are capable of 
providing detailed information about the spray structure. A constant-volume spray 
chamber was used to investigate the effects of increased ambient and injection 
pressure conditions, at room or higher temperatures, on the spray structure. Such 
experiments have been useful in allowing an assessment of the injection system 
operating parameters on the ensemble averaged temporal and spatial spray 
development under quiescent flow conditions. 
4.1 INVESTIGATED MULTI-HOLE NOZZLE CONFIGURATIONS 
Initially, the aim of this study has been the investigation of the high-pressure gasoline 
multi-hole injector concept and the flexibility in nozzle design that it offers. 
Consequently, several nozzle configurations have been considered having their main 
differences in the number and position of injection holes. The design philosophy of 
multi-hole nozzles is based on guidelines derived from the corresponding diesel 
technology where a variety of injector geometries have been investigated thoroughly 
by several research groups worldwide. These guidelines suggest that the holes should 
be positioned on the periphery of an imaginary circle. The number of holes varies and 
the basic variations include nozzles featuring six-, eight- or twelve-hole pattern 
designs. The increased design flexibility of multi-hole nozzles is also evident in the 
investigated later on designs that come from slight modifications in the 
aforementioned six- and twelve-hole conventional symmetric nozzles. More 
specifically, there is a possibility of adding an extra central hole to any hole 
arrangement, as well as blocking one or more side holes. The design of the injection 
nozzle could be fully symmetric around the injector axis, or the holes could be 
positioned at random angles, always on the same circle periphery, forming a non-
symmetric hole configuration. Finally, a very important design characteristic of multi-
hole nozzleci is the overall spray cone angle, which represents the relative angle 
formed between an injection hole axis and the injector's geometric axis. 
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Figure 4.1: Tested multi-hole nozzle configurations. (a). Symmetric 6-hole, (b). Asymmetric 6-
hole, (c). 5-hole plus one central hole and (d). 12-hole nozzle with 2 missing peripheral 
holes and a central hole. 
In Figure 4.1 a schematic representation of all investigated nozzle designs is 
illustrated. The first two designs (Figure 4.1 a and b) con espond to a six-hole nozzle 
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configuration. The first one represents a fully symmetric hole arrangement where the 
angular spacing between two adjacent holes is 60°. The second schematic features a 
non-symmetric design where the angular spacing varies from 45° to 75°. The third 
design (Figure 4.lc) comes from the symmetric six-hole nozzle family and features a 
central hole, while one side hole is blocked. The reason of blocking one or more side 
holes is the creation of a small gap for spark plug positioning in the case of a close-
spacing, spray-guided combustion concept. The last schematic illustrated at Figure 
4.1d is a twelve-hole design featuring a central injection hole and two blocked side-
holes. In the case of the twelve-hole nozzle the angular spacing is kept constant at 30° 
and the hole diameter is reduced when compared to the six-hole nozzle hole size. The 
reduction in injection hole diameter has to be realised for the static flow rate of all 
nozzles to be kept constant, when the number of holes is doubled. More specifically, 
six-hole nozzles feature a hole diameter of l40llm and a hole length of 300llm, 
resulting in a "length to diameter" (LID) ratio of 2.14. Twelve-hole patterned nozzles 
maintain the exact same hole length of 300llm, while the hole diameter is reduced to 
100llm (for the total flow area to be kept constant), resulting in a LID ratio of 3. All 
different designs illustrated at Figure 4.1 feature an overall nominal spray cone angle 
of 90°. 
Multi-hole nozzles have been characterised as second-generation fuel injection 
equipment for gasoline direct-injection engines. The main differences, or more 
specifically, the main advantages of the multi-hole nozzles versus the first generation 
swirl pressure atomisers are presented in subsequent paragraphs. Currently, the third 
generation of high-pressure gasoline injectors has been released and the main 
difference compared to multi-hole nozzles is in the electronics driving the injector 
needle. Highly sophisticated piezo technology secures accurate and very fast opening 
and closing times of the injector needle, thus controlling in the best possible way the 
injection event duration. At present, multi-hole gasoline injectors do not exploit the 
advances in electronic technology and therefore a conventional high-voltage coil is 
responsible for controlling the movement of the injector needle. As a result, long 
needle opening and closing times have been measured that affect directly the actual 
injection duration. Every injection event is controlled by a triggering pulse of certain 
duration. Long needle opening and closing times result in actual injection duration 
considerably different than that determined by the injection signal. As illustrated in 
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Figure 4.2, for an electronic injection pulse of I.Sms (blue line) the resulting actual 
injection duration, as measured from the needle trace (red line), is about l.lms. The 
long needle response times to any injection pulse changes constitutes a major 
drawback for the establishment of the multi-hole high-pressure gasoline injector as a 
promising fuel injection equipment for direct-injection spark-ignition engines. 
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Figure 4.2: Multi-hole injector triggering signal and typical needle lift diagram. 
As illustrated in the above graph (Figure 4.2), the needle opening delay is almost 
0.7ms. This fact has also been confirmed by accurately timed images (section 4.S) that 
show liquid fuel exiting the nozzle holes at times 0.6S-0.7Sms after the electronic 
injection pulse has been applied to the injector coil. This relatively long needle 
opening delay sets an unfortunate limit on the minimum injection duration that multi-
hole injectors can deliver. Additionally, stable injection events have been recorded at 
injection pulse durations greater than 0.9ms. Since the applied injection pressure does 
not assist the needle-opening event, the absolute rail pressure considerably affects 
injection pulse durations smaller than 0.9ms. The aforementioned needle opening 
delay also affects the minimum settings in parameters related to the multiple-injection 
strategy. Double-injection is well investigated among all major engine manufacturers 
as a very effective way of achieving both a minimum delay in reaching the catalyst 
light-off temperature and stable combustion under homogeneous and stratified 
operating conditions [S , 34, 74]. Apart from the individual pulse duration settings for 
both injection events, a critical parameter affecting the effectiveness of double-
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injection is the delay between the two injection pulses, or also known as "dwell-time" . 
In real engine applications the dwell-time requirements vary from a minimum of 
almost O.3ms to a maximum of a couple of milliseconds (always depending on engine 
speed). It is evident that dwell-times of O.3-0.5ms are not officially supported from 
the multi-hole injector. The word "officially" has been chosen to declare that 
according to experiments carried out for the present work, multi-hole injectors could 
support shorter dwell-times than the needle opening delay. Their behaviour is stable 
apart from the second injection event, in a double-injection sequence, which appears 
to have an elongated duration relative to the injection pulse applied. 
Prior to any experiments involving the aforementioned multi-hole injectors, a 
volumetric capacity characterisation was carried out in terms of injection pressure and 
injection pulse duration. The results, as presented in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.5 , 
confirm the expected trends. Volumetric capacity among all tested nozzles does not 
differ considerably. Additionally, it is proportional to injection pressure and injection 
pulse duration, as expected. More specifically, in Figure 4.3 a direct comparison of 
the four different multi-hole nozzle designs is illustrated. Useful conclusions extracted 
of this graph could be summarised as follows: injection pulse durations smaller than 
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Figure 4.3: Direct comparison of volumetric capacity of all tested multi-hole injectors at 120bar 
injection pressure. 
lms present a non-linear fuel flow-rate curve, while durations greater than 1 ms 
exhibit acceptable linearity and differentiations among the four designs. Additionall y. 
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although the total flow area between the 12-hole pattern nozzle (in graph " I O-hole+ I 
central) and the 6-hole one is almost identical, the first shows higher volumetric 
capacity compared to the latter one, as high as 16%. The reason for the increased 
volumetric capacity of the 12-hole nozzle is directly related to the internal geometry 
of that nozzle. All manufacturing details for the internal geometry are identical for 
both nozzles apart from the injection hole diameter, which is reduced for the 12-hole 
nozzle for the total flow area to be kept constant. The latter, combined with the fact 
that the radius of curvature at the hole inlet is identical for both nozzles, alters 
significantly the geometric cavitation development that takes places in the injection 
hole. The radius of curvature of the hole inlet to the hole diameter ratio (riD) directly 
affects geometric cavitation patterns [Ill , 112] , since higher riD values are translated 
into smooth turning of the flow into the injection hole, while small riD values force 
the incoming annulus flow to tum suddenly and therefore, the unavoidable pressure 
drop creates cavitation regimes at the hole inlet. As a result, cavitation structures of 
the 12-hole nozzle are much lighter compared to the 6-hole nozzle case. More 
specifically, Figure 4.4 illustrates the difference in the effective flow area of an 
individual hole for both nozzles, utilising the computational fluid mechanics 
simulation code developed by the research group [113]. The aforementioned 
mechanism results in higher measured dynamic flow rates of the 12-hole nozzle 
compared to the 6-hole one. 
a b 
Vapour Fraction: 0.70 0.78 0.87 0.95 
Figure 4.4: Iso-surface of vapour fraction for (a). 6- and (b) . 12-hole nozzles II 131· 
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Finally, in Figure 4.5 , a companson m volumetric capacity is illustrated between 
different injection pressures for two multi-hole nozzles. It is evident that inj ection 
pressure controls the dynamic volumetric flow rate as expected. In Figure 4.5a, the 
highest tested injection pressure of 200bar is plotted along with the standard 120bar 
pressure. It is illustrated at Figure 4.5b that the differences between 120 and 200bar 
are not of the same order as the differences between 80 and 120bar. Small differences 
are expected between the 6- and 12-hole nozzles, although the reason could also lie in 
the internal nozzle flow development. Increasing the injection pressure from 80bar to 
120bar causes the majority of in-nozzle flow phenomena to develop considerably, 
leaving little room for further significant modifications initiated by the higher 
injection pressure. 
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Figure 4.5: Volumetric capacity of (a). 6-hole symmetric injector and (b). 12-hole injector with a 
central hole and two blocked side holes. 
4.2 HIGH-PRESSURE\TEMPERATURE CHAMBER TEST RIG 
Qualitative and quantitative spray measurements, such as spray Imagmg and 
simultaneous velocity and droplet size distribution measurements , require excellent 
control on ambient thermodynamic conditions. For better understanding of the effects 
of the internal nozzle flow on spray formation and atomisation mechanisms, extensive 
Mie scattering and Phase Doppler Anemometry (PDA) measurements were essential. 
A constant volume chamber was employed for the realisation of the aforementioned 
experiments under quiescent flow conditions . More specifically, spray characteri stics 
such as tip penetration, overall spray cone angle and cycle-to-cycle variation under 
various chamber pressure conditions for the four multi-hole inj ectors, could be 
measured. The experiments were aiming to characteri se the spray under three 
operating injection pressures of 80,120 and 200bar (where applicable) and chamber 
pressures corresponding to fuel inj ection during induction and compress ion strokes in 
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an engine. Therefore, apart from the chamber pressure variation, the system design 
allowed the variation of ambient chamber temperature for simulating realistic 
operating conditions. 
4.2.1 Experimental set-up 
In Figure 4.6 a schematic representation of the high-pressure\temperature constant 
volume chamber and the high-pressure injection system is illustrated. The constant 
volume chamber, located at the middle of the figure, is made of stainless steel and is 
equipped with three quartz windows. A powerful electric heater for maintaining the 
chamber's temperature at the desirable levels has replaced the fourth window. The 
chamber is connected to a pressurised nitrogen bottle for accurate setting of the 
required chamber pressure (up to 25bar). The high-pressure nitrogen supply pipeline 
is also heated by a second electric heater. Both heating elements are controlled from 
the same control unit. The temperature regulation is based on extensive feedback 
provided by six thermocouples, appropriately installed in the constant volume 
chamber. The nitrogen flow through the eve is not continuous. Quiescent flow 
conditions are achieved with a solenoid valve that is installed in the chamber's 
exhaust pipe. The exhaust pipe and solenoid valve is essential equipment for 
discharging the chamber contents after each injection. 
The common rail system, shown schematically in Figure 4.6, has been specifically 
built with one injector outlet for the work of this thesis. A three-piston-type pump 
coupled to an electric motor is responsible for delivering high-pressure fuel (up to 
200bar) to the common rail. The nominal fuel injection pressure is kept at the desired 
levels inside the common rail by a fuel pressure regulator. The latter is a rotary valve 
regulator attached on the common rail. Fuel pressure regulation is done automatically, 
according to the user setting value; by throttling the fuel return line. The common rail 
is attached on the constant volume chamber and a pipe with specific diameter and 
length is responsible for delivering high-pressure fuel to the injector. The restrictions 
in high-pressure fuel line diameter and length are applied in order to simulate realistic 
engine operating conditions. The length of the pipe is critical due to high-pressure 
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Figure 4.6: Schematic of the high-pressure\temperature constant volume chamber (HP\T CVC) 
test rig and the high-pressure injection system. 
waves developed from the injector's solenoid opemng and closing events. These 
pressure waves travel from the injector back to the common rail and vice versa. It has 
been proven that such pressure waves affect the spray characteristics [24] . The 
injector is mounted on the top face of the constant volume chamber. A mounting 
adaptor secures the sealing of the chamber for every kind of high-pressure injector. As 
illustrated in Figure 4.6, gravity is responsible for delivering fuel to the low-pressure 
fuel pump from the tanle The low-pressure fuel pump pressurises the fuel up to 3bar 
and delivers it to the high-pressure fuel pump, after it has been filtered . Two pressure 
gauges, installed in the constant volume chamber and the high-pressure common rail , 
provide information on the pressure levels reached and complete the CVC test rig. 
The afore-described test rig has been developed entirely at City University, and the 
laboratories of the Energy and the Environment Research Centre, from Dr. 1.M. Nouri 
and the author, utilising valuable support by the groups technical staff. 
Isooctane has been selected as the working fluid, since it is safer to use and more 
convenient for optical studies compared to gasoline, due to the absence of heavy oily 
compounds that lead to extensive window fouling. In addition to that, isooctane is a 
single-compound fuel that features stable prope11ies , in contrast to commercia l grade 
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gasoline, which varies in constitution according to production companies. Isooctane 
has a density, kinematic viscosity and surface tension of 692kg/m3, 0.78cSt and 
0.0188N/m, respectively. 
4.2.2 Control and monitoring of experiments 
The final essential part of the previously described constant-volume chamber test rig 
is the control and data acquisition equipment. A dedicated injector and equipment 
control system had to be developed in order to guarantee accurate and repeatable 
measurements. The requirements for this system included triggering of single or 
multiple injection events together with the appropriate illumination and visualisation 
devices. Acquired data, such as images or velocity and droplet size distribution files, 
and all injection parameters for each measurement had to be stored on a PC for further 
evaluation and analysis. The hardware used was a National Instruments PCI -6602 
32bit general-purpose timer/counter card [114, 115] featuring eight individual 
counter/timers and a number of digital input/output lines suitable for delivering 
flexible TTL signals as and when required. This guaranteed sufficient high-speed 
injection pulses and triggering signals for the camera and flashlight. The full potential 
of this timer card regarding the necessities for this work were exploited with the 
programming language Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0, which enabled the fairly 
straightforward in-house development of a graphical user interface (Figure 4.7) for 
controlling the hardware through a PC. For the visualisation process the program was 
used in its automated operation mode with adjustable delays between the imaging 
events depending on the charging time of the flash light source (up to 40s for single-
flash unit). 
The Fast Shutter Sensicam CCD camera was connected to the PC via an optical data 
cable and a PCO image acquisition card [116]. The trigger and imaging parameters 
were set with the PCO system software, which also managed the acquired images and 
made simple batch image processing possible. The high-speed digital video camera 
utilised an IEEE1394 (FireWire) communication protocol with its control software. 
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Figure 4.7: User-interface of the Chamber Control software. 
4.3 MIE-SCATTERING VISUALISATION 
One of the most frequently used techniques for the extraction of qualitative 
information regarding the fuel droplet behaviour of a high-pressure liquid spray inside 
a constant volume chamber or even an engine's cylinder is the Lorenz-Mie scattering 
technique. More specifically, Mie scattering is an elastic scattering technique where 
light of the same wavelength to the incident radiation is scattered from particles or 
droplets, which move with the flow [117]. The light intensity according to Lorenz-
Mie theory is a complex function depending upon the droplet diameter, the scattering 
angle, and the refractive index of the droplet, the polarisation and the wavelength of 
the incident radiation. According to [118] however, for spherical droplets of diameter 
greater than 1 ｾｭＬ＠ the Mie scattered light intensity can be considered as being 
approximately proportional to the square of the droplet diameter. This property would 
render the technique attractive for quantitative in-cylinder mixture distribution 
investigations especially in cases where gaseous fuel is injected into an air stream 
where the fuel part could be modelled by a stream of particles [119]. However, there 
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are various problems that can limit the accuracy and validity of the results. Firstly, the 
negligible diffusivity of the particles compared to the gas phase can lead to spuriously 
high-density gradients. Furthermore, reliable measurements cannot be attained in 
flows where considerable body forces such as buoyancy or centrifugal forces are 
present. Finally, although large particles, in diameter, are usually required for a good 
signal to noise ratio, a compromise has to be found as the larger the particle the more 
difficult to follow the flow length-scales. Additionally, medium populated with large 
particles would not be adequately optically thin for the incident light intensity to be 
kept uniform throughout the measuring area [117]. For the above reasons the Mie 
technique has found limited use as a quantitative technique and is instead more 
frequently used to visualise spray and even flame structures. 
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Figure 4.8: Schematic of the Mie scattering visualisation set-up. 
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Figure 4.8 illustrates the schematic set-up for the Mie scattering visualisation of the 
high-pressure gasoline multi-hole spray. The CCD camera used for the still spray 
imaging, was a 12bit fast shutter Sensicam with a resolution of 1280x 1 024 pixels and 
a minimum exposure time of lOOns. It was fitted with a zoom lens and connected to a 
PC via an image acquisition card. The PC also had a timer card installed that triggered 
both the flash lamp illumination and the camera. All internal camera settings could be 
adjusted with the image acquisition software and the obtained pictures were 
downloaded onto the PC. A Xenon spark light provided the required illumination . The 
light source unit utilised a lenses system that enabled the redirection of the produced 
light into two separate flexible optical fibres, which converted the bulk light intensity 
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to point-light. The flexible optical fibres were positioned anywhere close to the 
imaging area quite easily and increased the effectiveness of the imaging set-up. 
High-pressure fuel sprays present highly transient behaviour, hence a sequence of 
short exposed images should be obtained for the injection event to be visualised 
effectively. The CCD camera and flash light illumination imposed limitations on the 
maximum frame rate. Mainly because of the charging period of the Xenon spark light, 
which required a maximum of 40s after each discharge; and secondly due to the CCD 
chip read-out period that was fixed to 120ms. The aforementioned limitations allowed 
the acquisition of only one image at each injection event. A total of 20 images were 
acquired at every time-step (time After Start Of Injection - ASOI) for adequate 
sample population that would provide representative statistical analysis after image 
post-processing. The latter involved mean spray-tip penetration and overall spray 
cone angle calculations (Figure 4.9b-c) at each time-step for all investigated 
conditions. The post-processing of the acquired images was performed by in-house, 
highly customisable software, developed on the Matlab platform. Additionally, in an 
attempt to investigate the ability of the multi-hole injector to generate repeatable spray 
patterns, several test cases were focused mainly on the central fuel jet (where 
applicable) due to its default instability. This instability is owed in the position of the 
central injection hole that is located in the middle of the nozzle's sac volume; an area 
characterised by unstable flow conditions as presented in the third chapter. 
Furthermore, high-magnification images were obtained using a telescopic lens for the 
exact start of injection (SOl) to be identified accurately. Start of injection is the zero 
time in all the results presented in subsequent paragraphs; it is defined as the time the 
first liquid exits the injection hole. 
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Figure 4.9: (a). Spray regions of interest and imaging planes. (b). Definition of spray quantitative 
parameters and (c). Spray image used to compare test cases. 
Still spray imaging provided very useful information on multi-hole spray structures 
and spray dependencies on injection and chamber pressures and ambient temperature. 
However, the development of a single injection event and the stages through which 
the atomised liquid changes velocity and size distribution were unknown. The short 
injection pulse duration of 1.5ms prohibited the use of a double shutter Sensicam 
CCD camera. Hence high-speed digital video recording seemed to be the only feasible 
solution. The camera used was a Photron APX, as presented in Chapter 3. The desired 
frame rate for adequate spray visualisation results was identified at the range of 
15,000 to 50,000 frames per second. Although the limitations in image resolution 
were severe, it was decided to align the narrow imaging areas of 1 024x 128 pixels 
(l5 ,000fps) that could also be reduced down to 256x64 pixels (50,OOOfps) with one of 
the fuel jets. Sample images of the above settings are illustrated in Figure 4.10. The 
results proved to be of great interest and comparisons between several test cases 
revealed useful information on the multi-hole spray development mechanism. 
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Figure 4.10: Imaging areas and spatial resolution of selected frame rates for HSDV. 
4.4 PHASE-DoPPLERANEMOMETRY 
Mie scattering visualisation revealed important information on multi-hole high-
pressure gasoline fuel sprays. More specifically, the effects of injection and chamber 
pressures, the ambient chamber temperature and double-pulsed injection on spray 
development were assessed. The aforementioned findings allowed the researcher to 
obtain a general overview of the mechanisms governing atomisation and supplied 
limited but useful quantitative information on spray tip penetration and overall spray 
cone angle. However, the need of global spray characterisation for multi-hole 
injectors remained to be seen. There were basic questions, regarding the effect of an 
increase in injection pressure from 80 to 200bar on droplet size distribution, as well 
as, the main differences between central and side fuel jets, which needed urgent 
attention. Quantitative measurements of droplet size distributions and velocity fields 
could provide the answers and help the most in understanding all the details about 
multi-hole gasoline fuel sprays. Phase Doppler anemometry (PDA) is a non-intrusive 
optical technique that allows the simultaneous measurement of droplet velocity and 
size. It is a more complete version of laser Doppler anemometry (LDA) first described 
by Durst et al (1976). A typical PDA set-up consists of a laser tube, a light frequency 
phase shifter (Bragg-cell), a laser-beam splitter, a transmitting optical unit, a rece iving 
optical unit and a signal processor [1 9, 63, 120]. 
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Figure 4.11: Schematic of the measurements principle of PDA (Source: Dantec Dynamics). 
When a droplet passes through the measuring volume, it scatters light at all directions . 
Receiving optics is placed at an off-axis location and projects a portion of the 
scattered light onto multiple photo-detectors. Due to the structure of the measuring 
volume (it is made of fringes created by the intersection of two individual laser 
beams) and the photo-multipliers position, scattered light is converted into Doppler 
bursts. The frequency of the Doppler bursts is linearly proportional to the particle 
velocity. Each photo-detector captures the same burst signal although, due to their 
relative positions, there is a phase shift in signals acquired by each detector. This 
phase shift has been shown to be directly proportional to the droplet diameter. 
More specifically, light scattering is where the phase-Doppler anemometry technique 
is based. Visualised ray tracing can provide better understanding of how light is 
scattered by a spherical droplet. As illustrated in Figure 4.12, the incident light beam 
is partially reflected at the surface of the particle and pa11ially refrac ted into the 
particle. Upon exiting the particle without any furth er internal refl ection, the scattered 
beam is known as 1st order refraction . Higher order refraction (2 nd order refract ion) 
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also arises after internal reflections and subsequent refraction out of the particle into 
the surrounding medium. Second order refraction is responsible for the rainbow effect 
in backscatter, thus it could be used in the phase-Doppler technique under special 
circumstances. On the other hand, first order refraction is more suitable for phase-
Doppler measurements, although a compromise has to be made between the 
dominance of 1 st order refraction at 70° receiving angle and a higher scattered light 
amplitude at lower scattering angles (15 °-45°). The scattering characteristics of a 
particle depend strongly on the refractive index. More specifically, the relative 
refractive index between the particle (np) and the medium (nM), which is effectively 
the ratio of np over nm , determines principle differences in scattering modes . For 
relative refractive indices larger than unity (e.g. water/fuel droplets in air) first order 
refraction dominated the forward direction and these scattering characteristics are well 
documented [121]. 
Refraction 
Figure 4.12: Scattered light from a spherical particle (Source: Dantec Dynamics). 
As illustrated in the top left comer of Figure 4.11 , the measurement volume of a PDA 
system is formed by the intersection of two laser beams. The focused laser beams 
intersect and form an ellipsoid shaped pattern of bright and dark stripes, so caJl ed 
fringes . The spacing of these fringes is determined by the light wavelength and the 
angle between the two laser beams that is set by the transmitting optics . The laser tube 
output beam features a multi-colour wavelength that ranges from 420 to 520nm. A 
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laser beam splitter separates the output beam into green (S14nm) and blue (488nm) 
wavelengths. Both of these laser beams are further split into two green and two blue 
beams by another set of beam splitters. The majority of PDAJLDA systems feature a 
frequency shift between the two laser beams of same wavelength generated by means 
of a Bragg-cell. This frequency shift makes the fringe pattern of the control volume 
move at a constant velocity. Stagnant particles will generate a signal corresponding to 
the shift frequency. Particles moving at positive or negative velocities will generate 
positive and negative signal frequencies relative to the shift frequency, respectively. 
Therefore, systems without frequency shift cannot distinguish the flow direction, 
unlike the frequency shift based systems that can effectively distinguish positive and 
negative particle velocities and provide a zero velocity measurement, where 
applicable. Finally, when a particle traverses the control volume, the scattered light 
fluctuates in intensity at a frequency equal to the velocity (U) of the particle, divided 
by the fringe separation distance (s) , as shown in Figure 4.13. 
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Figure 4.13: Doppler Velocity measurement principle. 
Velocity measurements require one photo-multiplier for the generation of the time-
based signal and the velocity value calculation. The same principle does not apply to 
size measurements though, and for accurate particle sizing information, more than one 
photo-multipliers are needed. In the case of two photodiodes, particle size 
measurement is achieved by measuring the time delay of the scattered light signal that 
is captured by the first detector at time (t) and the second detector at time (t+llt) , as 
shown in Equation 4-1 , where T is the period of one cycle of the signal. 
llt ll rp = 21[ - [4-1] 
T 
dOf:!' (A ) calculated by the above equation, 1l1creases with The phase 1 lerence Ll<P , 
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increasing particle size. Since phase is a modulo 2n function, it cannot exceed this 
value, i.e.360°. Therefore, if a particle is large enough and causes the phase to go 
beyond a 2n jump, a two-detector PDA system could not discriminate between this 
size and a much smaller particle. Hence, three-detector systems are used, where two 
individual phase differences are obtained from two detector-pairs having different 
relative positions. Three-detector PDA systems (D 1-3 in Figure 4.14) show certain 
advantages and apart from overcoming the 2n ambiguity, the measurable size range is 
increased and high measurement resolution is maintained. A processor attached to the 
system measures the phase shift between the two signals , which is proportional to the 
droplet radius of curvature, thus allowing determination of the droplet diameter, 
according to the calculation illustrated in Figure 4.14, where <D depends on the 
dominant mode of scattered light (reflection or refraction). 
d 
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Figure 4.14: Particle diameter measurement principle. 
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In the present study, a 2-D PDA system was used that enabled the simultaneous 
measurement of the two velocity components and diameter of a particle and is 
illustrated in Figure 4.l5. A wall mounted Argon-ion laser supplied the laser light 
beam with a maximum power output of 1.5W, and was aligned with an optical unit , 
which included the laser beam splitter and the Bragg-cell. This unit was responsible 
for splitting the laser beam into two pairs of different wavelengths; each pair 
consisted of two equal intensity beams that featured a 40MHz frequenc y shift 
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Figure 4.15: Schematic of the Dantec 2D PDA system. 
provided by the Bragg-cell. The first pair was green light at a wavelength of S14.Snm, 
responsible for the axial velocity component, while the second pair was blue light at 
488nm wavelength providing the radial velocity component. The transfer of the laser 
beams to the transmitting optics was through a fibre optic cable. The collimating and 
focusing lenses formed an intersection volume, consisting of elliptical disc shaped 
fringes, with major and minor axes of approximately 2.863 and 0.092mm for the 
green, and 2.716 and 0.088mm for the blue component. The PDA receiving unit 
consisted of a 31 Omm focal length lens that focused the collected light onto the four 
photo-multipliers through a slit of O.lmm width in order to minimise the major axis of 
the measuring volume and to ensure that multi-particle detection is avoided. The 
receiving optics was positioned at 70° (see Figure 4.16) to the plane of the two green 
laser beams to ensure that refraction dominated the scattered light. Transmitting and 
receiving optics were both mounted on a three dimensional electronic traversing 
mechanism with a positional sensitivity of O.Olmm in the x-y plane and O.lmm in the 
vertical, Z, direction, minimising any positional error. The signal from the four photo-
multipliers was transmitted to the processor unit where all the data processing was 
carried out. The processor was connected to a desktop computer via an Ethernet 
adaptor, where all the acquired data were saved for further analysis. The measurement 
period was defined by the injection duration for each test case. This period varied 
from 2.5 - 4.5ms (for 1.S - 3.Sms injection duration) , so did the total number of 
samples collected each time that were of the order of 10,000 samples per mi lli second 
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of measurement. The total number of samples was collected over many injection 
cycles. 
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Figure 4.16: Top view of the PDA optics set-up. 
The measurement period was divided in narrow time windows of O.lms for further 
post-processing of the collected data. These data consisted of time, axial and radial 
velocity vectors as well as droplet size information. Post-processing involved 
calculation of ensemble-averaged values of droplet mean and root mean square 
(RMS) velocities and arithmetic mean (AMD) and Sauter mean (SMD) droplet 
diameters, according to the following equations: 
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Post-processing of the acquired data was done by custom, in-house developed, 
software in Compaq Visual FORTRAN 6. The whole process was done automatically 
for all acquired velocity profiles and size distributions for every test case. Vi sual 
representation of the results was perfOlmed by specialised macro-commands written 
for visualisation package TecPlot. 
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4.5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Direct injection gasoline engines have been one of the main research areas for the 
majority of automotive manufacturers for the last decade. Starting from the first 
generation direct injection spark-ignition (DISI) engines, where a swirl pressure 
atomiser utilised the piston and engine liner walls to provide an ignitable air/fuel 
mixture at the spark plug location, a compact and more environmental friendly 
configuration was thought to be the way ahead. The latter, second generation DISI 
engines, became a reality, when fuel injection equipment manufacturers provided the 
market with injectors capable of producing robust and easily directed spray shapes. 
Second generation combustion concept is mainly focused on spray-guided 
configurations, where the absence of fuel-wall interaction offers certain advantages in 
unburned hydrocarbon emissions. The first strong candidate for spray-guided engine 
operation has been the high-pressure gasoline multi-hole injector. Although multi-
hole injectors are well established in diesel engines, important differences between 
diesel and gasoline combustion concepts has created the need to redesign and re-
evaluate multi-hole nozzles for best results in spark-ignited engines. Changes in the 
overall spray cone angle, the nominal injection pressure and the internal nozzle 
geometry in general, necessitate extensive investigations and complete spray 
characterisation prior to any engine test. 
Key factors in multi-hole injectors spray characterisation that will define possible 
engine modifications, like combustion chamber design and injection strategies, could 
be summarised in the stability of the overall spray cone angle in terms of chamber 
pressure, spray tip penetration distance and particle size distribution. The present 
chapter focuses exclusively on investigations related to the aforementioned 
characteristics for several multi-hole nozzle designs. Furthermore, following the 
advances in engine management strategies, the ability of multi-hole injectors in 
multiple injections is investigated. Spray stability and behaviour under various 
operating conditions have been evaluated for the case of double injection events with 
varying delay time (dwell-time). 
The presentation of the results is divided in two major sections. The first one presents 
mostly qualitative and partly quantitative (spray tip penetration, spray cone angle) 
data, which derived from spray visualisation under various conditions. The last 
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section appt:ars to be more specialised, and quantitative velocity field and size 
distribution profiles are presented. For better understanding of the presented data a 
brief explanation of the terminology used is essential. Firstly, injector nozzles are 
classified according to their hole-pattern. More specifically, injectors featuring six 
holes, as well as nozzles with blocked holes (i.e. 6-I(blocked)+lcentral holes) are all 
referred to as 6-hole-patterned nozzles. According to the same classification, the one 
and only 12-hole patterned nozzle examined, features two blocked and one central 
holes (12-2+ 1 central holes). In addition to that, the zero time for all presented data 
refers to the start of injection (SOl) and not the electronic start. The difference 
between the two is the needle opening delay of each injector. Start of injection is 
defined, as the time the first liquid fuel droplets appear to exit one of the holes. 
Injection duration, on the other hand, is exclusively defined by the electronic injection 
pulse width (e.g. duration of 1.5ms results in actual injection time of almost 1.2ms 
and varies slightly according to injector needle response). Finally, all chamber 
pressure values presented are absolute pressure values (atmospheric pressure is Ibar). 
4.5.1 Mie scattering visualisation 
The experimental conditions of visualisation experiments, for all tested multi-hole 
nozzles, were selected upon different targets that were defined by the need of better 
understanding of the parameters affecting the spray development. Initially, the 
investigation was focused on the effects of injection and chamber pressures, under 
constant thermodynamic conditions, on initial and later stages of spray development 
and spray shape repeatability. More specifically, chamber pressure values were 
selected to be in accordance to typical cylinder pressures encountered during the 
intake and compression stages of an internal combustion engine. Therefore, 
atmospheric chamber pressures (1 bar) reflect the in-cylinder pressure levels during 
induction; elevated pressures, of 4-12bar, simulate cases of injection during the 
compression stroke. The latter is based on the fact that modem direct-injection spark-
ignition engines feature compression ratios of the order of 10-12: 1, values that could 
possibly lead to in-cylinder pressures, during compression stroke, in the range of 5-
20bar. One immediately realises that the injection event could be placed at a wide 
timing window that cylinder pressures as high as around IS-20bar (possible peak in-
cylinder pressure at Top Dead Centre) could be encountered. Experimental conditions 
for the three nozzles tested are presented in Table 4-1. More specifically, for the exact 
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identification of the Start of Injection (SOl) highly magnified images of the injector 
nozzle were acquired. Furthermore, images of smaller magnification, but focused on 
the initial spray stages, decoded the effects of injection and chamber pressures on the 
fuel spray in a maximum distance of lOmm from the nozzle exit. Finally, imaging of 
the overall spray produced enabled various comparisons between different nozzles 
and conditions, as well as spray shape repeatability experiments. 
5 (6-1) + 1 central holes 
Injection Chamber Injection Ambient 
Pressure Pressure Duration Temperature Region of Interest 
P inj . [bar] Pback [bar] tinj. [ms] [Oe] 
80 1/4/8/12 1.5 -30 Highly magnified injector 100 1/4/8/12 1.5 -30 
nozzle exit [3.5x4mm]. 
120 1/4/8/12 1.5 -30 
80 1/8/12 1.5 -30 
Nozzle exit close-up 100 1/8/12 1.5 -30 imaging [15x20mm]. 
120 1 /8/ 12 1.5 -30 
120 12 1.5 -30 Central jet repeatability from 2 viewing angles. 
80 1 /4/8 1.5 -30 Overall spray 100 1/4/8 1.5 -30 development [50x60mm]. 
120 1/4/8 1.5 -30 
6 holes 
Injection Chamber Injection Ambient 
Pressure Pressure Duration Temperature Region of Interest 
P inj. [bar] Pback [bar] tinj. [ms] [Oe] 
120 1/4/8/12 1.5 -30 Overall spray 
200 1/4/8/12 1.5 -30 development [55x70mm]. 
10 (12-2) + 1 central holes 
Injection Chamber Injection Ambient 
Pressure Pressure Duration Temperature Region of Interest 
P inj. [bar] Pback [bar] tinj. [ms] [Oe] 
80 1 /6 1.5 -30 Highly magnified nozzle 
120 1 1.5 -30 exit [10x20mm]. 
80 1 /4/8 1.5 -30 Overall spray 
80 1 0.75/0.9 -30 development [55x70mm] 
120 1 /4/8 1.5 -30 for 3 different injection durations. 
120 1 0.75/0.9 -30 
. . 
-Table 4-1: Still imaging test conditIOns for three dIfferent multi hole nozzles . 
Following the extraction of useful information on the overall spray development 
mechanism, it was decided to proceed by simulating engine operating thermodynamic 
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conditions in the constant volume chamber, since the ultimate target has always been 
the implementation of multi-hole iniectors in direct iniectl'on spa k' 't' . ｾ＠ ｾ＠ r -lgm IOn engmes. 
This second phase of spray visualisation was mainly characterised by elevated 
chamber ambient temperatures and testing of double injection pulses, as presented in 
Table 4-2. 
6 holes - Asymmetric 
, 
Injection Chamber Injection Ambient 
Pressure Pressure Duration Temp. Engine condition 
Pinj. [bar] Pback [bar] t1-tdwell-t2 [m s] [DC] simulated 
80 1 1-0.5-1 -40-50 Injection during induction 
80 1 1-0.7-1 -40-50 stroke, where pressure is 
80 1 1-1-1 -40-50 close to 1 bar and 
80 1 2-1-2 -40-50 temperature -45°C (Double injection for 
120 1 1-0.5-1 -40-50 effective warm-up and 
120 1 1-1-1 -40-50 operational stability). 
80 1/3/6 1.5-0-0 -90 Injection at early 
120 1/3/6 1.5-0-0 -90 compression stroke. 
80 1 1.5-0-0 -120 T est case for 
120 1 1.5-0-0 -120 evaporation simulation 
10 (12-2) + 1 central holes 
Injection Chamber Injection Ambient Engine condition Pressure Pressure Duration Temp. 
Pinj . [bar] Pback [bar] t1-tdwell-t2 [ms] [DC] simulated 
80 1 1-0.5-1 -40-50 Injection during induction 
80 1 1-0.7-1 -40-50 stroke, where pressure is 
80 1 1-1-1 -40-50 close to 1 bar and 
80 1 2-1-2 -40-50 
temperature -45°C 
(Double injection for 
120 1 1-0.5-1 -40-50 effective warm-up and 
120 1 1-1-1 -40-50 operational stability). 
80 1 /3/6 1.5-0-0 -90 Injection at early 
120 1/3/6 1.5-0-0 -90 compression stroke. 
80 1 1.5-0-0 -120 Test case for 
120 1 1.5-0-0 -120 evaporation simulation 
Table 4-2: Still imaging test conditions for two different multi-hole nozzles simulating engine-
operating conditions. 
Finally, in Table 4-3, high-speed imaging experimental conditions are presented. 
High-speed digital video recording offered the maximum in double injection 
investigations. The effects of time delay between the two injection pulses (Dwell-
time), as well as the connection between injection pressure and minimum possible 
injection duration were investigated. Utilising frame rates up to 50,000 frames per 
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second, a clear view of the injector behaviour under double pulse operation was 
obtained. 
10 (12-2) + 1 central holes 
Injection Chamber Injection Ambient 
Pressure Pressure Duration Temp. Region of Interest -
Pinj . [bar] Pback [bar] t1-tdwell-t2 [ms] laC] Frame Rate [fps] 
40 1 1-0.3-1 -30 
40 1 1-0.5-1 -30 Injector nozzle exit @ 
40 6 1-0.5-1 -30 
30,000fps 
60 1 1-0.3-1 -30 
60 1 1-0.5-1 -30 Injector nozzle exit @ 
60 6 1-0.5-1 -30 
30,000fps 
80 1 1-0.3-1 -30 
80 1 1-0.5-1 -30 
80 1 1-0.7-1 -30 I njector nozzle exit @ 
80 1 0.75-0-0 -30 15,000/30,000 / 
80 1 0.9-0-0 -30 50,000fps 
80 1 /4/8 1.5-0-0 -30 
80 6 1-0.5-1 -30 
120 1 1-0.3-1 -30 
120 1 1-0.5-1 -30 
120 1 1-0.7-1 -30 I njector nozzle exit @ 
120 1 0.75-0-0 -30 15,000/30,000 / 
120 1 0.9-0-0 -30 50,000fps 
120 1 /4/8 1.5-0-0 -30 
120 6 1-0.5-1 -30 
Table 4-3: High-speed Imagmg test conditions. 
Start of Injection (SOl) 
The Start of Injection time is very critical for all visualisation experiments related to 
high-pressure sprays. It is used as the "zero time" for all presented images. Hence, the 
exact identification of the time the first liquid droplets exit the nozzles holes had to be 
done prior to any other investigation. Using a high-magnification telescopic lens , 
sprays from six- and twelve-hole nozzles, both featuring a central hole, were imaged 
at time-steps of O.OSms after the injection signal. Any possible effects of injection or 
chamber pressures on SOl time were investigated, while the injection duration was set 
constant to I .Sms. Following the processing of the acquired images, it was decided 
that the start of injection for both nozzles is O.6ms after the electronic start of 
injection. More specifically, the delay of the needle-opening event, as we ll as the time 
needed for the liquid to fill the sac volume and start ex iting the holes, is found to be 
O.6ms. Injection and chamber pressures effects on the SOl time are negl igibl e. The 
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actual differences between 80 and 120bar injection pressures and 1-12bar chamber 
pressures is of the order of 0.05ms; thus varying from 0.58-0 .63ms. In Figure 4.17, an 
example of the first visible liquid exiting the holes is illustrated, for two injection 
pressures (Figure 4.17a and b) and chamber pressures (top row: Ibar and bottom row: 
12bar). 
a 
Figure 4.17: Start of injection identification for the 5+1central holes nozzle at (a). SObar and (b). 
120bar injection pressures. (Image resolution: 12S0xl024; spatial resolution: 
O.003xO.006Smm/pixel). 
The second injector investigated, a 12-hole patterned nozzle, produced similar results. 
As illustrated in Figure 4.18, with defined SOl at 0.6ms, injection pressure affects 
marginally the needle opening delay. In the case of 0.05ms after SOl (top row of 
Figure 4.18) and 120bar injection pressure, liquid is not clearly visible at the hole ex it, 
while this is not the case for 80bar. Bottom row of Figure 4.18 illustrates image 
taken at O.lms ASOl , and at that time liquid fuel exiting the nozzle is clearly visibl e. 
Illustrated images at Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18 are not of the same magnification. 
Based on this fact and judging upon the most accurate Image. 0.6111S is set as the 
global SOl for all multi-hole nozzles. 
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a b 
Figure 4.18: Effect of injection pressure on SOl time for a 10 (12-2) + 1 central holes nozzle. (a). 
80 and (b). 120bar. (Image resolution: 640x512; spatial resolution: 
O.025xO.039mm/pixel). 
High-pressure spray development 
The initial stages of spray development present a highly transient behaviour. The time 
taken by the in-hole flow to develop fully and produce atomised spray is visible on 
the spray itself. As soon as the first liquid droplets emerge from the nozzle holes, the 
spray is not atomised, as illustrated in Figure 4.20. It takes something less than 0.1 ms 
for the injector to produce fully atomised spray, as it is presented in the forth image of 
the sequence presented in Figure 4.20. In the first , second and third images of the 
same sequence, one could assume that each fuel jet probably consists of pure, non-
atomised liquid and this absence of liquid droplets limits considerably the Mie-
scattered light intensity. 
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Internal nozzle flow is mainly determined by the pressure drop at the needle seat area 
and the entrance to the injection holes. For the particular inj ector des ign investigated 
here, the needle seat pressure drop can be substantial relative to the rail pressure, as 
shown in Figure 4.19. This is reflected in the spray velocity and the resulting droplet 
size during the transient phase of the needle opening and closing events. During that 
period, droplet velocities are much smaller than in the main inj ection phase and 
droplet diameters significantly larger. Also, even at fully developed spray where the 
needle has stabilised, the actual injection pressure is about 90% of the rail pressure, 
according to simulation results carried out by the CFD branch of the research group 
[24, 38]. Furthermore, this is supported from the shape of the first liquid exiting the 
holes, which could be compared to a mushroom's head. This mushroom-shaped jet is 
interpreted as low tip-velocity that is forced to that deformation from the following 
liquid, which features increased velocity. The higher velocity liquid masses that 
follow displace the slow-moving tip, and are responsible for the mushroom-shaped 
liquid jet. The aforementioned mechanism does not change with increasing inj ection 
pressure, although it becomes more evident with increasing chamber pressure. 
Figure 4.20: Sequential images of the initial spray development of 5+ I central holes inj ector. 
(Image resolution: 1280xl024; spati a l resolution: 0.003xO.0068mm/pixel). 
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According to the fourth image of the sequence presented in Figure 4.20, it is evident 
that the primary break-up of the spray would happen at around O.lms ASOI and at a 
distance of 1-2.5mm from the nozzle tip, according to injection and chamber 
pressures (see section 4.6 for details). Images focusing on a wider viewing window of 
15x20mm present a satisfactory overview of the initial spray behaviour, as illustrated 
in Figure 4.2l. Observation of the four images presented and more specifically, the 
shape development of an individual jet, shows that the spray could be characterised as 
fully developed only at 0.12-0.14ms ASOI and later. At these time ASOI, a single jet 
has sufficiently widened its angle, which means that internal nozzle flow has fully 
stabilised and cavitation-generated atomisation is at maximum levels. The small 
droplets produced following the primary break-up have decreased fuel mass , thus 
their velocity reduces rapidly. As a result, these small-sized droplets are vulnerable to 
ambient air motion and they are drifted away from the main jet by spray-induced air-
entrainment. 
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Figure 4.21: First stages of fully developed spray for the 5+ 1 central holes nozzle. (Image 
resolution: 640x512; spatial resolution: O.035xO.035mm/pixel). 
The mechanism of air-entrainment is best illustrated in Figure 4.22 , where an image 
of a fully developed spray is presented. The constant vo lume chamber suppresses any 
air motion since there is not any cross-flow during the injection event. Nevertheless. 
h . , t ' 'n the eve that is induced by the hi gh-pressure spray. The air- fuel t ere IS air rno IOn I ｾ＠
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spray interface is subjected to significant shear force s and this is the cause of 
recirculation zones generation. These vortices, as illustrated in Figure 4.22 , become 
wider, as distance form nozzle tip increases, and form a fishbone structure due to the 
dispersion of slow-moving light droplets. 
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Figure 4.22: Example of air-entrainment in a 5+1 central holes injector spray. 
Taking further the observations on the individual jet angle, a comparison between a 6-
and a 12-hole injector spray reveals useful information on the effect of internal nozzle 
geometry to the injected spray. Based on certain know-how obtained from extended 
investigations on diesel sprays, it is well established that the ratio of the hole-length 
over the hole-diameter (LID) is responsible for the final shape of the jet produced. In 
principle, large values of LID produce thin jets featuring a relatively small jet cone 
angle and a long liquid core length. On the contrary, jets produced by lower LID 
values exhibit a large jet cone angle and the liquid core length is shorter, contributing, 
in principal, in quick and efficient evaporation of the fuel droplets [9 , 27, 35] . Among 
all investigated nozzles a comparison between nozzles of different LID value is 
possible. One of the 6-hole nozzles (five plus one central holes) features an LID va lue 
of 2.14, while the 12-hole nozzle (ten plus one central holes) has a reduced hol e 
diameter and the resulting LID ratio is 3. As illustrated in Figure 4.23a, the 6-hol e 
nozzle produces a jet cone angle of 15°. This value does not change with inj ection 
pressure , but it grows larger Ｈ ｾ ＱＸ ﾰ Ｉ Ｌ＠ as expected, with increasing chamber pressure. 
The effect of chamber pressure on the jet cone angle is due to the increased drag 
applied on single droplets and results in large ve loc ity losses . Furthennore. ill Figure 
1-+8 
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4.23b, similar operating conditions for the twelve-hole 1 1 0 0 nozz e, resu t III a Jet cone 
angle of maximum 10°. The aforementioned results support d of h 1 an ven y t ea ready 
established connection of the geometrical L/D ratio to the It d h resu e spray s ape that 
derived from investigations on diesel multi-hole injectors . 
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Figure 4.23: Comparison of the individual jet cone angle for (a). 6- and (b). 12-hole nozzles. Top 
row is atmospheric and bottom row is higher chamber pressure. (Image resolution: 
(a,b) 640x512; spatial resolution: (a) O.l1xO.l08mm/pixel, (b) O.096xO.l08mm/p). 
In general, spray propagation and atomisation mechanisms related to gasoline multi-
hole injectors are in tight bonds with diesel multi-hole injectors and the physical 
phenomena behind these mechanisms are almost identical. Small differentiations 
appear that are closely related to the needed geometry changes. For instance, a 
gasoline multi-hole spray features a maximum overall spray cone angle of around 90°, 
value much smaller compared to diesel sprays. In addition to that, given the operating 
cycle differences between diesel and gasoline engines , one would never expect a 
central injection hole in a diesel inj ector. On the contrary, gaso line nozz les feature 
central holes for achieving better homogenisation of the air/fuel mixture in the 
cylinder. Central injection holes are positioned in the middle of the nozz le' s sac 
1-.+9 
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volume and their existence disturbs the almost stagnant fl th I h . ow at ru es t at regIOn of 
the nozzle. Based on results presented in Chapter 3 regardl' th ' I ng e mtema nozzle flow , 
it is evident that central jets are more likely to present unst bl h h a e s apes t an any other 
side jet. This theory is also strengthened by the fact that c t· I " . h 1 en ra mjection 0 es are 
most likely utilised when there are blocked side holes Th ' b h ' h b 
. IS e avIOur as een 
verified in certain experiments, and examples of central jet instability are illustrated in 
Figure 4.24. 
11- t 1111  
Figure 4.24 : Comparison of images of central jet shape of a 5+ 1 central holes injector taken at 
identical conditions but on two different imaging planes. (Image resolution: 
640x512; spatial resolution: O.046xO.046mm/pixel). 
Left hand column in Figure 4 .24 illustrates images where the mi ssing injection hole 
does not lie on the imaging plane. On the contrary , at right hand column images, the 
injector has been rotated and the blocked side hole li es on the imaging plane. Initially, 
an important observation is related to the tip penetration length of the central jet, 
which appears larger than all side jets. This behav iour is expected. since central 
inj ection holes are not positioned at an angle, relati\ 'e to the injector' ｾ＠ ax i - of 
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symmetry, and droplet velocities are expected higher than any side injection holes . 
Extraction of quantitative results from spray images , are presented in Figure 4.25 , and 
confirm the longer penetration lengths of the central spray tip relative to the side jets . 
Apart from the long penetration length, images at left hand column, present the 
central jet almost symmetrically shaped around the injector axis (red line). The same 
observation cannot be verified from the right hand column images , where the central 
jet is imaged from a different angle. It appears to lean towards the side where the 
blocked injection hole is positioned. This behaviour is believed to be due to a 
combination of the non-symmetrical in-nozzle flow , imposed by the missing hole , the 
non-stable in-hole flow conditions, imposed by the weak flow field in the middle of 
the sac volume and the dynamics of the spray itself, where air-entrainment to the 
central jet is enhanced unilaterally. 
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Figure 4.25: Spray tip penetration lengths of central and side jets as calculated from Mie images 
at (a). 80bar and (b). 120bar injection pressures. 
Effect of injection pressure 
Multi-hole nozzles operate in a wide range of injection pressures, starting from the 
lowest acceptable value of 60bar and increasing to 120bar, or even 200bar in some 
cases. The lower limit in injection pressure is defined from the desired atomisation 
quality and not any operating limitations. The major effect of injection pressure on 
high-pressure fuel sprays has always been connected to liquid atomisation. The higher 
the injection pressure the better and more effective the spray atomisation. Fi gure 4 .26 
illustrates images taken at identical conditions at four different inj ection pressures. 
Although the advantages , in terms of atomisation, of 120b inj ection pressure relati ve 
to 40b are crystal clear, the same rule does not apply when increas ing the pres ure 
I .h II ,'tat1' 11 0 110zz lc. utili ses from 120b to 200b . The multi-hole nozz e, as a LLI y ca \ 1 c 
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cavitation as an atomisation mechanism According to results d . . 
. presente III prevlOU 
chapters, fully developed in-hole cavitation has been observed at conditions 
corresponding to injection pressures lower than 120b. Based on these observations, it 
is concluded that there is a limit in injection pressures , in terms of atomisation 
enhancement; values higher than this limit contribute minimum or limited advantages 
when compared to the simultaneous higher energy consumption of the high-pressure 
pump. 
Figure 4.26: Effect of injection pressure on spray atomisation. 
Finally, another effect of injection pressure on spray development is the increase of 
spray tip penetration length with increasing injection pressure. Pressures of 
80,100,120 and 200bar appear to affect the distance between the spray tip and the 
nozzle, when injecting at similar chamber pressures. This behaviour is based on the 
increased droplet velocities initiated by high injection pressures and it could be seen 
as a possible way of controlling the spray tip penetration length. The ability to control 
penetration lengths of gasoline high-pressure sprays is of great importance, since in 
gasoline Dr engines any wall impingement of the fuel spray results in increased 
exhaust gas emissions. A visual representation of the effect of injection pressure on 
spray tip penetration length is illustrated in Figure 4.27 through Figure 4.28. 
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Figure 4.27: Time-dependent comparison of a 10 (12-2) + 1 central holes spray injected at 
injection pressures of (a). 80 and (b). 120bar. (Image resolution: 640x512; spatia l 
resolution: 0.094xO.l 07mm/pixel) 
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Figure 4.28: Time-dependent comparison of a 6-hole spray inj ected at inj ection pressures of (a ). 
120 and (b). 200bar. (Image r eso lution : 640x512: spatial resolution : 
0.11 xO.l 08mm/pixel) 
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Following certain post-processing applied in the above-presented imaaes sets of b , 
graphs (Figure 4.29 and 30) have been created, presenting tip penetration values for 
all nozzles tested. 
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Figure 4.29: Effect of injection pressure on (a). side and (b). central jet tip penetration lengths fo r 
5+ lcentral holes (top row) and 10 (12-2) + 1 central holes (bottom row) nozzles. 
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Figure 4.30: Effect of inj ection p ressure on spray tip penetration lengths fo r (a). 6-hole 
symmetri c and (b). 6-hole asy mmetr ic injectors. 
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The above summary of spray tip penetration lengths for all tested multi-hole nozzle 
configurations demonstrates that, within the measured ranges, injection pressure 
marginally affects the distance the high-pressure spray would travel. For example, at 
0.6ms ASOI, when the spray is fully developed, the increase in injection pressure 
from 80 to 120bar lead to increased spray tip penetration of up to 16% and 8% for the 
5 + 1 central holes and the 10 + 1 central holes injectors , respectively. The latter 
suggests that spray tip penetration of the 10 + 1 central holes injector is less affected 
by injection pressure than the one of 5 + 1 central holes . It is also evident from Figure 
4.29 that the overall spray tip penetration of the 10 + 1 central holes injector is less 
than the one of 5 + 1 central holes injector by up to 15% (data corresponding to side 
jets), suggesting that better atomisation and faster evaporation are achieved with the 
10 + 1 central holes nozzle. 
Effect of chamber pressure 
The effect of ambient chamber pressure on spray development is remarkable and 
straightforward. Effectively, increased chamber pressure is translated into higher gas 
density, which is what spray droplets sense. More specifically, as droplets emerge 
from the nozzle holes they face a considerably dense (depends on chamber pressure 
value) gaseous medium that causes droplets to rapidly reduce their velocity. The 
sudden spray velocity reduction possibly leads to droplet coalescence, which , in tum, 
could result in formation of large diameter droplets. Furthermore, individual jets 
become compact in size, spray tip penetration is reduced remarkably and air-
entrainment lies at minimum levels. Figure 4.31 and Figure 4.32 illustrate an 
overview of chamber pressure effect on sprays from two different multi-hole nozzles. 
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Figure 4.31: Effect of chamber pressure on a 6-hole nozzle ｳｰｲ｡ｾ ﾷ Ｎ＠ (a). 1 bar and (b). 12bar. 
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Figure 4.32: Effect of chamber pressure on a 10 (12-2) + 1 central hole nozzle spray. (a). Ibar and 
(b).6bar. 
Apart from the individual jets shape, chamber pressure also affects spray tip 
penetration length. As mentioned above, droplet velocity losses lead to reduced spray 
tip penetration lengths. This reduction is strongly related to the applied chamber 
pressure, as illustrated in the following graphs (Figure 4.33 and Figure 4.34). In 
general, results show that spray tip penetration at elevated chamber pressures 
decreases progressively with time ASOL More specifically, at 0.2ms ASOI, the 
reduction in penetration length is of the order of 2 to 5% and increases to around 24% 
and 30% at 0.6ms and l.lms ASOI, respectively, as chamber pressure increases from 
atmospheric to 6bar (Figure 4.33). Further increase in chamber pressure to 12bar 
results in a reduction of spray tip penetration of 50%, at 0.6ms ASOI (Figure 4.34). 
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Figure 4.33: Effect of chamber pressure on spray tip penetration length at 120bar injection 
pressure for (a). 6-hole asymmetric and (b). 10 (12-2) + 1 central holes nozzles. 
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Figure 4.34: Effect of chamber pressure on spray tip penetration length at 200bar injection 
pressure for the 6-hole symmetric nozzle. 
Multi-hole gasoline injectors have been released in order to replace the first 
generation injectors, known as swirl pressure atomisers. The latter present a main 
disadvantage related to the spray shape stability. Investigations carried out by a 
number of research groups worldwide, showed that spray shapes from swirl pressure 
atomisers are a function of chamber pressure. More specifically, injection at chamber 
pressures higher than atmospheric results in a reduction of the overall spray cone 
angle. This reduction is remarkable and effectively spray shape collapses. Similar 
changes in basic spray shape characteristics create difficulties in engme 
manufacturers, due to the imposed complexity in engine design and management. The 
position of the high-pressure injector in an engine's combustion chamber is carefully 
selected and defines basic engine design features, such as piston-crown shape 
(cavity/flat) and spark-plug position. In the unfortunate situation where spray shape is 
a function of chamber pressure and in-cylinder flow field in general; it is evident that 
stable engine operation cannot be achieved. 
Multi-hole injectors have been introduced in order to overcome the spray shape 
dependence of the swirl pressure atomisers on chamber pressure. Thus, the critical 
spray characteristic is the overall spray cone angle , which, in multi-hole nozzles , is 
defined during manufacturing by the relative angle between the injection hole axi s 
and the injector axis of symmetry. The majority of all investigated nozzles, in the 
present work, featured a nominal overall spray cone angle of 90°. Following 
experiments at different injection and chamber pressures , it has been reveal ed that 
overall spray cone angle remains unaffected. Even in cases where the measured cone 
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angle appeared smaller than the nominal value, it remained at the same levels. 
Chamber pressure mainly affects individual jets, the alteration In spray shape 
characteristics is marginal though and therefore global spray shape remains 
unchanged, as illustrated in Figure 4.35. 
a b 
Figure 4.35: Comparison of overall spray cone angle between (a). lbar and (b). 8bar chamber 
pressures, for an injection pressure of 80bar. 
The measured overall spray cone angle values for two representative multi-hole 
nozzles under all tested conditions are presented in Table 4-4. The results show that 
the overall spray cone angles of all multi-hole nozzle designs investigated present 
significant stability against chamber pressure changes, with a maximum deviation of 
about 3.5% that can partly be attributed to uncertainties induced by processing. 
6 holes 
Injection pressure 
I 
Chamber pressure [bar] 
[bar] 1 I 8 I 12 
120 
I 
79 ±1 
I 
81 ±1 
I 
81 ±2 
200 80 ±1 81 ±1 80 ±2 
10(12-2)+1 central holes 
Injection pressure Chamber pressure [bar] 
[bar] 1 4 8 
80 85 +1 86 ±2 88 ±2.5 
100 85 +1 86 ±2 86 ±2 
120 84 +1 82 ±1 84 ±2 
Table 4-4: Overall spray cone angle for two multi-hole nozzles. 
Effect of ambient chamber temperature 
Stratified engine operation is achieved only by late fuel injection in the compression 
stroke. A small quantity of fuel that is capable of deli vering a combustible air/fue l 
mixture around the spark-plug vicinity is needed. Apart from the importan t spray 
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shape stability under high chamber pressures, spray shape repeatability is required 
under increased chamber ambient temperature conditions . During the first stages of 
the compression stroke, cylinder pressure is very close to atmospheric values and 
temperature is only increased by a maximum of 15° -20°, a difference that is caused by 
heat exchange between the inducted air and the induction manifold walls . At later 
stages of the compression stroke, cylinder pressure and temperature start increasing 
exponentially before maximum values are reached at piston 's top dead centre. Hence, 
it should be considered as a fact that the majority of late injection events occur at 
temperatures higher than 40°-50° . In an attempt to simulate realistic engine operating 
conditions in a constant volume chamber, a high-energy heater is utilised and resulted 
chamber temperatures could reach a maximum value of 120°. Following the extended 
spray investigations at temperatures of 40°-50°, it was decided to visualise multi-hole 
sprays under elevated temperature conditions of 90° and 120°. The latter value was 
selected to be above the boiling point ofisooctane (102°-105° @ lbar) for evaporating 
conditions to be simulated. Since the Mie scattering technique is based on scattered 
light by liquid droplets only the remained non-yet-vaporised spray could be captured. 
Hence, the results could not be compared unless a combination of a direct comparison 
of more than one condition is realised. More specifically, assuming that the base spray 
image for characterising evaporation would be at the lowest available temperature, the 
combination of images taken at the base and a higher temperature would provide 
important qualitative information on the relative percentage of liquid already 
vaporised (Figure 4.36). 
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Figure 4.36 : Schematic representation of the processing procedure. 
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Figure 4.37 and Figure 4.38 illustrate the temperature effect on spray droplet 
vaporisation for a 10(12-2) + 1 central holes and a 6-holes asymmetric nozzles for 
sprays injected at 80bar into atmospheric chamber pressure. Similar data exist for a 
higher injection pressure of 120bar, although the results are very similar to the ones 
presented below. This is probably due to minor improvements in atomisation and 
effectively vaporisation that is difficult to be captured by a visualisation experiment. 
A more specific analysis on the images illustrated below, would conclude that the 
contribution of 90°C in spray vaporisation relative to 50°C is according to 
expectations. Ninety degrees Celsius is lower than the boiling point of isooctane, 
however small amounts of liquid are expected to vaporise during the main injection 
event and this would most likely happen at the edges of the individual fuel spray jets. 
As illustrated in Figure 4.37a and Figure 4.38a, the vaporised liquid is effectively a 
contour of the high-pressure fuel jets at 50°. This behaviour would not change 
considerably as time ASOI increases, although an increase in probability of vaporised 
fuel is visible at the spray tips. 
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Figure 4.37: Temperature effect on droplet vaporisation for the 10 (12-2) + 1 central holes nozzle 
at two times after SOl (top row: O.4ms and bottom row: 0.9ms ASOI) expressed as 
probability density function for temperatures (a). 50° to 90° and (b). 50° to 120°. 
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Figure 4.38: Temperature effect on droplet vaporisation for the 6-hole asymmetric nozzle at two 
times after sal (top row: O.4ms and bottom row: 0.9ms ASOI) expressed as 
probability density function for temperatures (a). 50° to 90° and (b). 50° to 120°. 
Finally, as chamber temperature increases to values higher than 105° (boiling point of 
isooctane) the reduction in the visualised spray quantity is evident. Carefu l 
observation of Figure 4.37b and Figure 4.38b would show that in the case of injection 
into a chamber of 120°C the impact on fuel vaporisation is enormous even at early 
times of injection. The maximum spray tip penetration length is reached at OAms 
ASOI, at all tested injection pressures. The reason lies on the fact that vaporisation 
rates are high enough to vaporise a considerable amount of liquid in short time scales. 
Furthennore, an important differentiation of the 12- and 6-hole injectors has been 
revealed. The thin jets produced by 12-hole nozzles fea ture better vaporisation 
potential compared to their 6-hole counterparts. More specifically, the increased fuel 
mass distribution achieved by a 12-hole nozzle presents higher evaporation rates than 
any other nozzle tested. 
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Double-injection performance of multi-hole injectors 
Double injection strategy has proved to be an effective way of minimising engine ' s 
and catalyst warm-up time [17, 34, 74J , a period during which , the emissions are at 
highest levels. In addition to that, double injection efficiently contributes in the 
formation 0 a combustible air/fuel mixture around the spark-plug electrode. Division 
of the total injection duration into two parts, results in reduced spray tip penetration 
for both injection events, thus fuel impingement on cylinder walls and piston crown is 
avoided. According to engine's load requirements different timing of the two injection 
events is instructed. More specifically, homogeneous stoichiometric mixture is 
achieved by placing the first injection event during the induction stroke and the 
second during early compression stroke stages. Furthermore, a common strategy for 
creating stratified overall lean, in fuel , mixture instructs placing of the first injection 
early in the compression stroke followed by the second injection event shortly after. 
The aforementioned details on engine management developments immediately set the 
requirements for fuel injection equipment as far as the delay time between the two 
injection events are concerned. This delay time is often referred to as the "dwell time" 
and it could vary from a minimum of O.lms to two or so milliseconds. The definitions 
of all double injection related values are illustrated in Figure 4.39. 
Volt ge 
Dwell time 
1 st injection 2nd injection 
Injection 
pulse 
Time 
Figure 4.39: Definitions of injection duration and "Dwell time" in double injection. 
Still spray imaging revealed that during both injection events spray behaviour i 
identical to the single injection spray propagation. The start of injection (SOl) for the 
first inj ection event is found to be O.6ms, while for the second injection thi 
highly dependent on the dwell time. More specifically, multi-hole injector 
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coil-driven, feature a certain needle closing delay time, which has been identified to 
be around 0.3ms. In the unfortunate event where the dwell time is of the order of the 
closing delay time (0.3-0 .Sms) the behaviour of the second injection changes 
dramatically. On the other hand, dwell times greater than O.Sms secure normal 
development of the second injection event, as presented in previous paragraphs. 
High-speed spray imaging recorded a pre-spray of very short duration that is 
chronologically located prior to the second injection event, when dwell times are in 
the 0.3-0.Sms time window. This behaviour is due to short dwell time settings that do 
not leave the required "relaxing" time for the needle and the driving coil to recharge. 
Furthermore, injection pressure significantly affects the start of second injection. A 
representative sequence of images is illustrated in Figure 4.40. 
1.06Sms ASOI 1.130ms ASOI 1.16Sms ASOI 
SOb 120b SOb 120b 80b 120b 
1.198ms ASOI 1.332ms ASOI 1.390ms ASOI 
SOb 120b SOb 120b SOb 120b 
Figure 4.40: Double injection with symmetric duration pulses of lms injection duration and 
0.3ms dwell time. Time sequence of high-speed images acquired during the dwell 
time period. 
In the first Image of the above sequence, the first injection event has just finished . 
Around 0.07ms later (image 2) , while the dwell time is set to 0.3ms, pre-spray come 
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out of the nozzle for almost another O.17ms (second to fifth images). Fifth and sixth 
images illustrate the start of the second injection event. Apart from the pre-spray that 
is visible in the above time-sequenced images, the emergence of the second injection 
has occurred sooner (fifth image) in the case of 120bar injection pressure. This is 
believed to happen due to the fact that the required time has not been given to the 
needle to be kept closed, and as a result, the higher injection pressure contributes in a 
fast needle-opening event. This abnormality disappears when dwell times are greater 
than O.Sms. 
Finally, high-speed imaging proved to be a useful tool in multi-hole injectors spray 
characterisation, since it revealed an important effect of injection duration on injector 
behaviour. According to captured images, injection durations shorter than O.9ms are 
highly dependent on injection pressure. More specifically, an injection duration 
setting of O.7ms produces the expected spray pattern at 80bar injection pressure, but 
as injection pressure rises at values greater than lOObar, the resulted spray is 
significantly affected; due to the increased pressure applied on the needle, the latter 
requires more time to open at full lift. 
O.13ms ASOI O.20ms ASOI 
0 0 
()I til 
.... .. 
0 0 
.... ..... 
til til 
I\) I\) 
0 0 
1.Sms O.9ms O.7Sms 1.Sms O.9ms O.7Sms 
Injection duration Injection duration 
O.26ms ASOI O.4ms ASOI 
0 0 
()I til 
.. .. 
0 0 
.. ..... 
()I til 
I\) I\) 
0 0 
1.Sms O.9ms O.7Sms 1.Sms O.9ms O.7Sms 
Injection duration Injection duration 
Figure 4.41: Time-dependent comparison of different injection durations at 120bar injection 
pressure. 
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Figure 4.41 illustrates a time-dependent comparison of three different injection 
durations at 120bar injection pressure. All the images share the same time-base and 
the difference in spray propagation is visible from the third image onwards. At this 
time, O.26ms ASOI, in the case ofO.75ms injection duration (most-right frame in each 
image) the spray starts fading out and finally it disappears. This behaviour is the result 
of the needle not opening at full lift and closing before the designated time due to the 
short duration injection pulse coupled with the increased injection pressure of 120bar. 
Such behaviour is not visible at injection pressures lower than 120bar. 
4.5.2 Phase - Doppler anemometry 
Still and high-speed spray imaging is a useful tool widely used in the initial stages of 
a spray characterisation experiment. It provides global spray development details and 
important qualitative information on several parameters affecting a high-pressure fuel 
spray. Nevertheless, quantitative droplet information is essential in completing a spray 
characterisation investigation. Droplet velocity fields and size distribution information 
as well as their behaviour under various thermodynamic ambient chamber conditions 
would conclude whether multi-hole injectors are promising fuel injection equipment 
candidates. 
Three of the multi-hole nozzle designs, described in previous chapters, have been 
tested thoroughly in a constant volume chamber. Droplet velocity and size distribution 
data have been acquired using a two-dimensional phase - Doppler anemometry 
system. Single injection experimental conditions for all tested nozzles are presented in 
Table 4-5 through Table 4-7 and double injection test cases for two of the nozzles in 
Table 4-8. 
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6 holes 
Injection Chamber Injection Ambient 
Pressure Pressure Duration Temperature Measurement 
Pinj. [bar] Pback [bar] t inj. [ms] [OC] Plane 
120 1 / 12 1.5 -25 2, 10 and 30mm from the 
200 1 / 12 1.5 -25 nozzle exit. 
.. Table 4-5: Test conditIons for the 6-hole symmetrIc nozzle. 
6 holes - Asymmetric 
Injection Chamber Injection Ambient Measurement Pressure Pressure Duration Temperature Plane Pinj. [bar] Pback [bar] t inj . [ms] [OC] 
80 1 1.5 / 2.5 / 3.5 -50 
120 1 1.5 / 2.5 / 3.5 -50 
80 1/3/6 0.7/1.5 -90 2.5 and 1 Omm from the 
120 1 /3/6 0.7/1.5 -90 nozzle exit. 
80 1 /3/6 0.7/1.5 -115 
120 1 1.5 -115 
Table 4-6: Test conditions for the 6-hole - Asymmetric nozzle. 
10(12-2) + 1 central holes 
Injection Chamber Injection Ambient Measurement 
Pressure Pressure Duration Temperature Plane 
Pinj. [bar] Pback [bar] tinj. [ms] [OC] 
80 1 1.5 / 2.5 / 3.5 -50 
120 1 1.5 / 2.5 / 3.5 -50 2.5 and 1 Omm from the 
80 1 /3/6 1.5 -90 nozzle exit - side jet. 
120 1 /3/6 1.5 -90 
80 1 /3 1.5 -90 2.5 and 10mm from the 
120 1 /3 1.5 -90 nozzle exit - central jet. 
Table 4-7: Test conditions for the 12-hole symmetrIc nozzle. 
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6 holes - Asymmetric 
Injection Chamber Injection Ambient 
Pressure Pressure Duration Temp. Measurement 
Pinj. [bar] Pback [bar] t1-tdwell-t2 [m s] [OC] Plane 
80 1 1-0.3-1 
-50 
80 1 1-0.5-1 
-50 
80 1 1-1-1 
-50 2.5 and 1 Omm from the 
80 1 1-1-0.7 -50 nozzle exit - side jet. 
120 1 1-0.5-1 -50 
120 1 1-1-1 
-50 
80 1/3/6 1-0.3-1 -90 
80 1 /3/6 1-0.5-1 -90 2.5 and 1 Omm from the 
80 1/3/6 1-1-1 -90 nozzle exit - side jet. 
120 1/3/6 1-1-1 -90 
80 1 1-0.3-1 -115 
80 1 1-0.5-1 -115 2.5 and 1 Omm from the 
80 1 1-1-1 -115 nozzle exit - side jet. 
120 1 1-1-1 -115 
10(12-2) + 1 central holes 
Injection Chamber Injection Ambient 
Pressure Pressure Duration Temp. Measurement 
Pinj. [bar] Pback [bar] t1-tdwell-t2 [ms] [OC] Plane 
80 1 1-0.5-1 -50 
80 1 1-0.7 -1 -50 
80 1 1-1-1 -50 2.5 and 1 Omm from the 
80 1 2-1-2 -50 nozzle exit - side jet. 
120 1 1-0.5-1 -50 
120 1 1-1-1 -50 
Table 4-8: Double injection test cases for the 6-hole - Asymmetric and the 12-hole symmetric 
nozzles. 
Figure 4.42 illustrates the measurements grid for all PDA experiments and the 
definition of the resultant velocity vector. The selection of measurement planes was 
based on the primary and secondary droplet break-up lengths, which are believed to 
be less than 2.5mm and 10mm respectively. In addition to that, simultaneous 
acquisition of radial and axial velocity vectors of a single droplet, allowed the 
accurate calculation of the resultant velocity vector, including its direction angle 9 
that is linked to the overall spray cone angle. 
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Several Simultaneous 
points acquisition 
acquired of 
to cover radial , Vi . 
the full and axial , Ui, 
width of velocity 
the jet components 
Figure 4.42: PDA measurements grid and resultant velocity vector definition. 
Droplet velocity profiles 
Temporal and spatial velocity profiles are presented in this section, quantifying effects 
of injector operational parameters on droplet velocities . Temporal profiles present the 
variation in droplet velocities throughout the injection process at one measuring point 
that is located at the centre of the jet. Spatial velocity profiles present all measuring 
points located at a cross-section of the jet at certain time after start of injection that is 
representative of the main injection process. The effect of injection pressure in 12-
and 6-hole nozzles is illustrated in Figure 4.43 and Figure 4.44. The temporal 
variation of velocity profiles illustrated describe fully the injection process , with 
velocities increasing sharply during the needle opening period, they remain at their 
maximum value during the main injection event before velocities drop sharply to zero 
following the needle closing event. As expected, increasing injection pressure causes 
droplet velocities to rise. More specifically, an increase of 40bar (80-120bar) results 
in 30m/s ＨｾｬｏｏＭｾＱＳＰｭＯｳＩ＠ velocity rise at lOmm distance from the nozzle exit, while 
in the 6-hole nozzle, increasing injection pressure by 80bar (l 20-200bar) causes 
droplet velocities to increase by almost 60m/s Ｈｾ ＱＲＰ Ｍ Ｑ Ｘ Ｐ ｭＯ ｳ Ｉ Ｎ＠
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Figure 4.43: E,ffect of injection pressure on droplet velocities at 10mm from the nozzle exit for the 
10(12-2) + 1 central holes nozzle. Spatial representation at 0.9ms ASOI of (a) . 80b 
and (b). 120b. (c). Temporal velocity profiles for 1.5ms injection duration at Ibar 
chamber pressure at the centre point of the jet (r=10mm). 
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Figure 4.44: Effect of injection pressure on droplet velocities at lOmm from nozzle ex it for the 6-
hole symmetric nozzle. Spatial representation at O.9ms ASOI of (a). 120b and (b). 
200b. (c). Temporal velocity profiles for 1.5ms injection duration at 1 bar chamber 
pressure at the centre point of the jet (r=7mm). 
The spatial velocity distributions of Figure 4.43 and Figure 4.44 present ab olute 
droplet velocities vectors coloured according to the magnitude colour bar. The ｲ ･ ｾ ｵｬｴ＠
show a jet-like profile with peak velocity va lues at the centr of the jet. The effect of 
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injection pressure is clearly evident with higher velocities at hl'ghe " . r InjectIon pressure. 
as aforementioned. An interesting observation is related to the trajectory of all 
droplets across the jet, which is of similar angle and in accordance to the overall spray 
cone angle values extracted from spray visualisation images. 
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Figure 4.45: Effect of chamber pressure: (a). 10 (12-2) + 1 central holes nozzle at 10mm from 
nozzle exit at 80bar injection pressure and (b). 6-hole symmetric nozzle at 30mm 
from nozzle exit at 200bar injection pressure at the centre points of the jets (ra=10 
and rb=7mm). 
The effect of chamber pressure on droplet velocities, illustrated in Figure 4.4S , 
evidently leads to substantially reduced mean velocities at 6, as well as , 12bar 
chamber pressures. In the case of 6bar chamber pressure (Figure 4.4Sa) the reduction 
in the resultant velocities is up to SO% during the main part of the spray. Furthermore, 
at Figure 4.4Sb, where chamber pressure is increased from 1 to 12bar for a 6-hole 
nozzle, the reduction in droplet velocities is up to fourfold at 30mm distance from the 
nozzle exit. However, the droplet mean and RMS velocity values tend to be similar at 
all illustrated chamber pressures in the tail of the spray. It is also evident that the 
droplet arrival time at z=30mm has been delayed by O.Sms at the 12bar chamber 
pressure case (Figure 4.4Sb) , which matches with the reduction in spray tip 
penetration length estimated from the CCD images. The angle between a single jet 
and the injector 's axis, as calculated from the mean axial and radial velocities, is 
found to be 86 ± 2° for the 12-hole and 80 ± 2° for the 6-hole nozzles. This overall 
spray cone angle remains constant for all tested chamber pressures, demonstrating it 
independence from chamber pressure variations, in agreement with the pray 
visualisation results. It is useful to stress the importance of spray angle stability in 
spray-guided systems where successful ignition depends on precise deli very of the 
spray edge recirculation onto the spark plug gap at the time of ignition . 
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In real engine operating conditions, a single high-pressure inj ector is responsible for 
delivering stoichiometric or lean air/fuel mixture according to engines load 
requirements. More specifically, the injector is asked to operate at long injection 
durations to achieve stoichiometric mixtures, as well as short durati on in order to 
inject the minimum quantity of fuel required . This variation in inj ection durations 
should not affect the performance of the high-pressure inj ector in spray shape stability 
and atomisation quality. Experimental results from injection durations of 0.7 to 3.5ms 
showed that spray characteristics of multi-hole injectors remain unchanged as 
injection duration increases. On the other hand, the needle driving mechanism limits 
the minimum feasible injection duration to the lowest value of 0.9ms. 
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Figure 4.46: Effect of injection duration at 80bar injection pressure and 1 bar chamber pressure 
in (a). 6-hole asymmetric and (b). 10 (12-2) + 1 central holes nozzles. 
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Figure 4.47: Effect of injection pressure on the minimum injection duration of 0.7ms 
Figure 4.46a illustrates the mean and RMS velocity values of 0. 7 and 1.5ms injection 
durations at 80bar injection pressure. It is evident that O.7ms should be the shortest 
possible dill'ation, since by the time droplet veloc ities have reached their max imum 
values injection finishes. This is not the case for 120bar injec ti on pressure though, 
where higher injection pressure limits the need le acce leration during the opening 
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event. As a result, the needle does not open fully before it is asked to close again and 
spray repeatability is not acceptable (Figure 4.47). On the other hand, right-hand side 
of Figure 4.46 illustrates multi-hole injector performance at durations higher than 
1.5ms. As expected, there is not a significant effect on droplet velocities and the 
measured RMS values indicate that spray stability is not an issue at long injection 
durations . 
Ambient chamber temperature is expected to have minor effects on droplet velocities 
due to enhanced vaporisation of the spray at temperatures higher than 50°C. More 
specifically, droplets located at the outer spray perimeter are more likely to reduce 
their mass, due to smaller sizes and lower velocities that increase the travel time 
inside the high-temperature environment. Any possible momentum losses will occur 
in a distance further than IOmm from the nozzle exit, which is the main measuring 
location of the PDA experiments , because the time for evaporation is then sufficiently 
provided. 
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Figure 4.48: Effect of ambient chamber temperature on droplet velocities for a 6-hole 
asymmetric nozzle at 80bar injection pressure at lOmm from the nozzle exit. 
As illustrated in Figure 4.48, the temperature effect on spray droplet velociti es is 
minor as the presented velocity profiles for all measured ambient temperatures are 
highly unifOlm. 
Following the analysis of the majority of possible thenn odynamic conditions and 
injector operating parameters that characterise the operating environment of a high-
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pressure injector, the performance of multi-hole injectors m double-injection 
conditions will indicate whether second generation inj ectors are promising fuel 
injection equipment candidates. As presented in previous sections of this chapter 
(section 4.5.1) double injection in multi-hole injectors is highly dependent on the 
minimum feasible dwell time imposed by the needle driving mechanism. Initially, an 
example of triggering and needle response time for double injection is illustrated in 
Figure 4.49. 
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Figure 4.49: Double injection triggering and needle response time. 
The important characteristic of the above graph is pointed out with the green coloured 
arrows. The delay time for the needle-opening event in the first injection is somewhat 
longer than the equivalent time for the second injection event. The difference is not 
clearly visible in the above graph, however it is of the order of 0.1 ms. The importance 
of a shorter needle opening delay time between the two injections is insignificant, 
although the possible resulting longer injection duration of the second injection event 
is highly significant. The fast needle opening in the second injection causes the latter 
to have slightly longer duration compared to the first one even at fully symmetrical 
triggering pulses. In addition to that, the fast pick-up in velocities, initiated by the 
increased needle response, imposes a relative alteration on inj ected fuel quantity 
compared to the first injection event. 
In general , double injection does not present any significant change In droplet 
velocities compared to single injection. Figure 4.50 illustrates the effect of injection 
pressure at a distance of 2.5 mm from the nozzle exit, where the expected incrca ed 
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droplet ve locities are clearly visible. Furthennore, the effect of dwell time, previously 
presented in section 4.5. 1, has been quantified. According to data presented in Figure 
4.51 , short dwell times of 0.3-0.5ms produce a non-negligible spray, prior to the 
second inj ection event, with veloc ities varying from 60 to 80mls, while dwell times of 
lms do not produce a pre-spray. It is also evident that for all cases presented here, 
RMS and mean droplet veloci ty profi les of the first and second inj ection are quite 
similar. 
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Figure 4.50: Effect of inj ection pressure on double inj ection for a 6-hole asy mmet ric nozzle 
injecting at 1 ba r chamber pressure; values measured at 2.5mm from the nozzle ex it. 
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At 2.5mm from the nozzle exit thi s pre-spray is non-negligible and alters the veloci ty 
fields significantly. However, further downstream, at 10mm from the nozzle exit thi 
, 
pre-spray is totally disappeared. Of course it has not vaporised, but higher velocity 
droplets from the second injection event catch up the slower moving pre-spray 
droplets and mix together, causing a less steeper velocity pick-up for the second 
injection and therefore broadening the velocity profile. This effect is clearly vis ible in 
Figure 4.52, where velocities measured at 10mm from the nozzle exit are presented. 
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Figure 4.52: Double injection droplet velocities from a 6-hole nozzle at 80bar injection pressure 
and at 10mm from nozzle exit 
In addition to that the above figure also demonstrates the rather insignificant effect of 
ambient chamber temperature on double injection spray velocity fields. The slightly 
lower velocities, in the case of 115°C compared to 90°C, are possibly observed due to 
the increased vaporisation rates imposed by high temperatures that reduce the droplet 
mass, thus reducing droplet momentum. 
Finally, a direct comparIson between the 6- and the 12-hole nozzles clarifies 
important details on multi -hole injectors operating principles . There are two basic 
differences between the two investigated nozzles: the hole length over diameter ratio 
(LID) of the 10(12-2) + 1 central holes injector is larger, compared to the 6-hole 
asymmetric nozzle, and secondly, the latter feahlres six holes asymmen-ically 
positioned in the sac volume that is effectively translated into six non-identical jet. 
The lack of an axis of symmetry, in terms of spray shape, causes cenain disrupti on in 
intenlal nozzle flow that directly affect the emerging jets. More spec ifically. the angle 
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between the injector 's axis and each jet is not constant and it could va " fi I ry slgm lcant y. 
that variation in angle could be greater than 2°, a value measured for the 12-hole 
symmetric nozzle . In addition to that, individual jet shapes differ considerably and the 
lack of an axis of symmetry for each jet is due to the non-symmetric internal nozzle 
flow. The aforementioned divergence in a jet's angle is illustrated in Figure 4 .53 . 
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Figure 4.53: Effect of LID ratio on droplet velocities for 80bar injection pressure, 1 bar chamber 
pressure at (a). 2.5mm and (b). lOmm from the nozzle exit. 
Velocity fields measured at lOmm from the nozzle exit, as presented in Figure 4.53b, 
present a slight reduction for the 12-hole nozzle compared to the 6-hole one. This 
differentiation in droplet velocities, at a distance greater than 2mm from the nozzle 
exit, is believed to have its cause in smaller droplet sizes produced by the 12-hole 
nozzle . Better atomisation quality of the latter nozzle results in small droplets that 
loose their momentum quicker than slightly larger droplets , which are generated by a 
smaller LID ratio nozzle . Detailed analysis of the aforementioned effect can be found 
in the next paragraph, where droplet size distributions are presented. 
Droplet size distribution 
Following the observation previously mentioned concerning the size distribution of 6-
and 12-hole nozzles, the relative droplet size data are illustrated in Figure 4.54. From 
the two graphs presented for two distances from the nozzle exit, the Sauter mean 
diameter (SMD) values of the 6-hole injector are always larger than the 12-hole one. 
The same trend is gradually reflected on the mean diameter (AMD) values a the 
distance from the nozzle increases. Based on thi s fact , it is evident that droplet 
generated by large LID ratio nozzles, are more likely to loose tbeir momentum a they 
are exposed to ambient chamber conditions. Small SMD va lues denote the ex i ' tenee 
of sma ll vo lume droplets that fea ture inc reased extema l area , a combinati on that 
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enhances droplet evaporation. 
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Figure 4.54: Effect of LID ratio on droplet size distribution for 80bar injection and 1 bar chamber 
pressures at O.9ms ASOI at (a). 2.5mm and (b). lOmm from the nozzle exit. 
Increased chamber ambient temperature also enhances droplet evaporation. After a 
single droplet has travelled for a short time in high-temperature environment, its 
diameter is drastically reduced. The effect of ambient temperature on droplet sIze 
distribution is illustrated in Figure 4.55 . 
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Figure 4.55: Spatial representation of ambient chamber temperature effect on droplet size 
distribution for a 6-hole asymmetric injector at lOmm from the nozzle exit at O.9m 
ASOI. (a). 50°C, (b). 90°C, (c). l1Soe and (d). Al\ ID and Sl\ ID va lu es. 
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Increasing temperature from SO to 90°C does not seem to have a signifi cant effect on 
droplet sizes. Further increase though, causes a reduction of up to S/lm in AMD and 
10/-lm in SMD values , in the core of the jet, which correspond to a reduction of 38% 
and 33%, respectively. A significant observation that is linked to the previously 
mentioned fact of reduced droplet momentum is also verified according to Figure 
4.SSa, band c. From SO°C to 1 1 SoC and while droplet size decreases, droplet 
velocities seem to follow the same trend and their mean values are also decreased. 
In direct ｩｮｪ ｾ ｣ｴｩｯｮ＠ gasoline engines , increased chamber temperature is often coupled 
with elevated chamber pressures. Engine stratified operation is achieved by late 
injection of fuel during the compression stroke, where the in-cylinder pressure could 
vary from 3 to lSbar, for naturally aspirated engines and S-20bar for turbo-charged 
engines. In general, elevated chamber pressures cause the droplets to slow down, a 
more compact-sized spray is created and large droplet diameters are possibly formed 
due to droplet coalescence. The results of the aforementioned mechanism are visible 
at distances greater than 10mm from the nozzle exit. Figure 4.S6 presents size 
distribution for a 6-hole symmetric spray injected at 200bar at 30mm from the nozzle 
exit. The difference in droplet sizes , between atmospheric and 12bar chamber 
pressures, is clearly visible. 
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Figure 4.56: Effect of chamber pressure for a 6-hole inj ector at 30mm from the nozzle ex it 
injecting at 200bar. 
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Droplet sizing measurements are always referred to the complete injection event and 
neither spatial representation at certain time steps nor temporal variation graphs at a 
single point could secure a satisfactory description of the effect. An example i 
illustrated in Figure 4.57, where at lOmm from the nozzle exi t of a 12-hol e injector 
there are not any significant changes in droplet size distribution. Therefore. a better 
representation of the phenomenon is achieved, when the comparison is based on the 
number of droplets that crossed the measuring plane during the injection event, 
excluding only the tail of the spray. More specifically, a comparison of the nonnalised 
probability density function graph leads in more accurate conclusions. In Figure 
4.57b, the difference in droplet diameter between 1 and 6bar chamber pressures is 
found to be almost 55%. The spatial profile presented in the left-hand side of the same 
figure does not direct the reader to the same conclusion. 
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Figure 4.57: Effect of chamber pressure for a 10 (12-2) + 1 central holes injector at 10mm from 
the nozzle exit at 80bar injection pressure. (a). Spatial profile and (b). Normalised 
size distribution graph for the entire injection duration and the total jet cross-
section. 
Temporal sizing profiles could lead to similar misjudgement of the effect of injection 
duration on droplet sizes. Increased injection duration from 1.5 to 3.5ms does not 
affect the velocity profiles, however a slight increase in the AMD of the total number 
of droplets that crossed the measurement plane during the complete injection event i 
observed. According to Figure 4.58 , the confusion that is caused by the patial izing 
profile in terms of accurate estimation of the difference in droplet diameters is tota lly 
. l' d ' d ' t 'b t' n araph for the entire injection cleared when analysmg the n01111a Ise SIze IS n u 10 b 
duration . Increased droplet diameters are a p311icular characteristic of long injection 
J'I1J'ected fuel quantity in 3.5\11 ' i relatively durations for multi-hole inj ectors. The 
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large compared to 1.5ms duration, and atomisation mechani sms of the multi-hole 
nozzle are slightly disturbed. More specifically, air-entrainment in a multi-hole spray 
is highly dependent on the transient nature of the spray itself. The disturbances that 
the tip and the tail of the spray introduce to the chamber's bulk flow enhance air-
entrainment. In addition to that, droplets injected at later times may coalesce with 
those injected earlier due to the increased drag that the earlier injected droplets sense. 
Therefore, more time is available for possible droplet coalescence to take place when 
injection duration is long and droplet sizes rise significantly. 
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Figure 4.58: Effect of injection duration for a 10(12-2) + 1 central holes injector at 10mm from 
the nozzle exit at 80bar inj ection pressure. (a). Spatial sizing profile and (b). 
Normalised size distribution graph for the entire injection duration and the total jet 
cross-section. 
Multi-hole injectors operate over a wide range of injection pressures, and the final 
selection is usually based on the desired atomisation quality. Normal injection 
pressures for the first generation of multi-hole injectors are 80-120bar. A later 
released injector that features six holes could also operate at pressures higher than 
120bar; however there is a maximum injection pressure of 200bar that should not be 
exceeded. We know, however, that multi-hole injectors tested in F 1 engines have 
reached 500bar (but w ith a different pump!). Extended investigations of the effect of 
injection pressure on droplet size distribution have not entirely confirmed the myth 
that the higher the injection pressure the better the atomisation quality. More 
specifically, in a 10 (12-2) + 1 central holes injector an increase of injection pre urc 
from 80 to 120bar does not seem to improve atomisation. As illustrated in Figure 
4.59, at two distances from the nozzle exit (2.5 and 10mm) 80 and 120bar injection 
pressures effectively produce droplets of similar size. 
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Figure 4.59: Effect of injection pressure for a 10 (12-2) + 1 central holes injector at atmospheric 
chamber pressure. Top row: Spatial sizing profiles at 0.9ms ASOI at (a). 2.5mm and 
(b). lOmm from the nozzle exit. Bottom row: Normalised size distribution graphs for 
the entire injection duration and the total jet cross-section at (a) 2.5mm and (b) 
10mm from the nozzle exit. 
A further increase in injection pressure marginally affects droplet size distribution . In 
the case of a six-hole nozzle, atomisation improvements caused by an 80bar (120-
200bar) increase in injection pressure are rather small and disproportional to the extra 
amount of energy spent by the high-pressure pump to pressurise fuel to such high 
levels. More specifically, as illustrated in Figure 4.60, for a 65% increase in injection 
pressure (120-200bar) a maximum of 25% ＨｾＲＡｊｭＩ＠ is gained in AMD values. The 
same trend is also visible in the spatial droplet size profile at 10mm from the nozzle 
exit, where, although AMD values for 200bar injection pressure appear lower than 
120bar, such a minor gain in droplet sizes does not justify the energy cost for 
increased injection pressure. 
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Figure 4.60: Effect of injection pressure for a six-hole injector at atmospheric chamber pressure. 
(a). Spatial sizing profile at 10mm from the nozzle exit at O.9ms ASOI and (b). 
Normalised size distribution graph for the entire injection duration and the total jet 
cross-section. 
40 
Finally, the droplet size distribution of the spray at double injection does not show 
any significant changes relative to what has been mentioned so far. In fact both 
injection events follow the same trends, as presented in previous paragraphs. There is 
one extra operating parameter in the case of double injection that affects droplet size 
distribution in a predictable manner, and this is the dwell time. The previously 
analysed pre-spray that is formed during short dwell times , i.e. between the two 
injection events, consists mainly of large-sized droplets . The reason is simple and it 
comes from the mechanism that creates this pre-spray. This is the needle instability 
caused by short dwell times that forces the needle to open while it has not been shut 
completely. As a result, the needle does not open fully , thus creating a form of a pre-
spray that is characterised by large droplets , since atomisation mechanisms are not 
effective for needle lifts other than full lift. 
As illustrated in Figure 4.61 , in the interval between the two injection events (marked 
region) droplet sizes are larger than the sizes achieved during injection. The only 
difference is that in the case of 0.3ms dwell time (Figure 4.61 a) there is a pre-spray 
and the validated samples can be as many as 3,000. On the contrary, a dwell time of 
1 ms (Figure 4.61 b) does not produce a pre-spray and validated samples during that 
period may not exceed 500! The 500 samples come from liquid ligaments that ex it the 
injection holes after the needle has closed. At that time, all the liquid left in the ac 
volume emerges from the injection holes without any atomi sation due to the lack of 
upstream pressure and is captured by the PDA system as a few large droplets. 
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Figure 4.61: Effect of dwell time for a 6-hole asymmetric nozzle at 80bar injection pressure, at 
2.5mm from the nozzle exit. (a). Dwell time of O.3ms and (b). Dwell time of Ims. 
4.6 SUMMARY 
4,0 
Spray characterisation of gasoline high-pressure multi-hole injectors III a constant-
volume high-pressure/temperature chamber revealed important information on the 
performance of these second-generation injectors . The combination of Mie scattering 
visualisation and phase-Doppler anemometry experiments proved to be a powerful 
tool in this high-pressure spray investigation, Several multi-hole injector geometries 
have been tested and the effects of various operating parameters have been quantified. 
Complete understanding of high-pressure sprays behaviour in terms of stability and 
structure is essential for successful implementation of such injectors to advanced 
gasoline direct-injection engines. 
High magnification imaging revealed that the needle opening delay, after the injection 
pulse has been applied to the injector coil, is around O.6ms. For all tested injectors, the 
start of injection oscillates around the value of O.6ms after triggering, so it is set as a 
global start of injection for the second-generation coil-driven multi-hole inj ectors . The 
needle driving mechanism also limits the minimum feasible injection duration . As a 
result, durations shorter than O.9ms cannot be realised at all injection pressures due to 
the increased needle opening delay and the reduced needle opening acceleration. On 
the other hand, long inj ection durations result in a slight increase in the mean droplet 
diameters , Further spray imaging experiments demonstrated the air-entrainment 
mechanism in individual jets. High-pressure injection induces certain ambient airflow 
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patterns that could be summarised as pairs of counter-rotating vortices attached to 
surrounding individual spray jets. These vortices contribute to the widening of these 
single fuel jets that exhibit fishbone structures, which ultimately enhance air-
entrainment. In most of the cases, the aforementioned mechanism stabilises the shape 
of the side jets of a multi-hole nozzle. Nevertheless, the separation between side and 
central jets cannot be avoided. The existence of a central jet is almost associated with 
a blocked side hole for the positioning of the spark plug. Blocked side holes result in 
non-uniform internal nozzle flow that is closely linked to central jet instabilities. In 
general, central jets in multi-hole injectors do not exhibit high repeatability and are 
characterised by the highest droplet velocities of the nozzle with increased spray tip 
penetration lengths. 
The most important advantage of multi-hole injectors, relative to the first-generation 
swirl pressure atomisers, is the independence of the overall spray cone angle on 
chamber pressure. Increased chamber pressure alters significantly the spray 
development by confining sprays into compact jets and reducing their tip penetration, 
but the overall spray cone angle remains unaffected. More specifically, chamber 
pressures greater than 3bar result in reduced droplet velocities and increased size 
distributions. Furthermore, the spray cone angle is independent of injection pressure. 
Increasing injection pressures from 80 to 120 and to 200bar leads to higher spray 
droplet velocities but, interestingly enough, size distributions do not show the 
expected reduction. More specifically, an increase of injection pressure from 120 to 
200bar achieved a maximum reduction in the size of the injected droplets of 25%; a 
number that is rather low relative to the 80bar increase in injection pressure. A more 
drastic effect on droplet size is achieved with ambient chamber temperature. 
Increasing chamber temperatures from 50°C to 120°C resulted in a mean droplet 
diameter reduction of 35-40%. Furthermore, spray tip penetration lengths were 
reduced and a marginal reduction in droplet velocities was also observed. 
Following understanding from diesel injectors, an attempt was made to associate 
gasoline high-pressure spray behaviour with key parameters in multi-hole nozzle 
design. The most important design parameter in multi-hole nozzles is the ratio of the 
injection hole length to its diameter. In diesel nozzles, there is evidence that the LID 
ratio controls fuel atomisation and spray tip penetration length. The same trend has 
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been confirmed in gasoline multi-hole injectors. More specifically, a six-hole nozzle 
with an LID ratio of 2.14 produced jets with larger individual cone angle than a 12-
hole nozzle with an LID ratio of 4.28. The most important characteristic of nozzles 
with high LID ratios is their performance in atomisation that is reflected in the smaller 
droplet size distributions compared to lower LID ratio nozzles. Furthermore, reduced 
size droplets appear to decelerate fast enough so that the overall spray tip penetration 
length is reduced. In addition, the increased fuel mass distribution achieved by 12-
hole nozzles, results in quick and efficient evaporation at elevated chamber 
temperatures. 
Finally, the sprays from high-pressure multi-hole gasoline injectors have been 
completely characterised through experiments, which confirmed the ability of these 
injectors to operate in a multiple injection mode. Double injection does not seem to 
affect the aforementioned spray characteristics, unless dwell time settings violate the 
needle-driving coil performance. Following the collection of all vital information 
regarding multi-hole high-pressure sprays, it can be argued that the second-generation 
injectors are very promising fuel injection equipment candidates for future passenger 
car engines. By maintaining base injection pressures at the low energy level of 80 to 
l20bar and preferably selecting six and twelve holes nozzles, it is expected that 
engine tests will eventually demonstrate whether multi-hole injectors are capable of 
delivering consistently an ignitable airlfuel mixture around the spark plug under 
stratified overall lean mixture operating conditions, thus extending the efficiency and 
range of emerging direct-injection gasoline engines. 
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The in-cylinder flow and thennodynamic conditions exert a substantial influence on 
the spray structure [122], fuel atomisation and dispersion, air entrainment inside the 
fuel cloud and the subsequent fueVair mixing process. Interaction of the high-pressure 
spray with the in-cylinder airflow is an extremely transient process that detennines the 
spatial characteristics of the air/fuel mixture prior to ignition and, depending upon the 
injection strategy, its homogeneity or various levels of charge stratification. In 
general, the operation of the direct-injection spark-ignition engine is classified in three 
distinct modes: (i) homogeneous stoichiometric, (ii) homogeneous lean and (iii) 
stratified overall lean. The first mixture mode exploits the full potential of an internal 
combustion engine, by operating at full engine load. In addition to that, homogeneous 
stoichiometric operation is widely used in engine cold start, optimising wann-up 
periods and exhaust gas emissions. Furthennore, full engine power output is required 
at engine load transitions, i.e. during vehicle acceleration, forcing the engine to 
operate at the homogeneous stoichiometric mode featuring maximum air utilisation. 
Finally, this mode is the only one that allows the use of the existing technology 3-way 
catalysts for reduced exhaust gas emissions at all times. The homogeneous lean 
operation does not differ significantly from the aforementioned mode, since it requires 
homogeneous fuel distribution inside the engine cylinder, although the fuel quantity is 
kept at the minimum possible within the ignition limits for successful combustion. 
The second operating mode is widely used at medium engine loads, where maximum 
power output is not required and elementary fuel economy coupled with NOx trade-
off set the engine operating characteristics. Finally, for idle and low load engine 
operation where maximum fuel economy is the target, power output demands are very 
low. Stratified overall lean operation is achieved by injection of a relatively small fuel 
quantity in the vicinity of the spark plug electrodes, while the rest of the engine 
cylinder is filled with air or much leaner mixture. The charge is then highly stratified 
and combustion is maintained by the minimum possible fuel quantity. thus 
minimising fuel consumption and C02 emissions. The objectiye of charge 
stratification in the DISI engine is to operate the engine unthrottled at part load at an 
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overall air-fuel ratio that IS leaner than conventional lean-bum or homogeneous 
mixture engines. 
The aforementioned engine operating conditions are realised by distinct fuel injection 
strategies. Injection of fuel during the induction stroke aims at homogeneous 
stoichiometric operation. The increased fuel quantity required for full load operation 
should exhibit maximum air utilisation. In addition to that, the maximum possible 
time for effective fuel evaporation should be provided. These two conditions can only 
be realised when injecting early during the induction stroke, where in-cylinder flow 
fields are at maximum levels and the time to the ignition point is sufficient for fuel 
evaporation and mixing. Furthermore, homogeneous stoichiometric operation is also 
required at engine start up, where engine warm-up periods should be minimised, for 
exhaust gas emissions to be kept at minimum possible levels. It has been found [4, 17, 
26, 34, 74] that multiple injections during the induction stroke, or a combination of 
injections during induction and early compression strokes, contributes in quick and 
effective engine warm-up, minimising start-up emissions that cannot be avoided. 
Immediately, it becomes evident that injection timing is a crucial parameter 
determining the severity of wall wetting, the liquid fuel distribution and the degree of 
charge cooling, which affects the volumetric efficiency and knock sensitivity of the 
engme. 
On the other hand, air/fuel mixture stratification is realised by fuel injection during 
the compression stroke. The use of charge stratification near the spark plug in an 
overall lean mixture provides significant improvements in BSFC. This is achieved 
primarily through reduction of the throttling-associated pumping losses as well as the 
heat losses, the chemical dissociation from the lower cycle temperatures and by the 
increase of the specific heat ratio of the cycle. During the stratified mode operation, 
injection timing is an important parameter as the time available for evaporation and 
mixing is limited. In addition to that, the end of injection (EOI) timing should be 
carefully selected, since the fuel cloud should remain close to the spark plug and be 
vaporised as well. It should be noted that the second generation high-pressure 
gasoline injectors require approximately O.6ms to start injecting and O.3ms to seal fuel 
from exiting the nozzle, thus fuel will continue to enter the combustion chamber after 
the end of injection signal. 
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The inter-relationships of injector location, spray characteristics, combustion chamber 
geometry, injection timing and spark timing are quite complex and must be optimised 
for each system and each operating mode. Therefore, fuel liquid and vapour 
distributions, within a motored single cylinder DISI optical research engine, are 
investigated with the aid of planar Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) measurements 
over a range of different injection strategies aiming to gain insight of the trends of in-
cylinder mixture distribution phenomena. Following the investigations of spray 
characteristics of gasoline multi-hole injectors, two multi-hole nozzles have been 
selected for engine experiments; a 12-hole (10(12-2) + 1 central holes) and a six-hole 
nozzles featuring 90° and 40° overall spray cone angles, respectively. All injectors 
operate in a range of 60-120bar injection pressures. The selection of different spray 
cone angle nozzles is based on the fact that the single cylinder research engine 
features a cylinder bore of 73mm, a value that is expected to be small for a wide spray 
from 90° nozzles. 
5.1 OPTICAL ENGINE TEST RIG 
The study of fuel vapour distribution in an engine's cylinder is mainly performed with 
the use of well-established non-intrusive laser techniques in conjunction with pressure 
measurements and other advanced optical diagnostics. In utilising these techniques, 
either individually or simultaneously, advanced optical and electronic equipment has 
to be employed for the measurement, synchronisation and data processing procedures. 
Improved understanding of the fundamental operating principles of the various 
measuring equipment is vital for the successful outcome of these sophisticated 
experiments and the elimination of any systematic error sources. 
5.1.1 Research engine 
Due to the need to apply laser, as well as other optical techniques, in order to 
characterise the mixture distribution, research engines are expected to allow optical 
access into the cylinder throughout the whole engine cycle. The research engine 
employed throughout the research programme, incorporated a prototype five-valve 
cylinder head designed to allow close-spacing piston-guided operation combined with 
twin spark plugs; it was provided by Yamaha Motor Corporation as part of a 
collaboration contract. The innovative design of this engine is the centrally located 
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high-pressure injector and the twin spark plugs . The optical engine, as illustrated in 
Figure 5.1 , is a 250cc single cylinder engine featuring 73 mm bore times 59 .6mm 
stroke. The valvetrain is a fi ve-valve, double overhead camshafts system and the 
maximum speed is up to 3,000rpm. The cylinder ' s compression ratio is almost 10: 1 
(exact value is not given because the combustion chamber is hand-curved) . 
High-pressure 
injector 
Crankcase with enclosed 
geared oil-pump 
Spark plugs 
Full stroke 
optical liner 
Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of the key elements of the 5-valve, twin-spark ignition 
optical engine. 
The cylinder-head inlet ports generate in-cylinder low-tumble and variable swirl air 
motion. The latter is achieved by a second valve installed downstream the throttle 
valve, which is mainly not used in this investigation. This second valve is named 
Swirl Control Valve (SCV) and it controls the desired in-cylinder swirling motion. 
This valve, when closed, covers two-thirds (2/3) of the inlet port, which effectively 
blocks the flow of two inlet valves and directs the who le intake flow to the third va lve 
(Figure 5.2). In this way, maximum in-cylinder swirling flow is achieved. The angl 
of this valve is variable and controlled automatically; so it is possible to achieve any 
desired swirl ratio in the cylinder by varying the SCV angle. From thi s point forward 
the statement "SCV open" or "SCV90" means no swirl (va lve fully open), whi Ie 
"SCV closed" or "SCVO" means maximum in-cylinder sw irl (va lve clo ed), 
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Figure 5.2: Schematic diagram of the Swirl Control Valve operation. 
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The engine 's cylinder features a full stroke length optical quartz liner, an elongated 
Bowditch piston with flat shaped crown and a pent-roof style combustion chamber. 
The cylinder-head utilises a 5-valve configuration, 3 inlet valves and 2 exhaust valves . 
The injector is located centrally, with a Imm offset to the geometrical centre of the 
cylinder. In order to overcome known issues of cocking and inj ector deposits the 
initial closed-spacing configuration has been replaced with a twin-spark arrangement, 
employing 2 spark-plugs at the two sides of the cylinder, installed one opposite to the 
other (Figure 5.1). This is believed to be the best so lution for reducing injector ' s tip 
temperature during engine firing operation, which is the main source for cocking. 
Although this engine is not fired , but only motored, the aforementioned configuration 
has been followed for the closest representation of a realistic combustion system 
employing multi-hole injectors. The proposed configuration shares features from a 
close-spacing, spray-guided concept as well as from wide-spacing, wall-guided 
designs . Thus, it is named twin spark plug, piston-guided engine. The optical engine 
is coupled to a shunt dynamometer, and it could be motored up to 3000rpm for 
realistic results on the preparation of the desired mixture prior to the combustion 
event. 
5.1.2 Optical engine experimental set-up 
A complete and fully functional research engine test rig should be equipped with 
various instrumentation providing infOlmation for almost all engine operating 
parameters. As mentioned in previous sections of this chapter, the air intake sy tem i 
equipped wi th a throttle valve, although it is not used. In di rec t-injecti on park-
ignition engines , the basic target is to transfer the fully unthrottl ed operation of the 
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diesel engine in order to minimise the pumping losses of the Otto operating cycle. 
Then, the load of the engine is directly controlled by the injected fuel quantity . In 
such cases, the main indication of engine load is provided by the volumetric 
efficiency. A laminar flow meter, installed well upstream the intake ports, determines 
the air consumption of the engine and according to the engine speed signal, the 
volumetric efficiency is calculated. Based on the cylinder inducted air and the desired 
final air to fuel ratio (AFR), the fuel quantity is controlled accordingly by the 
injection duration. The engine's intake system features extra equipment when 
intended for LIF measurements. As it will be analytically described in following 
paragraphs, LIF measurements require insitu calibration. The latter is achieved by 
engine operation at homogeneous stoichiometric conditions. More specifically, 
induction of pre-mixed charge is required for accurate fuel vapour distribution results . 
Therefore, a mixing chamber is installed upstream the intake valves that consists of a 
high-pressure injector and a heated honeycomb. As fuel is injected onto the heated 
honeycomb, it is quickly vaporised and enters the cylinder with the best possible 
mixing and homogeneity. A schematic of the aforementioned instrumentation is 
illustrated in Figure 5.3. 
Air inlet 
Heated 
honeycomb 
Swirl 
Control 
ｖｾｬｶｰ＠
Figure 5.3: Schematic representation of the inlet pre-mixing chamber. 
The high-pressure fuel system is completely isolated from the engine operation, as a 
stand-alone high-pressure instalment. A three-piston-type pump, coupled to an 
electric motor, is responsible for delivering high-pressure fuel (up to 120bar) to the 
common rail , which has been specifically built with two injector outlets. This 
common rail is cOill1ected to the injector via a pipe wi th spec ific diameter and length . 
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A fuel pressure regulator is attached on the common rail and it automatically regulates 
fuel pressure by throttling the return fuel line. A fuel cell is installed inline with the 
injector and provides the fuel consumption under any operating conditions. 
The engine cooling / heating system consists of a water tank, a high-power heater. a 
heat exchanger and a flow meter. The dual operation of the engine's water system is 
essential for both possible engine-operating modes, firing and motoring. In any case, 
engine temperature should be kept constant at around 90°C; when fired the heat 
exchanger takes away the combustion-generated heat, while in motoring mode, the 
heater in conjunction with the temperature control unit, rises engine temperature at 
desired levels. Final engine temperature is monitored by two thermocouples installed 
in engine's water inlet and outlet. 
Finally, three pressure transducers are responsible for monitoring cylinder, inlet and 
exhaust pressures. Signals from the aforementioned instrumentation and two 
thermocouples installed in the inlet and exhaust pipes are gathered and saved in the 
monitoring PC, where further processing provides information on engine's operating 
conditions. 
5.1.3 Engine management 
The optical direct injection twin-spark engine is a purpose designed and built unit. At 
an early stage in order to develop confidence on the results and the measurement 
procedure, it is necessary to have full control of each engine parameter from fuel 
injection to data acquisition. For this reason, computer-based versatile management 
systems that could be customised according to the needs of various experiments are 
built. Vital equipment of the control and acquisition software is an optical encoder, a 
pickup sensor and two National Instruments PC cards, a timer and a data-logging 
card. The optical encoder is directly mounted on the engine crankshaft and provides 
the time-base to the two PC cards that is 1,000 pulses per engine revolution (2,000 
pulses per cycle). The pickup sensor is installed in the exhaust camshaft and produces 
a marker pulse of the engine cycle; in this way, identification of induction or 
expansion stroke is secured. The engine cycle marker and one pulse per crankshaft 
revolution are feed to the PC cards, thus the zero point of induction top dead centre 
and engine speed could be measured. The potential of the eight available counter / 
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timers of the advanced timer card (NI PCI-6602) is explol'ted b d Y a custom rna e 
software written in the LabView compiler [115J A screenshot f th . 
. 0 e engme control 
software graphical user interface is illustrated in Figure 5 4 Aft . f h 
" er processmg 0 t e 
input pulses, the control software creates four fully independent and totally 
synchronised TTL pulses , which are used as injection, ignition (where applicable) and 
two general-purpose triggering signals. These counters could be reprogrammed "on 
the fly" allowing updating of the time dependent variables accounting for the speed 
variations of the engine. 
Figure 5.4: Screen shot of the engine control software. 
The second PC card, a data acquisition card, is responsible for collecting all the 
important signals from the installed sensors. Sharing the same time base as the engine 
control software, the data acquisition program is written in Microsoft Visual Studio 
.NET. Among its capabilities is the graphical representation of all important engine 
operating parameters and, necessary data processing. The latter is being done in real 
time, thus, parameters like volumetric efficiency, air to fuel ratio (AFR), indicated 
mean effective pressure (IMEP) and coefficient of variance of IMEP are monitored in 
real time. Furthermore, all calculated and measured parameters can be recorded on the 
hard drive for further processing . The graphical user interface of the aforementioned 
data logging software is illustrated in Figure 5.5 . 
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Figure 5.5: Screen shot of the engine monitoring and data acquisition software. 
5.2 L ASER INDUCED FLUORESCENCE TECHNIQUE 
The most common and widely used technique for engine in-cylinder mixture 
distribution investigations is the Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) technique. LIF is 
an optical non-intrusive, laser diagnostic technique that is used to detect qualitative ly 
and quantitatively the presence and the local concentration of molecular species under 
examination, such as liquid or vapour fuel [72, 76, 78, 123-1 25] , O2 [1 26] , S02 [127], 
OH [128] , NO [123] as well as to measure spatial variations of temperature [71 , 72 , 
110, 129]. In the last two decades , the urge in understanding the mixture preparation 
processes in internal combustion engines, during the induction and compress ion 
strokes, has rendered this technique very attractive as it provides a two-dimensional 
impression of liquid andlor vapour distribution with a single measurement. 
Certain difficulties in associating the fluorescence signal levels to absolute in-cylinder 
fuel concentration, the LIF technique is frequently used to visualize qualitatively the 
2-D fuel distribution. However, in the present study the in-cylinder mixture 
distribution has been analysed quantitatively by referencing the LIF signal with the 
aid of an insitu calibration method, which accounts for the signal temperature and 
pressure dependences, any quenching effects as well as laser sheet heterogeneitie . 
spec ifica lly designed air I fuel mixing device, as described in previou ｾ＠ paragraphs. 
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provides the engme with a homogeneous mixture of known equivalence ratio 
(q>= 14.7/ AFR). In this way, acquisition of calibration images is possible sharing the 
same optics and operating conditions to the data images. Consequently, a molecular 
and thermodynamic analysis in conjunction with some image processing converts the 
LIF images to contour plots of local air to fuel ratio (AFR). 
5.2.1 Principles of the LIF technique 
Fluorescence is the spontaneous emission of photons by a molecule caused by the 
relaxation of a molecule from an excited high energy level to its ground state. The 
excitation can have various forms but specifically in the LIF technique it is caused by 
high energy photons emitted by a laser while the subsequent relaxation of the 
electrons generates light, which is one of many forms of "Stokes shifted" radiation 
emission with others being phosphorescence and chemiluminescence. More 
specifically, the electrons of the investigated molecule are initially in a ground state 
denoted as I in the energy diagram of Figure 5.6. The incident laser light elevates the 
electrons to a higher energy level (2), through the fractional rate of stimulated 
absorption E21Io, from where five processes are possible to occur, in the electrons 
effort to return to their initial ground state. The first two usually occur during the 
excitation by the laser pulse. In the first one, the molecule returns to its original 
ground state (EJ2Io) by laser induced stimulated emission (fractional rate of stimulated 
emission - internal conversion), while in the second process, with the addition of a 
further photon, an even higher energy level is reached (Bi2Ia) that could trigger the 
ionisation of the molecule. Intermolecular collisions result in inelastic energy transfer 
by changing the electron vibration and rotational energy (Qrot,vib). In many cases, the 
inelastic collisions with other molecules result in electronic energy transfer (Qelec) , 
which is often referred to as quenching effect. The latter processes lead to 
radiationless transitions and are more pronounced in high-pressure conditions, where 
the probability of molecule-to-molecule collisions is higher. Intra-molecular energy 
transfer between atoms of the molecule lead to its dissociation (intersystem crossing) 
as it now contains electrons in an unstable (repulsive) state (Qpre). Finally, the 
fluorescent emission (AJ2 - elastic spontaneous emission) is a result of transitions 
from various excited energy levels, caused by the molecular energy transfers. These 
different energy level transfers result in the fluorescent light emission haying a 
broadband range of wavelengths. 
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Figure 5.6: Electron energy transfer diagram. 
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If the fluorescence effect is to be used for concentration measurements of a spec ies , a 
relationship has to be found between the emitted light intensity and the concentration. 
The number of emitted photons per cm3 is given by equation 5-1 , 
R __ ° 111 2 1 p -- n l • B21 . 1o . --'-=----
111 2 + QI 2 1 + ｾ＠ [5-1] 
1501 
where n
l
o is the initial ground state population, 1112 the Einstein coefficient of 
spontaneous emission (fluorescence), B 2/ the Einstein coefficient of stimulated 
absorption, 10 the laser spectral flux density, Q 12 the collisional transfer coefficient or 
collisional quenching rate constant and Isat the saturation laser spectral flux density , 
expressed as : 
I so/ 
111 2 + QI 2 
B 21 + BI 2 
[5-21 
where Bn the Einstein coefficient for stimulated emission. As the laser intensity used 
during the experiments is much lower than the saturation intensity (I()< <Ism), the total 
number of photons can be shown to be proportional to the number density 11 of the 
species, the incident radiation energy .9 (Bl/1a) and molecule dependent constant 
(1112, QJ2 ) (equation 5-3). 
15-3] 
As QJ2 is usually much greater than A /.:, the ratio on the right hand side become ' very 
small and is usually denoted as the fluorescence effic iency . This is a very important 
parameter as it will ultimately detennine the signal to noise rati o of the mea ' urement . 
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5.2.2 Choice of dopant 
Commercial grade gasoline fluoresces strongly in the presence of ultraviolet 
illumination, especially when excited at 308nm [123], and would be most preferable 
for internal combustion engine diagnostics, as it would provide a realistic impression 
of the in-cylinder mixture distribution and the formation of possible fuel films. 
However, although at first sight appears to be attractive for LIF measurements. it does 
bring several disadvantages in terms of signal interpretation for quantitative 
measurements. This is due to the fact that gasoline is a multi-component fuel and its 
composition is batch dependent, resulting in calibration uncertainties. In addition to 
that, discerning the fluorescent components is not always possible and therefore, their 
dependencies on pressure and temperature cannot be quantified. The fluorescence 
signal is a consequence of the presence of some compounds in the fuel, which are 
more likely to be aromatics with high boiling points; hence they may not provide a 
complete picture of the mixture distribution. Although these problems exist in terms 
of fluorescence limitations, fluorescence from commercial grade fuels has been 
effectively used for obtaining qualitative information regarding fuel films on intake 
ports [130, 131] and combustion chamber surfaces [3, 132]. 
Finally, for the aforementioned reasons, a single component fuel is preferable for LIF 
investigations. Therefore, isooctane (2 ,2 ,4-trimethylpentane ) is selected to be the base 
fuel for in-cylinder mixture distribution measurements. However, it has been found 
experimentally that isooctane exhibits negligible fluorescence when excited by a 
266nm wavelength laser light. Hence, a suitable tracer has to be added in the fuel to 
increase its quantum yield, featuring some of the requirements presented below: 
Ideally, the selected tracer should 
• Be soluble in isooctane. 
• Have similar evaporation and mass diffusion characteristics to isooctane. 
• 
Have high fluorescence quantum yield at the excitation wavelength of the available 
lasers. 
• Have low pressure and temperature dependencies. 
• Be non toxic for the user. 
• Be compatible for the materials of the fuel system. 
Based on the above requirements, tracers that have seen most frequent usc in similar 
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studies [123, 124, 133-135] are Acetone (CH3COCH3) and 3-Pentanone 
(C2H5COC2H5), which are both ketones. They both share similar spectral 
characteristics owing to their similar chemical structure and their fluorescence show 
modest pressure dependence at some excitation wavelengths. This is due to the fact 
that ketones present rapid intersystem crossing transitions (within 5ns) and therefore a 
reduced probability for inelastic molecular energy transfers (quenching) [106, 125]. 
As a result, the dependency of the fluorescence yield upon ambient pressure is 
diminished although the severe dissociative consumption of the excited molecules 
result in lower signal levels. This dependency varies with the incident radiation 
wavelength and collision partners. Under real engine conditions various researchers 
have shown that with the use of 266 nm wavelength light, the variation is minimum 
and ranges between +3%/MPa [124] and -3%/MPa [134]. Temperature dependence 
for the same wavelength can be more significant though (-10% I 1000K) within the 
range of 300-900oK [124] as the elevated temperature leads to the population of 
higher vibration levels of the singled state where faster intersystem crossing occurs 
resulting in reduced fluorescent yield [125, 129]. In the present study, 3-Pentanone 
has been chosen as a tracer, since it presents more favourable evaporation 
characteristics compared to Acetone. Its boiling point is 101.7°C (Acetone b.p.: 
56°C), which is almost the same to that of isooctane (99.7°C). Although according to 
[136] this is not a prerequisite for similar evaporation rates it is certainly a better 
choice compared to Acetone. After some trial and error, a 20% 3-Pentanone in 
isooctane mixture was found to be the best compromise as it combined good signal to 
noise ratio and an acceptably optically thin medium. 
5.2.3 LIF optical arrangement 
The excitation of electrons to a higher energy state, than their ground energy, so that 
the resulting relaxation provides fluorescence emission with a high quantum yield, has 
to be promoted by incident laser radiation. The energy present within each photon of 
light is inversely proportional to the light wavelength produced and is represented by 
equation 5-4, i.e. 
h·c 
&=-- [5-4] 
A 
where £ is the photon energy, h the Plank's constant (6.63 x 10-34 Js), c the speed of 
light (2.998 x 108 m/s) and A the radiated light wavelength (nm). Therefore, the laser 
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incident light should be of a short wavelength (ultraviolet) and must contain a large 
number of photons per pulse. For the present study the fourth harmonic of a Spectra 
Physics GCR170 Nd:Y AG laser is used and emission of ultraviolet light at 266 nm 
wavelength featuring 60mJ energy per pulse is achieved. 
The Nd:Y AG laser is a solid state laser where flash-lamps excite Nd:Y AG rods and 
the emitted light is amplified within a cavity. The output energy of the laser pulse is 
determined from an electro-optical switch (Q switch). The aforementioned switch 
operates as a diaphragm within the light amplification cavity and its operation is 
summarised as a very short opening by the time the lamp energy has reached a 
maximum value. The frequency of the lamp Q-switch pulses determines the them1al 
loading of the cavity mirrors. This frequency must lie in a narrow band window, since 
any substantial deviation from this operating frequency results in changes to the 
divergence of the beam or in a potentially hazardous convergent beam, for lower and 
higher frequencies, respectively. The laser ' s nominal frequency setting is at 10Hz, and 
for the purposes of the present study, it is set to operate at a frequency of 12.5Hz, as it 
is dictated by the engine's speed (1 ,500 / 3,000rpm). 
The fundamental wavelength of this type of laser is 1,064 nm that is in the infrared 
region of the light spectrum. Therefore, the required wavelength of 266 nm is 
achieved by a harmonic generator with frequency doubling crystals that ensure the 
transition from 1,064 to 532 nm (2nd harmonic) and consequently to 266 nm (4th 
harmonic) beam. The second and fourth harmonic conversion crystals are found to be 
strongly influenced by the thermal loading, thus exhibiting a steep change in 
behaviour during the warm-up period before thermal equilibrium is achieved. To 
overcome the aforementioned problem, during the first 5-10 minutes of operation, the 
crystals are constantly realigned for efficient warm-up. 
The mean laser power is monitored regularly, during testing, with the aid of a power 
meter (Powermax 500A). Although shot-to-shot energy fluctuations could be up to 
8%, thus introducing an equivalent uncertainty in the calibration of individual image. 
this study is focused on mean fuel vapour concentration di stribution and the la er 
power associated error is expected to be much smaller fo llowing averaging over 50 
consecutive cycles. 
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Figure 5.7: Schematic of LIF optical set up. 
Mixture Di stribution 
A schematic representation of the LIF optical set up is illustrated in Figure 5.7 . The 
laser is mounted on a three-dimensional traverse mechanism of a milling machine 
with a positional sensitivity of O.lmm. The 266nm laser beam, after exiting the 
Nd:Y AG laser, is redirected, with the aid of three dichroic mirrors, to the optical 
lenses, which are mounted on a specially made traverse allowing their accurate 
alignment with respect to the laser tube and the engine. A collimated laser sheet of 
50mm width and 0.5mm waist thickness is produced using a 600mm biconvex 
spherical lens, a -25mm planoconcave cylindrical lens and a 150mm planoconvex 
cylindrical lens. The resulted laser sheet enters the cylinder through the optical liner, 
having its plane almost aligned to the plane of the injector with a 6.5mm offset to the 
plane of the two spark plugs (Figure 5.8). 
Combustion 
chamber 
bottom view 
Figure 5.8: Schematic representation of the laser sheet position relative to the spark plugs. 
A pca DiCam intensified CCD camera is utilized for in-cylinder LIF experiments . 
The intensifier featured a last generation micro-channel plate that, in conjunction with 
the Super VGA CCD chip, offered a high spatial resolution and dynamic range. The 
input optical window and the photo-cathode materials (S20Q) are specially se lected to 
suit the requirements of a LIF experiment, offering peak intensifier sensitivity tovvards 
the low end of the optical spectrum. The CCD chip features a spatial reso lution of 
1,280 x 1,024 with a pixel size of 6.5 x ＶＮＵｾｭＮ＠ A CCO chip cooler suppres es thennal 
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nOise and is able to maintain the chip temperature at -12°C. The camera is fully 
controlled by a PC with the aid of a dedicated pca software through which the set up, 
acquisition and storage of the images is performed. The management of the camera as 
well as the transfer of the images to the PC hard drive is done through an optical fibre 
cable. 
As mentioned in prevIOUS sections of the chapter, induced fluorescence light is 
emitted at a wide range of wavelengths. This implies that the emitted fluorescent light 
is of a higher wavelength than that of the incident laser light. Therefore, band-pass 
filters are introduced in front of the camera lens that allow the appropriate 
wavelengths, depending on the tracer used, to be captured by the camera. More 
specifically, these filters eliminate any elastically scattered light and background 
noise due to light reflections on shiny metal surfaces. Tracer 3-pentanone yields a 
peak signal at around 420 nm, therefore a band-pass filter of 375-435nm operating 
wavelengths is utilised. 
5.2.4 Calibration of images 
The difficulty behind the task of producing quantitative LIF results is the calibration 
of the signal. The LIF signal is sensitive to various parameters such as the tracer 
concentration, ambient chamber temperature and pressure, oxygen concentration and 
laser fluency. Furthermore, there are various sources of noise such as shot-to-shot 
intensifier noise, thermal noise from the CCD chip and most importantly background 
fluorescence and Mie scattered light. Finally, the effective gain of the detection 
system may vary spatially due to contamination of the optics requiring different 
calibration constants from pixel to pixel. Therefore, the raw data images have to be 
normalised against a calibration image, which has been acquired under very similar 
operating conditions, exactly the same optical set-up and with a minimum time 
interval intervening between the two acquisitions. 
F or these reasons, an insitu calibration procedure is followed where images are 
acquired while the motored engine is fed with a premixed charge of known 
constitution (see 5.1.2) providing therefore, a reference for the greyscale at each pixel 
of the image and accounting for any heterogeneities in the laser sheet profile and the 
contamination of the optical liner. Furthermore, by being able to calibrate during 
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normal engine operation, calibration images are acquired at very similar conditions of 
pressure, temperature and mixture constitution to those of the data images, thus 
reducing the uncertainties due to oxygen quenching and temperature dependency of 
the LIF signal. As aforementioned within the acquired signal whose intensity should 
be mainly proportional to the tracer concentration, background noise exists, which 
originates from the grey-scale offset of the CCD chip, the fluorescence of oiVfuel 
deposits on surfaces or from Mie scattered light reflections from the incident 
radiation. Although a band pass filter was used to eliminate the latter, a small 
proportion still remained in the data and the calibration images. Therefore, an image 
set was acquired with the engine being motored but without any fuel injection, which 
could be later subtracted from the data and calibration images. In cases where the 
background noise was not strong enough to reduce the effective local dynamic 
resolution the subtraction of the background image completely removed its effects on 
the data. 
In an effort to reduce the shot-to-shot and thermal noise of the camera a set of 50 
images is acquired for the three image types, the data, the calibration and the 
background images. The average calibration and background images are then 
calculated and each of the data images is calibrated in a pixel-to-pixel basis according 
to the following formula: 
I = I data - I back 
final I - I 
calib back 
[5-5] 
where ljinal is the corrected ratio of the local greyscale level of the data image to that 
of the calibration image, Idata, Icalib, hack the raw data, calibration and background 
level respectively. The result of equation 5-5 is an array of numbers representing the 
f h d th l'b atl'on conditions. A graphical relative concentration 0 t e ata to e ca 1 r 
representation of equation 5-5 is illustrated in Figure 5.9. 
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Figure 5.9: Graphical representation of image calibration. 
Tracer concentration in fluorescence images 
Following the initial post processing, images representing the relative fuel vapour 
concentration distribution can be converted into absolute equivalence ratio Image 
cp = _ = slOl e 7/UlI/e lrf C with a procedure resembling the one followed \l1 [1 23 , 135]. Ｈ ｾ＠ 1 AFR . I· . J .A AFRlocol 
As both calibration and data images are acquired under the same pre ure and 
temperature conditions, fluorescence intensity (LIF signal) is proportional to the 
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concentration of the species in the measurement volume, or in other words, to the 
number density of tracer molecules at a given point (see equation 5-3), therefore it is 
safe to assume that: 
I = I data X data ,pent 
final,pent I 
calib X calib,pent [5-6] 
where Idata, Icalib are the data and calibration greyscale intensities and Xd X I"b 
ata,pent, ca I ,pent 
are the data and calibration concentrations (or number densities that is defined as the 
number of moles per unit volume) respectively. Thus, the number density in a data 
image is given by the following equation: 
X -_ I data ·X data,pent I calib,pent 
calib 
[5-7] 
On the right hand side of this equation, I data and Icalib are intensities taken from the LIF 
images while the calibration concentration (Xcalib,pent) has to be calculated from the 
overall air to fuel ratio at which the engine is running during the calibration. As the 
LIF signal is mainly attributed to the 3-Pentanone tracer (isooctane exhibits minimal 
fluorescence) it can be inferred that the concentrations calculated above are solely 
tracer concentrations and hence in the following sections the parameter Xdata,pent is 
denoted as X pent. 
Fuel concentration 
Having related the tracer concentration in the data images to the ratio of the data to 
calibration image intensities and the calibration tracer concentration, it is now 
necessary to find a relation between the tracer and the fuel number density. The 
starting point for this calculation is the concentration of 3-Pentanone in the isooctane-
based fuel mixture, which throughout the experiments has been 20% by volume. By 
expressing the volume in terms of the number of moles, the molecular weight and 
density the expression of 3-pentanone in the fuel mixture can be written as: 
ｾｳｯ＠ niso . M iso • P pent 4 
Vpent n pent . M pent • Piso 1 
[5-8] 
Hence the number ofisooctane moles can be expressed in terms of the tracer moles: , 
__ 4. M pent' Piso 86·7025 2616 n . n = 4 . n =. . npent iso pent 114.8103 pent M iso • Ppent 
[5-9] 
Therefore, the number of fuel moles in terms of 3-pentanone moles is given by: 
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n fuel = n iso + n pent = 2.616· n 1+ n = 3.616· n pen pent pent [5-10] 
Normalising the above relation by the volume reveals the following expression: 
x fuel = 3.616 . X pent [5-11 ] 
where Xjuel is the number density of the fuel. 
Air concentration 
The total number of moles inside the cylinder volume is 
X total = X air + X fuel + X residual [5-12] 
where Xresidual is the concentration of the residual exhaust gasses in the cylinder. In 
this particular case however, the experiments are conducted with the engine being 
motored and hence no residual burned gasses are expected to exist inside the cylinder. 
Using the equation of state, the total concentration is expressed as: 
X = ｾｯＯ｡ｬ＠
total R . T [5-13] 
where Ptatal is the total pressure in the cylinder and T is the bulk temperature. 
Although the pressure is relatively straightforward to measure with the aid of a 
piezoelectric transducer, measuring the transient temperature inside the cylinder is not 
an easy task. Hence, it has to be calculated with the aid of a simple thermodynamic 
analysis, which is illustrated in a following section. Substituting equation 5-13 in 5-12 
and solving for the air number density: 
X. = ｾｯｴ｡ｬ＠ - 3.616 . X 
azr R . T pent [5-14] 
Air / fuel ratio calculation 
Having assessed the fuel and aIr concentrations from the LIF Images and other 
measurements, it is now possible to compute the local air to fuel ratio (AFR). 
According to its definition: 
m. n· ·M. AFR = ｾ＠ = azr air 
m fuel n fuel . M fuel 
[ 5-15] 
where M
air and Mjuel are the molecular weights of the air and fuel respectively. As 
temperature and pressure are the same for the two constituents of the mixture, the 
above relation can be written as: 
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3.616·X ·M pent fuel 
X ·M AFR = air air 
X ·M fuel fuel 
( ｾｯｴ｡ｬ＠ - 3.616 . X J .M R . T pent air 
[5-16] 
where Mjuel is the molecular weight of the fuel and for a mixture of 80% isooctane and 
20% 3-pentanone is calculated as follows: 
m foel = m iso + m pent => n foel • M fuel = n iso . M Lw + n pent' M pent => 
n. n t 
M ］ｾﾷｍＮ＠ Ｋｾﾷｍ＠fuel ISO pent 
n fuel n fuel 
2.616· n 
___ --'-p_en_t . 114 + n pent • 86 => 
3.616·n 3.616.n pent pent 
[5-17] 
M fuel = 106.257 
F or similar compression temperature and pressure conditions between the calibration 
and data cases equation 5-16 could be rearranged to give the following expression: 
AFR = ｾｭｵ｢＠ . AFRmUb + M"" . (Imub -IJ [5-18] 
data M fuel l I data 
Using this expression, only image acquisition and the calibration AFR are necessary 
for the calibration of the LIF images. However, in such case no variations in air and 
fuel mass flow rates are accounted for, between the two cases, which can be of the 
order of2-5% in a DI engine and hence the more elaborate method was preferred. 
Calibration tracer concentration 
In the previous section the local air to fuel ratio is calculated as a function of the 
tracer concentration, pressure and temperature. However, the tracer concentration, 
which is given by equation 5-14, is in tum a function of the tracer concentration in the 
calibration images. Following the assumption that the air and fuel are fully mixed in 
the premixing chamber during the calibration procedure and that there is no loss of 
fuel in its path towards the engine (retention can often occur if the air temperature is 
not high enough), the tracer concentration can be easily related to the overall air to 
fuel ratio, as follows: 
ｾｯｴ｡ｬ＠ .M. 
X = R·T azr 
calib,pent 3 616· (AFR .. M + M . ) 
. cahb filel aIr 
[5-19] 
Therefore, having measured the overall air to fuel ratio, acquired the cylinder pressure 
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trace during the calibration and calculated the bulk temperature following the 
aforementioned procedure the tracer concentration can be found. 
Temperature calculation 
As seen in previous sections, the bulk cylinder temperature is essential for the 
calculation of the local AFR. Until today no reliable and straightforward method has 
been devised that can measure the temperature profile inside the engine cylinder. 
Some researchers [137] have demonstrated the ability of special thermocouples to 
respond to the highly transient temperature variations inside a diesel engine in order 
to calculate the heat release rate. However, the reliability of such a system is poor, as 
the thermocouple junction only lasted for a few tests. Optical techniques such as 
CARS have shown good results in the past but require excessive complication in the 
instrumentation, which would render the experiment too expensive and difficult to 
accomplish. Furthermore, CARS is a point measuring technique and thus scanning of 
the cylinder would be required in order to acquire an impression of the mean bulk 
cylinder temperature, rendering this a separate investigation on its own. For these 
reasons, the bulk temperature was calculated using thermodynamic assumptions the 
cylinder pressure trace, and air/fuel mass flow measurements. 
In order to calculate the temperature during the induction stroke, a simple 
thermodynamic model has to be assumed, which cannot account for the complex 
processes that take place and often lead to ambiguous results. Therefore, for the 
period between the start of compression stroke (bottom dead centre) and the inlet 
valves closing time the charge pressure and temperature inside the cylinder are 
assumed to be equal to the values measured at the time of inlet valves closure. 
Effectively, the charge compression starts the moment intake valves close (lye) and 
cylinder pressure starts raising, hence charge temperature calculations are more 
accurate. During the calculations the following assumptions were made: 
• There is no mass flux towards or out of the cylinder originating from the inlet 
valves. 
• No loss of air and fuel has occurred during the valve overlap period towards 
the exhaust manifold. 
• The mass inside the cylinder is equal to the mass per cycle calculated by the 
measured mass flow rate (air and fuel) and the trapped mass filling the 
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combustion chamber volume. 
• The measured mass from the mass flow rate covers only the swept volume of 
the cylinder. 
• The trapped mass has the same density and constitution to the rest of the mass 
in the cylinder. 
• Fuel and aIr are fully mixed, the fuel vaporised and the temperature IS 
uniform. 
The second assumption is very critical for the validity of this calculation. The engine 
being designed to operate at high engine speeds, features a large valve overlap period 
(62°CA). In cases where a rarefaction wave in the exhaust coincides with this period, 
short-circuiting may occur, which at the investigated engine speeds, is able of 
increasing the measured mass flow rate by more than 20%. If this is not accounted 
for, the errors in the calculations will be significant. The only way of avoiding this 
problem without changing the timing of the exhaust valves is to suppress the exhaust 
gas dynamics by shortening the track length of the exhaust significantly. Hence, 
whenever air mass flow measurements are conducted the exhaust pipe is removed 
leaving an exhaust track of only a few centimetres in length. All the image acquisition 
however, is done with the exhaust pipe installed so that the flow characteristics are 
simulated more closely. Although no pressure measurements in the exhaust pipe are 
feasible any more (the exhaust pressure transducer is mounted on the exhaust pipe), 
the cylinder pressure diagram exhibits no suction effects during the overlap period 
throughout the operating speed regime investigated leading to the conclusion that no 
significant short-circuiting occurs. 
In general, it could be assumed that the charge behaves as a perfect gas. Therefore, 
temperature is calculated at any point of the compression curve as a function of 
pressure and the local polytropic coefficient. More specifically, using the equation of 
state, it is given that: 
[5-20] 
where P is the measured pressure, v the specific volume and index i refers to any 
point on the compression curve and index y to the end of compression that is 
effectively the start of combustion or the ignition timing. The calculation of the mean 
polytropic coefficient, n], is done by the least square method after converting equation 
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5-20 to a linear logarithmic equation: 
[5-21] 
Following the polytropic coefficient calculation, it is vital for the compression initial 
pressure value to be calculated again, based on the polytropic coefficient and the 
pressure at the end of compression. This is done due to significant errors that the 
initial part of the pressure curve may contain because of low-pressure values and the 
electronic noise that cannot be rejected. Thus, the pressure at the start of compression 
is given by: 
[5-22] 
where index a refers to the start of compression. 
After an accurate calculation of the compression initial pressure value, the initial 
compression temperature should be calculated. According to an empirical rule, the 
initial compression stroke temperature is given by: 
To + I1T + r . TR 
T=--'------
a 1+ r 
[5-23] 
where To is the inducted air temperature, L1 T the inducted air temperature rise due to 
heat exchange between the air and the hot inlet manifold walls, r a coefficient 
connected to residual gasses and TR the temperature of the residual gasses in the 
cylinder. L1T and r are given from the following empirical equations: 
( 
Py Py - Pr 1 J Ta I1T = -+ .- ·--Ta P P &-1 nL a a 
[5-24] 
where nL is the volumetric efficiency, Pr the exhaust gasses pressure and Tr the 
temperature of the exhaust gases. Finally, the compression temperature is calculated 
for every time-step (being the resolution of the shaft encoder 0.36°CA) from the 
following equation: 
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( 
p ｊｉＺｾｬ＠T. =T.. _I 
1+1 1 P [5-25] 
i+1 
Calibration results 
Prior to the tests the validity of the assumptions concerning the calibration system has 
to be checked. Checking procedures dictates that the engine should operate at constant 
conditions, and these are 1,500 rpm and wide-open throttle (WOT). The engine is then 
fed with uniform mixture prepared in the mixing chamber, and 50 (flat-field) images 
are acquired at 250°CA ATDC (after Top Dead Centre or 110°CA Before Top Dead 
Centre @lbar, 355°K) with the cylinder illuminated with a constant incident laser 
sheet of 70mJ/pulse power. Acquisition is repeated for various tracer concentrations, 
which ranged from zero to 1.5 times of the maximum used during the experiments 
(0.28 mole/m3). The average greyscale values of the illuminated image region are 
then plot against the calculated tracer number density after being normalised against 
maximum values. The above-described procedure had been previously followed by 
researchers in the same engine utilising the existing setup [115, 138]. Their findings 
are illustrated in Figure 5.1 Oa and can be used in the present study since the research 
engine and experimental arrangement are kept identical. The results follow a linear 
trend with small deviations from the trend line throughout the investigated range, 
which is in agreement with [124] and furthermore demonstrates that the pre-mixing 
chamber is functioning satisfactorily. Finally, it is also evident that self-quenching of 
3-pentanone is insignificant. 
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Figure 5.10: Calibration results. (a). [115] 
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The combined effect of temperature and pressure upon the signal behaviour is also 
investigated. The engine is once more fed with a homogeneous mixture at constant 
tracer concentration and images are acquired at ten different crank angles ranging 
from IVC position (120° BTDC) to 30° BTDC. The laser output is kept constant at 
70mJ/pulse as well as the camera and intensifier settings. Only the illuminated region 
of the last crank angle is used for the calculation of the average level in all of the 
images in order to avoid biasing effects owing to laser profile heterogeneities. The 
results divided to the corresponding number density and normalised to the maximum 
value are plotted against crank angle along with the compression temperature in 
Figure 5.10b. Assuming no sensitivity of the fluorescence yield upon thermodynamic 
in-cylinder properties, the LIF to concentration ratio should be constant and close to 1 
(normalised). Observing the plot (black line), it is evident this is true up to 60° BTDC 
(within 5%). As the piston approaches TDC though the relative signal level 
progressively drops and by 30° BTDC a 25% drop is encountered. Similar behaviour 
has been reported in [124] and is attributed to the temperature dependence of the 
signal at the high temperature region. Considering that the blow-by of the engine is 
insignificant and that the signal loss is of the order of 12%/l000K a value close to the 
quoted temperature dependence of 3-pentanone, it can be inferred that this is also true 
in this particular case. Although the determination of the temperature dependence 
under various pressure conditions would be otherwise necessary, the insitu calibration 
technique used reduces its significance considerably as signal referencing is 
performed under the same thermodynamic conditions to those during data acquisition. 
Furthermore, although the relative signal loss is considerable towards TDC, the higher 
absolute light levels recorded owing to the increased number density lead to improved 
signal to noise ratio at these crank angles. On the other hand, temperature dependence 
can still introduce uncertainties in the measurement owing to non-uniform 
temperature distribution within the cylinder. 
5.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Until now the injector internal flow and multi-hole spray characteristics have been 
investigated under various operating conditions. As mentioned previously, the high-
pressure spray interaction with the in-cylinder airflow is quite complicated in DISI 
engines and therefore, fuel vapour distribution measurements should be performed. 
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Due to the direct dependence of the latter on the in-cylinder spray development, both, 
liquid and vapour phases of the fuel have been acquired. In addition to that this , 
investigation focuses on homogeneous as well as stratified engine operating modes, 
since a single injector configuration should be able of performing adequately in both 
cases. 
Two multi-hole injector geometries have been chosen to demonstrate their ability in 
creating a combustible mixture, according to engine's operating conditions. More 
specifically, these are the thoroughly investigated 12-hole nozzle that features an 
overall spray cone angle of 90° and a six-hole nozzle featuring a 40° overall spray 
cone angle. The reason of employing a narrow angle injector, which has not been 
previously investigated, is the extensive cylinder walls wetting resulting from a 90° 
nozzle. More specifically, the engine's bore is 73mm and a wide spray cone angle of 
90° combined with the increased spray tip penetration length of the six-hole injector, 
relative to the 12-hole nozzle, cause severe liner wetting. The latter is undesirable, 
since it is a potential source of increased unburned hydrocarbon emissions. Finally, 
extensive investigations on several multi-hole nozzle designs have increased the 
knowledge on spray development mechanisms and grouped multi-hole injectors 
mainly according to the number of holes. Thus, it is safe to assume that sprays from 
90° and 40° six-hole nozzles share similar spray development characteristics and the 
only difference could be located in the narrower fuel liquid distribution and the 
slightly weaker air-entrainment intensity present in the case of the 40° spray cone 
angle nozzle. 
This chapter is divided in two major sections according to engine operation, which are 
homogeneous and stratified. In homogeneous engine operation, injection timings are 
set to be during the induction stroke of the engine, for achieving the best possible air / 
fuel mixing and improving the volumetric efficiency due to charge cooling. In all 
homogeneous test cases, the global engine AFR is kept constant at the stoichiometric 
level that is around 15. On the other hand, stratified engine operation is achieved by 
injecting fuel during the compression stroke and after the inlet valves have closed. 
Elevated in-cylinder temperature and pressure conditions contribute in efficient fuel 
evaporation and the desired combustible air/fuel mixture is transported towards the 
two spark plugs by the weak in-cylinder flow, induced, mainly, by the piston 
movement. During stratified engine operation, the amount of fuel injected is less than 
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the stoichiometric level, resulting in a global AFR of 30, or, in some cases, as high as 
40. The effectiveness of single, double and triple injection strategies have been 
investigated in both operating conditions. In addition to that, the effects of various 
levels of in-cylinder swirl flow and injection pressure on fuel vapour distribution have 
been quantified. 
Throughout this chapter, the time-base for all experiments is referred to crankshaft 
angle degrees. The zero point is set to be the induction top-dead-centre (TDC), or. in 
other words, the start of induction stroke. More specifically, a timing of i.e. 50°CA 
effectively means 50°CA after induction top dead centre (AITDC). Following the 
same numbering rule, 360°CA is referred to compression TDC, or end of compression 
stroke. For example, 300°CA is translated to 60°CA before compression top dead 
centre. Fuel vapour distribution inside the engine's cylinder starts becoming critical at 
angles where the spark plug discharge should occur. These angles could vary from 
60°CA before compression TDC to 10°CA after compression TDC, or, according to 
the numbering followed, from 300°CA to 370°CA. For visualisation purposes, the last 
clearly visible data image is taken at 340°CA; later timings do not produce any 
valuable results. 
5.3.1 Homogeneous stoichiometric engine operation 
Homogeneous stoichiometric engine operation dictates a highly uniform vapour 
distribution in the combustion chamber. The injected fuel should be fully vaporised 
and very well mixed with the air present in the combustion chamber. The air / fuel 
mixture should then occupy the entire chamber without any local AFR abnormalities. 
More specifically, there should not be regions inside the combustion chamber 
featuring local AFR values significantly different than the stoichiometric value of 15. 
Although fuel vapour distribution images are mapped quantitatively according to the 
AFR values, it is really difficult to judge on homogeneity since a data image could 
never be characterised by a single colour value. The reason is that, in direct-injection 
spark-ignition engines, the level of homogeneity is never comparable to the one 
achieved by port-fuelled engines, where the air / fuel mixing starts in the inlet ports. 
Therefore, for homogeneous engine operation, it is decided to convert the Image 
mapping from AFR values to normalised deviation of AFR value, as follows 
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n 
IAFRij 
AFR, = _i,J_'=_1 __ 
Ij 
n 
Mixture Distribution 
[5-26] 
[5-27] 
and AFRij is the air to fuel ratio at each pixel of the data image. Based on the previous 
formulas, the coefficient of variation of AFR in an image gives a clear indication on 
the "level of homogeneity" achieved. According to 
ｾ＠ (AFR, - AFR, )2 L..J Ij Ij 
i,j=l 
C.O.V.(AFR) = __ ---=n=-==1=----__ 
AFRij 
[5-28] 
the smaller the value of CO. V (AFR) for an image, the more homogeneous the 
mixture distribution in that image. 
The test cases for homogeneous stoichiometric engine operation have been chosen 
according to injection timings. Four distinct groups of injection timings have been 
created, starting from 50°, 70°, 90° and finally, 120°CA. At each one of the four 
groups, single, double and triple injection strategies have been applied, by setting the 
first injection timing constant at the group's characteristic timing and varying the 
timing of the subsequent injection events. At all cases, several injection pressures and 
in-cylinder airflows have been tested for two different engine speeds at engine full 
load (wide open throttle - WOT). Summaries of the investigated conditions at both 
engine speeds are presented in Table 5-1 and Table 5-2. 
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Engine Speed = 1500RPM 
Injection 10(12-2) + 1 central holes (90°) 6-holes (40°) 
Timing [DCA] 80bar 120bar BObar 120bar 
30 
I 
SCV90 
I 
-
I 
- -
30-54 SCV90 
-
-
-
50 SCV90/60/0 SCV90/60/0 SCV90 
-
50-80 SCV90/60/0 SCV90/60/0 SCV90 
-
50-180 SCV90/0 
-
- -
50-220 SCV90/60/0 SCV60/0 SCV90 -
50-70-90 SCV90/60/0 SCV90/60/0 
- -
50-70-180 SCV60 -
- -
50-70-220 SCV90/60/0 SCV90/60/0 
- -
50-180-220 SCV90/0 SCV90 
- -
70 SCV90 - SCV90 
-
70-100 SCV90 - SCV90 -
70-1BO SCV90 - SCV90 -
70-220 SCV90 - SCV90 -
70-90-110 - - SCV90 -
70-90-180 - - SCV90/0 SCV90 
70-90-220 - - SCV90 -
90 SCV90 - SCV90/0 SCV90 
90-120 SCV90 - SCV90/0 SCV90 
90-180 SCV90 - SCV90/0 SCV90 
90-220 SCV90 - SCV90 -
90-110-130 - - SCV90 -
90-110-180 - - SCV90/0 SCV90 
90-110-220 - - SCV90 -
120 - - SCV90/0 SCV90 
120-150 - - SCV90/0 SCV90 
120-1BO - - SCV90/0 SCV90 
120-220 - - SCV90 -
120-140-160 - - SCV90 -
120-140-1BO - - SCV90/0 SCV90 
120-140-220 - - SCV90 -
. Table 5-1: Experimental cases for the in-cylinder LIF mvestIgatIon at 1500rpm engme speed. -
SCV90 stands for swirl control valve fully open (no swirl), SCV60 for 60degrees 
opening (medium swirl) and SCVO for fully closed (high swirl). 
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Engine Speed = 3000RPM 
Injection 10(12-2) + 1 central holes (90°) 6-holes (40°) 
Timing rCA] 60bar SObar 120bar SObar 120bar 
50 - SCV90/0 SCV90 SCV90/0 SCV90 
50-90 - SCV90/0 SCV90 SCV90/0 SCV90 
50-220 - SCV90 SCV90/0 SCV90 -
50-90-120 - SCV90/0 - SCV90/0 SCV90 
70 SCV90 SCV90/0 SCV90 SCV90/0 SCV90 
70-110 - SCV90/0 SCV90 SCV90/0 SCV90 
70-140 - - - SCV90 -
70-1S0 - - - SCV90 -
70-220 - SCV90/0 SCV90 SCV90/0 SCV90 
70-110-140 - SCV90/0 SCV90 SCV90/0 SCV90 
70-110-1S0 - - - SCV90 -
70-110-220 - - - SCV90 -
90 - SCV90/0 SCV90 SCV90/0 SCV90 
90-130 - SCV90 SCV90 SCV90/0 SCV90 
90-1S0 - - - SCV90 -
90-220 - SCV90 - SCV90/0 SCV90 
90-130-160 - SCV90/0 - SCV90/0 SCV90 
90-130-1S0 - - - SCV90 -
90-130-220 - - - SCV90 -
120 SCV90 SCV90/0 - SCV90/0 SCV90 
120-160 - - - SCV90/0 SCV90 
120-1S0 - - - SCV90 -
120-220 - - - SCV90/0 SCV90 
120-160-190 - - - SCV90/0 SCV90 
120-140-220 - - - SCV90 -
Table 5-2: Experimental cases for the in-cylinder LIF investigation at 3000rpm engine speed. -
SCV90 stands for swirl control valve fully open (no swirl), SCV60 for 60degrees 
opening (medium swirl) and SCVO for fully closed (high swirl). 
Careful observation of the above table reveals the philosophy hidden behind the LIF 
experimental design. At first, the majority of test cases are done at 80bar injection 
pressure. Following the spray characterisation of the multi-hole nozzle injector, it is 
decided to focus on 80bar injection pressure, since the improvements in atomisation 
gained at l20bar do not justify such an energy loss. Secondly, experimental cases of 
the 12-hole nozzle are found to be at early injection timings (30-70°CA), while almost 
the opposite trend is observed for the 6-hole injector. This happens because of the 
difference in the overall spray cone angle. More specifically, wide cone angles (i.e. 
900 of the 12-hole nozzle) lead to extensive liner wetting when injection timing is 
retarded towards values greater than 70°. At earlier injection timings, liner wetting is 
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avoided due to the piston position that acts as a shield ! On the other hand , narrow 
spray cone angles, i.e. 40° of the 6-hole nozzle, favour late injection timings becau e 
liner wetting is by default avoided and piston wetting is minimised. In general, fuel 
impingement on the piston crown is less harmful than fuel impingement on the 
cylinder walls. The latter causes increased hydrocarbon emissions and affects, in the 
long term, engine lubrication [3 , 17, 27, 96]. 
Injection timing 
Multi-hole injectors are known to have stable spray structure under various operating 
conditions. As discussed in previous chapters, overall spray cone angle remains close 
to the nominal design value with increasing chamber pressure; thus early and late 
injection during an engine 's cycle appear to have almost identical spray shape, 
affecting only spray ' s penetration in the combustion chamber. Therefore, injection 
timing mainly controls wall-impingement. As illustrated in Figure 5.11 , for the 12-
hole injector, early injection timings lead to fuel impingement on the piston, while 
later injection timings result in liner wetting. The fuel liquid concentration images 
presented are taken at 1,500rpm engine speed and the mapping is done according to 
light intensity. In a similar manner, Figure 5.12 illustrates fuel liquid concentration for 
the 6-hole nozzle. It is obvious that there is not any fuel in contact with the cylinder 
walls and piston impingement is avoided when injection timings are set at values later 
than 70°CA. 
a b c 
Figure 5.11: Fuel liquid concentration at 25°CA ASOI for the J 2-hole nozzle at injection timings 
of (a). 30°, (b). 50° and (c). 70°CA. 
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a b c 
Figure 5.12: Fuel liquid concentration at 25°CA ASOI for the 6-hole nozzle at injection timings of 
(a). 70°, (b). 90° and (c). 120°CA. 
The aforementioned effect of injection timing, on fuel impingement on piston and 
cylinder surfaces, is immediately mirrored on the vapour distribution images at, or 
near, the time of ignition. More specifically, at 1,500rpm engine speed the most 
uniform fuel vapour distribution is achieved at 30°CA injection timing for the 12-hole 
and at 120°CA for the 6-hole injectors. As illustrated in Figure 5.13 , the homogeneity 
becomes worse as injection timing is retarded (from left to right) , for the 12-hole 
nozzle. The injection duration for achieving stoichiometric charge is roughly 35°CA 
(including injector opening delay) at 1,500rpm engine speed, considering the flow 
rate of the 12-hole injector. This fact leads to an end of injection (EOI) timing around 
65°CA after TDC. As a result, there is enough time left for the fuel to vaporise 
completely of the piston surface and form a uniform ignitable mixture cloud around 
the vicinity of the spark-plug locations at the time of ignition ＨｾＳＳＰＭＳＶＰ ﾰ ｃａＩ Ｎ＠
340°CA AITDC 
a b c 
Figure 5.13: Two-dimensional deviation of air/fuel ratio (AFR) distribution at 340°CA (20° 
before compression TDC) of the 12-hole injector at injection timings of (a). 30°, (b) . 
50° and (c). 70°CA. 
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As the injection timing is retarded at SO°CA after TDC, always having the SCV full y 
open (no swirl) , liner wetting appears towards the end of injection, it is minimum 
though. The effective time for mixing is reduced at thi s case and it can be seen in the 
2-D AFR distribution image taken at 340°CA, otherwise 20°CA before compres ion 
TDC. There is an AFR gradient along the laser path; mixture distribution, from left to 
right, appears slightly lean in fuel in the beginning and passed the centre line of the 
liner, it becomes richer. 
The opposite trend is recorded for the 6-hole nozzle. According to Figure 5.14, fuel 
vapour distribution in the combustion chamber becomes more unifonn as injection 
timings become retarded. Although liner wall wetting is not an issue with the nalTOW 
spray from the 6-hole injector, fuel impinging on the flat piston crown is evident. 
Starting from 70°, 90° and finally 120°CA injection timings, the effect of fuel 
impinging on the piston is evident on AFR distribution across the centre plane of the 
cylinder. At early timings, such as 70°CA after TDC, piston impingement rules the 
final fuel vapour distribution. More specifically, most of the fuel injected lies on he 
piston and evaporation starts from the hot piston surface as compression temperature 
rises ; a very similar mechanism to what was mentioned before, for the case of early 
injection of the 12-hole injector. As a result, fuel vapour distribution between the two 
nozzle designs is comparable and features areas rich in fuel and steep AFR gradients 
across the plane of the image. Although the 6-hole nozzle produces a more compact 
and narrow spray shape, compared to that of the 12-hole injector, areas rich in fuel , at 
the time of ignition, can be found at the sides of the cylinder. Airflow does not 
340°CA AITDC 
a 
2500 ASOI 
Nominal AFR: 
Ave. of AFR: 21.5 
O.V. of AFR: 1 
b 
Nominal AFR: 1 
Ave. of AFR: 1 
V. of AFR: 
c 
Figure 5.14: Two-dimensional deviation of air/fuel ratio (AFR) distribution at 340°CA (20 0 
before compression TDC) of the 6-hole inj ector at injection timings of (a) . 70 0 , (b) . 
90° and (c). 120°CA. 
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enhance atomisation and ultimately evaporation at l ,sOOrpm, as mentioned before. 
due to the weak inlet flow imposed by the three-valve configuration of the cylinder-
head and increased penetration momentum of the individual fuel jet plume . 
Therefore, the mechanism that justifies transportation of vapour clouds to the sides of 
the cylinder can be found in the spray itself. The last two cases in Figure 5.14 stand 
for 90° and 120°CA injection timings . Deviation of AFR is not as uniform as 
expected, but the contrast between too rich and too lean, in fuel areas, is missing. This 
happens mainly due to the fact that there is no fuel impinging on the piston in both 
cases. 
At higher engine speeds, the stronger airflow present inside the cylinder, even with 
the three-valve configuration, makes the differences in mixture distribution much 
smaller. The large-scale bulk in-cylinder airflow, at 3,000rpm, maximises air / fuel 
mixing significantly. As illustrated in Figure 5.15 , for the 12-hole nozzle (top row) , 
the strong airflow reduces spray tip penetration by increasing air-entrainment. 
Similarly, for the compact spray of the 6-hole nozzle, air-entrainment is efficient as 
injection timing approaches the timing of the inlet valves maximum lift Ｈ ｾ ｬ＠ OO°CA). 
80°CAAITDC 
so' 
100°CA AITDC 30 0 ASOI 6h-40 
P.lnj .: BObar SCV90 
b c a 
Figure 5.15: Fuel liquid concentration at 30°CA ASO I for the 12- (top row) and the 6-hole 
.. . t" f (a) 50° (b) 70° and (c). 90°CA. (bottom row) nozzles at InjectIOn Immgs 0 . , . 
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The mInImUm spray impingement on combustion chamber surfaces is immediatel 
visible on fuel vapour distribution. More specifically, for the 12-hole injector, the best 
injection timing for achieving homogeneous charge is still 50°CA, although the 
differences among the various injection timings are minimised, as illustrated in Figure 
5.16. 
340°CA AITDC 
I 
a b c 
Figure 5.16: Two-dimensional deviation of air/fuel ratio (AFR) distribution at 340°CA (20° 
before compression TnC) of the 12-hole injector at injection timings of (a). 50°, (b). 
70° and (c). 90°CA. 
The aforementioned minimisation of the effect of injection timing on mixture 
distribution at high engine speeds is clearly evident for the 6-hole nozzle. The 
differences in homogeneity among 50°, 70°, 90° and 120°CA injection timings are 
negligible, as illustrated in Figure 5.17. Although 90°CA remains the best inj ection 
timing, as far as homogeneity is concerned, all other timings present comparable 
results. The latter is an important finding that renders the 6-hole nozzle the injector, 
which can operate in a significantly wide injection-timing window. 
340°CA AITOC 2900 AS01 6h-4l) 340°CA AITOC 340' CA AITOC 250' AS01 6h-4l) 340' CA AITOC 
a c 
Figure 5.17: Two-dimensional deviation of air/fuel ratio (AFR) distribution at 340°CA (20° 
before compression TnC) of the 6-hole inj ector at injection timings of (a). 70°, (b). 
90° and (c). 120°CA. 
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Multiple-injection 
Multiple-injection is believed to be a powerful tool in the hands of engme 
manufacturers contributing to quick and efficient engine warm-up, as well as to 
reduced exhaust gas emissions during that period. Research groups worldwide have 
investigated double injection and the latter has been confirmed [17, 26, 34, 74, 97]. 
Apart from reduced warm-up emissions, multiple injection strategy can be seen as a 
way of reducing spray tip penetration lengths from high-pressure sprays. More 
specifically, the same amount of fuel injected by a single injection could be split into 
two or three smaller duration injection events, and as a result, the total spray 
penetration length is significantly reduced. Multiple-injection strategy is effectively 
the combined effect of injection timing and duration on final in-cylinder mixture 
distribution. Therefore, the benchmark for double or triple injection strategies 
investigated should be the corresponding single injection performance. The 
corresponding single injection event is defined as if multiple injections are replaced 
by a single injection that delivers the same amount of fuel and starts on the first 
injection timing. 
Experiments at 1,500rpm engine speed showed that fuel impingement on cylinder and 
piston crown surfaces is not completely avoided, however it is significantly reduced, 
for both nozzles. More specifically, for the 12-hole nozzle, although double injection 
reduces wall wetting, the final fuel vapour distribution maps appear to be less uniform 
than the single injection event. This is believed to happen mainly due to the lack of 
airflow inside the engine cylinder. Multiple injections feature short spray tip 
penetration lengths, but air-entrainment process is interrupted. The repeated short-
duration injections induce a weak airflow instead, which is not in favour of mixing for 
the double-pulsed injection. A better result is achieved when triple injection is 
employed. In the case of three injection pulses, the final air / fuel mixing appears to be 
similar to the one achieved by the single injection strategy. Finally, the presented 
AFR deviation images do not justify the use of multiple injection strategy in the case 
of a 12-hole nozzle. According to data images illustrated in Figure 5.18, there is not 
any improvement gained by double-injection in fuel vapour distribution relative to 
single injection at 30°CA with the 12-hole nozzle, which presented the best 
homogeneity of all tested conditions at I ,500rpm engine speed. 
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Ave. of AFR: 
. of AFR:..!!I.&,.;J!JL::j 
a b c 
Figure 5.18: Two-dimensional deviation of air/fuel ratio (AFR) distribution at 340°CA (20° 
before compression TDC) of the 12-hole injector at double-injection strategy. The 
timing of the first injection in the sequence is set at 50°CA (top row), at 70°CA 
(middle row) and at 90°CA (bottom row). The second injection timing is placed at 
(a). 30°CA after the start of the first injection event, (b). 180°CA, or bottom dead 
centre and (c). 220°CA, timing at which inlet valves have closed. 
As mentioned before, triple injection strategy appears to assist the mixing procedure , 
presenting better results than the double-injection. As illustrated in Figure 5.19, two-
dimensional AFR distribution of triple-injection, starting at SO°CA, appear more 
homogeneous than double-inj ection, but there is not any improvement relative to 
single injection at the same timing. 
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Mixture Oi tribution 
Figure 5.19: Two-dimensional deviation of air/fuel ratio (AFR) distribution at 340°CA (200 
before compression TDC) of the 12-hole injector at triple-injection strategy. The 
timing of the first injection in the sequence is set at 50°CA, the second at 70°CA and 
the third injection timing is placed at (a). 90°CA and (b). 220°CA, timing at which 
inlet valves have closed. 
The second tested multi-hole nozzle appears to be more tolerant to mUltiple injection 
strategy than the 12-hole design. More specifically, double-injection does not improve 
homogeneity, however it does not create significant abnormalities in mixture 
distribution. As illustrated in Figure 5.20, column a presents more homogeneous AFR 
distributions than columns band c. In addition to that, top and bottom rows (group of 
70°CA and 120°CA) appear to be in a better shape, as far as homogeneity is 
concerned. The aforementioned observation, coupled with the fact that at 1,500rpm 
engine speed the best AFR distribution for the 6-hole nozzle is achieved at 90°CA 
injection timing by single injection, draws the conclusion that double-inj ection 
strategy increased homogeneity in cases, where there was room for improvements. In 
other words, double-injection assisted in blunting the differences among that three 
injection timings. Finally, by careful observation of the 6-hole nozzle double-injection 
fuel vapour distribution images, a second conclusion is being drawn in terms of the 
relative timing of the two injection pulses and to what extend the fin al AFR 
distribution is affected. In Figure 5.20a the dwell time between the two injection 
pulses is set to minimum possible value, according to the needle driving mechan ism. 
thus the total injection event is finished as early as possible during the induction 
stroke. Early end-of-injection timings, by default, provide suffi cient mixing time 
therefore increased homogeneity is expected. 
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Figure 5.20: Two-dimensional deviation of air/fuel ratio (AFR) distribution at 340°C A (20° 
before compression TDC) of the 6-hole injector at double-injection strategy. The 
timing of the first injection in the sequence is set at 70°CA (top row), at 90°CA 
(middle row) and at 120°CA (bottom row). The second injection timing is placed at 
(a). 30°CA after the start of the first injection event, (b). 180°CA, or bottom dead 
centre and (c). 220°CA, timing at which inlet valves have closed. 
A slightly different action is observed in triple-inj ection strategy, compared to doubl e-
injection. More specifically, as illustrated in Figure 5.2 1, triple-injection does not 
promote mixing at cases where the 6-hole nozzle traditionally does not perfonn we ll. 
i.e. 70°CA injection timing. On the contrary, by trip le-injection, inj ection timing 
with acceptable homogeneity , as 90°CA and 120°CA, are further optimi ed. In 
general, a tendency of smoothing already homogeneous mixture di tribution ha ' 
been observed by triple-injection. Middle and bottom rows of Figure 5.21 illu tratc 
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injection timings that start from 90°CA and 120°CA respectively. Single injection 
with the 6-hole nozzle has previously demonstrated acceptable homogenei ty for the 
aforementioned cases. Triple-injection strategy has only managed to eliminate any 
steep AFR gradients present on the plane of the image, and transitions from slightly 
rich to slightly lean in fuel areas are done smoothly. 
340°CA AITDC 2700 ASOI 
Timing: 70-90-1 1 O' CA P.lnj .: 80bar 340°CA AITDC 270° ASOI 340°CA AITDC Timing: 70-90-180· CA P Jnj.: 80bar 
.. 
.. 
340°CA AITDC 220° ASOI 340°CA AITDC 220° ASOI ;;:.'.:".::.: 
.Timing : 120-140-180' CA P.lnj .: SObar Timing: 120-140-220' CA P . SObar oI, WR 
.. 
a b c 
Figure 5.21: Two-dimensional deviation of air/fuel ratio (AFR) distribution at 340°CA (20° 
before compression TDC) of the 6-hole injector at triple-injection strategy. The 
timing of the first injection in the sequence is set at 70°CA (top row), at 90°CA 
(middle row) and at 120°CA (bottom row). The second at 20°CA after the start of 
the first pulse and the third injection timing is placed at (a). 20°CA after the start of 
the second pulse, (b). 180°CA or bottom dead centre and (c). 220°CA, timing at 
which inlet valves have closed. 
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At higher engme speeds the previously observed situation IS at a certaIn extend 
smoothed out. More specifically, at 3,OOOrpm, mixture distribution achieved with the 
12-hole nozzle is fairly independent on injection timing. The high intensity bulk in-
cylinder flow, induced by high-speed operation, produces mixture distribution of 
similar quality for timings of 50°CA to 90°CA. All double-injection tested cases 
appear moderate homogeneity, as illustrated in Figure 5.22 for the case of 70°CA. 
340°C A AITDC 2700ASOI 12h-2+1C 340°CA AITDC 
a b 
Figure 5.22: Two-dimensional deviation of air/fuel ratio (AFR) distribution at 340°CA (20° 
before compression TDC) of the 12-hole injector at double-injection strategy. The 
timing of the first injection in the sequence is set at 70°CA, the second injection 
timing is placed at (a). 30°CA after the start of the first injection event and (b). 
213°CA, timing at which inlet valves have closed. 
Similar results are observed with triple-injection, as illustrated in Figure 5.23. All 
three groups of injection timing present comparable and moderate homogeneity . 
340°CA AITDC 2900 ASOI12h-2+1C 
Inl.Timing: 50·75-100' P.lnj.: 80bar SCV90 
a b 
340°CA AITDC ＲＵＰ ｯ ａｓｏｉ ＱＲｨ Ｎ Ｒ Ｋ Ｑｃ ＺＺ ｾ Ｚ ｾ＠
Inj.Timlng : 90·115·140' . 80bar SCV90 "', "-FR 
c 
Figure 5.23: Two-dimensional deviation of air/fuel ratio (AFR) distribution at 340°CA (20° 
before compression TDC) of the 12-hole injector at triple-injection strategy. 
Injection timings of (a). 50-90-120°CA, (b). 70-110-140°CA and (c). 90-130-160°CA. 
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The 6-hole injector presented better homogeneity in 3,OOOrpm engine speed than in 
1,500rpm. Both, double- and triple-injection strategies, coupled with the increased 
airflow of high engine speed, demonstrated acceptable 2-D AFR distribution maps. 
The achieved homogeneity proved to be independent of the relative timing of the 
multiple injection events. The preference of the 6-hole nozzle towards retarded 
injection timings is once more confirmed and the 6-hole injector has achieved, at 
3,OOOrpm and 120 0 CA injection timing, the best possible homogeneity . As illustrated 
in Figure 5.24, the deviation of AFR in the centre plane of the cylinder is really stable 
and very close to stoichiometric. The two consistent rich in fuel spots observed do not 
represent real measured AFR ratios , but foreground noise . More specifically, at high 
engine speeds, due to high-velocity flow-fields , during induction and exhaust strokes 
there is a percentage of fuel impinging on the top of the liner, next to the valves. 
These two spots are located in a plane between the imaging plane and the camera, 
thus any scattered laser light could cause the small liquid pockets to fluoresce . The 
same effect is not visible during the background image acquisition since there is not 
fuel injection happening during that stage. Results from triple-injection strategy are 
not presented here, since the two-dimensional deviation of AFR is almost identical to 
the presented double-injection cases. 
340· CA AITDC 340·CA AITDC 220 0 AS01 6h-40 
a b c 
Figure 5.24: Two-dimensional deviation of air/fuel ratio (AFR) distribution at 340°C A (20° 
before compression TDC) of the 6-hole injector at double-injection strategy. 
Injection timings of (a). 70-213°CA, (b). 90-213°CA and (c). 120-213°CA. 
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In-cylinder charge motion 
So far , it has been proven that the lack of strong airflow is partly responsible for the 
poor mixing at low engine speeds, presented in previous sections of thi s paragraph. 
Given the fact that the five-valve engine features low tumble intake ports, an intake 
flow enhancement device has been installed that increases swirl levels in the cylinder. 
An interesting piece of equipment, offering the possibility of fully customisable swirl 
levels by varying the angle of a Swirl Control Valve (SCV). Introduction of moderate 
swirl (swirl control valve at an angle of 60°, relative to fully open position and zero 
swirl) immediately improved mixing and fuel vapour distribution. At low engine 
speeds (1,500rpm), where weak airflow rules mixture distribution, in-cylinder swirl 
improves mixing significantly, as illustrated in Figure 5.25. More specifically, in 
cases where acceptable homogeneity is achieved without in-cylinder swirl, the 
improvement in AFR distribution maps due to added swirl is minor. On the contrary, 
in cases similar to the one presented in bottom row of Figure 5.25 , the improvement is 
significant. 
2900 ASOI 
b c a 
Figure 5.25: Comparison of three different in-cylinder swirl levels for the 12-hole nozzle 
operating at single- (top row) and double-injection (bottom row) conditions. (a). No 
I · . I (SC\' 0°) at swirl (SCV 90°), (b). Medium swirl (SCV 60°) and (c). IV aXlmum SWlr 
50°CA injection timing. 
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The 6-hole injector demonstrates similar dependencies on l'n cyl1'nde ' 1 ' 
- r sW1r motI on to 
that of the 12-hole nozzle. Increased swirl levels tend to eliminate the effect of 
injection timing on the final AFR distribution and all timings and injection strategies 
feature almost identical fuel vapour distribution under maximum in-cylinder swirl 
flow. The only difference, compared to the 12-hole nozzle , is the level of 
homogeneity achieved. As illustrated in Figure 5.26b, for both single and double-
injection strategies the AFR distribution is extremely smooth and the level of 
homogeneity is close to port-fuelled injection standards. 
a b 
Figure 5.26: Comparison of two different in-cylinder swirl levels for the 6-hole nozzle operating 
at single- (top row) and double-injection (bottom row) conditions. (a). No swirl (SCV 
900) and (b). Maximum swirl (SCV 0°) at 120°CA injection timing. 
At higher engine speeds, similar behaviour is observed. More specifically, final AFR 
distribution maps present increased homogeneity when swirl is introduced. Injection 
timing appears to have no apparent effect on mixing, since in-cy tinder swirl is 0 
intense that overshadows all other parameters , apart from the nozzle design, Similar to 
1,500rpm engine speed, the 6-hole nozzle performs better than the 12-hole design , 
demonstrating better homogeneity , although the differences between the two nozz le 
designs are not quite significant. 
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Injection pressure 
According to findings presented in prev lOUS chapter, inj ection pressure increases 
atomisation quality and spray tip penetration for multi-hole nozzles . The latter is 
rather a disadvantage for successful implementation of multi-hole injectors in DrSr 
engines, however increased atomisation quality has always been in favour of mixing. 
Based on previously presented data, it has been confirmed that an increase in injection 
pressure from 80 to 120bar improves atomisation, although that improvement is minor 
and does not justify the extra energy spent from the high-pressure fuel pump. The 
latter conclusion is drawn by spray characterisation experiments ; therefore engine 
experiments are needed to promote that conclusion to a solid fact. 
As aforementioned, the main injection pressure for LIF experiments is set to 80bar. 
However, the investigation of the effect of injection pressure on fuel / air mixing in an 
engine ' s cylinder involved pressures from 60 up to 120bar. The results confi rm the 
expected trends , and increasing injection pressure contributes to a more homogeneous 
mixture distribution at the time of ignition under all tested nozzle designs. Figure S .27 
confirms the aforementioned observation and from left to right hand image the 
deviation of AFR becomes more uniform in the cylinder ' s centre plane. 
340°CA AITDC ＲＷＰ Ｐ ａｓｏｉ ＱＲｨＮＲＫＱｃ ｾｾＺＺｾｾ＠
Inj.Timing : 70· P.lnj.: 120barSCVW "',""" 
" 
ｾ ｉ＠
a b c 
Figure 5.27: Two-dimensional deviation of air/fuel ratio (AFR) distribution at 340°CA (20° 
before compression TDC) of the 12-hole inj ector inj ecting at 70°CA at (a). 60, (b). 80 
and (c). 120bar injection pressure. 
This slight improvement in homogeneity, with increasing injection pressure, become 
more pronounced at engine speeds where the bulk in-cylinder flow field is weak and 
the mixing is by default poor. More specifically, at 1,SOOrpm engine speed, the 
difference in ai r / fuel ratio distribution between 80 and 120bar injection pre ure IS 
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ｾｯｲ･＠ ･Ｎｶｩｾ･ｮｾ＠ than at 3,OOOrpm. As illustrated in Figure 5.28, at low engine speed 
hIgher IllJectton pressure produces increased homogeneity although th O . I 
valid for higher engine speeds. 
' IS IS not a ways 
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Figure 5.28: Two-dimensional deviation of air/fuel ratio (AFR) distribution at 340°C A (20° 
before compression TnC) of the 12-hole injector at 1,500rpm (top row) and 
3,000rpm (bottom row) engine speed. Injection timing is kept constant at 50°CA and 
injection pressure is set to (a). 80 and (b). 120bar. 
5.3.2 Stratified lean-in-fuel engine operation 
Direct-injection spark-ignition engines are believed to be the way forward together 
with diesel engines, as far as vehicle power plants are concerned, due to the fuel 
consumption advantages these engines offer. Diesel powered engines alter their load 
by accurate controlling of the fuel quantity injected. Thus, fuel consuming intake 
throttling is not necessary. This technology is paIily transfened to gasoline engines in 
an attempt to increase the low efficiency of spark-ignition engines. The advantage of 
such a technological upgrade in the conventional port-fuelled injection engines are 
vital for the environment and human health . More specificall y, by direc t inj ec ti on of 
fuel into the cylinder of a spark-ignition engine, the accurate control of the injected 
fuel quantity and the ability of creating stratified charge in the combu ti on chamber 
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enable the realisation of combustion at AFRs higher than stoichiometric. Therefore , 
less fuel burnt leads to less CO2 produced, followed by reduction in all emi tted 
pollutants in general. As aforementioned, stable combustion at AFR values higher 
than stoichiometric can only be achieved if the cylinder charge is highly stratifi ed. 
The latter effectively means local AFR values richer than 15 (AFRlocally < 15), while 
the rest of the cylinder is mostly occupied by air. Areas rich in fuel should be located 
around the spark plug area for the initiation of combustion. 
It is immediately realised that stratification is highly dependent on the engine and 
combustion chamber design. It is the relative position of the injector and the spark 
plug that set the requirements for rich and lean in fuel areas. The five-valve, twin-
spark engine design used in this study presents certain particularities in stratification 
due to the twin spark plug arrangement. As mentioned in previous sections, of this 
chapter, the two spark plugs are positioned at the two sides of the cylinder, thus good 
stratification is achieved by creating two rich in fuel regions at the two sides of the 
cylinder while the rest is very lean in fuel , as illustrated in Figure 5.29. 
Rich regions 
(AFR:::; 15) 
Lean region 
(AFR 2: 15) 
Figure 5.29: Schematic representation of the stratification concept for the five-valve twin-spark 
direct-injection gasoline engine. 
In a direct-injection gasoline engme stratification is achieved by injection of fuel 
during the compression stroke. Under high-temperature and weak airflow conditions 
the fuel is vaporised but not mixed with the available air in the cylinder, instead it 
forms the required fuel vapour clouds. The parameters affecting the fi nal vapour 
distribution inside the cylinder is the timing of inj ection event, injection strategy and 
pressure, as well as , in-cylinder airflow. Thus, the experimental study carried Ollt 
included investigation of all the aforementioned parameters at two different enginc 
speeds for two multi-hole nozzle designs. Al l experimental cases are pre ented in 
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Table 5-3 and Table 5-4. More specifically, for the low engine speed (l,500rpm) 
cases, the AFR is set constant at 35 for the case of 80bar injection pressure for two in-
cylinder swirl levels (SCV90 - no swirl and SCVO - swirl), while in the case of 
120bar injection pressure the SCV is set to fully open position (no swirl) and the AFR 
is varied from 35 to 45. At higher engine speeds (3,OOOrpm), for 80bar injection 
pressure the investigation includes two swirl levels and two AFR values, while for the 
120bar injection pressure there is no swirl and the AFR is set to 35. 
Engine Speed = 1500RPM 
Injection 10(12-2) + 1 central holes (90°) 6-holes (40°) 
Timing [DCA] 80bar 120bar 80bar 120bar 
240 SCV90 - - -
240-255 SCV90 - - -
240-251-261 SCV90 - SCV90 -
250 
I 
SCV90/0 
I 
-
I 
-
-
250-265 SCV90/0 - - -
250-261-271 - - SCV90 -
1
260 
I 
SCV90 - - -
SCV90 ' 260-275 - - -
270 SCV90/0 AFR 35/45 SCV90/0 AFR 35/45 
270-285 SCV90 AFR 35/45 SCV90/0 AFR 35/45 
270-289 SCV90 AFR 35/45 SCV90/0 AFR 35/45 
270-306 SCV90/0 AFR45 SCV90/0 AFR45 
270-281-291 SCV90 - SCV90 -
280 SCV90 AFR 35/45 SCV90 AFR 35/45 
280-295 SCV90 AFR 35/45 SCV90 AFR 35/45 
280-299 SCV90 AFR35 SCV90 AFR 35 
280-306 - - SCV90 -
290 SCV90/0 AFR 35/45 SCV90/0 AFR 35/45 
290-306 SCV90/0 AFR 35/45 SCV90/0 AFR 35/45 
290-309 SCV90/0 AFR 35/45 SCV90/0 AFR 35/45 
300 
I 
SCV90/0 
I 
AFR 35/45 
I 
SCV90/0 AFR 35/45 
300-315 - - SCV90 -
310 I SCV90 AFR 35/45 I SCV90/0 AFR 35/45 
. 
. Table 5-3: Experimental cases for the m-cylmder LIF mvestIgatIon at 1500rpm engme speed . 
SL V90 stands for swirl control valve fully open (no swirl), SCVO for fully closed (high 
swirl) and AFR 35 / 45 stands for two different AFR values. 
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Engine Speed = 3000RPM 
Injection 10(12-2) + 1 central holes (90°) 6-holes (40°) 
Timing [OCA] 80bar 120bar 80bar 120bar 
SeV90 sevo SeV90 SeV90 sevo SeV90 
220-240-260 AFR35 -
- AFR35 
- -
240 AFR35/45 - - AFR35/45 
- -
240-261-280 AFR35 -
- AFR35 
- -
250 AFR35/45 AFR35 AFR35 AFR35/45 AFR35 AFR35 
250-275 AFR35/45 - AFR35 AFR35/45 
- AFR35 
250-285 AFR35/45 AFR35 AFR35 AFR35/45 AFR35 AFR35 
250-302 AFR35 AFR35 - AFR35 AFR35 -
250-271-290 - - - AFR35 
- -
260 AFR35/45 AFR35 AFR35 AFR35/45 AFR35 AFR35 
260-285 AFR35/45 - - AFR35/45 - -
260-295 AFR35/45 - - AFR35/45 - -
270 AFR35/45 AFR35 AFR35 AFR35/45 AFR35 AFR35 
270-295 AFR35/45 - AFR35 AFR35/45 - AFR35 
270-302 AFR35/45 AFR35 AFR35 AFR35/45 AFR35 AFR35 
1
280 
I 
AFR35/45 AFR35 AFR35 AFR35/45 AFR35 AFR35 
: 280-305 AFR35/45 AFR35 AFR35 AFR35/45 AFR35 AFR35 
290 AFR35/45 AFR35 AFR35 AFR35/45 AFR35 AFR35 
300 AFR45 - AFR35 AFR45 - AFR35 
Table 5-4: Experimental cases for the in-cylinder LIF investigation at 3000rpm engine speed. -
SCV90 stands for swirl control valve fully open (no swirl), SCVO for fully closed (high 
swirl) and AFR 35 / 45 stands for two different AFR values. 
As presented in the previous tables, experimental cases include injection timings from 
220°CA to 310°CA. Therefore, for better interpretation of the results, injection 
timings are grouped into early, medium and late compression timings. The first group 
involves injection from 220°CA to 250°CA, or during the early stages of the 
compression stroke. The second group features injection at timings from 260°CA to 
280 0 CA and finally, late injection refers to timings beyond 290°CA. Vapour 
distribution images presented in this section have undergone certain port-processing 
an the local AFR ratio of each pixel is presented. The reason for not presenting the 
normalised deviation of AFR is the need to know local AFR values at the spark plug 
regions in order to be able to judge whether the mixture is ignitable or not. 
Injection timing 
Early and late injection timings and single injection during compression stroke did not 
provide the expected results for both multi-hole injectors at 1 ,500rpm engine speed. In 
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turn, liner wetting and extensive piston impingement for early and late timings, 
respectively, caused undesired stratification. More specifically, for the late inj ection 
case, the lack of time available for vaporisation is evident, and causes the fuel to stick 
on the piston. Unlike early and late injection, very good results are obtained at 
medium injection timings . The relative position of the piston to the fuel spray is such 
that directs the mixture cloud towards the spark plugs. The time available for 
vaporisation is sufficient for both, free fuel spray and spray previously impinged on 
the piston. Figure 5.30 illustrates the AFR di stribution images for the 12-hole nozzle 
and Figure 5.31 for the 6-hole. 
340°C A AITDC 1 OooASOI 12h·2+1c 340° CA AITDC 70° ASOI 
Inj.Timing : 240'" P.lnj .: 8Oba, SCV90 
a b 
400 ASOI 
AFlI .. ,. 
0' 
o. 
ＭＭ ＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭ ｾ＠ » 
Nominal AFR: 28 
Ave. of AFR: 1 
.O.V. of AFR: 
c 
" Of 
.0 
• u 
Figure 5.30: Two-dimensional AFR distribution for the 12-hole inj ector at inj ection timing of (a). 
240°C A, (b).270°CA and (c). 300°C A at 80bar injection pressure and 1,500rpm. 
" 
o. 
a b 
Figure 5.31: Two-dimensional AFR distribution for the 6-hole injector at injection timing of (a). 
2700CA and (b). 300°CA at 80bar injection pressure and 1,SOOrpm. 
It is evident from the above images that single inj ection at the late stage of the 
. . .(;avour of stratifi cation . Liquid fuel impinge on the 
compression stroke IS not 111 1. 
. d ' th t '111e available for vapori sati on is not enougb, fuel remains on the pIston an smce e 1 
fl · .(; 11 the case of the 12-hole nozzle, all the injected fuel ｾ ･･ｭ Ｇ＠ to be at pIston sur1ace. I 
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lying on the piston, while, in the case of the 6-hole nozzle, the poor liquid mass 
distribution and the almost non-existent air-entrainment result in a not fully vaporised 
fuel spray at the time of ignition. Early injection timing during the compression stroke 
is tested only for the 12-hole injector. The achieved stratification is better than that of 
late injection, but still there is a vapour cloud almost in the middle of the cylinder that 
will cause increased soot emissions, since it is away from the ignition source. Finally, 
medium injection timings appear to be promising, as far as stratification in a twin-
spark engine is concerned. Both sides of the cylinder feature richer in fuel areas than 
the rest of the image area. Right-hand side spark plug appears to have always an 
ignitable mixture surrounding it, while the other side of the cylinder presents lean 
AFR distributions. Six-hole nozzle performs better than the 12-hole at medium 
injection timings due to the right delivery of an ignitable mixture cloud at both spark 
plugs. 
At higher engine speeds, the performance of single injection, as far as stratification is 
concerned, does not change significantly for both nozzles. As illustrated in Figure 
5.32, the most promising cases involve injection at medium timings during the 
compression stroke. Both nozzle designs manage to ensure slightly rich in fuel areas 
right at the two spark plug positions. More specifically, in the case of the 12-hole 
injector (top row), early injection timings tend to gather an ignitable fuel vapour cloud 
(AFR around 15) towards the right side of the cylinder, while the left-hand side 
remains lean in fuel. As injection timing is retarded towards 260°CA, a fuel vapour 
cloud of AFR around 16 is concentrated at the left spark plug ensuring that ignition 
will take place at both ignition sources. Late injection timings proved to be inefficient 
also at high engine speeds, since the fuel is not fully vaporised and remains on the 
piston surface. The 6-hole nozzle shows similar behaviour with the best stratification 
to be achieved at medium injection timings. 
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340°CA AITDC 800 ASOI 12h·2+1c 
Timing : 260' P.lnj.: BObar SCV90 340°CA AITDC 50
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Figure 5.32: Two-dimensional AFR distribution for the 12-hole (top row) and the 6-hole (bottom 
row) injectors at injection timings of (a). 240°CA, (b).260°CA and (c). 300°CA at 
80bar injection pressure and 3,OOOrpm. 
Multiple-inj ection 
Double- and triple-injection strategies have also been investigated for both nozzl e 
designs at low and high engine speeds. Double-injection is extensively tested in early 
and medium timings and triple mainly at early timings during the compression stroke. 
The reason is that multiple-injection generally delays the end of inj ection timing 
(EOI) leaving no time for evaporation when the EOr is placed at late crank angle 
degrees . The latter observation is confirmed in Figure 5.3 3, where AFR di stribution 
images of double-injection of the 12-hole nozzle at 1,500rpm engine speed show that 
at late timings the resulted stratification is totally inappropriate for thi s parti cul ar 
engme design. Similarly to late timings , early double-inj ection during the 
compression stroke does not produce the required AFR di stribution. On the contrary, 
12- and 6-hole nozzles achieve acceptable stratificati on with double-injection at 
medium timings , as Figure 5.33b and Figure 5.34b illustrate . More specifically. both 
nozzles manage to transport the required fuel vapour clouds at the po ition of the 
spark plugs . The 6-hole nozzle appears to be more efficient and it feature ' ignitab le 
mixture clouds (AFR: 14-1 6) below both spark plugs. 
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a 
340°C A AITOC 70oASOI 12h-2+1c 
Timing : 270-285' P.I . 80bar SCV90 
b 
Nominal AFR: 
Ave. of AFR: 6 
C.O.V. of AFR: 
c 
Figure 5.33: Two-dimensional AFR distribution for the 12-hole injector at double-injection 
strategy. Injection timings of (a). 240-255°CA, (b).270-285°CA and (c). 290-3060CA 
at 80bar injection pressure and 1,500rpm. 
a 
Nominal AFR' 
Ave. of AFR: 29. 
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Figure 5.34: Two-dimensional AFR distribution for the 6-hole injector at double-injection 
strategy. Injection timings of (a). 270-285°CA and (b). 290-306°CA at 80bar 
injection pressure and 1,500rpm. 
" 
Due to the limited time available for the processes of injection, evaporation and 
ignition, the timing of the second injection in a double-injection sequence did not 
show any improved results. The AFR distribution maps presented above demonstrate 
that the best possible stratification for this engine design is achieved when the dwell 
time between the two injection pulses is set to minimum poss ibl e time dictated by the 
needle driving mechanism. Similar method is followed also at triple-injection 
strategy, where both dwell times are set to minimum possible and injection could on ly 
start at early and medium injection timings during the compress ion troke. The 12-
hole nozzle did not show any di fference between double and triple-injection mode at 
the low engine speed and stratification does not help the twin- park concept . 
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However, significant improvements are achieved with triple-injection and the 6-hole 
nozzle. As illustrated in Figure 5.35 , both presented early triple-inj ection timing 
appear to create the desirable stratification at the time of ignition. In both ca es 
vapour clouds of local AFR of 17 are created right at the spark plug locations. On the 
contrary, triple injection at medium timings during the compression stroke confirms 
that the later the Eor timing, the worse the stratification. The latter happens due to the 
limited time available for vaporisation and transportation of the vapour cloud towards 
the spark plugs. As it is presented in Figure 5.35c, most of the fuel lies on the piston 
surface and probably it has not vaporised completely. 
340°CA AJTDC 90OASOI 6h-40 340°CA AITDC 70· ASOI 6h-40 
· 250·262·273' P.lnj.: SObar SCV90 Inj. AfR ｾ＠
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Figure 5.35: Two-dimensional AFR distribution for the 6-hole injector at triple-injection 
strategy. Injection timings of (a). 240-252-263°CA, (b).250-262-273°CA and (c). 270-
282-293°CA at 80bar injection pressure and 1,500rpm. 
At higher engine speeds the situation is not remarkably reversed. More specifically, at 
3,OOOrpm, the 12-hole nozzle does not manage to create stable and ignitable vapour 
clouds at the vicinity of the spark plugs at either injection strategies , double and triple. 
A reasonable explanation for this behaviour could be the spray induced airflow that 
possibly forces the vapour clouds to off imaging plane positions that the imaging 
system cannot visualise. In addition to that, the very well distributed fuel spray mass 
achieved by the 12-hole injector initiates certain recirculation zones in the entire 
volume of the cylinder, which in tum, tends to transport the vaporised fuel at area , 
which are out of interest. In all the images illustrated in Figure 5.36 and Figure 5.37 . 
for double and triple-inj ection respectively, an ignitable mixture cloud is found onl 
on side of the cylinder. 
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340°CA AITOC 90° ASOI 
.Timing: 250-275" PJnj.: 80bar 
a 
340° CA AITOC 80 0 ASOI 
Timing : 260-285' P Jnj.: 80bar 
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Figure 5.36: Two-dimensional AFR distribution for the 12-hole injector at double-injection 
strategy. Injection timings of (a). 250-275°CA, (b).260-2S5°CA and (c). 2S0-3050CA 
at SObar injection pressure and 3,OOOrpm. 
340°CA AITOC 1200 ASOI12h.2.1c 
Inj .Tlming: 220.240.259° P.lnj.: SObar SCV90 
'0 
a b 
Figure 5.37: Two-dimensional AFR distribution for the 12-hole injector at triple-injection 
strategy. Injection timings of (a). 220-240-260°CA and (b).240-260-279°CA at SObar 
injection pressure and 3,OOOrpm. 
Unlike the 12-hole nozzle, the 6-hole design offers better stratification potentia l also 
at 3,000rpm engine speed. As illustrated in Figure 5.38, double injection at timings of 
250° to 260°CA present the best stratification ever recorded in the fi ve-valve tw in-
spark engine. These timings correspond to almost early inj ection timings during the 
compression stroke and feature two distinct vapour clouds of AFR va lues of around 
14. At later injection timings of 270°, similar stratificati on cannot be achieved, a 
presented in Figure S.38c . Careful observation of all three images presented conclude 
that the major part in achieving such strati ficati on is contributed by the econd 
injection timing in the sequence. When the latter is set at around 280°CA. the relati\·c 
position of the piston combined wi th the spray-induced airflov contribute to the 
formation of the two ignitable mixture clouds at the regions of the two park plug -. 
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Position of the second injection timing at crank angle degrees later than 290° doe not 
provide the appropriate evaporation time and there is a cloud rich in fue l in the centre 
of the cylinder. 
340°C A AITDC 900ASOI 6h40 
Timing : 250-285· P : 80bar SCV90 340°CA AITDC 70° ASOI 6h-40 340°CA AITDC 80° ASOI 6h-40 
.Timing : 260-285" P.lnj .: 80bar SCV90 
.Tlming : 270-295" PJnj .: 80bar ｓｃｖＹＰ ＮＮＮＬｾ＠ • 
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Figure 5.38: Two-dimensional AFR distribution for the 6-hole inj ector at double-inj ection 
strategy. Injection timings of (a). 250-285°CA, (b).260-285°CA and (c). 270-2950 CA 
at 80bar injection pressure and 3,000rpm. 
Similar results cannot be achieved with triple-inj ection. More specifica lly, Figure 5.39 
illustrates that at triple inj ection there is not enough time for effective evaporation and 
transportation of the mixture clouds to the desired locations. The latter is concluded 
from the fact that the richer areas in the cylinder are appeared to be close or on the 
piston crown surface. A useful conclusion out of the triple-inj ection data is that the 
closer the injection timing to the 250-260°CA band, the more the vapour clouds tend 
to occupy the two sides of the cylinder. Although the available time for evaporation is 
still not sufficient and fuel is found on the piston surface, the already vaporised fuel 
has formed two rich areas at the spark plug positions (Figure 5.39c). 
a 
340°CA AITDC 100· ASOI6h-40 
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Figure 5.39: Two-dimensional AFR distribution for the 6-hole inj ector at trip le-inj ection 
strategy. Inj ection timings of (a). 220-243-257°CA, (b).2.t0-253-287°CA and (c) . 250-
273-297°CA at 80bar injection press ure and 3,000rpm. 
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Finally, it could be safely concluded that the six-hole nozzle is able of fonnin o the 
b 
desired stratification levels inside the cylinder of the five-valve, twin-spark ignition 
engine. This rather strange requirement of the two ignitable mixture clouds at the two 
sides of the cylinder is greatly accomplished with the help of double-injection. There 
have also been identified certain dependencies between the timing of the second 
injection event and the final AFR distribution maps. 
Injection pressure 
As the results from spray characterisation experiments showed, an increase of 
injection pressure to 120bar does not improve spray atomisation significantly. Similar 
conclusion is also drawn by the LIF experiments. As illustrated in Figure 5.40, at both 
engine speeds, injection at 120bar does not improve the AFR distribution maps. Top 
row in the figure stands for injection at 270°CA at 1 ,500rpm engine speed and bottom 
row for injection at 260°CA at 3,000rpm. At both engine speeds increased injection 
pressure does not improve mixture distribution at the time of ignition. Therefore the 
effect of injection pressure on stratification is rather insignificant. 
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Figure 5.40: Two-dimensional AFR distribution for the 6-hole injector at low (l ,500rpm - top 
row) and high (3,OOOrpm - bottom row) engine speed. Injection pressure of (a). 
80bar and (b). 120bar at two different injection timings . 
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In-cylinder charge motion 
According to data presented in section 5.3. 1, elevated swirl levels tend to distribute 
fuel vapour uniformly inside the cylinder. Therefore, increased in-cylinder swirl i 
expected to homogenise the mixture rather than to produce the desired stratification. 
This behaviour has been confirmed from the LIF results for both inj ectors. As 
mentioned before, stratification is achieved by injecting fuel during the compress ion 
stroke and after the closure of the intake valves. Even though the valves are closed, 
swirling motion is preserved in the cylinder losing some of its strength. Additionally, 
it has been proven that sprays from multi-hole injectors are rather insensitive to in-
cylinder air motion due to their increased penetration momentum. Therefore, in-
cylinder swirl under these conditions is not strong enough to affect the spray 
development. Moving one step forward, after the fuel has been completely vaporised , 
with swirling motion still present in the cylinder, the result would be homogenisation 
of the charge rather than stratification. The latter is observed at both engine speeds as 
illustrated in Figure 5 AI. The weak swirl present in the cylinder during compression 
tends to gather vapour clouds in the centre, in the low-pressure region. 
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Figure 5.41: Two-dimensional AFR distribution for the 6-hole inj ector at low (1,500rpm - top 
I . f t 270°CA at 80ba r row) and high (3 ,OOOrpm - bottom row) engine speed . nJ ec Ion a 
for (a). SCV open (no swirl) and (b). SCV closed (high swirl). 
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5.4 SUMMARY 
Laser induced fluorescence measurements proved to be a useful tool for detailed 
investigation of the potential of high-pressure multi-hole injectors in creating 
homogeneous as well as stratified mixture distributions in a five-valve twin-spark 
ignition engine. The motored single-cylinder optical engine used features a centrally 
mounted injector and two spark plugs located at opposite sides of the cylinder. Laser 
induced fluorescence quantified the fuel concentration and local air/fuel ratio along a 
central plane of the cylinder which was 6.5mm offset relative to the spark-plug plane. 
The twin-spark combustion concept featuring central injection is generally offering 
advantages in He and smoke emissions relative to its side-injection, wall-guided 
counterpart. Additionally, the previously observed problem of cocking in multi-hole 
injectors can be minimised due to reduced injector tip temperatures, as a result of 
twin-spark combustion. A second advantage of having two spark plugs installed is the 
reduced danger of spark plug fouling present in most spray-guided configurations. 
This is also ensured by the stable spray structure of multi-hole injectors and the 
flexibility they offer in nozzle design, which helps in matching closely the spray 
shape to engine specifications. The characteristics of multi-hole sprays, carefully 
evaluated recently, are the increased spray tip penetration relative to the swirl or 
hollow cone sprays from outwards opening nozzles. This can, unfortunately, lead to 
extensive impingement of the fuel on cylinder walls and piston. Although there are 
ways for controlling this characteristic; such as careful selection of injection timing, 
there will always be a small percentage of fuel impinging on the piston. On the other 
hand, the increased penetration momentum can make multi-hole sprays less sensitive 
to the in-cylinder air motion. This leads to simpler engine management system 
eliminating the need for accurate control of the airflow. Nevertheless, results 
presented here have shown that airflow is vital for effective mixing and improved 
homogeneity implying that a compromise may be needed for complete combustion. 
Overall, multi-hole injectors have demonstrated their ability to produce homogeneous 
and stratified charge in a multi-valve twin-spark ignition engine. More specifically, it 
has been confirmed that injection timing controls wall impingement, resulting in 
quick and efficient evaporation for homogeneous engine operation. At low and high 
engine speeds, the 12-hole nozzle demonstrated increased homogeneity at injection 
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timings early in the induction stroke. This is mainly due to the fact that the increased 
spray cone angle (90°) of that injector resulted in extensive liner wetting at timings 
later than 50°CA. Therefore, early injection timings and the sufficient time they offer 
for evaporation and mixing, resulted in effective evaporation of the fuel previously 
impinged on the piston. On the contrary, the 6-hole injector that features a spray cone 
angle of 40° performed better at later timings of 90° and 120°CA. Since the 
possibility of fuel impinging on the cylinder walls is avoided, late injection during the 
induction stroke ensured that minimum quantity of fuel impinges on the piston 
surface. 
Multiple-injection has also been tested. Double and triple-injection events have been 
found to reduce exhaust gas emissions during the engine warm-up period and assist 
the mixture formation process. However, double injection did not improve 
homogeneity at any tested conditions, unless at the high engine speed of 3,000rpm 
and 6-hole injector. The latter combination proved to be very effective and from early 
to late injection timings, the achieved homogeneity with double injection was slightly 
improved, compared to single injection cases. On the other hand, triple-injection 
appeared to be effective at low engine speeds. At 1,500rpm, triple-injection produced 
acceptable homogeneity for the 12-hole nozzle, while the most uniform mixture 
distribution is recorded for the 6-hole nozzle at the low engine speed and triple-
injection. Finally, a summary of the effect of multiple-injection on homogeneity 
would rather conclude that double-injection is in favour of uniform mixture 
distribution at high engine speeds, while triple-injection performs better at low engine 
speeds. 
Another factor affecting homogeneity is internal cylinder airflow. The five-valve 
cylinder-head configuration used in this study featured weak airflow at all engine 
speeds. Therefore, a swirl control valve is installed upstream the throttle valve, which 
effectively blocks the flow of two intake valves and redirects the entire intake flow 
through the third valve. The achieved in-cylinder swirl levels with this mechanism are 
high and in favour of mixing. Increased swirl assisted air / fuel mixing and resulted in 
a uniform AFR distribution at the time of ignition. The latter conclusion is valid for 
both multi-hole nozzle designs, at all tested engine speeds and injection timings. On 
the contrary, injection pressure did not produce significant improvements in 
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homogeneity. Comparison of the AFR distribution maps of 80 and 120bar concluded 
that the minor improvements in homogeneity do not justify the energy cost for 
increasing injection pressure to levels more than 80bar. 
Following the investigation on homogeneous mixture distribution, the ability of multi-
hole nozzles in creating stratification for lean in fuel combustion had to be explored. 
Overall, it has been confirmed that both multi-hole nozzles are able in achieving the 
desired stratification levels inside the twin-spark engine cylinder. The major 
parameter towards that direction is injection timing. As mentioned in previous 
sections of this chapter, the direct-injection twin-spark engine shares operating 
principles from spray-, as well as, wall-guided configurations, thus it is named piston-
guided. Therefore, stratification is mainly controlled by the time the fuel spray 
impinges on the piston, which directs the mixture cloud towards the spark plugs. This 
timing is determined mainly by the injection timing. The latter plays the major role in 
achieving the desired stratification for both nozzle designs. The best timing for low 
and high engine speeds is located around 260°CA, or 100°CA before compression top 
dead centre. Earlier timings lead to false exploitation of the internal airflow, resulting 
in undesired stratification, and later timings do not provide sufficient time for fuel 
evaporation. Multiple-injection also demonstrated increased stratification potential. 
More specifically, triple-injection did not perform well due to the short time scales 
between injection and combustion. On the other hand, double-injection proved to be a 
useful tool in producing stratification and more specifically, in transportation of the 
required ignitable mixture clouds (14:SAFR2: 16) towards the spark plug locations. 
However careful selection of the second injection timing is required. Finally, in-, 
cylinder swirl was shown to improve homogeneity significantly but to be an obstacle 
to any attempts for creating charge stratification. Similarly, injection pressure did not 
improve stratification. In concluding, it should be stated that combustion tests will 
conclusively determine whether the proposed combustion concept stand a chance to 
reach production. 
Chapter 6 Conclusions & Recommendations 
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The most important conclusions drawn from the results of the conducted work during 
this research programme are presented in the following sections. The internal nozzle 
flow, spray characteristics and the potential of gasoline multi-hole injectors in 
creating homogeneous as well as stratified mixture distributions in a multi-valve , 
direct-injection, twin-spark engine were investigated experimentally. Initially, the 
structures and patterns of the cavitating flow through the nozzle holes and sac volume 
were observed and correlations between the investigated conditions (e.g. cavitation 
number and needle lift) and the flow development (e.g. film cavitation and strings) 
have been identified (Section 6.1). 
Following the internal nozzle flow investigation, the sprays from high-pressure multi-
hole gasoline injectors have been characterised. Various nozzle designs have been 
considered and the dependencies of spray structure, penetration length and 
atomisation quality on injection and chamber pressures, as well as ambient 
temperature, have been quantified. The ability of multi-hole injectors to adapt to the 
updated technological demands of direct-injection engines, such as multiple-injection 
operation, has been also investigated. The conclusions from the spray characterisation 
experiments are presented in Section 6.2. 
Finally, the ability of multi-hole injectors to generate homogeneous stoichiometric 
and stratified-lean mixture distribution inside a direct-injection gasoline engine has 
been investigated. Two-dimensional fuel vapour distributions inside a single cylinder, 
multi-valve, twin-spark ignition research engine have been characterised by means of 
the laser induced fluorescence technique. The latter revealed useful information on the 
dependencies of mixture distribution and fuel evaporation time-scales on injection 
timing and pressure, in-cylinder flow fields and nozzle design characteristics. The 
main findings of the engine-related investigations are summarised in Section 6.3. 
For reasons of completeness, some additional experiments are required for robust 
conclusions to be drawn. Moreover, technological advances in the field of dirL'ct-
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injection spark-ignition engines require continuous research on present and future 
injection equipment capabilities and designs. In addition to that, recommended 
alternative injection and engine management strategies necessitate the development of 
more accurate experimental techniques. In this respect, some recommendations for 
future work are given in Section 6.4. 
6.1 INTERNAL NOZZLE FLOW 
The experimental investigation of the cavitating flow through gasoline multi-hole 
injector nozzles has provided qualitative results by means of flow visualisation inside 
an enlarged three-dimensional model nozzle. High-speed video imaging proved to be 
a useful tool in terms of identification of internal nozzle flow patterns, visualisation of 
incipient cavitation structures and, finally, classification of pre-film and film stage 
cavitation as a function of cavitation and Reynolds number. The most important 
conclusions from this work are presented here. 
An enlarged (29x) transparent model of a vertical six-hole nozzle for direct injection 
gasoline engines was used in order to investigate the onset and development of 
cavitation in the nozzle sac volume and injection holes. Simultaneous matching of the 
Reynolds and cavitation numbers was attempted in order to simulate flow conditions 
similar to those in real-size nozzles, while the needle lift was set to different values 
between 0.51 and 2.04mm, which correspond to those in production nozzles. The 
cavitating flow structures were visualised with a dual high-speed CCD camera 
system, equipped with appropriate lenses, which allowed details of the flow 
previously unresolved to be identified. The dynamic development of cavitation inside 
the nozzles for a wide range of operating conditions was then captured and analysed. 
6.1.1 Internal nozzle flow patterns 
The internal nozzle flow in multi-hole injectors was found to be highly transient and 
unstable. For representative visualisation of such flow field, fine air bubbles were 
introduced for effective flow seeding. The results presented have increased 
complexity, mainly in the transitional phase, where the incoming annular flow was 
forced to enter the injection holes or to be directed into the sac volume. More 
specifically, the parts of the annular flow that were located above the six injection 
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holes were directed towards the holes by experiencing a steep turning angle. For the 
annular flow in-between two adjacent injection holes, the flow experienced a pressure 
gradient along the distance between the two injection holes that resulted in the 
formation of vortices in the volume formed between the needle face and the two 
adjacent injection holes. These vortices contributed to the formation of hole 
interconnecting strings that are described in a subsequent paragraph. 
Finally, the flow dynamics inside the sac volume were characterised by slow moving, 
almost stagnant flow. The fluid trapped in that region of the nozzle was eventually 
convected, by newly arrived liquid parcels towards random injection holes, where it 
entered from the bottom side of the hole. However, in general, the injection hole 
incoming flow was entering mainly from the top of the hole with the contribution of 
the side incoming flow being rather low, although it increased with increasing flow 
rate and cavitation number. 
6.1.2 Incipient cavitation 
The onset of cavitation was investigated for various flow rates, cavitation numbers 
and needle lifts. Interestingly enough, results showed that prior to any cavitation hole 
structures needle strings appeared in the multi-hole gasoline injector, resembling the 
nozzle flow behaviour of multi-hole diesel injectors. More specifically, cavitation 
strings were initiated on the needle face and their formation has been attributed to a 
strong vortex flow around the hole axis. Once a needle string was created, the low-
pressure region in its core was extended well inside the injection hole. The frequency 
of appearance of needle strings has increased as needle lift decreased. In addition to 
that, low needle lifts resulted in more stable needle string structures. 
At higher cavitation numbers, the first sign of geometric cavitation appeared at the top 
entrance of the hole while needle strings were still visible. Incipient geometric 
cavitation structures were very unstable and significantly affected by needle strings. 
More specifically, as needle strings moved randomly inside the injection hole, once 
they approached the inlet hole boundary, the low pressure of the string's core was 
able to initiate geometric cavitation. In some cases, geometric cavitation in the hole 
inlet could occupy half of the hole's inlet perimeter by forming a canopy-shaped 
vapour pocket. Although the aforementioned cavitation structures were highly 
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unstable, 
injectors 
they were able to verify the onset of cavitation in multi-hole gasoline 
and the ensuing interaction between needle strings and geometrically 
induced cavitation structures. 
6.1.3 Developed cavitation 
The first structures of developed cavitation appeared at cavitation numbers greater 
than 1. The first important observation is related to needle strings as they began to 
disappear with increasing cavitation number. At the same time, bubble clouds from 
geometric cavitation started becoming more opaque and bubble coalescence was 
evident, which led to formation of larger voids and ultimately local vapour films. In 
addition to that, and following the complete disappearance of needle strings, another 
type of string was captured that initiated inside the injection hole. The latter was a 
cavitation string and its creation mechanism was not different than the one of needle 
strings. A strong vortex around the hole axis that was enhanced by the dense bubble 
vapour clouds in the hole inlet, which effectively reduced the hole flow area and 
increased flow velocities, contributed to the formation of cavitation strings inside the 
injection hole. Cavitation strings, which were possible to extend towards the hole 
inlet, triggered a bubble creation mechanism at the core of the vortex existing between 
two adjacent holes. The latter was the result of the interaction between the high 
momentum annular flow and the cross flow initiated by two neighbouring injection 
holes, as discussed in Section 6.1.1. Finally, the bubble creation mechanism at the 
core of that vortex resulted in formation of hole interconnecting strings. Cavitation 
strings shared similar effects with needle strings. More specifically, they considerably 
affect geometric cavitation structures at the hole inlet by increasing turbulence levels. 
In addition to that, it has been confirmed that the existence of cavitation strings 
stabilises geometric cavitation structures inside the injection hole. Finally, Reynolds 
number did not have a profound effect on the formation of cavitation strings, unlike 
the cavitation number, which enhanced the stability of these strings. 
At cavitation numbers greater than two (CN2:2), the previously observed pre-film 
stage cavitation structures were gradually replaced by film cavitation that featured 
separation of the flow from the hole boundaries. Although there was a highly transient 
behaviour between pre-film and film cavitation structures, the latter did not shO\\ any 
correlation to Reynolds number. Instead, the transition from bubbly cavitation films to 
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fully separated two-phase flow showed great dependence on needle lift. More 
specifically, low needle lifts were associated with a highly turbulent behaviour that 
resulted in more bubbly cavitation structures. Further increase in cavitation number 
(CN2:2.5) caused a definite establishment of a two-phase flow and clearly identifiable 
film stage cavitation structures. As aforementioned, the flow rate through the nozzle 
did not have any effect on the development of the separated flow inside the hole, 
unlike the needle lift settings, which appeared to dictate the formation of well-
established gaseous pockets around the hole entrance. As needle lift was decreased , 
the appearance of the fully separated two-phase flow was effectively delayed. 
6.2 SPRAY CHARACTERISATION 
The sprays generated from the multi-hole injectors introduced recently in spray-
guided direct injection gasoline engines, have been characterised in terms of droplet 
velocitiesldiameters at injection pressures of 80, 120 and 200bar, chamber pressures 
varying from atmospheric to 12bar and chamber temperatures up to 120°C. Several 
multi-hole injector nozzle designs have been employed in this study featuring 
different arrangement in hole positioning (symmetric and asymmetric nozzles) and 
different number of holes corresponding to different LID ratios. The sprays from these 
injectors have been visualised inside a high-pressure I temperature constant volume 
chamber under various operating conditions employing the Mie scattering technique 
with a fast-shutter CCD camera and a high-speed imaging system. Spray visualisation 
has confirmed that the spray angle remains constant and is almost independent of 
injection and chamber pressure, a significant advantage relative to pressure-swirl 
atomisers used in the first-generation, wall-guided gasoline engines. For complete 
spray characterisation results, droplet velocities and diameters of the aforementioned 
nozzle designs have been measured with a two-dimensional PDA system. 
Among the several multi-hole nozzle designs tested, the twelve-holes nozzle that 
featured two blocked side holes and one central hole, presented the highest volumetric 
capacity of all the other six-hole configured nozzles. At first sight, a 12-hole nozzle is 
expected to have larger pressure drop across the injection holes due to their smaller 
diameter relative to six-hole nozzle holes. However, 12-holes nozzle demonstrated 
reduced pressure drop across the nozzle due to their larger radius of curvature in the 
hole inlet to diameter ratio (riD) value that is the result of their reduced hole diameter 
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while the hole inlet radius of curvature remained unchanged. Geometric cavitation 
structures are more pronounced in the case of small riD values (6-hole nozzle). 
associated with reduced flow area inside each hole. 
6.2.1 Spray visualisation 
Still and high-speed imaging have improved the understanding of multi-hole sprays' 
structure and the injector's behaviour under various operating conditions. High-
magnification images provided the actual delay time for the needle to fully open, 
following the triggering pulse. Increasing the injection pressure from 80-120bar 
resulted in the largest recorded delay time; this shows that injection pressure is not 
necessarily leading to fast needle opening, as observed in diesel injectors, but it rather 
slows down the opening event. 
The main mechanism of air-entrainment in multi-hole sprays has also been identified. 
The air motion induced by the high-pressure spray created counter rotating vortices 
around each liquid jet that forced the smaller droplets to be transferred away from the 
liquid core. The images revealed a fishbone structure of each jet, similarly to diesel 
sprays, a structure that enhances air-entrainment, thus improving fuel atomisation and 
evaporation. The above-described mechanism proved to be a characteristic of all 
investigated multi-hole nozzle designs, although certain differences were observed 
between 6- and 12-hole nozzles. Large LID values resulted in thin individual jet 
shapes. Further parametric investigation on the LID design characteristics revealed 
that sprays from 12-hole nozzles penetrate less in the constant-volume chamber 
compared to the 6-hole generated jets. Furthermore, an increase in injection pressure 
was much likely to increase penetration of the 6-hole sprays relative to the 12-hole 
ones. 
Injection and chamber pressure dependencies of all tested multi-hole nozzle sprays 
were found to be similar. More specifically, an increase in injection pressure resulted 
in a marginal increase in the spray tip penetration for all investigated injectors. 
Injection pressure also increased spray atomisation, but not indefinitely, although the 
full quantitative investigation of the effect of injection pressure on spray atomisation 
was conducted with PDA measurements and is presented in a subsequent section. The 
inverse effect of injection pressure on spray tip penetration length and fuel 
atomisation was observed with increasing chamber pressure, which resulted in sprays 
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with reduced penetration lengths and compact jet shapes. Finally, the effect of 
chamber temperature was also investigated; injection into ambient temperatures of 
50°, 90° and 120°C was realised and the increased evaporation rates expected in 
120°C were confirmed. An important observation was made concerning the hole LID 
value; the thin sprays produced by large LID ratios demonstrated higher evaporation 
rates compared to sprays generated from nozzles with smaller LID. 
Some of the Mie scattering experiments involved investigation of injection duration 
on spray behaviour and the ability of multi-hole injectors to perform under multiple 
(double)-injection pulses. The results demonstrated some limitations of the multi-hole 
injectors driving system concerning minimum injection duration and dwell time. 
More specifically, the minimum injection duration of multi-hole injectors showed a 
dependency on injection pressure. Finally, multi-hole injectors demonstrated their 
ability to operate under double-pulsed conditions. Both injection events appeared to 
follow the trend of the single injection dependency on injection and chamber pressure, 
although the overall stability of the double-injection sequence was found to be greatly 
dependent on the selected dwell time; dwell times smaller than O.7ms resulted in the 
formation of a pre-spray between the two main injection events. 
6.2.2 Phase-Doppler anemometry 
Although spray visualisation produced important qualitative results, quantitative 
droplet information was essential in completing the spray characterisation 
investigation. Droplet velocity field and size distribution information, as well as their 
behaviour under various thermodynamic ambient chamber conditions, has confirmed 
that multi-hole injectors are very promising fuel injection equipment candidates. 
Droplet velocity and size distribution data was acquired using a two-dimensional 
phase - Doppler anemometry system. 
Injection and chamber pressure appeared to have quite predictable effects on spray 
droplet velocities and size distributions. More specifically, injection pressure resulted 
in increased droplet velocities, for all tested nozzles, and slightly decreased droplet 
diameters. On the other hand, increasing chamber pressure resulted in reduction of 
droplet velocities. Additionally, an increase in droplet sizes of up to 55% was 
observed when chamber pressure increased from atmospheric to 12bar. The stability 
of the overall multi-hole spray cone angle was also confirmed by the PDA results. 
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Simultaneous measurements of the axial and radial velocity components showed that 
the overall cone angle is not dependent on chamber pressure, in agreement with the 
results deduced from the Mie scattering images. Finally, the ambient chamber 
temperature had no apparent effect on droplet velocities, while the droplet size 
distributions as expected were significantly affected. 
Injector operating parameters such as injection duration and a multiple-injection 
pattern showed no apparent effect on droplet velocities; however, droplet size 
distribution was affected in certain ways. Long injection durations resulted in larger 
droplet sizes. Furthermore, the effect of dwell time on droplet size characteristics was 
quantified and the observed pre-spray at short dwell times was found to have larger 
droplet diameters due to poorer atomisation. In addition, the differences between 
sprays from 6- and 12-hole nozzles were quantified. The reduced spray droplet sizes 
produced at larger L/D values also affected droplet velocities. As a result, 12-hole 
nozzle sprays exhibited smaller droplet velocities and sizes (up to 20%) compared to 
6-hole nozzles, which could be an advantage in both stratified and homogeneous 
engine operation. 
Overall, the obtained results have confirmed the advantages and flexibility offered by 
new generation high-pressure multi-hole injectors for gasoline direct-injection 
engines, compared to the swirl pressure atomisers, in terms of spray structure stability 
under varying chamber thermodynamic and injector operating conditions. 
Nevertheless, their ability to generate the desired air/fuel mixture at the spark plug at 
the time of ignition under stratified operating conditions with minimum nozzle 
cocking remains to be confirmed in production engines. 
6.3 MIXTURE DISTRIBUTION 
The last stage of the present work has been the investigation of the generated mixture 
distributions by the multi-hole injector inside a direct-injection twin-spark-ignition 
engine. Two multi-hole nozzle designs have been selected to demonstrate their ability 
in creating homogeneous as well as stratified mixture distribution inside the single-
cylinder optical research engine. A 12-hole and a 6-hole nozzle, featuring an overall 
spray cone angle of 90° and 40°, respectively, were tested by means of the laser 
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induced fluorescence technique. The motored single-cylinder optical engine featured a 
centrally located injector and two spark plugs installed at opposite sides of the 
cylinder. Laser induced fluorescence quantified the 2-D fuel concentration and local 
air/fuel ratio along a central plane of the cylinder, with a 6.5mm offset relative to the 
spark-plug plane for homogeneous stoichiometric and stratified overall lean engine 
operation. 
The twin-spark combustion concept featuring central injection is, in principle, 
offering advantages in HC and smoke emissions relative to its side-injection, wall-
guided counterpart. Additionally, the previously observed problems of cocking in 
multi-hole injectors and spark plug fouling present in most spray-guided 
configurations, could be minimised due to the reduced injector tip temperatures. 
Protection against spark plug fouling is also provided by the stable spray structure of 
multi-hole injectors and the flexibility they offer in nozzle design and, thus, spray 
configuration. 
6.3.1 Homogeneous stoichiometric engine operation 
Overall, multi-hole injectors have demonstrated their ability to produce a 
homogeneous stoichiometric charge in a multi-valve twin-spark ignition engine. More 
specifically, it has been confirmed that injection timing controls wall impingement. At 
low and high engine speeds, the 12-hole nozzle resulted in increased mixture 
homogeneity at injection timings early in the induction stroke. This is mainly 
attributed to the fact that the increased spray cone angle (90°) of that injector resulted 
in extensive liner wetting at late injection timings and, at the same time, the crank 
angle window available for evaporation and mixing was not sufficient. On the 
contrary, the 6-hole injector that featured a spray cone angle of 40° performed better 
at later timings of 90° and 120°CA. Late injection timing ensured minimum 
impingement on the piston surface and the possibility of fuel impinging on the 
cylinder walls almost diminished by the narrow spray cone angle. In general, injection 
timing demonstrated significant effect on homogeneous mixture distribution at low 
engine speeds (l,500rpm). At higher engine speeds (3,000rpm), however, the effect of 
injection timing was rather overshadowed by the increased in-cylinder turbulent 
airflow and the differences between several injection timings relative to mixture 
uniformity were rather small. 
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A multiple-injection strategy has also been tested. Double and triple-injection events 
have been found to reduce spray tip penetration lengths by sub-dividing the actual 
single injection duration into two or three shorter events. However, at low engine 
speeds with the 12-hole nozzle, double- and triple-injection did not improve 
homogeneity. More specifically, double-injection produced a highly non-uniform 
AFR distribution while triple-injection performed similar to the single injection 
strategy. Overall, the multiple-injection strategy demonstrated better results with the 
6-hole nozzle. Double-injection presented similar results to single injection, although, 
the timing of the second injection pulse was found to have an effect on the final AFR 
distribution; homogeneity at early injection timings where single injection did not 
perform well, was slightly improved. In a similar manner, triple-injection optimised 
further the homogeneity of single injection and allowed smooth transition from rich to 
lean areas without steep AFR gradients. At the higher engine speed of 3,OOOrpm, both 
double and triple injection strategies demonstrated moderate homogeneity for the 12-
hole nozzle. However, the combination of multiple-injection and 6-hole injector at the 
higher engine speeds proved to be very effective over a wide range of injection 
timings, with the achieved homogeneity slightly improved compared to the single 
injection cases. In concluding, the effect of multiple-injection on homogeneity is 
advantageous in that double-injection provides uniform mixture distribution at high 
engine speeds, while triple-injection performs better at lower engine speeds. 
Another factor affecting mixture homogeneity is in-cylinder airflow. Increased swirl 
assisted air/fuel mixing and resulted in more uniform AFR distribution at the time of 
ignition. The latter conclusion is valid for both multi-hole nozzle designs, and for all 
engine speeds and injection timings. On the contrary, injection pressure did not 
produce significant improvements in mixture homogeneity. Comparison of the AFR 
distribution maps of 80 and 120bar revealed that these minor improvements in 
homogeneity do not seem to justify the energy cost for increasing the injection 
pressure to levels beyond 80bar. 
6.3.2 Stratified overall lean engine operation 
Following the investigation on homogeneous mixture distribution, the ability of multi-
hole nozzles in creating mixture stratification at the time of ignition had to be 
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explored. Overall, it has been confinned that both multi-hole nozzles are able to 
produce the desired stratification levels inside the twin-spark engine cylinder, with the 
major parameter affecting stratification being the injection timing. It is useful to note 
that the direct-injection twin-spark engine shares operating principles from both the 
spray- as well as the wall-guided configurations, in that it is piston-guided. Therefore, 
mixture stratification is mainly controlled by the time the fuel spray impinges on the 
piston, which directs the mixture cloud towards the two spark plugs. Injection timing 
has, thus, played a major role in achieving the desired stratification for both nozzle 
designs. The best timing for low and high engine speeds seemed to be around 
260°CA, or IOO°CA before compression top-dead-centre. Earlier timings led to poor 
exploitation of the internal airflow, resulting in undesired stratification, while later 
timings did not provide sufficient time for fuel evaporation. Finally, as far as the 
single injection strategy is concerned, the 6-hole nozzle presented slightly better 
stratification potential than the 12-hole one, mainly due to the on-time delivery of fuel 
to the ignition sources. Multiple-injection also demonstrated increased stratification 
potential. More specifically, triple-injection achieved the desired stratification levels 
at early injection timings and low engine speeds for both multi-hole nozzles since, the 
more the end of injection timing was retarded, the shorter the time available for 
evaporation and mixing. Furthennore, double-injection proved to be a useful tool in 
producing stratification and more specifically, in transporting the required ignitable 
mixture clouds ＨＱＴＺｓａｆｒｾＱＶＩ＠ towards the spark plug locations when injection started 
at around 250-260°CA. In general, multiple-injection assisted greatly the 6-hole 
nozzle to produce the desired stratification at all tested engine speeds, while the 12-
hole injector did not appear capable of creating stratification at higher engine speeds. 
Finally, in-cylinder swirl was shown to improve homogeneity significantly but to be 
an obstacle to any attempts for creating charge stratification, similarly to injection 
pressure. 
6.4 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
It can be argued that the presented work provided useful information about gasoline 
multi-hole high-pressure injector nozzle flow, spray characterisation and mixture 
distribution of relevance to direct-injection spark ignition engines. Nevertheless. in 
the course of this experimental investigation it became apparent that some further 
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research on the discussed topics could be valuable. The focus of this proposed \vork 
lies on the internal flow in fully transparent real-size multi-hole nozzles, the spray 
vaporisation characteristics inside a heated constant-volume chamber and combustion 
development in the single-cylinder twin-spark direct-injection research engine. 
6.4.1 Internal nozzle flow investigations 
The suggested future work comprises the manufacturing of both real-size and large-
scale transparent model nozzles, for a detailed parametric study of two important 
geometric factors, hole length to diameter (LID) and radius of curvature to diameter 
(riD) ratios, which affect directly the cavitation development inside multi-hole 
nozzles. More specifically, the manufacturing (from plexiglass or glass) of 6- and 12-
hole real size transparent model nozzles is proposed for a detailed investigation of the 
LID ratio effect on in-hole cavitation structures. Additionally, simultaneous fully-
synchronised imaging of the in-hole cavitation development and the emerging spray 
structure will provide the link between cavitation onset and type of cavitation with 
spray atomisation mechanisms in multi-hole injectors. Finally, the application of 
micro PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry) to real size transparent multi-hole nozzles 
although it represents a major experimental challenge it may provide valuable and 
unique information on the velocity flow field inside multi-hole nozzle. 
The second parameter that was identified to have an effect on in-hole geometric 
cavitation inception and development is the riD ratio. Therefore, the manufacturing of 
large-scale transparent nozzles that feature different riD ratios is proposed. More 
specifically, these nozzles should feature a constant number of holes with each nozzle 
being slightly different in terms of the rID ratio. Application of high-speed imaging to 
in-hole cavitation structures of various manufactured models could provide very 
useful information on cavitation inception and development. 
6.4.2 Spray investigations 
As expected, the spray dependence on ambient temperature was found to be 
significant. However, these observations are based on Mie scattered light, which is 
representing only liquid concentration. A direct and simultaneous acquisition of liquid 
and vapour phase images in evaporating high-pressure gasoline multi-hole sprays 
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would provide much improved understanding of the effect of ambient temperature on 
spray propagation and evaporation. More specifically, evaporating high-pressure 
gasoline sprays inside a high-pressure/temperature constant-volume chamber would 
render ideal the application of the Laser Sheet Drop-sizing technique (LSD) using 
Laser Induced Exciplex Fluorescence (LIEF) [58, 59, 61, 69, 71]. According to the 
theoretical description of this technique, a dual imaging optical system enables 
simultaneous imaging of the liquid (Mie) and vapour (LIF) phases under the same 
laser and camera operating conditions. Thus, quantitative information of the effect of 
ambient temperature on spray evaporation can be made possible at conditions 
simulating closely those during the compression stroke in direct-injection gasoline 
engmes. 
6.4.3 Engine investigations 
The potential of multi-hole injectors in creating homogeneous stoichiometric as well 
as stratified overall lean mixture distribution inside a direct-injection gasoline engine 
has been investigated by the LIF technique. The results were promising, and certain 
operating conditions were considered to be appropriate for combustion experiments. 
Therefore, the next phase in the engine investigations should focus on combustion 
experiments. More specifically, combustion stability in terms of misfires and 
blockage-free injector operation are considered to be key parameters that will 
determine the future of multi-hole gasoline injectors as promising FIE candidates. In 
addition, exhaust gas emission measurements are vital in supporting the flame 
development investigation since the final judgement on multi-hole injector efficiency 
will be based on their ability to provide fuel economy approaching that of diesels and 
exhaust emissions comparable to the best of today's port injection gasoline engines 
equipped with the most sophisticated catalyst systems. 
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